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ABSTRACT
Structural equation modeling (SEM) is a statistical methodology commonly used in the
social and behavioral sciences due to its ability to model complex systems of human behavior
while allowing for the use of latent variables and variables measured with error. SEM differs
markedly from other statistical methods due to its modeling of the covariance matrix of the
observed variables as opposed to the individual observations themselves as done in many sta-
tistical methods. This difference is evident in how residual analysis is conducted. In many
common statistical methods residual analysis consists of graphical displays of the residuals,
residual-based model diagnostics, and residual-based hypothesis tests to assess model assump-
tions and detect potential outliers and influential observations. Though a number of diagnostics
have been developed to assess the overall adequacy of a proposed SEM model and several sim-
ulation studies have assessed the effects of model misspecification, assumption violations, and
outliers/influential observations, the use of residual analysis similar to that commonly employed
in most statistical methods to assess the adequacy of a model has been largely neglected.
The goal of this dissertation is to further the use of residual analysis in SEM. First, the
finite sample and asymptotic properties of a class of residual estimators that are weighted
functions of the observed variables are derived. These properties are then assessed through
the use of a simulation study. Second, the residuals constructed using the proposed class of
residual estimators are examined for their ability to detect outliers and influential observations.
These applications extend the use of residual plots and Cook’s distance to the SEM framework.
The utility of these proposed extensions are then evaluated through the use of two examples.
Theoretical results indicate that the optimal estimator from the class of proposed estimators
depends on the criterion used to evaluate the estimators. Empirical results from the two
xiii
examples indicate the utility of the proposed residual plots and extension of Cook’s distance
to detect outliers and influential observations. Thus, this dissertation provides the basis for
residual analysis in SEM.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Structural equation modeling (SEM) is a statistical methodology used to examine causal
relationships in observational data. Though SEM was introduced in 1921 by geneticist Sewall
Wright (1921), its use did not become common until the 1970s due to the contributions of
statistician Karl Jo¨reskog (1970, 1973, and 1978). The SEM framework models complex systems
of human behavior while allowing for the use of latent or unobserved variables as well as
variables measured with error. Due to this flexibility, SEM has been widely applied in the
social and behavioral sciences and less extensively in the biological and business sciences.
SEM differs markedly from more common statistical procedures such as regression analysis
or ANOVA. These more common methods emphasize the modeling of individual observations
where parameter estimates are obtained by minimizing the sum of the squared residuals (defined
in these methods as the differences between the observed values of the response and the values
of the response predicted by the model) over all cases. In contrast, SEM emphasizes the
modeling of the covariance matrix of the observed variables such that parameter estimates are
obtained by minimizing the differences between the observed covariances and the covariances
predicted by the model. Under the SEM framework the differences between the observed and
predicted covariances are commonly referred to as the residuals. Due to the difference in the
definition of residuals, residual analysis differs considerably between SEM and other statistical
methods. For common statistical methods, residual analysis consists of graphical displays of
the residuals, residual-based model diagnostics, and residual-based hypothesis tests to assess
model assumptions and detect potential outliers and influential observations. Though a number
of diagnostics, primarily fit indices, have been developed to assess the overall adequacy of a
proposed SEM model (e.g. the χ2 statistics, the root mean squared error of approximation
2(RMSEA), and the Tucker-Lewis index or non-normed fit index (TLI or NNFI)) and several
simulation studies (e.g. Bandalos, 1997; Bauer, 2005; Enders, 2001; Fouladi, 2000; Muthe´n
and Kaplan, 1985, Olsson, Foss, Troye, and Howell, 2000) have assessed the effects of model
misspecification, assumption violations, and outliers/influential observations, the use of residual
analysis similar to that commonly employed in most statistical methods to assess the adequacy
of a model has been largely neglected (Bollen and Arminger, 1991). This can be attributed
to the complications that arise when constructing residuals and residual-based diagnostics due
to the use of latent variables (Bollen and Arminger, 1991). However, several previous works
(e.g. Bollen and Arminger, 1991; Raykov and Penev, 2001; Sa´nchez, Ryan, and Houseman,
2009) have proposed estimators of the residuals. Common to these estimators is that they
use (linear) weighted functions of the observed variables, also known as factor scores. Though
properties of factor scores have been derived (e.g. McDonald and Burr, 1967; Saris, de Pijper,
and Mulder, 1978) and several previous works have demonstrated the utility of these residual
estimators (e.g. Bollen and Arminger, 1991; Sa´nchez et al, 2009), statistical properties have
not been derived for the residual estimators which is necessary to provide the foundation for
residual analysis in SEM.
The purpose of this dissertation is to provide a foundation for residual analysis in SEM. To
accomplish this, the finite sample and asymptotic properties of a class of residual estimators
that are linear functions of the observed variables are derived and a thorough simulation study
verifies the theoretical finite sample properties of the proposed estimators. Next, potential uses
of the residuals obtained using the residual estimators under consideration are developed. This
dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces SEM including the four steps of a
SEM analysis including model specification, identification, estimation, and model evaluation.
Chapter 3 defines the residuals under the SEM framework and introduces the class of residual
estimators that are weighted linear functions of the observed variables. The statistical prop-
erties of the residual estimators are derived in Chapter 4 and studied in detail based on the
finite sample properties of conditional unbiasedness, mean squared error, structure preservation,
univocality, and distribution and the asymptotic properties of consistency, efficiency, limiting
3covariance structure, and limiting distribution. This chapter concludes with a simulation study
to illustrate these theoretical findings. Chapter 5 develops two uses of the residuals to identify
potential outliers and influential observations by first extending the concept of residual plots
to SEM and then secondly developing a measure based on Cook’s distance (Cook, 1979) for
SEM. The utility of the proposed uses are evaluated through the use of two examples. Lastly,
Chapter 6 provides general conclusions and areas of future research.
4CHAPTER 2. STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELING
Within many fields, especially the social and behavioral sciences, researchers are often in-
terested in variables that are unobservable (latent) and/or measured with error. For example,
a researcher may be interested in measuring intelligence, which is not directly observable. In-
stead, the researcher may use a proxy variable such as IQ by assuming that IQ is a good
measure of intelligence. However, because intelligence is a multifaceted concept, using a single
dimension of intelligence, IQ, will not perfectly measure the concept of intelligence which in-
troduces measurement error. The use of unobserved variables and variables that are measured
with error both present challenges under traditional statistical methodology (e.g. regression or
ANOVA) such as attenuation bias and inconsistent estimates of effect size.
Compounding these issues is that social and behavioral scientists are also interested in
examining complex systems of human behavior. Specifically, researchers may be interested in
three types of situations that cannot be adequately addressed by traditional methods. First,
a variable may have not only a direct effect on another variable but also an indirect effect via
mediating variables. For example, gender is expected to directly impact the wages an individual
earns but may also affect wages indirectly by influencing other variables that affect wages such
as occupation. The sum of these direct and indirect effects is the total effect that a variable
has on another variable in the model, and, unlike with most traditional statistical methods
this the total, direct, and indirect effects can easily be estimated. Second, two (or possibly
more) variables may have a reciprocal relationship (or feedback loop) in which variable X is
a cause of variable Y but variable Y is also a cause of variable X. It is fairly common when
dealing with human behavior to posit such a relationship; for example, depression may lead
to poor overall health and, in turn, poor health may contribute to depression. Lastly, many
5variables in the social sciences may be measured with error as the variable of interest may not be
directly measurable or observable or may be impacted by the human error of respondents when
answering questions. Many traditional methods are not capable of modeling such situations
and consequently are not as able to capture theoretically interesting and valid relationships.
Structural equation modeling (SEM) is a general framework that is capable of modeling com-
plex systems of human behavior common in the social and behavioral sciences. As opposed to
most traditional statistical methods, which emphasize the modeling of individual observations,
SEM differs markedly by emphasizing the covariances of the observed variables. Consequently,
SEM is an incredibly flexible method that is capable of modeling complex systems of equations
that traditional methods cannot.
Under the SEM framework, a model is posited that specifies the relationships among all vari-
ables (latent and observed) resulting in systems of linear equations such that the relationships
between all variables are linear (or transformably linear). In these linear equations variables
are linked by structural parameters denoted as θ. Based on these equations, the population
covariance matrix of the observed variables, Σ, can be represented as a function of the model
parameters θ. Bollen (1989), defines this as the fundamental hypothesis of structural equation
modeling ; that is
Σ = Σ(θ),
where Σ is the population covariance matrix of the observed variables, θ is a vector of model
parameters, and Σ(θ) is the covariance matrix as a function of θ.
In this chapter, the four steps of SEM, specification, identification, estimation, and model
evaluation, are examined and an example is introduced to clarify these concepts. In addition,
model diagnostics that have been developed under the SEM framework are briefly discussed
which can be viewed as a part of model evaluation. Model specification introduces the model
notation used in SEM while model identification is concerned with determining if a model is
theoretically identified and hence possible to estimate. Model estimation explains the common
estimation method of maximum likelihood and the underlying distributional assumptions typi-
cally employed when using this procedure. Lastly, model evaluation is concerned with assessing
6the fit of a model and any diagnostics employed to evaluate assumption violations and/or the
presence of outliers and influential observations.
2.1 Model Specification
The first step in any SEM is to specify the model of interest which the researcher posits
based on the theoretical relationships to be examined. The hypothesized relationships lead
to systems of linear equations that link latent, observed, and error variables to one another
using structural parameters. These structural parameters summarize the relationships among
variables and can describe causal links between latent variables, observed variables, and latent
and observed variables. The systems of structural equations consist of two major subsystems:
the latent variable model, which summarizes the relationships among the latent variables, and
the measurement model, which relates latent variables to observed variables. In this section,
the notation of SEM is introduced as presented by Bollen (1989) and originally developed by
Jo¨reskog (1973, 1977), Wiley (1973), and Keesling (1972). This notation is often referred to as
the LISREL (LInear Structural RELationships) model notation due to the computer program
that popularized it.
Throughout this chapter, the example depicted in Figure 2.1 will be used. Following the
standard conventions of path diagrams, squares and rectangles denote observed or manifest
variables, circles and ovals denote latent variables including error terms, single-headed arrows
depict causal relationships between variables where the variable at the tail of the arrow is the
cause of the variable at the head of the arrow, double-headed arrows depict a feedback loop
or reciprocal relationship between two variables (not used in Figure 2.1), and curved double-
headed arrows depict unanalyzed relationships between two variables (also not used in Figure
2.1).
2.1.1 Latent Variable Model
The latent variable model, which is also commonly referred to as the structural or causal
model, is comprised of the system of equations that describes the relationships among latent
7Figure 2.1 Path Diagram of a Hypothetical Model
variables. Latent variables are also known as unobserved variables or factors that represent
hypothetical constructs or concepts and are assumed to be measured without error.
Under the SEM framework, latent variables are considered to either be exogenous, such as
ξ1 in Figure (2.1), as their causes lie outside the model, or endogenous, like η1 and η2, as their
causes lie within the model. In Figure (2.1) it is hypothesized that ξ1 is a cause of both η1 and
η2 and that η1 is a cause of η2.
The latent variable model for the hypothetical model in Figure (2.1) can be written in
equation form as:
η1 = γ11ξ1 + ζ1 (2.1)
η2 = β21η1 + γ21ξ1 + ζ2, (2.2)
where Equations (2.1) and (2.2) are linear in both variables and parameters. It is important
to note that the equations presented in this chapter, including (2.1) and (2.2), are at the
observational or individual level. Though this is generally indicated through the use of the
8subscript i for all random variables, for convenience this notation is omitted in this chapter.
Consequently, the dimensions of all matrices and vectors presented in this chapter are also for
the ith individual or observation.
No constant terms are included as it is assumed all variables are deviated from their means
implying that E(η1) = 0, E(η2) = 0, and E(ξ1) = 0. This assumption serves only to simplify
algebraic manipulations and does not effect the overall analysis or its generalizability. The
structural parameter γ11 represents the expected change in η1 associated with a one unit in-
crease in ξ1. The structural parameters γ21 and β21 have analogous interpretations such that
γ21 represents the expected change in η2 associated with a one unit change in ξ1 holding η1
constant and β21 represents the expected change in η2 associated with a one unit increase in η1
holding ξ1 constant. In this example, γ21 represents the direct effect of ξ1 on η2; similarly, the
structural parameter β21 represents the direct effect of η1 on η2. In this model, it is hypothe-
sized that ξ1 not only has a direct effect on η2 but also an indirect effect that is mediated by η1.
This indirect effect is then equal to γ11β21 leading to ξ1 having a total effect on η2 equal to the
sum of the direct and indirect effects, γ21 + γ11β21. The random errors ζ1 and ζ2 are assumed
to have an expected value of zero and homoskedastic variances as well as be independent (they
are not autocorrelated), and uncorrelated with ξ1.















which can be written more compactly as:
η = Bη + Γξ + ζ. (2.3)
Starting on the left hand side of Equation 2.3, η represents an m× 1 vector of endogenous
latent variables while the n × 1 vector ξ represents the exogenous latent variables. Each
endogenous latent variable, ηk (k = 1, . . . ,m), is a function of the exogenous latent variables in
ξ, the other endogenous latent variables in η, and a random disturbance term ζk represented
in the m×1 vector ζ such that m = 2 for the hypothetical model in Figure (2.1). It is assumed
9that for all k = 1, . . . ,m: (1) E(ζk) = 0; (2) ζk are homoskedastic; (3) ζk are independent; and
(4) η and ζ are uncorrelated. The homoskedasticity assumption in SEM is analogous to the
homoskedasticity assumption in regression implying that for a given endogenous latent variable
ηk the variance of the error term ζk is constant across observations (i.e. E(ζ
2
ki) = Var(ζk) ∀
i where i denotes the ith observation). The independence assumption mirrors the regression
assumption that assumes error terms associated with the endogenous latent variable equation
for ηk are uncorrelated with one another (i.e. Cov(ζki, ζkl) = 0 ∀ i 6= l). It is important to note
that the homoskedasticity and independence assumptions apply to each equation within the
system, not the system as a whole. This allows the the error terms to have different variances
across equations (e.g. E(ζ2k) need not equal E(ζ
2
j ) where k 6= j) and covary across equations
(e.g. Cov(ζk, ζj) need not equal zero where ζk and ζj are from separate equations).
The structural parameters that summarize the relationships among the latent variables are
found in the m×m matrix B and the n× n matrix Γ. The B matrix is the coefficient matrix
that links the endogenous latent variables to one another. This matrix consists of elements
βkj where k denotes the row position and j denotes the column position. The element βkj
represents the expected direct change in ηk associated with a one unit increase in ηj ; a one
unit increase in ηj may also cause a change in ηk indirectly via other latent variables in η
which can be calculated using elements in B. For a greater discussion of the calculation of
indirect effects see Bollen (1989). In regards to B, it is assumed that: (1) (I − B) where I
is the identity matrix is nonsingular (invertible); and (2) the main diagonal of B consists of
zeros removing the possibility that a variable is both a direct cause and effect of itself (though
this does not remove the possibility that a variable may indirectly be related to itself). The
Γ matrix contains the structural parameters that link the exogenous latent variables to the
endogenous latent variables. This matrix consists of elements γkl where k denotes the row
position and l denotes the column position. The element γkl represents the expected direct
change in ηk associated with a one unit increase in ξl where l = 1, . . . , n; ξl may also cause a
change in ηk indirectly via other latent variables in η which are then calculated using elements
in Γ and B.
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There are two covariances matrices associated with the latent variable model. The first
is the m ×m covariance matrix of the latent variable errors Ψ with individual elements ψij .
The main diagonal of Ψ consists of the elements ψkk where ψkk represents the variance of the
latent error in equation associated with ηk. Off-diagonal elements, ψkj , where k 6= j, represent
the covariance between the latent errors in equations for ηk and ηj . The homoskedasticity
assumption implies that it is not necessary for all main diagonal elements of Ψ to be equal
while the independence assumption implies that off-diagonal elements need not be zero. The
second covariance matrix is the n × n covariance matrix of the exogenous latent variables Φ.
This matrix consists of individual elements φll, the variance of exogenous latent variable ξl,
on the main diagonal and φlj , the covariance between exogenous latent variables ξl and ξj for
l 6= j, on the off-diagonal. As with all covariance matrices, it is assumed that Ψ and Φ are
symmetric and in general are assumed to be invertible. No specific matrix is given for the
covariance of the endogenous latent variables, denoted as Σηη, as this matrix is a function of
B, Γ, Ψ, and Φ. Simple algebra shows that Σηη = (I −B)−1(ΓΦΓ′ + Ψ)(I −B)−T . Table
(2.1) summarizes the notation of the latent variable model, provides the dimensions for each
component, and provides a brief definition of each component.
2.1.2 Measurement Model
While the latent variable model summarizes the theoretical relationships among the latent
variables that a researcher has hypothesized, these relationships can only be tested if measures
of the latent variables are collected such that these observed variables are proxies of the latent
variables. The measurement model links the latent variables with observed variables (the terms
observed variables, indicators, measures, and manifest variables are used interchangeably).
The example in Figure (2.1) posits that each latent variable has three indicators, each of
which is associated with only one factor. The indicators for η1 are y1, y2, and y3, the indicators
for η2 are y4, y5, and y6, and the indicators for ξ1 are x1, x2, and x3.
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Table 2.1 Notation for the Latent Variable Model (Bollen (1989, p. 14))
Structural Equation for the Latent Variable Model






(I −B) is nonsingular
Symbol Dimension Definition
Variables
η m× 1 endogenous latent variables
ξ n× 1 exogenous latent variables
ζ m× 1 latent errors in equations
Coefficients
B m×m coefficient matrix for endogenous latent variables
Γ m× n coefficient matrix for exogenous latent variables
Covariance Matrices
Φ n× n E(ξξ′) (covariance matrix of ξ)
Ψ m×m E(ζζ′) (covariance matrix of ζ)
The measurement model associated with Figure 2.1 is written as:
x1 = λ1ξ1 + δ1, y1 = λ4η1 + 1, y4 = λ7η2 + 4
x2 = λ2ξ1 + δ2, y2 = λ5η1 + 2, y5 = λ8η2 + 5
x3 = λ3ξ1 + δ3, y3 = λ6η1 + 3, y6 = λ9η2 + 6. (2.4)
where, as with the latent variable model, the Equations in (2.4) are linear in both variables
and parameters. Variables in the measurement model are also assumed to be deviated from
their means such that no constant terms are included. The structural parameters λg where
g = 1, . . . , (q + p) represent the expected change in the gth observed indicator due to a one
unit increase in the associated latent variable. The error terms δh where h = 1, . . . , q, and j
where j = 1, . . . , p, are the measurement errors for xh and yh respectively. It is assumed that
the measurement errors have an expected value of zero and homoskedastic variances as well as
be independent (they are not autocorrelated), uncorrelated with the latent variables η and ξ,
uncorrelated with the latent errors in equations ζ, and that δh and j are uncorrelated for all
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h and j1.
The Equations in (2.4) can be written more compactly in matrix notation as:
x = Λxξ + δ (2.5)




















































Starting on the left hand side of Equations (2.5) and (2.6), x represents a q × 1 vector of
indicators for the exogenous latent variables ξ while y represents a p × 1 vector of indicator
variables for the endogenous latent variables η. The structural parameters that summarize
the relationships between the latent and observed variables are found in the q × n and p ×m
matrices Λx and Λy, respectively. Commonly a single subscript is used for each λg such that
the λs are numbered consecutively as was done in Figure (2.1). The measurement errors for
xh and yj are represented by the q × 1 vector δ and the p× 1 vector , respectively.
Associated with the measurement model are the covariance matrices of the error terms θδ
and θ where θδ is a q × q covariance matrix and θ is a p × p covariance matrix. The main
1Under this notation of Bollen, the error terms associated with indicators of exogenous and endogenous latent
variables are not allowed to be correlated though there are situations where it is expected that the measurement
errors would correlate. In practice a common “trick” employed in LISREL to overcome this problem is to define
all latent variables as endogenous latent variables. In this case, the exogenous latent variable can be written as
η = ξ so that the elements of Γ equal 1 and the elements of ζ equal zero.
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diagonals of the matrices θδ and θ consist of the error variances of the indicators xh and
yj , respectively. The off-diagonal elements are the covariances of the measurement errors of
indicators xh and xj in θδ and yh and yj in θ. Often the off-diagonal elements are set to zero,
however this need not be the case. Measurement errors associated with two indicators may be
correlated for various reasons such as being collected at the same point in time or by using the
same question at different points in time such that there is a common source of variability for
these items. Table (2.2) summarizes the measurement model notation, provides the dimensions
for each component, and a brief definition of each component.
Table 2.2 Notation for the Measurement Model (Bollen (1989, p. 20))
Structural Equation for the Measurement Model
x = Λxξ + δ
y = Λyη + 
Assumptions
E(η) = 0, E(ξ) = 0, E(δ) = 0, E() = 0
 uncorrelated with η, ξ, and δ
δ uncorrelated with η, ξ, and 
Symbol Dimension Definition
Variables
x q × 1 observed indicators of ξ
y p× 1 observed indicators of η
δ q × 1 measurement errors of x
 p× 1 measurement errors of y
Coefficients
Λx q × n coefficients relating x to ξ
Λy p×m coefficients relating y to η
Covariance Matrices
θδ q × q E(δδ′) (covariance matrix of δ)
θ p× p E(′) (covariance matrix of )
2.2 Identification
Once a model is specified, the next step is to determine if it identifiable that is if it is
theoretically possible to computationally derive unique parameter estimates. According to
Bollen (1989), identifiability can be shown if all unknown parameters in a SEM are functions of
known parameters and that these functions lead to unique solutions. If this is accomplished, the
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unknown parameters are said to be identified; otherwise parameters are said to be unidentified.
To establish identifiability, each unknown parameter in the parameter vector θ (consisting of
the unique elements of B, Γ, Ψ, Φ, Λx, Λy, θδ, and θ) must be written as a function only of
the known elements in the population covariance matrix Σ. In practice writing each unknown
parameter as a function of the elements in Σ can be impractical for even less complex models
leading to several rules to assess the identifiability of a given model. Existing rules establish
necessary and sufficient conditions for identifiability, discussed in greater detail below.
2.2.1 Necessary Conditions
The first two rules establish conditions that are necessary for identification but are not
sufficient (these conditions must be established for identification to be possible but they alone
do not ensure model identification). Both of these rules must be fulfilled before examining if
a model meets the sufficient conditions of model identification. More information regarding
these rules is found in Bollen (1989) and Kline (2011).
2.2.1.1 Scaling the Latent Variable
One of the most basic rules in SEM is the necessary condition known as scaling the latent
variable or setting the metric. One issue that arises with latent variables is that there is
no known measurement scale associated with the latent variables. Because these variables are
unobserved their measurement scale or metric is also unobserved and hence unknown. One way
to resolve this issue is to set one of the paths, λg, for each latent variable in η and ξ to a specific
item in y and x to 1. This process is known as scaling the latent variable or setting the metric
and is required for each latent variable in a model. Through this process, the metric of the latent
variables in η and ξ is then the metric of the specific items in y and xi. For the hypothetical
model in Figure (2.1) setting the metric is accomplished by setting λ1 = λ4 = λ7 = 1 however
this could be accomplished by using other indicators as the metric. One concern with setting the
metric is that estimates of the structural parameters are, in general, not invariant to the chosen
metric such that careful consideration must take place when setting the metric. Scaling the
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latent variable can also be accomplished by standardizing the variance of each latent variable
in η and ξ to equal 1. Under this method, standardizing the variance for the hypothetical
model in Figure 2.1 is accomplished by setting φ11 = ψ11 = ψ22 = 1.
2.2.1.2 t Rule
This necessary condition states that the number of unique elements in Σ, denoted as t, must
be less than or equal to the number of unknown parameters in θ, p(p+1)2 . In the hypothetical
model of Figure 2.1, t = 21 (unknown parameters include one element in B, two elements in Γ,
one element in Φ, two elements in Ψ, two elements in Λx, four elements in Λy, three elements




2 = 45. Because t = 21 <
p(p+1)
2 = 45, this
condition is met.
2.2.2 Sufficient Conditions
Though setting the metric and satisfying the t-rule are necessary conditions in any SEM,
they do not guarantee that a model is identified and consequently this has led to additional
identification rules. In SEM the sufficient condition is referred to as the two-step rule which, in
turn, encompasses many different rules depending on the subsystem and structure of the given
model.
2.2.2.1 Two-Step Rule
The two-step rule asserts that if both the measurement model and the latent variable model
are identified then the model as a whole is also identified. The process of this rule, as its name
indicates, involves two-steps, checking if the latent variable model is identified and checking if
the measurement model is identified. The first step examines the latent variable model and
treats the model as though it were a path analysis (i.e., it assumes that the latent variables are
observed variables). As part of this step, several rules are employed to verify to identification as
described by Bollen (1989) and Kline (2011). In step two the measurement model is examined
as though it were a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). In this step, there are several rules
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that may be used to ascertain if the model is identified as described in Bollen (1989), Kline
(2011), and Brown (2006). The rules used to determine if the measurement model and latent
variable model are identified are discussed in greater detail below.
Identification Rules for the Latent Variable Model
Identification of the latent variable model occurs when each unknown parameter in B, Γ,
Φ, and Ψ is written as a function of one or more elements in the population covariance matrix
Σ. Existing rules to determine if the latent variable model is identified are discussed below.
Null B Rule. For models that have multiple endogenous variables, it is possible that none
is a cause of the others. Models that fulfill this condition are those that examine multiple
dependent variables but the dependent variables are not causes of each other such as is the
case for seemingly unrelated regressions. This implies B is a null matrix (consists of all zeros)




 indicating this rule is not applicable for this model and other rules must be
used to establish the identifiability of the latent variable model.
Recursive Rule. SEM models are either considered recursive or non-recursive; according
to the recursive rule all recursive SEM models are identified. Models of this form have two basic
features: the error terms associated with the latent errors in equations for latent variables are
uncorrelated and all causal relationships are unidirectional implying the absence of feedback
loops. These features imply that Ψ is a diagonal matrix (note that the same condition does
not apply to θδ and θ) and that B is a lower triangular matrix. The hypothetical model in
Figure (2.1) is a recursive model as there are no feedback loops (B for this model is a lower




; by the recursive rule the sufficient condition of latent variable model
identification is satisfied.
Rules for Non-recursive Models: Order and Rank Conditions. Non-recursive
models differ markedly from recursive models as no restrictions are placed on either B or Ψ
which makes verifying identification more difficult. The rules used to determine if non-recursive
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models are identified, the order and rank conditions, examine the model equation-by-equation
for the endogenous variables. Under these rules, it is assumed that Ψ is unconstrained in that
no element is fixed to a value (e.g. zero) and (I −B) is nonsingular.
In general terms, the order condition states that the number of excluded variables from an
equation be at least the number of endogenous variables minus one (m−1). This condition can
be applied equation-by equation but for more complex models a matrix named C is defined
which is easier to use to determine if this condition holds for each equation. Define C =
[(I −B) −Γ]. The order condition is then met if each row of C contains at least (m− 1) zero
elements. To illustrate this rule, suppose that the order condition was erroneously applied to
the hypothetical model in Figure (2.1). For this example, there are two endogenous variables,
η1 and η2 implying that for each equation at least one variable must be excluded. The relevant
C is C =
 1 0 γ11
−β21 1 −γ21
. Because the second row of C does not contain at least one zero
element, by the order condition this model is unidentified. However, this model is identified
as it is a recursive model. The reason for this discrepancy arises from the fact that in Figure
(2.1) there are restrictions in Ψ (namely ψ12 = ψ21 = 0) but the order condition assumes this
is not true. If this restriction were accounted for, the model would be considered identified.
This raises one of the major disadvantages of the order condition–it assumes that none of the
elements in Ψ are restricted even though there may be a theoretical reason to restrict certain
elements; thus not all relevant knowledge is being used. Consequently, if there are restrictions
placed on Ψ the order condition is no longer applicable.
The order condition is useful in ruling out underidentified equations but it alone does not
guarantee identification leading to the use of the rank condition. This rule ensures that no
equation is a linear combination of the other equations by using the matrix C. For the kth
equation of the latent variable model, where k = 1, . . . ,m, all columns of C that do not have
a zero in the kth row are deleted. The remaining columns then form the matrix Ck. The rank
condition states that if the rank of Ck = (m − 1) then the kth equation is identified. If all k
equations are identified, the latent variable is then identified. For the hypothetical model in
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Figure (2.1), C1 =
 0
1
 which has rank 1. By the rank condition, this equation is identified
as its rank is equal to m− 1. However, C2 does not exist as all elements in the second row are
non-zero. Consequently, the rank condition cannot be satisfied. As with the order condition,
the hypothetical model is known to be identified but fails the rank condition as certain elements
of Ψ are restricted to zero. Consequently, for situations such as this, the rank condition is no
longer applicable.
The hypothetical model in Figure (2.1) underscores the importance of the assumption that
none of the elements in Ψ is restricted. However, this assumption neglects potentially useful
knowledge of the researcher. Though the order and rank conditions have been extended for
some models that fall between recursive and non-recursive models, such as block recursive
models (models where pairs of variables contain feedback loops but the links between pairs is
recursive allowing Ψ to be partitioned into blocks), this is not true in general for these so-called
partially recursive models (for example models where some elements of Ψ are restricted to zero).
These models may fail the order and rank conditions yet still be identified. Unfortunately there
rules that can be easily applied to check if models that fall between recursive and non-recursive
models are identified.
Identification Rules for the Measurement Model
Similar to identification of the latent variable model, identification of the measurement
model occurs when each parameter in Λx, Λy, θδ, and θ can be written as a function of
the elements in Σ. Determining this can be very difficult which has led to the introduction of
several rules all of which assume that the latent variables have been scaled and other constraints
(such as constraining certain elements in θδ and θ to equal zero) have been established. CFA
models are considered either standard (those where each indicator loads on only one factor and
θδ and θ are diagonal matrices) or nonstandard (models where indicators load on more than
one factor and/or θδ, θ, or both are not diagonal). The rules for both classes of models are
discussed below.
Rules for Standard CFA Models. In standard CFA models, there are two basic rules.
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The first rule, the three indicator rule, applies to models which have one latent variable (or
factor). A sufficient condition for identification of this model is that the latent variable has
at least three indicators. The second rule, the two indicator rule, applies to models with two
or more latent variables. According to this rule, models with two or more latent variables
with two or more indicators per latent are identified assuming that the factors are correlated.
For the hypothetical model in Figure (2.1) the applicable rule is the two indicator rule. This
hypothetical model has three factors each of which has three indicators. According to the two
indicator rule, the measurement model is identified.
Rules for Nonstandard CFA Models. Nonstandard CFA models allow for cross-
loadings and/or correlated error terms. The rules for these models are more complicated
than for standard CFA models. Work by Kenny, Kashy, and Bolger (1998) established a set of
identification rules for nonstandard CFA models with correlated errors. These rules specify the
requirements that must be satisfied by each factor, pair of factors, and indicator. Nonstandard
CFA models with correlated errors (with no cross-loadings) are identified if the following three
conditions are met as stated by Kline (2011):
1. For each factor at least one of the following conditions hold: (Nonstandard CFA Rule 1)
(a) There are at least three indicators whose errors are uncorrelated with each other.
(b) There are at least two indicators whose errors are uncorrelated and either
i. the errors of both indicators are not correlated with the error terms of a third
indicator for a different factor or
ii. an equality constraint is imposed on the loadings of the two indicators.
2. For every pair of factors there are at least two indicators, one from each factor, whose
error terms are uncorrelated. (Nonstandard CFA Rule 2)
3. For every indicator there is at least one other indicator (not necessarily of the same factor)
with which its error term is not correlated. (Nonstandard CFA Rule 3)
Kenny et al (1998) also establish rules for models where indicators load on more than one
factor, which are referred to as complex indicators. As stated by Kline (2011) for a model with
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complex indicators whose error terms are not correlated with the error terms of other indica-
tors the following must hold for multiple factor loadings (or cross-loadings) to be identified:
(Nonstandard CFA Rule 4)
1. Each factor on which a complex indicator loads must satisfy Nonstandard CFA Rule 1.
2. Every pair of those factors (with complex indicators) must satisfy Nonstandard CFA Rule
2.
Kenny et al (1998) also allow for the possibility of correlated error terms in models with complex
indicators. For models of this form to be identified Kline (2011) states the following must hold:
(Nonstandard CFA Rule 5)
1. Nonstandard CFA Rule 4 is satisfied.
2. For each factor on which a complex indicator loads, there must be at least one indicator
with a single loading that does not have an error correlation with the complex indicator.
2.2.3 Empirical Identification
The above rules are useful for establishing if a model is theoretically identified but they do
not guarantee that a model is empirically identified. There are several problems worth noting
that may lead to empirical underidentification. At the data level, this may occur when two
variables are highly collinear with one another which may effectively reduce the number of
observations below p(p+ 1)/2. At the model level, issues may arise when path coefficients are
essentially zero which effectively deletes the path from the model. This may lead to a factor
having too few indicators to be identified (for example, in a CFA with three indicators and one
factor if one of the paths is essentially zero the model is not identified as it would effectively only
have two indicators). Other issues may also lead to empirical underidentification, especially
when model assumptions are violated or the model is misspecified.
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2.3 Estimation Method and Distributional Assumptions
Once a model has been specified and is theoretically identified, the next step is to estimate
the model parameters. This section introduces the basic idea behind estimation methods in
SEM with a focus on the common estimation procedure of maximum likelihood. The common
distributional assumptions of normality for maximum likelihood are also examined as are the
properties of maximum likelihood estimators.
All estimation methods in SEM are derived from the relationship between the implied
covariance matrix of the observed variables, Σ(θ), and the sample covariance matrix of the
observed variables S. The goal of all estimation methods is to use the sample covariance
matrix, S, to obtain estimates for the structural parameters in θ under the specified model
such that Σ(θ) is close to S. To determine what “close” means, a fitting function must
be chosen that is then minimized. There are many choices that are possible for this fitting
function, denoted as F (S,Σ(θ)), which is a function of both the sample covariance matrix
and the implied covariance matrix. In practice there are four desirable properties the fitting
function should possess (Bollen, 1989; Browne, 1984):
1. F (S,Σ(θ)) is a scalar
2. F (S,Σ(θ)) ≥ 0
3. F (S,Σ(θ)) = 0 if and only if S = Σ(θ)
4. F (S,Σ(θ)) is a twice continuously differentiable function in S and Σ(θ).
According to Browne (1984), these properties are desirable as fitting functions that satisfy such
conditions produce consistent estimates of the structural parameters.
The most common estimation method is maximum likelihood which requires distributional
assumptions be made regarding the latent variables and the error terms. The most common
assumption is that of normality such that ξ ∼ N (0,Φ), η ∼ N (0,Σηη), δ ∼ N (0,θδ),  ∼
N (0,θ), and ζ ∼ N (0,Ψ). Consequently, this implies that x = Λxη+δ and y = Λyη+  are
normally distributed such that x ∼ N (0,Σxx) where Σxx = ΛxΦΛ′x + θδ and y ∼ N (0,Σyy)
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where Σyy = Λy(I −B)−1(ΓΦΓ′ + Ψ)(I −B)−TΛ′y + θ. Under the normality assumption
the maximum likelihood the fitting function is (Bollen, 1989):
FML = log |Σ(θ)|+ Tr(SΣ−1(θ))− log |S| − (p+ q), (2.7)
where log denotes the natural log and Tr is the trace of a matrix. As shown in Appendix A
(2.7) fulfills the properties of a fitting function under the assumption that Σ(θ) and S are
positive definite matrices. Maximum likelihood estimation then minimizes this fitting function
with respect to the structural parameters typically through an iterative numerical procedure,
often the Newton-Raphson algorithm. For further details see Bollen (1989).
The use of maximum likelihood estimation is pervasive in many methods, including SEM,
due to the important and desirable properties these estimators possess (for more information of
the properties of maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs) and the associated proofs see Casella
and Berger (2002) or Cox and Hinkley (1974)). According to Theorem 10.1.12 of Casella and
Berger (2002), let X1, X2, . . ., be identically and independently distributed f(x|θ), let θ̂MLE be
the maximum likelihood estimator of θ and let τ(θ) be a continuous function of θ. To establish
the properties of MLEs, the regularity conditions (c.f. Miscellanea 10.6.2 of Casella and Berger
(2002)). According to Cox and Hinkley (1974), all members of the exponential dispersion
family (including the normal distribution) fulfill these regularity conditions and consequently
the following holds:
√
n[τ(θ̂MLE)− τ(θ)]→ N (0, v(θ)),
where v(θ) is the Crame´r-Rao lower bound. From this theorem, the properties of the MLEs,
θ̂MLE , are (Casella and Berger, 2002; Greene, 2008):





= 0 as n→∞.
2. Maximum likelihood estimators are consistent. This property implies that for every  > 0,
P (|τ(θ̂MLE)− τ(θ)| ≥ ) = 0 as n→∞.
3. Maximum likelihood estimators are asymptotically efficient. This property states that
among the class of all asymptotically unbiased estimators for τ(θ), τ(θ̂MLE) has the
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smallest variance and this variance is equal to the Crame´r-Rao lower bound. According
























After a model is estimated, the next step is to evaluate how well the estimated model fits
the data. This evaluation takes place at two levels. On the first level, coefficients must be
examined while the second level considers overall model fit. This section introduces the tools
used at each level. Lastly, diagnostics to assess model adequacy developed under the SEM
framework are discussed.
2.4.1 Coefficient Evaluation
All model evaluations, regardless of the statistical method, require careful examination of
the estimated coefficients in terms of both sign and magnitude against the theoretical basis
of the model. Unfortunately, this step is sometimes neglected as researchers may base the fit
of a model solely on overall model fit statistics and neglect the theory of interest the model
represents. However, the models were posited to test a specific theory which requires careful
consideration of estimated coefficient values. According to Bollen (1989) when examining
estimated coefficients it is crucial to examine the magnitude and sign of coefficient estimates
in relation to previous research (and if the sign or magnitude is unexpected, examine whether
there is a theoretical explanation for such a finding) and significance of coefficient estimates
both substantively and statistically.
2.4.2 Overall Model Fit Measures
To evaluate a model, a considerable number of statistical measures have been developed
which can be applied to any SEM. These measures exist to determine the validity of the
hypothesis that Σ = Σ(θ) by measuring the distance between Σ and Σ(θ). In practice,
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however, Σ and Σ(θ) are replaced by their sample counterparts S and Σ(θ̂) where S is the
sample covariance matrix and Σ(θ̂) is the implied covariance matrix evaluated at the estimate
θ̂ which minimizes the fitting function. Measures of fit are then functions of both S and Σ(θ̂)
that are designed to measure how “close” S is to Σ(θ̂). These indices have the advantage
of examining the whole model and may be able to reveal model inadequacies not revealed by
coefficient estimates. However, these fit indices may mask issues with the model in that the
fit indices may indicate an overall good fit but the parameter estimates may have unexpected
signs and magnitudes. Similarly, fit indices also do not evaluate the predictive ability of a
particular equation; though R2 values can be calculated for each equation, there is no fit index
that summarizes these values. This section examines several measures of model fit including
the residual matrix, the χ2 statistic, and fit indices.
Residual Matrix. The most straightforward way to examine the hypothesis that Σ =
Σ(θ) is to calculate Σ−Σ(θ). If this hypothesis is true then Σ−Σ(θ) is a null matrix such that
nonzero elements indicate model specification error. In practice, S and Σ(θ̂) are substituted for
the unknown population matrices Σ and Σ(θ) respectively to form the sample residual matrix
S − Σ(θ̂). The sample residual matrix S − Σ(θ̂) consists of individual elements, shj − σhj ,
where shj is the sample covariance between the hth and jth variables and σhj is the model
predicted covariance between the hth and jth variables. Each element examines whether the
model overpredicts or underpredicts the covariance between observed variables h and j where
positive values indicate underprediction and negative values indicate overprediction. Though
the residual matrix is useful in examining model fit, it is influenced by several factors, namely
the scale of measurement of the variables and sampling error. Consequently, a large residual
may not be due to lack of fit but rather measurement scale or sample size. To correct for
the issue of measurement scales, the simplest solution is to use the correlation residual matrix
R −R(θ̂). This matrix consists of the elements rhj − r̂hj where rhj is the sample correlation
between the hth and jth variables and r̂hj is the model predicted correlation between variables
h and j. Though this correction effectively deals with scaling differences it does not account for
sampling error. To correct for measurement scale differences and sampling error Jo¨reskog and
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So¨rbom (1986) proposed the use of a normalized residual matrix where individual elements are
equal to
shj − σ̂hj
[(σ̂hhσ̂jj + σ̂hj)/N ]1/2
where shj is the sample covariance between variables h and j, σ̂hj is the model predicted
covariance between variables h and j, σ̂hh is the model predicted variance of variable h and σ̂jj
is the model predicted variance of variable j.
χ2 Statistic. The χ2 statistic is one of the most commonly reported fit statistics in SEM
as it allows for an overall test about the residual matrix. Browne (1982, 1984) proves that
under the assumption of normality, (N − 1)FML is asymptotically distributed as a χ2 variable
with degrees of freedom equal to 12p(p + 1) − t where t is the number of free parameters in
θ. According to Bollen (1989), under the normality assumption, the χ2 test is equivalent to
testing the hypothesis that Σ−Σ(θ) = 0. Consequently, the χ2 test serves as a simultaneous
test that all elements in the residual matrix equal zero. Rejection of this null hypothesis
indicates that the model is misspecified in some way but does not provide information on how
or where the model is misspecified. Despite the prevalence of the use of the χ2 statistic, there
are several reasons why this statistic must be interpreted cautiously. First, the χ2 statistic
assumes the data are normally distributed (and hence have no excess kurtosis). If the data are
nonnormal then (N − 1)FML will no longer follow a χ2 distribution. Considerable work has
been conducted to examine the effect of nonnormality on the χ2 statistic (e.g. Browne and
Shapiro, 1988; Hu, Bentler, and Kano, 1992; Mooijaart and Bentler, 1991; Ryu, 2011; Yuan
and Bentler, 1999; Yuan, Bentler, and Zhang, 2005) with results concluding that the effect of
nonnormality depends on both the pattern and severity of nonnormality (Kline, 2011). Second,
the χ2 statistic increases as sample size increases such that the null hypothesis may be rejected
though differences between the sample and implied covariances are small. One common “rule
of thumb” to compensate for this issue is to divide the model χ2 by its degrees of freedom
where the degrees of freedom are equal to p(p+1)2 − t. While there are no standard values for
χ2/df, values less than 3 are generally accepted as desirable and indicative of acceptable model
fit (Carmines and McIver, 1980). Lastly, the χ2 statistic has the very stringent assumption
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that S = Σ. Because of these shortcomings, a number of alternative fit indices have been
developed which are discussed briefly below. However, the χ2 statistic is often reported in
applied research and is valuable for model comparisons and calculating other fit indices.
Fit Indices. Fit indices are typically divided into two categories: absolute fit indices and
incremental fit indices. Absolute fit indices compare the estimated model to the saturated
model (a model where the number of free parameters t equals the number of unique elements
in the covariance matrix p(p+1)2 ). The values of these indices represent the proportions of
covariances in the sample covariance matrix S explained by the sample implied covariance
matrix Σ(θ̂). Common absolute fit indices include the goodness of fit index (GFI–Jo¨reskog
and So¨rbom, 1982), the adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI–Jo¨reskog and So¨rbom, 1982),
root mean square residual (SRMR) which is a standardized version of the root mean square
residual (Jo¨reskog and So¨rbom, 1986), and root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA–
Steiger, 1990). Values for these statistics range from 0 to 1 with higher values of GFI and AGFI
(for example, above 0.95) and lower values of SRMR and RMSEA (for example, below 0.05)
indicating a greater proportion of sample covariances are explained by the model. However,
satisfactory values of these statistics alone do not indicate a satisfactory model as these statistics
can be inflated by adding more parameters.
Incremental or comparative fit indices compare the estimated model to a baseline model,
which is often taken to be the null or independence model (a model that assumes zero co-
variances among the observed variables) though it is possible to use a different model as the
baseline model. These indices represent the relative improvement of a model compared to a
“strawman” model and hence do not measure model adequacy but rather measure the im-
provement in fit compared to a model that represents the worst possible scenario. Common
incremental fit indices include non-normed fit index or Tucker-Lewis index (NNFI or TLI–
Tucker and Lewis, 1973), normed fit index (NFI–Bentler and Bonett, 1980) and comparative
fit index (CFI–Bentler, 1990). Values for these statistics range from 0 to 1 with the exception
of TLI which has no absolute upper bound (though the bound typically approaches 1) where
higher values (for example, above 0.95) indicate the estimated model has a better fit than the
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baseline model.
Two additional indices that are neither absolute indices or incremental indices are the
Akaike information criterion (AIC–Akaike, 1974) and the Bayesian information criterion or
Schwartz-Bayes criterion (BIC or SBC–Schwartz, 1978) which are used in SEM analogously to
their use in regression analysis as a model selection tool. These indices are both functions of
the likelihood function and a penalty for model complexity with the BIC employing a larger
penalty than the AIC. The value of AIC or BIC alone does not provide useful information but
are useful to compare competing models where the preferred model has the smallest AIC or BIC
value. These indices are particularly useful for situations where χ2 tests cannot be conducted
to compare models, such as when competing models are not nested within one another.
2.4.3 Diagnostics in SEM
As with other statistical methods, considerable attention has been given to developing
diagnostics to assess model fit and examining the effects of assumption violations under the
SEM framework. These assumptions were discussed in greater detail in Section (2.1). This
section provides a brief literature review of this work by reviewing previous studies that examine
the effects of and methods to detect: (1) outliers and influential observations; (2) violation
of the normality assumption; (3) violation of the linearity assumption; (4) violation of the
homoskedasticity assumption; and (5) violation of the independence assumption.
Detection of Outliers and Influential Observations. The identification of outliers and
influential observations is critical in SEM as the presence of such observations has potentially
detrimental consequences. SEM relies on the covariance matrix as its foundation, which is
not robust to outliers and influential observations. In turn, this can lead to biased estimates,
the creation of a factor, Heywood cases or improper solutions, and decrease the power of a
model (Bentler, Satorra, and Yuan, 2009; Bollen, 1987; Bollen and Arminger, 1991). Several
diagnostics specific to SEM have been developed to aid in the identification outliers and in-
fluential observations including: (1) distance measures such as Bollen’s A, which is similar
to the hat matrix in regression analysis in order to identify observations with high leverage
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(Bollen, 1987, 1989; Mullen, Milne and Doney, 1995) and Mahalanobis distance (Campbell,
1980; Mullen, Milne, and Doney, 1995; Yuan, Fung and Reise, 2004) which measures the dis-
tance of an observation from the center of its population (the means of the observed variables);
(2) measures based on the influence of an observation on the likelihood (Coffman and Mill-
sap, 2006; Ferrando, 2007 and 2010; Lee, Lu, and Song, 2006); (3) measures based on the
influence of an observation on the observed covariance matrix (Mullen et al, 1995); (4) case
deletion procedures (Cadigan, 1995; Lee and Lu, 2003; Lee and Tang, 2004; Lee and Wang,
1996, Poon, Wang, and Lee, 1999; Rensvold and Cheung, 1999); and (5) the forward search
algorithm to detect multiple observations (e.g. groups of two or more observations) that would
otherwise be unidentifiable with case deletion diagnostics (Mavridis and Moustaki, 2008; Poon
and Wong, 2004). Robust procedures to account for outliers and influential observations were
developed relatively early (e.g. Campbell, 1980; Huba and Harlow, 1987) but received little
attention until a decade later when Yuan and his colleagues developed several robust methods
via case weighting (e.g. Bentler, Satorra, and Yuan, 2009; Yuan and Bentler, 1998, 2000; Yuan,
Chan, and Bentler, 2000; Yuan, Marshall, and Weston, 2002; Yuan and Zhong, 2008); a more
thorough review of these procedures is provided by Yuan and Bentler (2007).
Normality Assumption. One common assumption for many statistical methods, includ-
ing SEM, is the assumption of normality. In SEM, this assumption is necessary when using
the common estimation methods of maximum likelihood and full information maximum like-
lihood where it is assumed that the latent variables and error terms are normally distributed.
Concerns about nonnormality are pervasive in the social sciences where data may be recorded
on a categorical scale or be highly skewed, kurtic or both; thus understanding the effects of
such violations is critical. Previous research indicates that violations of this assumption can
be problematic as it leads to biased parameter estimates, biased standard error estimates, de-
creased efficiency, and unreliable goodness of fit statistics, particularly the χ2 test statistic
which relies on the assumption of normality (Browne, 1984; Lei and Lomax, 2005; Sa´nchez
et al, 2009). Studies examining these issues have utilized simulation studies and have noted
that the bias to parameter estimates and standard errors and test statistic sensitivity tend
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to be minimal when using maximum likelihood estimation though the bias increases as the
degree of nonnormality increases and/or sample size decreases (Browne, 1987; Chou, Bentler,
and Satorra, 1991; Finch, West, and MacKinnon, 1997; Lei and Lomax, 2005; Muthe´n and
Kaplan, 1985; Olsson, Foss, Troye, and Howell, 2000). To compensate for nonnormality, the
two most common methods employed are asymptotically free distribution estimation meth-
ods (Browne, 1982, 1984) which have the disadvantage of being sensitive to sample size (Hu,
Bentler, and Kano, 1992; Muthe´n and Kaplan, 1985) and adjusting the normal theory χ2 test
statistic and standard errors (Browne, 1982, 1984; Satorra, 1992) through the use of robust
covariance matrices. Additionally several other estimation methods exist such as generalized
least squares estimation (Olsson et al, 2000), unweighted and weighted least squares estimation
(Bollen, 1989), categorical outcome models (Bandeen-Roche, Miglioretti, Zeger, and Rathouz,
1997; Muthe´n and Muthe´n, 1998-2010; Shi and Lee, 2000) and bootstrap resampling methods
(Beran and Srivastava, 1985; Nevitt and Hancock, 2001; Ory and Mokhtarian, 2010; Yung and
Bentler, 1996).
Linearity Assumption. Similar to many statistical methods, SEM makes the assumption
of linearity which implies that the relationships among all variables, both latent and observed,
are linear in the structural parameters or can be transformed into a linear relationship (note
however this does not preclude the implied covariance matrix from being nonlinear in the
structural parameters). While the issue of nonlinearity has been investigated in the context
of regression analysis, comparatively little research has been done in SEM. Previous research
has been conducted in the related area of nonlinear SEM which has developed estimation
methods when the relationships between variables is nonlinear in the variables as opposed to
the parameters. The situations examined within the nonlinear SEM literature include the
possibility of curvilinear relationship among two variables via the use of a quadratic term
or potential moderating effects a variable may have on the relationship between two other
variables in the model. These moderating effects have been modeled using either the multigroup
approach when one or both of the interaction variables is discrete (Bollen, 1989; Brown, 2006)
or the approach based off of the work of Kenny and Judd (1984) if both of the interaction
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variables are continuous (e.g. Kenny and Judd, 1984; Jo¨reskog and Yang, 1996; Lee and
Zhu, 2002; Ping, 1995; Schumacker and Marcoulides, 1998). The multigroup approach is well
known within the structural equation framework and consequently it is frequently applied in
empirical work (for an overview see Bollen (1989) and Brown (2006)); conversely, comparatively
few studies have employed the methods based on of the work of Kenny and Judd (1984)
(e.g. Chandon, Morwitz, and Reinartz, 2005; Goerzen and Beamish, 2005). These previous
studies have typically been concerned with potential estimation methods for nonlinear models
and how to accomplish nonlinear estimation in various statistical programs (Cortina, Chen,
and Dunlap, 2001; Jo¨reskog and Yang, 1996; Kenny and Judd, 1984; Lee and Song, 2003;
Ping, 1995; Schumacker and Marcoulides, 1998). Regardless of the approach, few studies have
thoroughly examined the effects of model misspecification (for example, there is an interaction
effect between two variables that is not included in the model) or have developed diagnostics
to detect nonlinearity, though exceptions do exist (e.g. Bauer, 2005; Lee et al, 2006; Lee and
Song, 2003; Lee and Tang, 2004).
Homoskedasticity Assumption. Analogous to the OLS assumption of homoskedastic
errors, SEM assumes that each of the error terms in , δ, and ζ are homoskedastic. Under
this assumption, the variance of a given residual is assumed to be constant across all observa-
tions though the error terms associated with two different equations need not have the same
variance. Though this assumption is crucial as it ensures unbiased estimates of the standard
errors and consequently accurate hypothesis tests and confidence intervals, few studies have ex-
amined the impacts of violating the homoskedasticity assumption, have developed diagnostics
to detect heteroskedasticity, or developed appropriate estimators under the presence of het-
eroskedastic errors in the SEM framework (Bollen, 1989, 1996). Methods to detect and correct
for heteroskedasticity are well known in other fields, particularly econometrics and regression
analysis, but have rarely been extended to SEM. One potential reason for the neglect of this
issue is that SEM under heteroskedasticity differs considerably from other statistical methods
under heteroskedasticity (Lewin-Koh and Amemiya, 2003). Namely, error variance may be a
function of one or more independent variables (or factors in the case of SEM). Under traditional
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statistical methods these variables are observed, which is not true under the SEM framework
adding difficulty in examining heteroskedasticity within the SEM framework. The most no-
table study examining heteroskedasticity is by Bollen (1996) who developed a two-staged least
squares (2SLS) estimator under the presence of heteroskedastic errors. Few subsequent stud-
ies have examined the issue of heteroskedasticity and have concentrated on the related area
of heteroskedastic factor analysis (e.g. Demos and Sentana, 1998; Hessen and Dolan, 2009;;
Lewin-Koh and Amemiya, 2003; Meijer and Mooijaart, 1996; Molenaar, Dolan, and Verhelst,
2010; Sentana and Fiorentini, 2001).
Nonautocorrelation Assumption. SEM also imposes the assumption of uncorrelated er-
ror terms across observations for a given equation, analogous to the standard OLS assumption.
This assumption, similar to the homoskedasticity assumption, is crucial as it ensures unbiased
estimates of the standard errors and subsequent hypothesis tests and confidence intervals using
these standard error estimates (Bollen, 1989). Similar to issues with heteroskedasticity, meth-
ods to detect and correct for autocorrelation have received considerable attention in regression
analysis and in econometrics, but has remained largely neglected in the SEM framework. Previ-
ous studies have examined the related issue of correlated errors where errors from two separate
equations are correlated due to a common source of variability. This area has received con-
siderable attention as misspecification of the correlation structure of the error terms can have
drastic impacts on overall model fit and parameter estimation (Bollen, 1989). More closely
related to issue of autocorrelation are the studies examining correlated errors over time under
latent growth curve modeling (e.g. Grimm and Widaman, 2010; Sivo and Fan, 2008; Sivo,
Fan, and Witta, 2005; Wu and West, 2010) which examine the impact of correlated error terms
across time.
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CHAPTER 3. RESIDUAL ESTIMATORS IN STRUCTURAL
EQUATION MODELING
The identification of outliers, influential cases, and assumption violations through the use
of residuals and residual-based diagnostics is common in many statistical analyses yet has
remained largely neglected in SEM. This neglect can be attributed to two main reasons (Bollen
and Arminger, 1991). First, the calculation of latent variable values (referred to as factor
scores) and variables based on these values (e.g. residuals) is not straightforward as latent
variables are unobservable. Second, researchers using SEM tend to focus on the covariance or
correlation matrix of the observed variables as opposed to the individual cases that are used to
construct these matrices. The aims of this chapter are to briefly describe the different residual
estimators that have been developed to construct residuals and residual-based diagnostics and
to discuss the construction of residuals as a weighted function of the observed variables.
3.1 Methods Used in the Construction of Residual Estimators and
Residual-Based Diagnostics
When discussing residuals under the SEM framework, researchers typically are referring to
the residual matrix, defined the difference in the observed and predicted covariance matrices
(S−Σ(θ̂)), as opposed to the residuals associated with the individual cases that generated these
matrices. However, the use of residuals in SEM, as in other statistical methods, would allow
for the identification of potential outliers, influential observations, and/or potential assumption
violations. Under the SEM framework there are three sets of residuals to be concerned with:
the residuals associated with the measurement error of the items associated with exogenous and
endogenous latent variables, δ and  respectively, and the residuals associated with the error
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in the latent variable equations, ζ. Several previous works have proposed residual estimators
using varying methods. Common to all of these methods is the use of factor score estimators,
which differs depending on the method used. For each of these approaches the general method
is discussed as are any diagnostics that have been developed using that particular method. For
a more thorough discussion of factor score estimators see DiStefano, Zhu, and Mindrila (2009).
3.1.1 Weighted Function of the Observed Variables
The most common factor score estimator is a weighted function of the observed variables
as derived by Lawley and Maxwell (1971). Under this approach, factor scores are obtained
by multiplying the matrix of the observed variables by a weight matrix W such that W
transforms the observed variables into factor scores. The most common choice for W is based
on the principles of least squares and is referred to as the regression method-based estimator.
This method was employed by Bollen and Arminger (1991) and Sa´nchez et al (2009); the
equivalence of the regression method-based estimator used by Bollen and Arminger (1991) and
the estimator proposed by Sa´nchez et al (2009) is shown in Appendix B. This is seemingly the
most commonly employed estimator and is available in Mplus, SAS, and LISREL to construct
factor scores, and, in the case of LISREL, residuals. Though not as common, another choice
for W was introduced by Bollen and Arminger (1991) and then generalized by Raykov and
Penev (2001) using the principles of weighted least squares. This estimator is referred to
as the Bartlett’s method-based estimator. The third estimator, the Anderson-Rubin method-
based estimator (Anderson and Rubin, 1956), uses an extension of Bartlett’s method under
the constraint of an orthogonal factor model. The derivation of these weight matrices will be
discussed in further detail shortly.
Using the regression method, several residual-based diagnostics have been developed. Bollen
and Arminger (1991) use the residuals detect outliers and influential observations through the
use of boxplots and stem and leaf plots of the residuals. Through several simulation studies and
empirical examples, Bollen and Arminger (1991) also demonstrate the ability of the residuals to
identify known outliers/influential observations (in the case of simulation studies) and potential
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outliers/influential observations (in the case of empirical studies).
The work of Sa´nchez et al (2009) developed diagnostics to examine the normality assumption
in SEM. To examine this assumption, two test statistics were developed using the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test and the Crame´r-von Mises test both of which assess the difference between the
empirical distribution function of the residuals and the cumulative distribution of the standard
normal distribution. In general, the test statistics performed well in terms of power and were
able to detect departures in normality as shown through the use of simulation studies.
Sa´nchez et al (2009) also proposed two test statistics based on the cumulative sums of the
standardized residuals with respect to a given covariate to examine the linearity assumption in
SEM. The two test statistics are analogous to the test statistics developed to assess normality
with the exception that these statistics detect departures from zero as the residuals should
fluctuate around zero if the linearity assumption is true. These test statistics were also evaluated
using simulation studies using the same model specified by Sa´nchez et al (2009) to examine
departures from normality. In general, these test statistics performed fairly well in terms
of power though they were not as powerful as the test statistics to detect departures from
normality.
3.1.2 Bayesian Expected a Posteriori Scores
The method of Bayesian expected a posteriori scores (EAP scores), also referred to as
posterior means, was originally proposed by Bartholomew (1980 and 1981) and later utilized
by Mavridis and Moustaki (2008) to obtain values for residuals. The goal of EAP scores is to
apply standard Bayesian principles of statistics to calculate the posterior distribution of the
latent variables. In essence, this method treats the observed variables in the vectors x and y,
collectively referred to as z, as fixed. These values are then used as the prior distribution for
the latent variables Bayes’ theorem is applied to obtain the posterior distribution. From this
distribution, a measure of location, in this case the posterior mean E(L|z), is chosen and used
for the factor scores. Ultimately, the formula for the EAP scores, under the assumption that
the observed variables are normally distributed, is shown to be a special case of the regression
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method originally proposed by Thurstone (1935). Though the EAP scores are a special case of
the regression method scores it must be noted that the theoretical or conceptual framework of
their derivations differ markedly.
3.1.3 Empirical Bayes Estimates
A method similar to EAP scores is that of empirical Bayes estimates, also referred to as
posterior modes. This method was originally developed by Bartholomew (1984) and Meredith
and Tisak (1990) under latent growth curve analysis, a special case of SEM. The method was
later employed by Coffman and Millsap (2006) to develop individual fit statistics. The empirical
Bayes estimates differ from EAP scores in their choice of location measure of the posterior mode
as opposed to the posterior mean of the posterior distribution to use for factor scores. In the
situation where the posterior distribution is symmetric, such as under the common assumption
of normality, the EAP scores and empirical Bayes estimates will be identical as the mean and
the mode are equal.
3.1.4 EM Algorithm
The last approach was developed by Lee and Zhu (2002) providing a method of calculating
the residuals through the use of an EM-type algorithm in nonlinear SEM. In this work, the
latent variables are treated as missing data and estimates for the value of the latent variables
are generated using the EM-type algorithm developed by Lee and Zhu (2002). This method
was used by Lee and Lu (2003) to develop a generalized Cook’s distance measure for nonlinear
SEM, though attention was primarily given to examining the normality assumption via the
residuals. In this work, QQ plots were constructed to detect deviations from normality and
identify outliers via simulation studies.
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3.2 Construction of Residual Estimators and Residuals Using a Weighted
Function of the Observed Variables
The residual estimators discussed in further detail in this chapter are those constructed
through the use of a weighted function of the observed variables as described in Section 3.1.1.
This method was chosen for several reasons: (1) it is already commonly employed in factor
analysis to construct factor scores; (2) it is comparatively easy to employ in practice; and (3)
under the assumption of normality of the error terms and latent variables the Bayesian expected
a posteriori scores and empirical Bayes estimates are equivalent to factor scores constructed
using the observed variables and the weight matrix derived using the principles of least squares.
In this section, the construction of residual estimators using the different potential weight
matrices is discussed. Before introducing the residual estimators and the corresponding resid-
uals, it is necessary to provide a brief note on the notation used in this chapter. A variables
that contains the subscript i is used to denote the values for the ith individual (e.g. xi is a
vector that contains the observed values for the items associated with the exogenous latent
variables for the ith individual and δi is a vector that contains the measurement errors for
items associated exogenous latent variables for the ith individual). Quantities that do not con-
tain the subscript i are either structural parameters (e.g. Γ) or estimators (e.g. ν̂(θ) denotes
the estimator used to obtain the residuals found in the vector ν̂i(θ)). Careful distinction will
be given throughout this chapter to avoid confusion between the estimators and the resulting
residuals.
To construct residuals and define residual estimators in the SEM context, recall the equa-
tions associated with a SEM for the ith individual:
ηi = Bηi + Γξi + ζi (3.1)
yi = Λyηi + i (3.2)
xi = Λxξi + δi. (3.3)
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such that Equations 3.2 and 3.3 become
zi = ΛLi + νi. (3.4)
Under this formulation, for the ith individual, zi is a (p+q)×1 vector of observed variables,
Li is an (m+n)×1 vector of latent variables, νi is a (p+q)×1 vector of measurement errors for
zi, and Λ is a (p+q)×(m+n) block diagonal matrix of coefficients relating zi to Li. Associated




By rearranging Equation 3.4, Σνν can also be expressed as Σνν = Σzz −ΛΣLLΛ′.
3.2.1 Residual Estimators of Measurement Errors ν(θ)
By rearranging Equation (3.4), the vector of measurement error residuals for the ith indi-
vidual is defined as:
νi(θ) = zi −ΛLi (3.5)
where the notation νi(θ) is used to indicate that the residuals are a function of the structural
parameters in θ.
In most statistical applications the values on the right hand side of Equation 3.5 would
be known. However, in the case of SEM, by definition the values associated with the latent
variables in the vector Li are unobserved necessitating the estimation of values for Li. As
mentioned previously, several methods have been developed for the purpose of estimating factor
scores. These methods (pre)multiply the observed variables by a weight matrix W to obtain
factor scores for the ith individual, denoted as L̂i, such that:
L̂i = Wzi. (3.6)
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The (m + n) × (p + q) matrix W contains weights that are used to transform the observed
variables into factor scores. Substituting Equation (3.6) for Li in Equation (3.5), the unstan-
dardized residuals, denoted as ν̂i(θ), is:
ν̂i(θ) = zi −ΛL̂i
= (I −ΛW )zi, (3.7)
which are the estimates of νi(θ) obtained by the estimator ν̂(θ) = (I −ΛW )z. The notation
ν̂i(θ) is used to emphasize that these residuals are estimates of the true residuals νi(θ) and
are a function of the parameters in the vector θ. There are several choices that exist for W
which will be discussed shortly.
The unstandardized residuals ν̂i(θ) serve several useful purposes similar to the uses in
regression analysis. According to Bollen and Arminger (1991), the unstandardized residuals
can be plotted to help identify unusual values of the residuals in comparison to the others.
However, as Bollen and Arminger (1991) acknowledge, the calculated values of ν̂i(θ) depend
on the metric used to measure the observed variables. Consequently, Bollen and Arminger
(1991) standardize the residuals so that the metric of the observed variables does not have such
a profound effect on residual analyses.
To calculate the standardized residuals associated with ν̂i(θ) it is necessary to calculate the
covariance matrix of ν̂i(θ). Recall that ν̂i(θ) = (I − ΛW )zi. By the definition of variance,




where ν̂ji(θ) is the unstandardized residual for the jth variable of the ith observation and
Var[ν̂i(θ)]jj is the jth diagonal element of Var[ν̂i(θ)].
In practice the population values for W , Λ and Σzz are unknown and their associated
sample counterparts, Ŵ , Λ̂ and Σ̂zz are used to compute the sample unstandardized and
standardized residuals. The unstandardized sample residual estimates are denoted as ν̂i(θ̂)
which are estimates of ν̂i(θ). Thus the measurement error residual estimator of concern in this
dissertation is ν̂(θ̂) = (I − Λ̂Ŵ )z.
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3.2.2 Residual Estimators of the Latent Errors in Equations ζ(θ)
Using Equation 3.1, the residuals associated with the errors in the latent variable equations
are:
ζi(θ) = (I −B)−1ηi − Γξi
= [(I −B)−1 − Γ]Li. (3.9)
For convenience, define (the partitioned matrix) M = [(I − B)−1 − Γ] such that Equation
(3.9) is written as:
ζi(θ) = MLi (3.10)
where, again, the notation ζi(θ) is used to emphasize that the latent errors in equations are a
function of the structural parameters in the vector θ.
As with the residuals associated with the measurement errors, factor scores are calculated
using a weighted function of the observed variables as previously stated. Then, the unstan-
dardized latent errors in equations for individual i are:
ζ̂i(θ) = ML̂i
= MWzi, (3.11)
where ζ̂i(θ) are the estimated residuals for the true latent errors in equations ζi(θ) which are
obtained using the estimator ζ̂(θ) = MWz. The notation ζ̂i(θ) is used to emphasize that
these residuals are estimates of the true residuals in ζi(θ) and are a function of the structural
parameters in θ.
The associated standardized residuals for the latent variable equation errors are obtained
in the same manner as the standardized residuals of the measurement errors by using the
square root of the appropriate diagonal element in the covariance matrix for ζ̂i(θ). Recall
that ζ̂i(θ) = MWzi. By the definition of variance, Var[ζ̂i(θ)] = MWΣzzW
′M ′. The





where ζ̂ji(θ) is the unstandardized residual for the jth variable for the ith observation and
Var[ζ̂i(θ)]jj is the jth diagonal element of Var[ζ̂i(θ)].
In practice the population values of M , W , and Σzz are unknown and are replaced with
their sample value counterparts, M̂ , Ŵ , and Σ̂zz, respectively, to form the sample standardized
residuals. The unstandardized sample residuals are denoted as ζ̂i(θ̂) which are estimates of
ζ̂i(θ). Consequently, the estimator of the residuals for the latent errors in equations of concern
in this dissertation is ζ̂(θ̂) = M̂Ŵz.
3.2.3 Weight Matrices, W
The estimation of residuals necessitates the use of factor scores. As previously described,
this dissertation uses factor scores that are constructed as a weighted function of the observed
variables where the matrix that transforms the observed variables into factor scores is denoted
as W . Several methods have been developed to determine this weight matrix as are discussed
below.
3.2.3.1 Regression Method
The most popular choice to use for the weight matrix W is based on the work of Thurstone
(1935) who used the principles of least squares to derive W . Consequently, this method is
frequently referred to as the regression method. Under this method, W is chosen such that
Tr[E{(Li − L̂i)(Li − L̂i)′}] (3.13)
is minimized (McDonald and Burr, 1967). This leads to the weight matrix
W r = ΣLLΛ
′Σ−1zz , (3.14)
where ΣLL is the (m+ n)× (m+ n) population covariance matrix of Li such that
ΣLL =




and Σ−1zz is the inverse of the population covariance matrix of zi such that
Σzz =
 Λy(I −B)−1(ΓΦΓ′ + Ψ)(I −B)−TΛ′y + θ Λy(I −B)−1ΓΦΛ′x
ΛxΦΓ
′(I −B)−TΛ′y ΛxΦΛ′x + θδ
 .
Bollen and Arminger (1991) and Sa´nchez et al (2009) use this weight matrix in the construction
of their residual estimators.
3.2.3.2 Bartlett’s Method
Another popular choice to use for the weight matrix is referred to as Bartlett’s method due
to Bartlett (1937) who derived the weight matrix using the principles of weighted least squares.
Under this method, W is chosen such that
Tr[E{[Σ−1/2νν Λ(Li − L̂i)][Σ−1/2νν Λ(Li − L̂i)]′}] (3.15)
is minimized (McDonald and Burr, 1967). This leads to the weight matrix
W b = (Λ
′Σ−1νν Λ)
−1Λ′Σ−1νν . (3.16)
This estimator was also employed by Bollen and Arminger (1991) and was later generalized by
Raykov and Penev (2001).
3.2.3.3 Anderson-Rubin Method
The third, and perhaps least popular, choice for W was developed by Anderson and Rubin
(1956) through an extension of Bartlett’s method. This method is also derived using the
principles of weighted least squares under the constraint of an orthogonal factor model. Under
this method Equation 3.15 is minimized subject to the condition that
E[L̂iL̂
′
i] = I. (3.17)
This leads to the weight matrix
W ar = A
−1Λ′Σ−1νν (3.18)
where A2 = (Λ′Σ−1νν ΣzzΣ
−1
νν Λ). In practice, an orthogonal factor model is not realistic for
SEM as the factors are expected to be correlated to one another. However, for completeness,
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this estimator is considered in this dissertation. In particular, it is of interest to determine
under what conditions, if any, this estimator may be preferred. None of the previous studies
on residuals in SEM have examined the use of the Anderson-Rubin method-based estimator.
The weight matrices in Equations (3.14), (3.16), and (3.18) can then be substituted into
Equations (3.7) and (3.8) to obtain both the unstandardized and standardized residuals as-
sociated with the measurement errors and into Equations (3.11) and (3.12) to obtain both
the unstandardized and standardized residuals associated with the latent errors in equations.
In practice the sample weight matrices Ŵ r, Ŵ b, and Ŵ ar are used to obtain the estimated
(unstandardized) residuals, ν̂i(θ̂) and ζ̂i(θ̂).
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CHAPTER 4. PROPERTIES OF THE RESIDUAL ESTIMATORS ν̂(θ̂)
AND ζ̂(θ̂)
The purpose of this chapter is to derive the finite sample and asymptotic properties of
the class of estimators ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂). In general, the finite sample properties of ν̂(θ̂) and
ζ̂(θ̂) cannot be derived when θ is unknown. Essentially, the properties of interest require the
expectation of θ̂; in SEM there is typically no closed form solution for the elements in θ̂ and thus
it is not possible to calculate Eθ̂. However, using the derivations of the finite sample properties
of ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ) and assuming that maximum likelihood estimation is used to obtain θ̂, it is
possible to make heuristic arguments to obtain heuristic results of the finite sample properties
of ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂). Section 4.1 derives the finite sample properties of ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ) which are
then used to make heuristic arguments regarding the finite sample properties of ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂).
Asymptotic properties of ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) are obtained and presented in Section 4.2.
Recall the general SEM model: For the ith of N independent individuals, let xi represent
a q × 1 vector of observed random variables of the n exogenous latent variables in ξ, let yi
represent a p × 1 vector of observed random variables of the m vector of endogenous latent
variables in η, let δi represent a q×1 vector of measurement errors associated with the random
variables xi, let i represent a p× 1 vector of measurement errors associated with the random
variables yi, and let ζi represent an m× 1 vector of latent errors in equations associated with
the endogenous latent variables ηi. Then, the general SEM model for individual i is expressed
through the equations:
ηi = Bηi + Γξi + ζi (4.1)
yi = Λyηi + i (4.2)
xi = Λxξi + δi (4.3)
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where B ∈ <m×m is an m ×m matrix of coefficients relating the endogenous latent variables
ηi to one another, Γ ∈ <m×n is an m × n matrix of coefficients linking the exogenous latent
variables ξi to the endogenous latent variables ηi, Λy ∈ <p×m is a p×m matrix of coefficients
linking the endogenous latent variables ηi to its indicators yi, Λx ∈ <q×n is a q × n matrix of
coefficients linking the exogenous latent variables ξi to its indicators xi. Associated with the
latent variable model in Equation (4.1) are the covariance matrices Ψ ∈ <m×m and Φ ∈ <n×n
where Ψ is the m × m covariance matrix of the latent errors in equations ζi and Φ is the
n× n covariance matrix of the exogenous latent variables ξi. The measurement model in (4.2)
and (4.3) has two associated covariance matrices Θδ ∈ <q×q and Θ ∈ <p×p where Θδ is the
q × q covariance matrix of the measurement errors δi and Θ is the p× p covariance matrix of
the measurement errors i. It is assumed that the covariance matrices Ψ, Φ, Θδ, and Θ are
positive definite (nonsingular) and symmetric. With the exception of B, all matrices associated
with the model in (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) must have at least one non-zero element.




 , Li =
 ηi
ξi
 , νi =
 i
δi




such that Equations (4.2) and (4.3) become
zi = ΛLi + νi. (4.4)
Under this formulation, for the ith of N independent observations, zi is a (p+ q)× 1 vector of
observed variables, Li is an (m+ n)× 1 vector of latent variables, νi is a (p+ q)× 1 vector of
measurement errors for zi, and Λ ∈ <(p+q)×(m×n) is a (p+ q)× (m+ n) block diagonal matrix
of coefficients relating zi to Li such that Λ 6= 0. Associated with (4.4) are the covariance












Σzz ∈ <(p+q)×(p+q) =
 Λy(I −B)−1(ΓΦΓ′ + Ψ)(I −B)−TΛ′y + θ Λy(I −B)−1ΓΦΛ′x
ΛxΦΓ
′(I −B)−TΛ′y ΛxΦΛ′x + θδ
 .
As with the previously defined covariance matrices it is assumed that Σνν , ΣLL, and Σzz are
positive definite (nonsingular) and symmetric.
By rearranging Equations (4.1) and (4.4), the residuals for individual i are defined as:
νi(θ) = zi −ΛLi (4.5)
ζi(θ) = MLi (4.6)
where M ∈ <m×(m+n) = [(I −B)−1 − Γ].
In practice, the values of Li in Equations (4.5) and (4.6) are unknown and are replaced by
their factor scores defined as:
L̂i = Wzi. (4.7)
Thus the estimators of the residuals in Equations (4.5) and (4.6) are:
ν̂(θ) = (I −ΛW )z (4.8)
ζ̂(θ) = MWz (4.9)
where the notation ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ) is used to denote that the residual estimators are functions
of the population parameters in the vector θ which contains the unique elements in B, Γ, Λ,
ΣLL, Ψ, Σνν . In practice, the elements of θ are replaced by their sample counterpart θ̂ such
that the residual estimators used in practice are:
ν̂(θ̂) = (I − Λ̂Ŵ )z (4.10)
ζ̂(θ̂) = M̂Ŵz. (4.11)
Chapter 3 presented three common choices for W that can be used in Equations (4.8) and
(4.9) including
W r = ΣLLΛ
′Σ−1zz (4.12)
W b = (Λ
′Σ−1νν Λ)
−1Λ′Σ−1νν (4.13)
W ar = A
−1Λ′Σ−1νν (4.14)
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where A2 = (Λ′Σ−1νν ΣzzΣ
−1
νν Λ). In practice the sample counterparts Ŵ r, Ŵ b, and Ŵ ar
are used in Equations (4.10) and (4.11). Consequently, the three residual estimators of the
measurement errors under consideration in this dissertation are:
ν̂r(θ̂) = (I − Λ̂Σ̂LLΛ̂′Σ̂−1zz )z (4.15)





ν̂ar(θ̂) = (I − Λ̂Â−1Λ̂′Σ̂−1νν )z (4.17)































νν Λ̂). For the remainder of this dissertation, the estimators in
Equations (4.15) and (4.18) are referred to as the regression method-based measurement error
residual estimator and the regression method-based latent errors in equations residual estima-
tor, respectively. Similarly, the estimators in Equations (4.16) and (4.19) are referred to as the
Bartlett’s method-based measurement error residual estimator and the Bartlett’s method-based
latent errors in equations residual estimator, respectively, while the estimators in Equations
(4.17) and (4.20) are referred to as the Anderson-Rubin method-based measurement error
residual estimator and the Anderson-Rubin method-based latent errors in equations residual
estimator, respectively.
For convenience, Table (4.1) summarizes the relevant notation for the SEM model found in
Equations (4.1) and (4.4) and the residual estimators in Equations (4.8) and (4.9).
Table 4.1: Notation for the SEM and Residual Estimators
Symbol Definition
Variables
ηi factor scores of the endogenous latent variables
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ξi factor scores of the exogenous latent variables
Li stacked vector of factor scores of the endogenous and exogenous latent vari-




ζi latent errors in equations
yi indicators of ηi
xi indicators of ξi




i measurement errors of yi
δi measurement errors of xi





B coefficient matrix of the endogenous latent variables
Γ coefficient matrix of the exogenous latent variables
M re-expressed coefficient matrix such that
M = [(I −B)−1 − Γ]
Λy coefficient matrix relating yi to ηi
Λx coefficient matrix relating xi to ξi






W r regression method-based weight matrix such that
W r = ΣLLΛ
′Σ−1zz
W b Bartlett’s method-based weight matrix such that




W ar Anderson-Rubin method-based weight matrix such that
W ar = A
−1Λ′Σ−1νν




Φ covariance matrix of ξi
Σηη covariance matrix of ηi
ΣLL covariance matrix of Li such that
ΣLL =
 Σηη (I −B)−1ΓΦ
ΦΓ′(I −B)−T Φ

Ψ covariance matrix of ζi
Θ covariance matrix of i
Θδ covariance matrix of δi





Σzz covariance matrix of zi such that
Σzz =
 Λy(I −B)−1(ΓΦΓ′ + Ψ)(I −B)−TΛ′y + θ Λy(I −B)−1ΓΦΛ′x
ΛxΦΓ
′(I −B)−TΛ′y ΛxΦΛ′x + θδ

4.1 Finite Sample Properties of ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ)
In the context of SEM, there are at least four properties that are desirable for an estimator
to possess. These properties provide a basis for selecting appropriate estimators for ν(θ) and
ζ(θ) which include:
1. Conditional unbiasedness: Conditional unbiasedness is concerned with the accuracy of an
estimator. This property is concerned with the conditional expectation of an estimator
taken over individuals whose true factor scores are L and thus it is desirable for the
conditional bias to be 0.
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2. Mean squared error (MSE): The criteria of MSE is examines the precision of an estima-
tor. In this application, MSE examines the average squared errors defined here as the
differences between the residuals obtained using a given estimator and the true values of
the residual. It is desirable to choose an estimator that minimizes this value.
3. Structure preservation: In general it is desirable that the choice of estimator does not
alter the relationships among the error terms. That is, it is desirable that the covariance
structure of the estimated residuals is the same as that of the true residuals.
4. Univocality: It is desirable that the estimated residuals correlate solely with their corre-
sponding true residuals (the concept of validity) and are uncorrelated with non-corresponding
residuals (invalidity). Estimators that possess this property are considered univocal.
These four properties will be more formally defined as needed in this chapter.
The residual estimators in Equations (4.8) and (4.9) are linear functions of factor score
estimators of the class in Equation (4.7). Consequently, the properties of the factor score
estimators are of interest as it is expected that the properties of the factor score estimators
should be reflected in the residual estimators. The properties of the factor score estimators using
the weight matrices found in Equations (4.12), (4.13), and (4.14) assuming that the elements of
θ are known. By the work of Lawley and Maxwell (1971), McDonald and Burr (1967), and Saris
et al (1978) it is known that the factor score estimator using Bartlett’s method is conditionally
unbiased and has minimum mean square error of all conditionally unbiased estimators while
the factor score estimator using the regression-based method has minimum mean square error
of all estimators. Further, Saris et al (1978) show that the Anderson-Rubin method-based
estimator is structure preserving such that E(L̂L̂
′
) = E(LL′) = ΣLL (W ar preserves the
original structure of the latent variables). Under the assumption of an orthogonal factor model
(such that E(LL′) = I) McDonald and Burr (1967) show that the Bartlett’s method-based
factor scores estimator is univocal. These findings are summarized in Table (4.2).
Lastly, the distribution of the residual estimators is addressed. This property along with
the four previously mentioned properties allows for the development of appropriate residual-
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Table 4.2 Finite Sample Properties of the Factor Score Estimators
Estimator Properties
Regression • conditionally biased (McDonald and Burr, 1967)
• minimum MSE among all factor score estimators (Lawley and
Maxwell, 1971)
• does not preserve the covariance structure of the latent variables
(Saris et al, 1978)
• not univocal (McDonald and Burr, 1967)
Bartlett • conditionally unbiased (McDonald and Burr, 1967)
• minimum MSE among all conditionally unbiased factor score esti-
mators(Lawley and Maxwell, 1971)
• does not preserve the covariance structure of the latent variables
(Saris et al, 1978)
• univocal under an orthogonal factor model (McDonald and Burr,
1967)
Anderson-Rubin • conditionally biased (McDonald and Burr, 1967)
• does not achieve minimum MSE (Saris et al, 1978)
• preserves the covariance structure of the latent variables (Saris et
al)
• not univocal (McDonald and Burr, 1967)
based diagnostics. To derive the distribution of the residual estimators it is necessary to make
distributional assumptions on the error terms and latent variables.
To derive the finite sample properties it is assumed that the vector of parameters θ has a
parameter space Θ corresponding to:
1. All Λ =
 Λy 0
0 Λx
, Λy ∈ <p×m, Λx ∈ <q×n where Λ has rank (m+ n).
2. All Γ ∈ <m×n where Γ has rank n.
3. All B ∈ <m×m such that (I −B)−1 exists and diag(B) = 0.
4. All Σνν =
 θ 0
0 θδ
 where θ ∈ <p×p and θδ ∈ <q×q are positive definite, symmetric
matrices.
5. All Φ ∈ <n×n are positive definite, symmetric matrices.
6. All Ψ ∈ <m×n are positive definite, symmetric matrices.
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7. All associated matrices Σηη ∈ <m×m, ΣLL ∈ <(m+n)×(m+n), and Σzz ∈ <(p+q)×(p+q) are
positive definite, symmetric matrices.
4.1.1 Conditional Unbiasedness
Conditional unbiasedness, in the context of SEM, is concerned with the accuracy of a resid-
ual estimator conditioned on all individuals with factor scores L. It is desirable for estimators
to be accurate such that the estimated residuals are estimating the true residuals. This section
first provides the definitions that are used to obtain results regarding the conditional unbiased-
ness of the estimators ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ). These results are then used to obtain heuristic results
for the estimators ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂).
Definition 4.1 (McDonald and Burr, 1967) The factor score estimator L̂ is a conditionally
unbiased estimator of the true factor scores L if for all L ∈ <(m+n)×N
E[L̂|L] = L.
Definition 4.2 For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined in (4.5), the
estimator ν̂(θ) is conditionally unbiased if for all θ ∈ Θ and for all L ∈ <(m+n)×N
E [(ν̂(θ)− ν(θ)) |L] = 0.
Definition 4.3 For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined in (4.6), the








Definition 4.4 For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined in (4.5), the








Definition 4.5 For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined in (4.6), the









Using Definitions 4.1–4.3, Results 1 and 2 are established.
Result 1: For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4),
(a) The estimator ν̂(θ) defined in (4.8) is a conditionally unbiased estimator of the true
residuals defined (4.5) if and only if the factor score estimator L̂ = Wz is a conditionally
unbiased estimator of the true factor scores L.
(b) The estimator ν̂(θ) defined in (4.8) is a conditionally unbiased estimator of the true
residuals ν(θ) defined (4.5) if and only if WΛ = I (or equivalently if and only if ΛW =
I).
(c) For the estimators under consideration in (4.15)–(4.17), the Bartlett’s method-based es-
timator in (4.16) satisfies WΛ = I such that the Bartlett’s method-based residual esti-
mator is the only conditionally unbiased estimator of those under consideration.
Proof. Recall that
ν̂(θ) = (I −ΛW )z
ν(θ) = z −ΛL
L̂ = Wz.
Before showing that each of the three parts of the proof hold, it will first be shown that
ΛW = I is equivalent to WΛ = I for all θ ∈ Θ. In particular, this equivalence is useful for
proving parts (b) and (c) of this Result. Assume that ΛW = I. Then,
ΛW = I
I −ΛW = 0






Thus the equivalence of ΛW = I and WΛ = I for all θ ∈ Θ is established.
It will first be shown that part (a) of Result 1 holds which states the estimator ν̂(θ) is a
conditionally unbiased estimator of ν(θ) if and only if L̂ is a conditionally unbiased estimator
for L. First, assume that ν̂(θ) is a conditionally unbiased estimator for ν(θ). By Definition
4.2 it holds that for all θ ∈ Θ and all L ∈ <(m+n)×N
E [(ν̂(θ)− ν(θ)) |L] = 0.
Then,
0 = E[(ν̂(θ)− ν(θ)) |L] = E[((I −ΛW )z − (z −ΛL)) |L]





Thus, if ν̂(θ) is a conditionally unbiased estimator of ν(θ) then by Definition 4.1 L̂ is a
conditionally unbiased estimator for L.
Next, assume that L̂ is a conditionally unbiased estimator for L such that Definition 4.1
holds. Then for all L ∈ <(m+n)×N ,
E[(ν̂(θ)− ν(θ)) |L] = E[((I −ΛW )z − (z −ΛL)) |L]
= E[(z −ΛWz − z + ΛL)|L]
= Λ[E(L|L)− E(L̂|L)]
= Λ[L− E(L̂|L)]. (4.21)
By rearranging Definition 4.1 it holds for all L ∈ <(m+n)×N that
L− E(L̂|L) = 0
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Making this substitution into (4.21)
E[(ν̂(θ)− ν(θ)) |L] = Λ0
= 0
for all θ ∈ Θ and for all L ∈ <(m+n)×N . Consequently, if the factor score estimator L̂ is a
conditionally unbiased estimator of L then ν̂(θ) is a conditionally unbiased estimator of ν̂(θ)
by Definition 4.2. Hence, ν̂(θ) is a conditionally unbiased estimator of ν(θ) if and only if L̂
is a conditionally unbiased estimator for L. Thus part (a) of Result 1 is established such that
ν̂(θ) is a conditionally unbiased estimator of the true residuals ν(θ) if and only if the factor
score estimator L̂ = Wz is a conditionally unbiased estimator of the true factor scores L
Secondly, part (b) of Result 1 is established such that ν̂(θ) is a conditionally unbiased
estimator of ν̂(θ) if and only if WΛ = I. First assume that WΛ = I.
It can easily be shown that, in general, the conditional bias of ν̂(θ) for all θ ∈ Θ and for
all L ∈ <(m+n)×N is
E [ν̂(θ)− ν(θ)|L] = (I −ΛW )ΛL (4.22)
= 0.
Next, assume that ν̂(θ) is a conditionally unbiased estimator of ν(θ) such that Definition
4.2 holds. Then, using (4.22), (I −ΛW )ΛL = 0 must hold for all L ∈ <(m+n)×N such that
(I −ΛW )Λ = 0




Thus part (b) of Result 1 is established that ν̂(θ) is a conditionally unbiased estimator of the
true residuals ν(θ) if and only if the factor score estimator WΛ = I.
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It remains to be shown that part (c) of Result 1 holds. It is necessary to show that WΛ = I
when W = W b. Then,




Thus when W = W b, ΛW = I.
By combining the proofs of parts (a), (b), and (c), Result 1 is established.
Result 2: For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) if m ≥ n
(a) The estimator ζ̂(θ) defined in (4.9) is a conditionally unbiased estimator of the true resid-
uals ν(θ) defined (4.6) if and only if the factor score estimator L̂ = Wz is a conditionally
unbiased estimator of the true factor scores L.
(b) The estimator ζ̂(θ) defined in (4.9) is a conditionally unbiased estimator of the true
residuals ζ(θ) defined (4.6) if and only if WΛ = I.
(c) For the estimators under consideration in (4.18)–(4.20), the Bartlett’s method-based es-
timator in (4.19) satisfies WΛ = I such that the Bartlett’s method-based residual esti-





It will first be shown that part (a) of Result 2 holds such that when m ≥ n the estimator
ζ̂(θ) is a conditionally unbiased estimator of ζ(θ) if and only if L̂ is a conditionally unbiased
estimator for L. First, assume that ζ̂(θ) is a conditionally unbiased estimator for ζ(θ). By




















= M [E(L̂|L)− E(L|L)]
= ME(L̂|L)−ME(L|L)
holds for all M ∈ <m×(m+n). Next it will be shown that ME(L̂|L) −ME(L|L) = 0 holds





M = [C − Γ]
for C = (I −B)−1. Then,
0 = MD
= CD1 − ΓD2 (4.23)
holds for all B ∈ <m×m where C is invertible and for all Γ ∈ <m×n. It is then necessary to
show that D = 0 which is equivalent to showing that E[L̂|L] = L.
For any Γ ∈ <m×n such that Γ 6= 0, choose an arbitrary value of κ where κ = 1k → 0 as
k →∞. Define Γ∗ = κΓ such that Γ∗ → 0 as k →∞. Equation (4.23) is rewritten as
CD1 − Γ∗D2.
Then, assuming that k → ∞, D1 = 0 as C is invertible implying that C 6= 0 for all θ ∈ Θ.
Next, let D1 = 0 implying that Γ
∗D2 = 0. By assumption, m ≥ n such that Γ∗ can be chosen





Thus D = 0 or L = E(L̂|L). Then, when m ≥ n if ζ̂(θ) is a conditionally unbiased estimator
of ζ(θ) then by Definition 4.1 L̂ is a conditionally unbiased estimator for L.
Next, assume that L̂ is a conditionally unbiased estimator for L such that Definition 4.1










= M [E(L̂|L)− E(L|L)]
= M [E(L̂|L)−L]. (4.24)
By rearranging Definition 4.1 it holds for all L ∈ <(m+n)×N that
L− E(L̂|L) = 0.







for all θ ∈ Θ and for all L ∈ <(m+n)×N . Hence, if L̂ is a conditionally unbiased estimator for
L then ζ̂(θ) is a conditionally unbiased estimator of ζ(θ) by Definition 4.3. Thus, part (a) of
Result 2 is established that ζ̂(θ) is a conditionally unbiased estimator of ζ(θ) if and only L̂ is
a conditionally unbiased estimator for L.
Secondly, it will be shown that part (b) of Result 2 holds such that ζ̂(θ) is a conditionally
unbiased estimator of ζ(θ) if and only if WΛ = I. To show this, first assume that WΛ = I.





= M(WΛ− I)L. (4.25)
Then for all θ ∈ Θ and for all L ∈ <(m+n)×N ,
M(WΛ− I)L = M(I − I)L
= 0.
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Next assume that ζ̂(θ) is a conditionally unbiased estimator of ζ(θ) such that Definition
4.3 holds. Then, using (4.25), M(WΛ− I)L = 0 must hold for all L ∈ <(m+n)×N and for all
M ∈ <m×(m+n) implying that (taking L = [I 0] for an (m+ n)× (m+ n) matrix I)
M(WΛ− I) = 0
holds for all M ∈ <m×(m+n). Next it will be shown that M(WΛ − I) = 0 holds only when
M(WΛ + I). Then define




M = [C − Γ]
for C = (I −B)−1. Then,
0 = MD
= CD1 − ΓD2 (4.26)
holds for all B ∈ <m×m where C is invertible and for all Γ ∈ <m×n. It is then necessary to
show that D = 0 which is equivalent to showing that WΛ = I.
For any Γ ∈ <m×n such that Γ 6= 0, choose an arbitrary value of κ where κ = 1k → 0 as
k →∞. Define Γ∗ = κΓ such that Γ∗ → 0 as k →∞. Equation (4.26) is rewritten as
CD1 − Γ∗D2.
Then, assuming that k → ∞, D1 = 0 as C is invertible implying that C 6= 0 for all θ ∈ Θ.
Next, let D1 = 0 implying that Γ
∗D2 = 0. By assumption, m ≥ n such that Γ∗ can be chosen





Thus, part (b) of Result 2 is established proving that ζ̂(θ) is a conditionally unbiased
estimator of the true residuals ζ(θ) if and only if WΛ = I.
Lastly, it will be shown shown that WΛ = I when W = W b establishing part (c) of Result
2. Then,




Thus, when W = W b, WΛ = I, establishing part (c) of Result 2.
By combining the proofs of parts (a), (b), and (c), Result 2 is established.
It is necessary to note that Result 2 holds under the condition thatm ≥ n or that the number
of endogenous latent variables is greater than the number of exogenous latent variables. This
is a somewhat restrictive condition as there are models where this condition will not hold.
Future work regarding conditional unbiasedness must then include examining the conditional
unbiasedness of ζ̂(θ) under the scenario where m < n.
It follows from Results 1 and 2 that ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ) are conditionally unbiased estimators of
ν(θ) and ζ(θ), respectively, under the use of the Bartlett’s method-based residual estimator.
However, what is ultimately of interest is the conditional unbiasedness of the estimators ν̂(θ̂)
and ζ̂(θ̂) such that Definitions 4.4 and 4.5 hold. However, complications arise in the derivations
needed to determine when Definitions 4.4 and 4.5 hold. Namely, in general there is no closed
form solution for the elements in θ̂ which implies that it is not possible to derive a closed
form solution for E(θ̂) which is necessary in calculating the conditional bias of ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂).
However, assuming that maximum likelihood estimation is used to obtain θ̂, it is then possible
to make heuristic arguments regarding the behavior of ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) using the derivations of
the properties of ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ).
Heuristic Result 1: For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4), the residual estimators ν̂(θ̂)
and ζ̂(θ̂) defined in (4.10) and (4.11) are conditionally unbiased estimators of the true residuals
ν(θ) and ζ(θ) under the use of the Bartlett’s method-based residual estimator.
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Proof. Because θ̂MLE are consistent estimators of θ and continuous functions of θ̂MLE are
consistent estimators of continuous functions of θ (Casella and Berger, 2002), ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂)
are consistent estimators of ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ). Consequently, the behavior of ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) is
expected to be similar to the behavior of ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ), respectively. Thus, from Results 1
and 2, it is expected that ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) are conditionally unbiased estimators ν(θ̂) and ζ(θ̂)
under the use of the Bartlett’s method-based estimator.
Results 1 and 2 imply that the Bartlett’s method-based residual estimators ν̂b(θ) and
ζ̂b(θ) are conditionally unbiased estimators of the true residuals ν(θ) and ζ(θ), respectively.
These results also imply that the regression method-based residual estimators ν̂r(θ) and ζ̂r(θ)
and Anderson-Rubin-based residual estimators ν̂ar(θ) and ζ̂ar(θ) are conditionally biased es-
timators of ν(θ) and ζ(θ). Specifically, the conditional bias of the regression method-based
estimator of the measurement errors ν̂r(θ) for all θ ∈ Θ and for all L ∈ <(m+n)×N is
E [(ν̂r(θ)− ν(θ)) |L] = (I −ΛΣLLΛ′Σ−1zz )ΛL (4.27)
while the conditional bias of the Anderson-Rubin method-based estimator of the measurement
errors ν̂ar(θ) for all θ ∈ Θ and for all L ∈ <(m+n)×N is
E [(ν̂ar(θ)− ν(θ)) |L] = (I −ΛA−1Λ′Σ−1νν )ΛL. (4.28)
Similarly, the conditional bias of the regression method-based estimator of the latent errors in








′Σ−1zz Λ− I)L. (4.29)
and the conditional bias of the Anderson-Rubin method-based estimator of the latent errors in








−1Λ′Σ−1νν Λ− I)L. (4.30)
Because the regression method-based and Anderson-Rubin method-based estimators are
conditionally biased estimators, it is of interest to determine if these estimators can be compared
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in terms of magnitude (i.e., is the magnitude of the conditional bias for estimator A always
greater than that of estimator B?). This consideration leads to the next result.
Result 3: For the model in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals in (4.5) and (4.6), under assump-
tion (A1) the magnitude of the conditional bias of the regression method-based and Anderson-
Rubin method-based estimators in (4.15), (4.17), (4.18), and (4.20) cannot be ranked.
Proof. This result is proved using a counterexample. If the magnitude of the conditional bias
under method A is always larger or smaller than the magnitude of the conditional bias under
method B, this must hold for all values of θ and for all observations implying this must hold for
all values of L. To prove that these conditional biases cannot be ranked in terms of magnitude,
the conditional bias for given values of L will be calculated for a simple model for different
values of θ. The model used to prove this result is the same model used in the simulation study
at the end of this chapter where the exogenous latent variable ξ1 predicts one endogenous latent
variable η1. Each latent variable has three indicators that do not cross-load. More details on
this model are found in Section 4.4. For the base model, Model 1, let γ11 = 0.5, λ1 = λ4 = 1,
λ2 = λ3 = λ5 = λ6 = 0.7, θ = θδ = I3, Ψ = 1, and Φ = 1. One element of the base model
is perturbed for each of the subsequent models. For Model 2 let γ11 = −0.6 while for Model
3 let λ5 = 0.4. Under Model 4 the scaling variable for the latent factor for η1 is changed by
letting λ1 = 0.7 and λ2 = 1.0. Lastly, under Model 5 the error terms 1 and 2 are allowed
to correlate with a correlation of 0.5. To calculate the conditional bias for individual i, (4.27),
(4.28), (4.29), and (4.30) were used such that ξi = ηi = 1. For completeness the conditional
bias of for ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ) were also calculated. Table 4.1.1 displays the conditional bias of each
residual for each model under each estimator where the estimator with the largest conditional






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































From Table (4.1.1) it is clear to see that when comparing the conditional biases of the
regression method-based and Anderson-Rubin method-based estimators, the estimator with
the largest conditional bias for a given residual in magnitude depends on the values of θ which
proves Result 3.
From Equations (4.27)–(4.30) and Result 3 there are several facts to note:
1. The conditional biases of the regression method-based and Anderson-Rubin method-based
estimators equal 0 if and only if either (1) θ = 0 or (2) L = 0. In practice, it is not
realistic for θ = 0 nor is it likely that L = 0. Consequently, the regression method-based
and Anderson-Rubin method-based estimators, in general, are conditionally biased.
2. In general there is no upper bound on the absolute value of the residuals obtained using
the estimators in (4.10) and (4.11) as the only restriction on the values of either θ or L
are that they are real-valued.
3. The sign of the conditional bias for the regression method-based and Anderson-Rubin
method-based estimators is determined by the values of θ and the true factor scores L.
4. The conditional biases of the regression method-based and Anderson-Rubin method-based
estimators are not scale invariant such that the choice of the scaling variable of the latent
variables alters the conditional bias as can be seen in Table (4.1.1) when comparing the
results from Model 1 and Model 4.
Results 1-3 show that the Bartlett’s method-based estimators ν̂b(θ) and ζ̂b(θ) are condi-
tionally unbiased estimators of the true residuals ν(θ) and ζ(θ), respectively. These results
coincide with the properties of the factor score estimators such that the Bartlett’s method-
based factor score estimator is a conditionally unbiased estimator of the true factor scores.
Further, Heuristic Result 1 shows that ν̂b(θ̂MLE) and ζ̂b(θ̂MLE) exhibit similar behavior to
ν̂b(θ) and ζ̂b(θ) such that ν̂b(θ̂MLE) and ζ̂b(θ̂MLE) are conditionally unbiased estimators of
ν(θ) and ζ(θ), respectively.
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4.1.2 Mean Squared Error
While conditional unbiasedness is a useful criterion to use to choose among estimators,
it only assesses accuracy and does not assess the precision of the estimator. In general it is
desirable for an estimator to be precise; that is for the residuals obtained by an estimator to
be close to the true value of the residual. A common criterion used to assess the “closeness”
between the true residuals and the estimated residuals is mean squared error (MSE). This
section first presents Definitions 4.8–4.11 define MSE in context of this dissertation which are
then used to establish Results 4 and 5. These results are then used to establish Heuristic Result
2.
Definition 4.6 For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined (4.5), the
MSE of the estimator ν̂(θ) defined in (4.8) is:
Tr
[
E (ν̂(θ)− ν(θ)) (ν̂(θ)− ν(θ))′] .
Definition 4.7 For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined (4.6), the










Definition 4.8 For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined (4.5), the










Definition 4.9 For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined (4.6), the










Using Definitions 4.6 and 4.7, Results 4 and 5 are established.
Result 4: For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4), for all θ ∈ Θ the estimator ν̂r(θ) as defined
in (4.15) achieves minimum mean squared error among all estimators of the class in (4.8).
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Proof. Recall that
ν̂(θ) = (I −ΛW )z
ν(θ) = z −ΛL.
It is necessary to determine the weight matrix W that minimizes the MSE of the estimator
ν̂(θ) as defined in Definition 4.6. Thus, it is necessary to determine what weight matrix W
minimizes
L = Tr[E(ν̂(θ)− ν(θ))(ν̂(θ)− ν(θ))′].




















Tr[Σzz − 2Λ′WΣzz + ΛWΣzzW ′Λ′ −Σνν + 2Λ′WΣνν ]
= −2Λ′Σzz + 2Λ′ΛWΣzz + 2Λ′Σνν , (4.31)
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and equating (4.31) to 0 and solving for W
−2Λ′Σzz + 2Λ′ΛWΣzz + 2Λ′Σνν = 0
−Λ′Σzz + Λ′ΛWΣzz + Λ′Σνν = 0
Λ′ΛWΣzz = Λ′Σzz −Λ′Σνν
(Λ′Λ)−1Λ′ΛWΣzzΣ−1zz = (Λ
′Λ)−1Λ′ΣzzΣ−1zz − (Λ′Λ)−1Λ′ΣννΣ−1zz
IWI = (Λ′Λ)−1Λ′I − (Λ′Λ)−1Λ′ΣννΣ−1zz
W = (Λ′Λ)−1Λ′ − (Λ′Λ)−1Λ′ΣννΣ−1zz
= (Λ′Λ)−1Λ′ − (Λ′Λ)−1Λ′(Σzz −ΛΣLLΛ′)Σ−1zz
= (Λ′Λ)−1Λ′ − (Λ′Λ)−1Λ′ΛΣzzΣ−1zz
+(Λ′Λ)−1Λ′ΛΣLLΛ′Σ−1zz
= (Λ′Λ)−1Λ′ − (Λ′Λ)−1Λ′I + IΣLLΛ′Σ−1zz





Result 5: For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4), for all θ ∈ Θ when m ≥ n the estimator





It is necessary to determine the weight matrix W that minimizes the MSE of the estimator
ζ̂(θ) as defined in Definition 4.7. Thus, it is necessary to determine what weight matrix W
minimizes
L = Tr[E(ζ̂(θ)− ζ(θ))(ζ̂(θ)− ζ(θ))′].
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′M ′ − 2M ′MΣLLΛ′W ′ −MΣLLM ′]
= 2M ′MWΣzz − 2M ′MΣLLΛ′. (4.32)
and equating (4.32) to 0 and solving for W
2M ′MWΣzz − 2M ′MΣLLΛ′ = 0
M ′MWΣzz −M ′MΣLLΛ′ = 0
(MM ′)−1MM ′MWΣzz − (MM ′)−1MM ′MΣLLΛ′ = 0
MWΣzz −MΣLLΛ′ = 0
MWΣzzΣ
−1
zz −MΣLLΛ′Σ−1zz = 0
MW −MΣLLΛ′Σ−1zz = 0
M [W −ΣLLΛ′Σ−1zz ] = 0
holds for all M ∈ <m×(m+n). Next it will be shown that M [W −ΣLLΛ′Σ−1zz ] = 0 holds only
when W = ΣLLΛ
′Σ−1zz . Then define




M = [C − Γ]
for C = (I −B)−1. Then,
0 = MD
= CD1 − ΓD2 (4.33)
holds for all B ∈ <m×m where C is invertible and for all Γ ∈ <m×n. It is then necessary to
show that D = 0 which is equivalent to showing that W = ΣLLΛ
′Σ−1zz .
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For any Γ ∈ <m×n such that Γ 6= 0, choose an arbitrary value of κ where κ = 1k → 0 as
k →∞. Define Γ∗ = κΓ such that Γ∗ → 0 as k →∞. Equation (4.33) is rewritten as
CD1 − Γ∗D2.
Then, assuming that k → ∞, D1 = 0 as C is invertible implying that C 6= 0 for all θ ∈ Θ.
Next, let D1 = 0 implying that Γ
∗D2 = 0. By assumption, m ≥ n such that Γ∗ can be chosen




Thus D = 0 or W = ΣLLΛ
′Σ−1zz . Then, when m ≥ n the estimator ζ̂r(θ) achieves minimum
MSE among the class of residual estimators in (4.9).
Results 4 and 5 show that the regression method-based residual estimators ν̂r(θ) and ζ̂r(θ)
among all estimators of the class in (4.8) and (4.9), respectively. However, what is ultimately
of interest is establishing the estimators of the class in (4.10) and (4.11) that achieve minimum
MSE as defined in Definitions 4.8 and 4.9. As with the calculations of the conditional bias
of ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂), complications arise in the derivations needed to determine when Definitions
4.10 and 4.11 hold. Namely, in general there is no closed form solution for the elements in θ̂
which implies that it is not possible to derive a closed form solution for E(θ̂) which is necessary
in calculating the MSE of ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂). However, again assuming that maximum likelihood
estimation is used to obtain θ̂, it is then possible to make heuristic arguments regarding the
behavior of ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) using Results 4 and 5.
Heuristic Result 2: For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4), the estimators ν̂r(θ̂) and ζ̂r(θ̂)
achieve minimum mean squared error among all estimators of the class in (4.10) and (4.10),
respectively.
Proof. Assuming θ̂ is obtained using maximum likelihood estimation, ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) are ex-
pected to behavior similarly to ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ) as explained in the proof of Heuristic Result 1.
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By Results 4 and 5 the MSE of ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ) is minimized under the use of the regression
method-based estimator. Thus, the estimators ν̂r(θ̂) and ζ̂r(θ̂) achieve minimum MSE among
all estimators of the class in (4.10) and (4.10), respectively.
Results 4 and 5 indicate that the estimators ν̂r(θ) and ζ̂r(θ) achieve minimum MSE and
are thus the most precise estimators of the class in (4.8) and (4.9). In contrast, Results 1 and 2
show that the estimators ν̂b(θ) and ζ̂b(θ) are conditionally unbiased. In general, it is desirable
for an estimator for an estimator to be both accurate and precise. However, becauseW r 6= W b,
this implies that there is a trade-off between the accuracy and precision of an estimator. Due
to this trade-off, this leads to finding the “best” estimator among a class of estimators that
meet a specific criterion. In this dissertation, this is done by defining the “best” estimator
to be the of the class in (4.8) and (4.9) that achieve minimum MSE among all conditionally
unbiased estimators. This consideration leads to Results 6 and 7 and Heuristic Result 3.
Result 6: For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4), for all θ ∈ Θ the estimator ν̂b(θ) defined
in (4.16) achieves minimum MSE among the class of all conditionally unbiased estimators in
(4.8).
Proof. Recall
ν̂(θ) = (I −ΛW )z
ν(θ) = z −ΛL.
It is necessary to find the estimator ν̂(θ) that satisfies Definition 4.6 subject to the constraint
that the estimator is conditionally unbiased. From part (b) Result 1, it is known that ν̂(θ) is
conditionally unbiased if and only if WΛ = I or equivalently if and only if ΛW = I. Thus
it is necessary to find the estimator ν̂(θ) such that ΛW = I. Using the Lagrange method of
constrained minimization, this is done by finding the weight matrix W that minimizes MSE
defined in Definition 4.6 subject to the constraint that ΛW = I. The Lagrangian function of
interest then becomes
L = Tr [E (ν̂(θ)− ν(θ)) (ν̂(θ)− ν(θ))′ + 2C(ΛW − I)]
= Tr[Σzz − 2ΛWΣzz + ΛWΣzzW ′Λ′ −Σνν + 2ΛWΣνν + 2C(ΛW − I)] (4.34)
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where C is a (p + q) × (p + q) matrix of indeterminate multipliers (Lagrangian multipliers).
The partial derivatives of (4.34) with respect to W are then taken such that
∂
∂W
L = −2Λ′Σzz + 2Λ′ΛWΣzz + 2Λ′Σνν + 2Λ′C ′. (4.35)
Equating (4.35) to 0 and solving for W
2Λ′ΛWΣzz = 2Λ′Σzz − 2Λ′Σνν − 2Λ′C ′
Λ′ΛWΣzz = Λ′Σzz −Λ′Σνν −Λ′C ′
Λ′ΛWΣzz = Λ′(Σzz −Σνν −C ′)
(Λ′Λ)−1Λ′ΛWΣzzΣ−1zz = (Λ
′Λ)−1Λ′(Σzz −Σνν −C ′)Σ−1zz
IWI = (Λ′Λ)−1Λ′(Σzz −Σνν −C ′)Σ−1zz



















Next, it is necessary to determine Q∗. Using the condition WΛ = I and solving for Q∗
WΛ = I
= Q∗Λ′Σ−1νν Λ








Thus ν̂b(θ) obtains minimum MSE among all conditionally unbiased estimators.
Result 7: For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4), for all θ ∈ Θ when m ≥ n the estimator





It is necessary to find the estimator ζ̂(θ) that satisfies Definition 4.7 subject to the constraint
that the estimator is conditionally unbiased. From part (b) of Result 2, it is known that ζ̂(θ)
is conditionally unbiased if and only if WΛ = I. Thus it is necessary to find the estimator
ζ̂(θ) such that WΛ = I. Using the Lagrange method of constrained minimization, this is done
by finding the weight matrix W that minimizes MSE defined in Definition 4.7 subject to the












′M ′ − 2M ′MΣLLΛ′W ′ −MΣLLM ′ + 2C(WΛ− I)] (4.36)
where C is a (m+ n)× (m+ n) matrix of indeterminate (Lagrangian) multipliers. The partial
derivatives of (4.36) with respect to W are taken such that
∂
∂W
L = 2M ′MWΣzz − 2M ′MΣLLΛ′ + 2C ′Λ′ (4.37)
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Ultimately it is necessary to equate (4.37) to 0 and solve for W :
2M ′MWΣzz − 2M ′MΣLLΛ′ + 2C ′Λ′ = 0
M ′MWΣzz −M ′MΣLLΛ′ +C ′Λ′ = 0
(MM ′)−1MM ′MWΣzz − (MM ′)−1MM ′MΣLLΛ′ + (MM ′)−1MC ′Λ′ = 0
MWΣzz −MΣLLΛ′ + (MM ′)−1MC ′Λ′ = 0
MWΣzz −MΣLLΛ′ +MM ′(MM ′)−1(MM ′)−1MC ′Λ′ = 0
MWΣzzΣ
−1
zz −MΣLLΛ′Σ−1zz +MM ′(MM ′)−1(MM ′)−1MC ′Λ′Σ−1zz = 0
M [W −ΣLLΛ′Σ−1zz +M ′(MM ′)−1(MM ′)−1MC ′Λ′Σ−1zz ] = 0
M [W − (ΣLLΛ′+M ′(MM ′)−1(MM ′)−1MC ′Λ′)Σ−1zz ] = 0
M [W −QΣ−1zz ] = 0
M [W −Q∗Λ′Σ−1νν ] = 0
which holds for all M ∈ <m×(m+n) (see the proof of Result 6 for details on QΣ−1zz = Q∗Λ′Σ−1νν ).
Next it will be shown that M [W −Q∗Λ′Σ−1zz ] = 0 holds only when W = Q∗Λ′Σ−1νν . Then
define




M = [C − Γ]
for C = (I −B)−1. Then,
0 = MD
= CD1 − ΓD2 (4.38)
holds for all B ∈ <m×m where C is invertible and for all Γ ∈ <m×n. It is then necessary to
show that D = 0 which is equivalent to showing that W = Q∗Λ′Σ−1νν .
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For any Γ ∈ <m×n such that Γ 6= 0, choose an arbitrary value of κ where κ = 1k → 0 as
k →∞. Define Γ∗ = κΓ such that Γ∗ → 0 as k →∞. Equation (4.38) is rewritten as
CD1 − Γ∗D2.
Then, assuming that k → ∞, D1 = 0 as C is invertible implying that C 6= 0 for all θ ∈ Θ.
Next, let D1 = 0 implying that Γ
∗D2 = 0. By assumption, m ≥ n such that Γ∗ can be chosen




Thus D = 0 or W = Q∗Λ′Σ−1νν .
Finally, it is necessary to determine Q∗. Using the condition WΛ = I and solving for Q∗
WΛ = I







Thus for all θ ∈ Θ ζ̂b(θ) obtains minimum MSE among all conditionally unbiased estimators
when m ≥ n.
Results 6 and 7 prove ν̂b(θ) and ζ̂b(θ) achieve minimum MSE among the class of all con-
ditionally unbiased estimators. Ultimately of interest, however, are the conditionally unbiased
estimators ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) that achieve minimum MSE as defined by Definitions 4.8 and 4.9.
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As with the calculations involving ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) complications arise as there is generally no
closed form solution for θ̂. However, again assuming that maximum likelihood estimation is
used to obtain θ̂, it is then possible to make heuristic arguments using Results 6 and 7.
Heuristic Result 3: For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4), of all conditionally unbiased
estimators ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂), ν̂b(θ̂) and ζ̂b(θ̂) achieve minimum MSE, respecitvely.
Proof. Because θ̂ is obtained using maximum likelihood estimation, using the same argument
as the proof for Heuristic Result 1, ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) are expected to behavior similarly to ν̂(θ)
and ζ̂(θ). By Results 6 and 7, for all conditionally unbiased estimators the MSE of ν̂(θ)
and ζ̂(θ) is minimized when using the Bartlett’s method-based estimator. Consequently, for
all conditionally unbiased estimators the MSE of ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) is minimized when using the
Bartlett’s method-based estimator.
The results of this section show that the estimators ν̂r(θ) and ζ̂r(θ) achieve minimum
MSE among all residual estimators of the class in (4.8) and (4.9), respectively. Further, among
all conditionally unbiased estimators of the class in (4.8) and (4.9), the estimators ν̂b(θ) and
ζ̂b(θ) achieve minimum MSE. These results coincide with the properties of the factor score
estimators. Further, Heuristic Results 2 and 3 indicate that, assuming θ̂ = θ̂MLE , ν̂r(θ̂) and
ζ̂r(θ̂) achieve minimum MSE among all estimators of the form in (4.10) and (4.11), respectively,
while ν̂b(θ̂) and ζ̂b(θ̂) achieve minimum MSE among all conditionally unbiased estimators of
the form (4.10) and (4.11), respectively.
4.1.3 Structure Preservation
The criterion of structure preservation is concerned with the effects the chosen estimator
has on the covariance structure of the residuals. In certain applications it is important that the
relationships among the unmeasured error terms not be altered due to the choice of residual
estimator. For example, if the estimated residuals are highly correlated, the estimated residuals
and subsequent residual analysis indicating assumption violations and/or potential outliers for
a particular equation of the model in (4.1) and (4.4) may be due to an assumption violation
and/or potential outliers in another equation of the model. Due to this concern, it is desirable
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for a residual estimator to be structure preserving. Definitions 4.10 and 4.11 define structure
preservation in the context of this dissertation which are then used to establish Result 8 and
Heuristic Result 4.
Definition 4.10 For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined (4.5), the
residual estimators ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ) defined in (4.8) and (4.9) are structure preserving when for
all θ ∈ Θ the following hold:
E[ν̂(θ)ν̂(θ)′] = Σνν (4.39)
E[ζ̂(θ)ζ̂(θ)′] = Ψ (4.40)
E[ν̂(θ)ζ̂(θ)′] = 0. (4.41)
Definition 4.11 For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined (4.5), the
residual estimators ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) are structure preserving, when for all θ ∈ Θ the following
three conditions hold:
E[ν̂(θ̂)ν̂(θ̂)′] = Σνν (4.42)
E[ζ̂(θ̂)ζ̂(θ̂)′] = Ψ (4.43)
E[ν̂(θ̂)ζ̂(θ̂)′] = 0. (4.44)
Result 8: For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined in (4.5) and (4.6) for
all θ ∈ Θ none of the residual estimators of the class in (4.8) and (4.9) fulfill all three conditions
(4.39)–(4.41) for structure preservation though for the estimators under consideration in (4.15)–
(4.20) the condition in (4.41) is satisfied when ν̂(θ) = ν̂b(θ) and ζ̂(θ) = ζ̂b(θ).
Proof. This proof consists of three parts. The first two parts will show that none of the
estimators of the class in (4.5) and (4.6) satisfy (4.39) and (4.40), respectively. Lastly, it will
be shown that for the estimators under consideration the condition in (4.41) is satisfied for
ν̂(θ) = ν̂b(θ) and ζ̂(θ) = ζ̂b(θ).
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Recall
ν̂(θ) = (I −ΛW )z
ν(θ) = z −ΛL
ζ̂(θ) = MWz
ζ(θ) = ML.
Then, in general, the covariance matrices E[ν̂(θ)ν̂(θ)′], E[ζ̂(θ)ζ̂(θ)′], and E[ν̂(θ)ζ̂(θ)′] are
expressed as:
E[ν̂(θ)ν̂(θ)′] = (I −ΛW )Σzz(I −ΛW )′ (4.45)
E[ζ̂(θ)ζ̂(θ)′] = MWΣzzW ′M ′ (4.46)
E[ν̂(θ)ζ̂(θ)′] = (I −ΛW )ΣzzW ′M ′. (4.47)
First, it will be shown that none of the estimators of the class in (4.8) satisfy (4.39). By
(4.45),
E[ν̂(θ)ν̂(θ)′] = (I −ΛW )Σzz(I −ΛW )′
= (I −ΛW )(ΛΣLLΛ′ + Σνν)(I −ΛW )′
= (I −ΛW )ΛΣLLΛ′(I −ΛW )′ + (I −ΛW )Σνν(I −ΛW )′.
If ν̂(θ) is structure preserving it must hold for all θ ∈ Θ that
Σνν = (I −ΛW )ΛΣLLΛ′(I −ΛW )′ + (I −ΛW )Σνν(I −ΛW )′. (4.48)
Equation (4.48) holds if and only if ΛW = I and ΛW = 0. Under the assumptions of the
parameter space Θ both ΛW = I and ΛW = 0 cannot hold. Thus, for all θ ∈ Θ none of the
estimators ν̂(θ) of the class in (4.8) satisfy (4.39).
Second, it will be shown that none of the estimators of the class in (4.9) satisfy (4.40). By
(4.46),




′M ′ +MWΣννW ′M ′..
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If ζ̂(θ) is structure preserving it must hold for all θ ∈ Θ that
Σζζ = MWΛΣLLΛW
′M ′ +MWΣννW ′M ′. (4.49)
Equation (4.49) holds if and only if WΛ = I and W = 0. Under the assumptions of the
parameter space Θ both ΛW = I and W = 0 cannot hold. Thus, for all θ ∈ Θ none of the
residual estimators ζ̂(θ) of the class in (4.9) satisfy (4.40).
Lastly, it will be shown that for the estimators under consideration, for all θ ∈ Θ, (4.41) is
satisfied when ν̂(θ) = ν̂b(θ) and ζ̂(θ) = ζ̂b(θ). Assume that ν̂(θ) = ν̂b(θ) and ζ̂(θ) = ζ̂b(θ).
From Result 1 it is known that ΛW = I. By (4.47),
E[ν̂(θ)ζ̂(θ)′] = E[(I −ΛW )z([(I −B)−1 − Γ]Wz)′]
= E[(I − I)zz′W ′[(I −B)−1 − Γ]′]
= 0.
Thus, ν̂b(θ) and ζ̂b(θ) preserve the original covariance structure between the measurement
errors and latent errors.
Further it is known that, by (4.47),
E[ν̂(θ)ζ̂(θ)′] = (I −ΛW )ΣzzW ′M ′.
Under the assumptions of the parameter space Θ, (I −ΛW )ΣzzW ′M ′ = 0 when ΛW = I.
For the estimators under consideration, this condition is only satisfied when ν̂(θ) = ν̂b(θ) and
ζ̂(θ) = ζ̂b(θ). Consequently, this indicates that for the residual estimators under consideration
ν̂b(θ) and ζ̂b(θ) satisfy the third condition for structure preservation.
The three parts of this proof establish Result 8 and prove that for all θ ∈ Θ none of the
estimators of the class in (4.8) and (4.9) are structure preserving though the estimators ν̂b(θ)
and ζ̂b(θ) preserve the covariance structure between the measurement errors and latent errors
in equations.
Result 8 proves that none of the residual estimators of the class in (4.8) and (4.9). In
practice the estimators ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) are used, such that is is of interest to determine when
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the conditions in Definition 4.11 hold. As noted previous, complications arise when deriving
the properties of ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) as there is generally no closed form solution for θ̂. However,
again assuming that maximum likelihood estimation is used to obtain θ̂, it is then possible to
make heuristic arguments using Result 8.
Heuristic Result 4: For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined in
(4.5) and (4.6), none of the residual estimators of the class in (4.10) and (4.11) fulfill all three
conditions (4.42)–(4.44) for structure preservation though the condition in (4.44) is satisfied if
and only if ν̂(θ̂) = ν̂b(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) = ζ̂b(θ̂).
Proof. Assuming that θ̂ = θ̂MLE the behavior of ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) are similar to the behavior of
ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ). From Result 8, none of the estimators ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ) are structure preserving,
though ν̂b(θ) and ζ̂b(θ) preserve the covariance structure between the measurement errors and
latent errors in equations. Consequently, none of the estimators ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) are structure
preserving, though ν̂b(θ̂) and ζ̂b(θ̂) preserve the covariance structure between the measurement
errors and latent errors in equations.
Based on the criterion of structure preservation, none of the residual estimators are op-
timal as none of the estimators under consideration fulfill all three conditions for structure
preservation though the Bartlett’s method-based residual estimator preserves the covariance
structure between the measurement errors and latent errors in equations. In contrast, Saris et
al (1978) proved in the context of factor analysis, based on the criterion of structural preserva-
tion, the optimal factor score estimator is the Anderson-Rubin method-based estimator. This
discrepancy is due to the fact that Saris et al (1978) define structure preservation in terms of
th covariance structure of the latent variables as opposed to the covariance structure of the
residuals.
4.1.4 Univocality
The criteria of univocality (Heise and Bohrnstedt, 1970; McDonald and Burr, 1967) is
concerned with the properties of validity (how well the residuals constructed using the residual
estimators correlate with the true residuals they are intended to measure) and invalidity (how
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much the residuals constructed using the residual estimators correlate with residuals they are
not intended to measure). In general it is desirable for the estimators ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ) to be
univocal such that they have high validity and minimal invalidity. Definitions 4.12 and 4.13
define univocality which are then used to obtain Result 9. Result 9 is then used to establish
Heuristic Result 5.
Definition 4.12 For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined (4.5), the
estimators ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ) are univocal when for all θ ∈ Θ the following four conditions hold:




E[ν(θ)ζ̂(θ)′] = 0 (4.52)
E[ζ(θ)ν̂i(θ)
′] = 0 (4.53)
where 4νν̂ and 4ζζ̂ are diagonal matrices.
Definition 4.13 For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined (4.5), the
estimators ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) are univocal when for all θ ∈ Θ the follow four conditions hold:




E[ν(θ)ζ̂(θ̂)′] = 0 (4.56)
E[ζ(θ)ν̂(θ̂)′] = 0 (4.57)
where 4∗νν̂ and 4∗ζζ̂ are diagonal matrices. As before, these derivations of the above expecta-
tions all require calculating the expected value of θ̂ which, in general, does not exist in a closed
form solution. Thus, as before, the theoretical properties of the estimators ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ) will
be derived and then used to establish a heuristic result for the estimators ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂).
Result 9: For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined in (4.5) and
(4.6) for all θ ∈ Θ none of the residual estimators of the class in (4.8) and (4.9) fulfill all
four conditions (4.50)–(4.53) for univocality though for the estimators under consideration in
(4.15)–(4.17) the condition in (4.53) is satisfied when ν̂(θ) = ν̂b(θ) and ζ̂(θ) = ζ̂b(θ).
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Proof. This proof consists of four parts. The first three parts prove that for all θ ∈ Θ none of
the estimators of the class in (4.15) – (4.20) satisfy (4.50)–(4.52). Lastly, it will be shown that
for all θ ∈ Θ for the estimators under consideration in (4.15)–(4.17), the condition in (4.53) is
satisfied for ν̂(θ) = ν̂b(θ).
Recall
ν̂(θ) = (I −ΛW )z
ν(θ) = z −ΛL
ζ̂(θ) = MWz
ζ(θ) = ML.
The covariance matrices E[ν(θ)ν̂(θ)′], E[ζ(θ)ζ̂(θ)′], E[ν(θ)ζ̂(θ)′], and E[ζ(θ)ν̂(θ)′] in gen-
eral are expressed as:
E[ν(θ)ν̂(θ)′] = Σνν(I −ΛW )′ (4.58)
E[ζ(θ)ζ̂(θ)′] = MΣLLΛ′W ′M ′ (4.59)
E[ν(θ)ζ̂(θ)′] = ΣννW ′M ′ (4.60)
E[ζ(θ)ν̂(θ)′] = MΣLLΛ′(I −ΛW )′. (4.61)
First it will be shown that none of the estimators in (4.15)–(4.17) satisfy (4.50). It is then
necessary to show that (4.58) is not a diagonal matrix.
By definition (Schott, 2005), the n × n (square) matrix A = (aij) is diagonal if aij = 0
∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n} i 6= j. That is, a matrix is diagonal if all off-diagonal entries are equal to 0
where the diagonal entries may or may not be 0. Because ν(θ) and ν̂(θ) are both (p+ q)×N
matrices E[ν(θ)ν̂(θ)′] is a (p+ q)× (p+ q) matrix and thus is square. By Schur’s Theorem, a
square matrix is a diagonal matrix if and only if it is triangular and normal (Prasolov, 1994).
By definition (Seber, 2008) a matrix A with real-valued elements is normal if A′A = AA′.
Thus, it is necessary to determine if the matrix E[ν(θ)ν̂(θ)′] = Σνν(I − ΛW )′ is triangular
and normal. It will be shown that for all θ ∈ Θ Σνν(I − ΛW )′ is not a normal matrix and
thus cannot be diagonal.
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Then, for E[ν(θ)ν̂(θ)′] = Σνν(I −ΛW )′,
E[ν(θ)ν̂(θ)′]′E[ν(θ)ν̂(θ)′] = (I −ΛW )ΣννΣνν(I −ΛW )′ (4.62)
and
E[ν(θ)ν̂(θ)′]E[ν(θ)ν̂(θ)′]′ = Σνν(I −ΛW )′(I −ΛW )Σνν (4.63)
must hold. Equations (4.62) and (4.63) are equal when either W = 0 or W = Λ′(ΛΛ′)−1.
Under the assumptions of the parameter space Θ neither of these options is possible as W 6= 0
and (ΛΛ′) is not invertible such that (ΛΛ′)−1 does not exist. Hence for all θ ∈ Θ none of the
estimators in (4.15)–(4.17) satisfy (4.50).
Next, it will be shown that for all θ ∈ Θ none of the estimators in (4.18)–(4.20) satisfy
(4.51). It is then necessary to show that E[ζ(θ)ζ̂(θ)′] is not a diagonal matrix.
Using the same approach as the first part of this proof, it will be shown that, in general,
E[ζ(θ)ζ̂(θ)′] is not a normal matrix. Because ζ(θ) and ζ̂(θ) are both (m + n) × N matrices
such that E[ζ(θ)ζ̂(θ)′] is an (m + n) × (m + n) square matrix. Then, for E[ζ(θ)ζ̂(θ)′] =
MΣLLΛ
′W ′M ′,
E[ζ(θ)ζ̂(θ)′]′E[ζ(θ)ζ̂(θ)′] = MWΛΣLLM ′MΣLLΛ′W ′M ′ (4.64)
and
E[ζ(θ)ζ̂(θ)′]E[ζ(θ)ζ̂(θ)′]′ = MΣLLΛ′W ′M ′MWΛΣLLM ′. (4.65)
must hold. Equations (4.64) and (4.65) hold when either W = 0 or W = ΣLL. As explained
in the first part of this proof, W = 0 is not possible due to the assumptions on the parameter
space Θ. Further, none of the estimators in (4.18)–(4.20) satisfy the condition that W = ΣLL.
Thus, in general, E[ζ(θ)ζ̂(θ)′] is not normal and hence not diagonal.
Third, it will be shown that none of the estimators in (4.18)–(4.20) satisfy (4.52). Thus
it is necessary to show that for all θ ∈ Θ none of the estimators in (4.18)–(4.20) satisfy
E[ν(θ)ζ̂(θ)′] = 0. From (4.60) it is known that,
E[ν(θ)ζ̂(θ)′] = ΣννW ′M ′.
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Under the assumptions of the parameter space Θ (4.61) equals 0 if and only if W = 0. As
previously explained in this proof, this is not a valid option and thus for all θ ∈ Θ none of the
latent error in equations estimators in (4.18)–(4.20) satisfy (4.57).
Lastly it will be shown that for all θ ∈ Θ for the estimators under consideration in (4.15)–
(4.17), the estimator ν̂b(θ) defined in (4.16) satisfies the condition in (4.53). Assume that
ν̂(θ) = ν̂b(θ) such that, by Result 1, ΛW = I. Then,




Further it is known that, by (4.61),
E[ζ(θ)ν̂(θ)′] = MΣLLΛ′(I −ΛW )′.
Under the assumptions of the parameter space Θ, MΣLLΛ
′(I − ΛW )′ = 0 when ΛW = I.
For the estimators under consideration, this condition is only satisfied when ν̂(θ) = ν̂b(θ) and
ζ̂(θ) = ζ̂b(θ). Consequently, this indicates that for the residual estimators under consideration
ν̂b(θ) satisfies the fourth condition for univocality.
By combining the four parts of this proof Result 9 is established and hence for all θ ∈ Θ
none of the estimators in (4.15)–(4.20) are univocal, though the fourth condition is satisfied
when using the estimator in (4.16).
Result 9 implies that none of the estimators under consideration in (4.15)–(4.20) are uni-
vocal. As with the previous properties, in practice the estimators ν̂(θ̂) ζ̂(θ̂) are used such that
is is of interest to determine when the conditions in Definition 4.15 hold. As noted previous,
complications arise when deriving the properties of ν̂(θ̂) ζ̂(θ̂) as there is generally no closed
form solution for θ̂. However, again assuming that maximum likelihood estimation is used to
obtain θ̂, it is then possible to make heuristic arguments using Result 9.
Heuristic Result 5: For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined in
(4.5) and (4.6), none of the residual estimators in (4.15)–(4.20) satisfy all four conditions
(4.58)–(4.61) for univocality though the condition in (4.61) is satisfied when ν̂(θ̂) = ν̂b(θ̂).
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Proof. Due to the consistency of MLEs, the estimators ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) behave similarly to ν̂(θ)
and ζ̂(θ), respectively as explained in the proofs of the previous heuristic results. Using Result
9, this implies that none of the estimators are univocal though the condition in Equation (4.61)
is satisfied when using the estimator ν̂b(θ̂).
Based on the criterion of univocality, none of the residual estimators proposed in this disser-
tation is optimal. With the exception of the Bartlett’s method-based residual estimator, ν̂b(θ̂)
which satisfied the condition in (4.50) none of the estimators under consideration fulfill any
the conditions for univocality in (4.50)–(4.53). In contrast, McDonald and Burr (1967) proved
that under the assumption of an orthogonal factor model, the Bartlett’s method-based residual
estimator is optimal based on the criterion of univocality. This discrepancy is attributed to the
fact that an orthogonal factor model (a model under which ΣLL is a diagonal matrix) is not
reasonable under the SEM framework as the latent variables are expected to be correlated.
4.1.5 Distribution
Thus far no distributional assumptions have been made on either the latent variables or
the error terms and hence to derive Results 1–9 or Heuristic Results 1–5, though in practice
distributional assumptions are necessary to compute maximum likelihood estimates. However,
to make inferences regarding the true errors using the estimated residuals, it is necessary to
determine the (sampling) distribution of the residuals. Because the residual estimators ν̂(θ)
and ζ̂(θ) are functions of z it is necessary to determine the distribution of z. Recall that
z = ΛL + ν such that the distribution of z depends on the distributions of L, ν, and ζ.
Though it is theoretically possible to choose any distribution for L , ζ, and ν empirically it
is most common to assume that L ∼ N (0,ΣLL), ν ∼ N (0,Σνν), and ζ ∼ N (0,Ψ) such that
z ∼ N (0,Σzz). Under the normality assumption Result 10.
Result 10: For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined in (4.5) and
(4.6), if z ∼ N (0,Σzz) then for all θ ∈ Θ ν̂(θ) ∼ N (0, (I − ΛW )Σzz(I − ΛW )′) and
ζ̂(θ) ∼ N (0,MWΣzzW ′M ′).
Proof. From Theorem B.11.3 from Greene (2008) it is known that if x ∼ N (µ,Σ) then Ax+
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b ∼ N (Aµ + b,AΣA′). In this application let µ = 0 and Σ = Σzz. Then for ν̂(θ) let
A = (I − ΛW ) and b = 0. It follows directly from Theorem B.11.3 of Greene (2008) that
ν̂(θ) ∼ N (0, (I − ΛW )Σzz(I − ΛW )′). Next, for ζ̂(θ) let A = MW and b = 0. It follows
directly from Theorem B.11.3 of Greene (2008) that ζ̂(θ) ∼ N (0,MWΣzzW ′M ′).
Result 10, coupled with the assumption that maximum likelihood estimation is used to
obtain the estimates for the elements in θ, forms the basis for heuristic result of the distributions
of ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂).
Heuristic Result 6: For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined in
(4.5) and (4.6), if z ∼ N (0,Σzz) then ν̂(θ̂) .∼ N (0, (I − ΛW )Σzz(I − ΛW )′) and ζ̂(θ̂) .∼
N (0,MWΣzzW ′M ′).
Proof. Because maximum likelihood estimation is used to obtain the elements in θ̂ it is expected
that ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) behave similarly to ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ̂). From Result 10, it is known that
ν̂(θ) ∼ N (0, (I − ΛW )Σzz(I − ΛW )′) and ζ̂(θ) ∼ N (0,MWΣzzW ′M ′). Consequently,
ν̂(θ)
.∼ N (0, (I −ΛW )Σzz(I −ΛW )′) and ζ̂(θ̂) .∼ N (0,MWΣzzW ′M ′) where the notation
.∼ is used to denote the approximate distribution.
The finite sample properties of the estimators ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ) indicate that the optimal
estimator choice depends on the criterion used to choose among the estimators. Though the
regression method-based residual estimators achieve minimal MSE among all estimators of the
form in (4.8) and (4.9), they are conditionally biased as opposed to the Bartlett’s method-based
estimators which are conditionally unbiased and achieve minimal MSE among all conditionally
unbiased estimators. None of the three estimators under consideration fulfill all the criteria
necessary to achieve either structure preservation or univocality, though the Bartlett’s method-
based estimators do achieve several of the criteria.
These results indicate that, depending on the criterion, the optimal estimator is either the
regression method-based estimator or the Bartlett’s method-based estimator. For none of the
criteria was the Anderson-Rubin method-based estimator optimal which indicates that, for
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SEM, it is not a reasonable choice. This most likely owes to the fact that the derivation of
W ar assumes an orthogonal factor model, which will not occur in the SEM framework.
4.2 Asymptotic Properties of ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂)
The properties derived thus far regarding ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) have been finite sample proper-
ties. It is also of interest to derive the asymptotic properties as SEM is considered a large
sample procedure. When deriving the asymptotic properties of the estimators there are several
properties of interest:
1. Consistency: The concept of consistency is concerned with whether an estimator con-
verges to what it is estimating as the sample size becomes infinite; in other words this
property is concerned with the asymptotic precision of an estimator. It is desirable for
an estimator to be consistent.
2. Efficiency: Efficiency is concerned with asymptotic accuracy of an estimator. For an
estimator to be efficient it must achieve the Crame´r-Rao lower bound.
3. Asymptotic distribution: The property of asymptotic distribution examines the distri-
bution an estimator converges to as the sample size becomes infinite. The asymptotic
distribution is useful to derive as it forms the basis for residual-based hypothesis tests
and diagnostics.
4. Asymptotic structure preservation: The concept of asymptotic structure preservation
examines the effects the choice of estimator has on the relationships among the error
terms as the sample size becomes infinite. In general it is desirable that the asymptotic
covariance structure of the estimated residuals is the same as that of the true residuals.
5. Asymptotic univocality: This property is concerned with how strongly the estimated
residuals correlate with their corresponding true residuals (asymptotic validity) and their
non-corresponding residuals (asymptotic invalidity) as the sample size becomes infinite.
It is desirable for an estimator to lead to estimates that correlate solely with their cor-
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responding true residuals and are uncorrelated with non-corresponding residuals asymp-
totically.
These properties will be defined in more detail throughout this section as needed. Unlike the
finite sample properties of ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂), it is possible to derive the asymptotic properties of
ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) without making heuristic results based on the properties of ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ).
Though the finite sample properties of the factor score estimators have been derived in
several previous works (e.g. Lawley and Maxwell, 1971; McDonald and Burr, 1967; Saris et
al, 1978; Tucker, 1971) and assessed through simulation studies (e.g. Grice, 2001; Wackwitz
and Horn, 1971) and empirical applications (Horn, 1965; Horn and Miller, 1966; Moseley and
Klett, 1964), an extensive literature search indicates that similar work has not been done for
regarding the asymptotic properties of the factor score estimators. Consequently, the optimal
residual estimator will not be compared to the optimal factor score estimator when assessing
the estimators using the same property.
In addition to the assumptions made on the parameter space Θ, the following regularity
conditions (c.f. Casella and Berger, 2003; Lehman and Casella, 1998) are assumed to hold:
A1. A random sample Z1, · · · ,ZN is observed such that Zi ∼ f(z|θ) are independent and
identically distributed.
A2. The parameters are identifiable; that is if θ 6= θ′, then f(z|θ) 6= f(z|θ′).
A3. The densities f(z|θ) have common support, and f(z|θ) is differentiable in all elements
of θ.
A4. The parameter space Ω contains an open set ω of which the true parameter values θ0 is
an interior point.
A5. There exists an open subset ω of Ω containing the true parameter point θ0 such that for
almost all z, the density f(z|θ) admits all third derivatives ∂3∂θj∂θk∂θl f(z|θ) ∀θ ∈ ω.


























for j = 1, . . . , s and k = 1, . . . , s where Ijk is the jkth element of the Fisher infor-
mation matrix.
A7. Since the s × s matrix Ijk(θ) is a covariance matrix, it is positive semidefinite. It is
assumed that Ijk(θ) are finite and the matrix I(θ) is positive definite for all θ in ω,
and hence the statistics ∂∂θ1 log f(Z|θ), . . . , ∂∂θs log f(Z|θ) are affinely independent with
probability 1.
A8. There exists a function Mjkl(θ) such that
∣∣∣ ∂3∂θj∂θk∂θl log f(Z|θ)∣∣∣ ≤Mjkl(z) ∀θ ∈ ω where
mjkl = Eθ0 [Mjkl(Z)] <∞ ∀j, k, l.
The above assumptions are the common regularity conditions imposed when deriving asymp-
totic properties of estimators such as the residual estimators ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ). Additionally, the
following two assumptions are made regarding the estimation of θ:
A9. Li ∼ N (0,ΣLL), νi(θ) ∼ N (0,Σνν), and ζi(θ) ∼ N (0,Ψ) such that zi ∼ N (0,Σzz).
A10. θ̂ = θ̂MLE
4.2.1 Consistency
Residuals may be used by themselves as a means to assess model assumptions similar to
what would be done in regression analysis. If this is the intended use, one crucial criterion is the
consistency of the estimators ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂). Informally, consistency of the residuals estimators
implies that as the sample size n approaches infinity, ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) become arbitrarily close
to, or converge to, ν(θ) and ζ(θ), the true residuals. The necessary definitions to establish
consistency are first provided followed by the results using these definitions.
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Definition 4.14 For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined in (4.5),
ν̂(θ̂) is a consistent estimator for ν(θ) if, for every  > 0 and every θ ∈ Θ,
lim
n→∞Pθ(|ν̂(θ̂)− ν(θ)| ≥ ) = 0.
Definition 4.15 For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined in (4.6),
ζ̂(θ̂) is a consistent estimator for ζ(θ) if, for every  > 0 and every θ ∈ Θ,
lim
n→∞Pθ(|ζ̂(θ̂)− ζ(θ)| ≥ ) = 0.
Theorem 4.1 (Casella and Berger, 2002) Let X1, X2, . . . , be iid f(x|θ), and let L(θ|x) =
Πni=1f(xi|θ) be the likelihood function. Let θ̂ denote the MLE of θ. Let τ(θ) be a continuous
function of θ. Under the regularity conditions in Miscellanea 10.6.2 on f(x|θ) and, hence,
L(θ|x), for every θ ∈ Θ,
lim
n→∞Pθ(|τ(θ̂)− τ(θ)| ≥ 0) = 0.
That is, τ (θ̂) is a consistent estimator of τ (θ).
Theorem 4.2 (Casella and Berger, 2002) If Wn is a sequence of estimators of a parameter θ
satisfying
i. limn→∞VarθWn = 0,
ii. limn→∞BiasθWn = 0
for every θ ∈ Θ, then Wn is a consistent sequence of estimators of θ.
Using Definitions 4.14 and 4.15 and Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 the following results regarding
the consistency of the estimators ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) are established.
Result 11: For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined in (4.5), for
all θ ∈ Θ, of the estimators under consideration in (4.15)–(4.17) the Bartlett’s method-based
residual estimator ν̂b(θ̂) defined in (4.16) is a consistent estimator for of the true measurement
errors ν(θ).
Proof. This proof consists of two parts. In the first part, it will be shown that for all θ ∈ Θ the
estimator ν̂(θ̂) converges to the estimator ν̂(θ) regardless of the choice of W . Then, it will be
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shown that for all θ ∈ Θ, for the estimators under consideration, the Bartlett’s method-based
residual estimator ν̂b(θ) is a consistent estimator of the true measurement errors. These two
results are then combined to show that ν̂(θ̂) is a consistent estimator for ν̂(θ̂) under the use
of the Bartlett’s method-based residual estimator only.
Recall
ν̂(θ̂) = (I − Λ̂Ŵ )z
ν̂(θ) = (I −ΛW )z
ν(θ) = z −ΛL.
First, it will be shown that the estimator ν̂(θ̂) converges to the estimator ν̂(θ) regardless
of the choice of W . Because θ̂ = θ̂MLE , ν̂(θ) is a continuous function of θ and by assumption
the necessary regularity conditions hold, by Theorem 4.1 it is known that
lim
n→∞Pθ(|ν̂(θ̂)− ν̂(θ)| ≥ ) = 0
for every θ ∈ Θ. Thus the estimator ν̂(θ̂) converges to the estimator ν̂(θ).
Second, it will be shown that ν̂(θ) is a consistent estimator for ν(θ) when W = W b. Thus
it is necessary to show that
lim
n→∞Pθ(|ν̂(θ)− ν(θ)| ≥ ) = 0 (4.66)
holds when W = W b. By Chebyshev’s Inequality,
lim
n→∞Pθ(|ν̂(θ)− ν(θ)| ≥ ) ≤ limn→∞
E(ν̂(θ)− ν(θ))2
2




then ν̂(θ) is a consistent estimator for ν(θ). Consequently it is necessary to examine the
behavior of limn→∞ E[(ν̂(θ) − ν(θ))2], the MSE of ν̂(θ), to determine under what conditions
ν̂(θ) is a consistent estimator for ν(θ). Further, by the decomposition of the MSE of an







such that ν̂(θ) is a consistent estimator for ν(θ) if for every θ ∈ Θ
1. limn→∞Var(ν̂(θ)) = 0
2. limn→∞Bias(ν̂(θ)) = 0.
First, consider the limiting variance:
lim
n→∞Var (ν̂(θ)) = limn→∞Var ((I −ΛW )z)
= lim
n→∞(I −ΛW )Σzz(I −ΛW )
′
= (I −ΛW )Σzz(I −ΛW )′. (4.68)
Thus, under the assumptions of the parameter space Θ, limn→∞Var(ν̂(θ)) = 0 when ΛW =
I or W = (Λ′Λ)−1Λ. None of the weight matrices in (4.12)–(4.14) satisfy the condition
that W = (Λ′Λ)−1Λ. However, from Result 1 it is known that ΛW = I when W = W b.
Consequently, limn→∞Var(ν̂(θ)) = 0 for the Bartlett’s method-based estimator.
Next consider the limiting bias:
lim
n→∞Bias(ν̂(θ)) = limn→∞E[ν̂(θ)− ν(θ)]
= lim
n→∞E[(I −ΛW )z − (z −ΛL)]
= lim






which holds for all θ ∈ Θ as it is assumed that E(ν) = E(L) = E(z) = z. Thus limn→∞Bias(ν̂(θ)) =
0 for all estimators under consideration. This result, combined with the result for the limiting
variance implies that ν̂(θ) is a consistent estimator for ν(θ).
By combining the two parts of the proof of this result, it is clear that ν̂(θ̂) is a consistent
estimator for ν(θ) under the use of the Bartlett’s method-based residual estimator only.
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Result 12: For the model defined in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined in (4.6), for all
θ ∈ Θ none of the estimators under consideration in (4.18)–(4.20) are consistent estimators for
ζ(θ).
Proof. This proof consists of two parts. In the first part, it will be shown that the estimator
ζ̂(θ̂) converges to the estimator ζ̂(θ) regardless of the choice of W . Then, it will be shown
that none of the estimators under consideration for ζ̂(θ) is a consistent estimator for the true
latent errors in equations ζ(θ). These two results are then combined to show that none of the





First, it will be shown that the estimator ζ̂(θ̂) converges to the estimator for ζ̂(θ) regardless
of the choice of W . Because θ̂ = θ̂MLE , ζ̂(θ) is a continuous function of θ and the necessary
regularity conditions, by Theorem 4.1 it is known that
lim
n→∞Pθ(|ζ̂(θ̂)− ζ(θ)| ≥ ) = 0
for every θ ∈ Θ. Thus the estimator ζ̂(θ̂) converges to the estimator ζ̂(θ) regardless of the
choice of W .
Second, it will be shown that none of the estimators under consideration for ζ̂(θ) is a
consistent estimator for ζ(θ). Thus it is necessary to show that
lim
n→∞Pθ(|ζ̂(θ)− ζ(θ)| ≥ ) = 0 (4.69)
does not hold for any of the estimators under consideration. By Chebyshev’s Inequality,
lim
n→∞Pθ(|ζ̂(θ)− ζ(θ)| ≥ ) ≤ limn→∞
E(ζ̂(θ)− ζ(θ))2
2





then ζ̂(θ) is a consistent estimator for ζ(θ). Consequently it is necessary to examine the
behavior of limn→∞ E[(ζ̂(θ) − ζ(θ))2], the MSE of ζ̂(θ), to show that none of the estimators
under consideration for ζ̂(θ) is a consistent estimator for ζ(θ). Further, by the decomposition






such that ζ̂(θ) is a consistent estimator for ζ(θ) if for every θ ∈ Θ
1. limn→∞Var(ζ̂(θ)) = 0
2. limn→∞Bias(ζ̂(θ)) = 0.
First consider the limiting variance:
lim






Thus, under the assumptions of the parameter space Θ, limn→∞Var(ζ̂(θ)) = 0 if MW = 0.
None of the estimators in (4.15)–(4.17) satisfy MW = 0 implying that none of the estimators
under consideration for ζ̂(θ) has a limiting variance of 0. Consequently, none of the estimators
under consideration for ζ̂(θ) are consistent estimators of the true latent errors in equations.
For completeness it is also necessary to examine the limiting behavior of the bias:
lim






for all θ ∈ Θ as it is assumed that E(L) = E(ν) = E(z) = 0. Thus for all θ ∈ Θ,
limn→∞Bias(ζ̂(θ)) = 0 for all estimators under consideration. This result, combined with
the result for the limiting variance implies that none of the estimators ζ̂(θ) under considera-
tion are consistent estimators for the true latent errors in equations ζ(θ).
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By combining the two parts of the proof of this result, it is clear that ζ̂(θ̂) is not a consistent
estimator for ζ(θ) for any of the estimators under consideration.
Results (11) and (12) indicate that ν̂(θ̂) is a consistent estimator for ν(θ) under the use of
the Bartlett’s method-based residual estimator while ζ̂(θ̂) is an inconsistent estimator for ζ(θ)
for all estimators under consideration. Consequently, the Bartlett’s method-based residual
estimator is an optimal choice for the measurement errors while none of the estimators are
optimal for the latent errors in equations in terms of consistency. Because consistency is a
desirable property for an estimator to possess, future research is needed in deriving a consistent
estimator for the true latent errors in equations.
4.2.2 Efficiency, Asymptotic and Limiting Variance, and Asymptotic Distribution
Though the property of consistency is of interest as it assesses the asymptotic accuracy of
an estimator, it ignores the asymptotic precision of the estimator. This section is concerned
with this asymptotic precision as evaluated through the asymptotic variances of the estimators.
Because this dissertation assumes that θ̂ is obtained through maximum likelihood estimation,
it is possible to use the properties of MLEs to also comment on the properties of efficiency and
asymptotic distribution at the same time as asymptotic variance.
Theorem 4.3 (Casella and Berger, 2002; Lehman and Casella, 1998) Let X1,X2, . . . , be iid
f(x|θ), let θ̂ denote the MLE of θ, and let τ (θ) be a continuous function of θ. Under the
regularity conditions given in Assumptions A1–A8,
√
n[τ (θ̂)− τ (θ)]→ N (0,κ(θ))


















and ∂τ (θ) is the Jacobian matrix. That is, τ (θ̂) is a consistent and asymptotically efficient
estimator of τ (θ).
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Using Theorem 4.3 the next two results are easily established.
Result 13: For the model in (4.1) and (4.4), and the residuals defined in (4.5), for all θ ∈ Θ, the
estimator ν̂(θ̂) converges to the estimator ν̂(θ) such that the estimator ν̂(θ̂) is asymptotically
normally distributed.
Proof. Recall
ν̂(θ̂) = (I − Λ̂Ŵ )z
ν̂(θ) = (I −ΛW )z
This proof follows directly from Theorem 4.3 as θ̂ = θ̂MLE , ν̂(θ̂) is a continuous function
of θ, and the necessary regularity conditions hold. Then, by Theorem 4.3 it is known that
√
n[ν̂(θ̂)− ν̂(θ)]→ N (0,κν(θ))
where κν(θ) is the Crame´r-Rao lower bound. From these theorems it then directly follows that
ν̂(θ̂) converges to the estimator ν̂(θ), is efficient, and is asymptotically normally distributed.
Result 14: For the model in (4.1) and (4.4), and the residuals defined in (4.6), for all θ ∈ Θ, the





This proof follows directly from Theorem 4.3 as θ̂ = θ̂MLE , ζ̂(θ̂) is a continuous function
of θ, and the necessary regularity conditions hold. Then, by Theorem 4.3 it is known that
√
n[ζ̂(θ̂)− ζ̂(θ)]→ N (0,κζ(θ))
where κζ(θ) is the Crame´r-Rao lower bound. From these theorems it then directly follows that
ζ̂(θ̂) converges to the estimator ζ̂(θ), is efficient, and is asymptotically normally distributed.
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Results (13) and (14) warrant further clarification as these results are specific to a given
estimator. For example, by Result 13 it is known that ν̂r(θ̂) = (I − Λ̂Ŵ bz) converges to
the estimator ν̂r(θ) = (I − ΛW rz). This result does NOT state that ν̂r(θ) = (I − ΛW bz)
converges to ν(θ) = z−ΛL though from Results (11) and (12) statements regarding consistency
can be made. As will be shown shortly, this leads to difficulties in comparing the estimators
asymptotically.
One asymptotic comparison is to compare estimators in terms of their asymptotic variances.
Typically, this is done by calculating the asymptotic variance for each estimator and then
comparing them using asymptotic relative efficiency as defined in Definition 4.16.
Definition 4.16 (Casella and Berger, 2002) If two estimators Wn and Vn satisfy
√
n[Wn − τ(θ)]→ N (0, σ2W )
√
n[Vn − τ(θ)]→ N (0, σ2V )





In this application, Wn and Vn refer to a specific element in the vector of estimators in ν̂(θ̂)
or ζ̂(θ̂) while τ(θ) in Definition 4.16 refers to the corresponding specific element in either ν̂(θ)
or ζ̂(θ). This is problematic as Results 13 and 14 are specific to the choice of W . For example,
each element in the vector of estimators in ν̂r(θ̂) is an estimator for the corresponding element
in the vector ν̂r(θ) while each element in the vector of estimators in ν̂b(θ̂) is an estimator
for the corresponding element in the vector ν̂b(θ). Consequently, the estimators ν̂r(θ̂) and
ν̂b(θ̂) are not converging to the same estimator implying that Definition 4.16 cannot be used
to compare the asymptotic variances.
What is ultimately of interest is to compare the asymptotic variances for the case where
τ(θ) in Definition 4.16 refers to a specific element in the vector of estimators in either ν(θ)
or ζ(θ). However, using the information provided by Results (11) and (12) only ν̂b(θ̂) is a
consistent estimator for ν(θ) such that the estimators ν̂r(θ̂), ν̂ar(θ̂), ζ̂r(θ̂), ζ̂b(θ̂), and ζ̂ar(θ̂)
are not consistent estimators for the corresponding residuals in ν(θ) and ζ(θ). Equivalently,
this implies that ν̂r(θ̂), ν̂ar(θ̂), ζ̂r(θ̂), ζ̂b(θ̂), and ζ̂ar(θ̂) do not converge in probability to the
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corresponding true residuals in ν(θ) and ζ(θ). Consequently, it is not possible to compute the
asymptotic variances of these estimators.
Though the asymptotic variances cannot be derived, it is possible to derive the limiting
variances and use this information to compare among the estimators.
Definition 4.17 (Casella and Berger, 2002) For an estimator Tn, if limn→∞ knVarTn = τ2 <∞,
where {kn} is a sequence of constants, then τ2 is called the limiting variance or limit of the
variances.
Using this definition, the next two results regarding limiting variances are obtained.
Result 15: For the model in (4.1) and (4.4) for all θ ∈ Θ, the limiting variance for the
estimators under consideration for ν̂(θ̂) in (4.15)–(4.17) is minimized when using the Bartlett’s
method-based estimator.
Proof. Recall that
ν̂(θ̂) = (I − Λ̂Ŵ )z.
By Definition 4.17 the limiting variance for ν̂(θ̂) is
lim
n→∞Var[ν̂(θ̂)] = limn→∞Var[(I − Λ̂Ŵ )z]
= Var[ lim
n→∞(I − Λ̂Ŵ )z]
= Var[(I −ΛW )z]
= (I −ΛW )Σzz(I −ΛW )′.
Thus under the assumptions of the parameter space Θ, the limiting variance of ν̂(θ̂) is mini-
mized and equals 0 when ΛW = I or when W = (Λ′Λ)−1Λ′. None of the estimators under
consideration satisfy W = (Λ′Λ)−1Λ′ while from Result 1, it is known that for the estimators
under consideration ΛW = I holds under the use of the Bartlett’s method-based estimator
and thus the limiting variance is minimized when using this estimator.
Result 16: For the model in (4.1) and (4.4), for all θ ∈ Θ, the estimator that obtains the
smallest limiting variance for the estimators under consideration in (4.18)–(4.20) depends on












Thus the limiting variance of ζ̂(θ̂) is minimized (and equal to 0) when MW = 0. None of
the estimators under consideration satisfy the condition that MW = 0. Consequently, none
of the estimators under consideration obtain minimum limiting variance for all θ ∈ Θ.
These results indicate that the optimal estimator choice for the measurement errors is ν̂b(θ̂)
while none of the estimators under consideration are optimal for the latent errors in equations.
Instead the optimal choice for ζ̂(θ̂) would depend on the model under consideration and the
values of θ.
4.2.3 Asymptotic Structure Preservation
Asymptotic structure preservation is concerned with the impact an estimator has on the
asymptotic covariance structure of the residuals. Similar to structure preservation as a finite
sample property, in certain applications it is crucial that the asymptotic relationships among
the error terms not be altered by the choice of estimator.
Definition 4.18 For the model in (4.1) and (4.4), the residual estimators ν̂(θ̂) and ν̂(θ̂)
as defined in (4.10) and (4.11) are asymptotically structure preserving if, for all θ ∈ Θ the
following three conditions hold:
lim
n→∞E[ν̂(θ̂)ν̂(θ̂)
′] = Σνν (4.74)
lim
n→∞E[ζ̂(θ̂)ζ̂(θ̂)
′] = Ψ (4.75)
lim
n→∞E[ν̂(θ̂)ζ̂(θ̂)
′] = 0. (4.76)
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Result 17: For the model in (4.1) and (4.4), for all θ ∈ Θ, none of the residual estimators
ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) as defined in (4.10) and (4.11) fulfill all three conditions in (4.74)–(4.76) though
for the estimators under consideration in (4.15)–(4.20) the condition in (4.76) is satisfied when
ν̂(θ̂) = ν̂b(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) = ζ̂b(θ̂).
Proof. This proof consists of three parts. In the first two parts it will be shown that for all θ ∈ Θ
none of the estimators of the class in (4.10) and (4.11) satisfy (4.74) and (4.75), respectively.
Lastly it will be shown that for the estimators under consideration (4.76) is satisfied when
ν̂(θ̂) = ν̂b(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) = ζ̂b(θ̂).
Recall,
ν̂(θ̂) = (I − Λ̂Ŵ )z
ζ̂(θ̂) = M̂Ŵz.




n→∞E[(I − Λ̂Ŵ )z((I − Λ̂Ŵ )z)
′]
= E[ lim
n→∞(I − Λ̂Ŵ )z((I − Λ̂Ŵ )z)
′]
= E[(I −ΛW )zz′(I −ΛW )′]
= (I −ΛW )Σzz(I −ΛW )′.
From the proof of Result 8 is is known that for all θ ∈ Θ, (I −ΛW )Σzz(I −ΛW )′ 6= Σνν for
any choice of estimator such that none of the estimators in (4.10) satisfy (4.74).














From the proof of Result 8 it is known that for all θ ∈ Θ, MWΣzzW ′M 6= Ψ for any choice
of estimator under consideration such that none of the estimators in (4.11) satisfy (4.75).
Last, it will be shown that for all θ ∈ Θ, the estimators ν̂b(θ̂) and ζ̂b(θ̂) defined in (4.16) and
(4.19), respectively, satisfy the condition in (4.76). Assume that ν̂(θ̂) = ν̂b(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) = ζ̂b(θ̂)
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= (I −ΛW )ΣzzW ′M ′.
From the proof of Result 8 it is known that under the assumptions of the parameter space Θ,
(I−ΛW )ΣzzW ′M ′ = 0 when ΛW = I or MW = I. For the estimators under consideration
ΛW = I when ν̂(θ̂) = ν̂b(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) = ζ̂b(θ̂) while none of the estimators satisfy MW = I.
Consequently, for the estimators under consideration, the third condition only holds for the
Bartlett’s method-based estimator.
Combining these three parts, for all θ ∈ Θ, none of the estimators are asymptotically
structure preserving though the Bartlett’s method-based estimator fulfills one of the three
conditions for asymptotic structure preservation.
This result indicates that, as with structure preservation as a finite sample property, none
of the estimators is optimal. Consequently, even as the sample size increases, none of the
estimators preserve the original covariance structure though the Bartlett’s method-based resid-
ual estimator does asymptotically preserve the covariance structure between the measurement
errors and the latent errors in equations.
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4.2.4 Asymptotic Univocality
Asymptotic univocality is concerned with the properties of asymptotic validity and asymp-
totic invalidity. This property examines how the estimated residuals correlate with their cor-
responding true residuals (asymptotic validity) and their non-corresponding true residuals (in-
validity) as the sample size increases to infinity.
Definition 4.19 For the model in (4.1) and (4.4) the residual estimators ν̂(θ̂) and ζ̂(θ̂) as
defined in (4.10) and (4.11) are asymptotically univocal if for all θ ∈ Θ the following four
conditions hold:




limn→∞E[ν(θ)ζ̂(θ̂)′] = 0 (4.79)
limn→∞E[ζ(θ)ν̂(θ̂)′] = 0 (4.80)
where 4νν̂ and 4ζζ̂ are diagonal matrices.
Using this definition the next result is derived.
Result 18: For the model in (4.1) and (4.4) and the residuals defined in (4.5) and (4.6), none
of the residual estimators ν̂(θ̂) and ν̂(θ̂) as defined in (4.10) and (4.11) fulfill all four conditions
in (4.77)–(4.80) for all θ ∈ Θ though the condition in (4.80) is satisfied when ν̂(θ̂) = ν̂b(θ̂)
and ζ̂(θ̂) = ζ̂b(θ̂).
Proof. This proof consists of four parts. In the first three parts it will be shown that none of
the estimators under consideration in (4.15)–(4.20) satisfy (4.77)–(4.79) for all θ ∈ Θ. Last it
will be shown that for the estimators under consideration (4.80) is satisfied when ν̂(θ̂) = ν̂b(θ̂).
Recall
ν̂(θ̂) = (I − Λ̂Ŵ )z
ζ̂(θ̂) = M̂Ŵz.
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n→∞E((z −ΛL)((I − Λ̂Ŵ )z)
′)
= E[ lim
n→∞(z −ΛL)((I − Λ̂Ŵ )z)
′]
= E[(z −ΛL)(z′(I −ΛW )′)]
= Σνν(I −ΛW )′.
From the proof of Result 9 it is known that Σνν(I − ΛW )′ is not a diagonal matrix for any
of the estimators under consideration such that none of the estimators in (4.15)–(4.17) satisfy
(4.54).









= E[MLz′W ′M ′]
= MΣLLΛ
′W ′M ′.
From the proof of Result 9 it is known that MΣLLΛ
′W ′M ′ is not a diagonal matrix for any
of the estimators under consideration such that none of the estimators in (4.18)–(4.20) satisfy
(4.78).









= E[(z −ΛL)z′W ′M ′]
= ΣννW
′M ′.
From the proof of Result 9 it is known that ΣννW
′M ′ 6= 0 in general such that none of the
estimators in (4.18)–(4.20) satisfy (4.79).
Last, it will be shown that for all θ ∈ Θ for the estimators under consideration in (4.15)–
(4.17), the estimator ν̂b(θ̂) as defined in (4.16) satisfies the condition in (4.80). Assume that
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′(I − Λ̂Ŵ )′]
= E[MLz′(I −ΛW )′]
= MΣLLΛ
′(I −ΛW )′
= E[MLz′(I −ΛW )′]
= MΣLLΛ
′(I −ΛW )′.
Under the assumptions of the parameter space Θ, MΣLLΛ
′(I−ΛW )′ = 0 when ΛW = I. For
the estimators under consideration, this condition is only satisfied under the use of the Bartlett’s
method-based estimator such that for the estimators in (4.15)–(4.17) (4.57) is satisfied when
ν̂(θ̂) = ν̂b(θ̂).
By combining these four parts Result 18 is established. That is, for all θ ∈ Θ, none of the
estimators under consideration are asymptotically univocal though the estimator ν̂b(θ̂) satisfies
(4.57).
Based on the criterion of asymptotic univocality, none of the estimators are optimal though
the Bartlett’s method-based estimator of the measurement errors does fulfill one of the four
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criteria for asymptotic univocality. Consequently, even as the sample size increases, none of
the estimators lead to residuals that correlate solely with their corresponding true residuals.
4.3 Simulation Study
To illustrate the previously derived theoretical (finite sample) properties, an empirical study
of these properties was constructed via a simulation study. Through the use of a relatively
simple model, this study examines the properties of conditional bias, mean squared error,
structure preservation, and univocality. This section first describes the model used in the
simulation study followed by a discussion of the steps used to conduct this study. The results
of the simulation study are then presented and discussed.
4.3.1 Model
Figure 4.3.1 depicts the path diagram for the model used in this simulation study. The
latent variable model consists of two latent variables, ξ1 and η1, such that
η1 = 0.5ξ1 + ζ1. (4.81)
Associated with this model are the covariance matrices Φ and Ψ. It is assumed that Φ = [1]
and Ψ = [1].
The measurement model associated with Figure 4.3.1 posits that each latent variable has
three indicators where each indicator relates to only one factor. The equations for this mea-
surement model are:
x1 = 1.0ξ1 + δ1, y1 = 1.0η1 + 1
x2 = 0.7ξ1 + δ2, y2 = 0.7η1 + 2
x3 = 0.7ξ1 + δ3, y3 = 0.7η1 + 3 (4.82)
Associated with the measurement model is the covariance matrix of measurement errors, Σνν .
It is assumed that the measurement errors are uncorrelated with each other such that Σνν = I.
Though this model is admittedly simple, it is a model that is encountered in applied research.
For example, this model is used to examine the effect of a treatment by comparing pre- and
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Figure 4.1 Path Diagram Used in Simulation Study
post-scores or this model can be used to examine the stability of a characteristic over time.
Despite the simplicity of the model, it is still able to provide useful information regarding the
behavior of the residual estimators and illustrates the properties of the residual estimators
previously derived.
4.3.2 Study Design
The simulation study was conducted using SAS 9.2 with the following steps (SAS code is
found in Appendix C):
1. Using PROC IML,
(a) Simulate N values for the random variable νi(θ) such that νi
iid∼ N (0, 1).
(b) Simulate N values for the random variable ζi(θ) such that ζi
iid∼ N (0, 1).
(c) Simulate N values for the random variable ξi such that ξi
iid∼ N (0, 1).
(d) Generate N values for η1i using Equation (4.81).
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(e) Generate N values for the random variables yi and N values for the random variables
xi using the Equations in (4.82).
2. Using the data set generated in Step 1,
(a) Estimate the model in Figure (4.3.1) using PROC CALIS to obtain θ̂MLE .
3. If the model estimated in Step 2 converges (i.e. the sample from Step 1 results in a
solution that converges in 100 or fewer iterations) and does not result in any Heywood
cases, use PROC IML to calculate ν̂i(θ) using Equation (4.8), ζ̂i(θ) using Equation (4.9)
(the estimated residuals assuming the elements of θ are known), ν̂i(θ̂) using Equation
(4.10), and ζ̂i(θ̂) using Equation (4.11) (the estimated residuals assuming the elements
of θ are unknown). If the model estimated in Step 2 does not converge or results in a
Heywood case, the data set is discarded and a new data set is simulated using Step 1.
4. Using the calculated residuals in Step 3 the following statistics are calculated:
(a) Average conditional bias when θ is known: For observation i, the conditional bias is
calculated using Equations (4.22) and (4.25) for each weight matrix under consider-
ation using the known values for θ. For each residual the average of the conditional
bias is calculated.
(b) Average conditional bias when θ is unknown: For observation i, the conditional bias
is calculated by replacing θ with θ̂ in Equations (4.22) and (4.25). The conditional
bias is calculated for each weight matrix under consideration. For each residual the
average of the conditional bias is calculated.
(c) Mean squared error when θ is known: For each observation and each residual, the
squared distances between the estimated residual and the true residual are calculated
as (ν̂i(θ) − νi(θ))2 and (ζ̂i(θ) − ζi(θ))2 where ν̂i(θ) and ζ̂i(θ) are obtained using
Equations (4.8) and (4.9), respectively and νi(θ) and ζi(θ) are the simulated values
from Step 1. The squared distances are calculated for each weight matrix (estimator)
under consideration. The mean squared error is then calculated for each residual
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under each residual estimator by taking the sum of the squared distances over all
observations and dividing by the sample size minus the number of parameters that
would be estimated if θ were unknown (the degrees of freedom).
(d) Mean squared error when θ is unknown: For each observation and each residual, the
squared distances between the estimated residual and the true residual are calculated
as (ν̂i(θ̂) − νi(θ))2 and (ζ̂i(θ̂) − ζi(θ))2 where ν̂i(θ̂) and ζ̂i(θ̂) are obtained using
Equations (4.10) and (4.11), respectively and νi(θ) and ζi(θ) are the simulated
values from Step 1. The squared distances are calculated for each weight matrix
(estimator) under consideration. The mean squared error is then calculated for each
residual under each residual estimator by taking the sum of the squared distances
over all observations and dividing by the sample size minus the number of parameters
om θ that were estimated (the degrees of freedom).
(e) Covariance structure of the residuals when θ is known: The covariance matrix for
residuals calculated using Equations (4.8) and (4.9) is obtained for each of the three
residual estimators.
(f) Covariance structure of the residuals when θ is unknown: The covariance matrix
for residuals calculated using Equations (4.10) and (4.11) is obtained for each of the
three residual estimators.
(g) Correlations between the true residuals, the estimated residuals when θ is known,
and the estimated residuals when θ is unknown: For each residual and residual
estimator the correlations between: (1) the true residuals obtained in Step 1 and
the estimated residuals using Equations (4.8) and (4.9) are calculated; (2) the true
residuals obtained in Step 1 and the estimated residuals using Equations (4.10) and
(4.11) are calculated; and (3) the estimated residuals using Equations (4.8) and (4.9)
and the estimated residuals using Equations (4.10) and (4.11) are calculated.
The above process used three different sample sizes: N = 250, N = 500, and N = 1000.
These sample sizes were chosen to reflect sample sizes commonly encountered in practice. A
sample size of N = 250 reflects a typical sample size encountered in many empirical studies and
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also what would be considered a minimal sample size using the N : q rule developed by Jackson
(2003). Under this rule, the ratio of sample size N to the number of parameters q should be at
least 10 with 20 (or more) considered optimal. For the model in Figure (4.3.1) there are q = 13
parameters indicating that a minimal sample size should be approximately 130. A sample size
of N = 250 is well above this minimal value and is close to the ideal sample size value of 260.
A sample size of N = 500 is also plausible in practice for moderate sized studies that employ
SEM while a sample size such as N = 1000 reflects a baseline for the number of observations
found in large sized studies.
For each sample size, a total of 500 data sets that lead to convergent solutions with no
Heywood cases were generated. The use of 500 replications was chosen to ensure the reliability
of the simulation study.
4.3.3 Results
4.3.3.1 A Look at the Data
Before presenting the results of the simulation study, one data set of size N = 500 was
generated to better understand the characteristics of the data. Using the known values of
θ, residuals were calculated using Equations (4.8) and (4.9) while the residuals in Equations
(4.10) and (4.11) were calculated using θ̂MLE which were obtained by fitting the model in
Figure (??) to a simulated data set. Table 4.4 provides summary statistics (mean, standard
deviation, and the five number summary) for the true residuals (obtained via simulation in
Step 1), the residuals calculated assuming θ is known, and the residuals calculated assuming
θ is unknown.
In Table (4.4) and all subsequent tables and graphical displays in this chapter, the true
errors are denoted with the appropriate notation (e.g. δ1), residuals calculated assuming θ is
known are denoted with the appropriate notation and a subscript of the weight matrix used in
the calculation (e.g. δ1(R)), and residuals calculated assuming θ is unknown are denoted with a
hat over the appropriate notation and a subscript of the weight matrix used in the calculation
(e.g. δ̂1(R)).
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Table 4.4: Summary Statistics for the Errors and Residuals
Standard First Third
Mean Deviation Minimum Quartile Median Quartile Maximum
δ1 -0.047645 0.988172 -4.045887 -0.634549 -0.052093 0.601063 3.438760
δ1(R) -0.035402 0.773201 -2.618521 -0.510307 -0.017942 0.429923 2.160904
δ1(B) -0.057798 0.645264 -2.090897 -0.503653 -0.039471 0.382899 1.563796
δ1(AR) -0.031078 0.721363 -2.544392 -0.487760 -0.001101 0.477044 1.775189
δ̂1(R) -0.034371 0.567411 -1.962258 -0.368480 -0.025828 0.305405 1.614383
δ̂1(B) -0.045352 0.466364 -1.435799 -0.364512 -0.023952 0.267715 1.176723
δ̂1(AR) -0.015729 0.615587 -2.038606 -0.390816 0.011176 0.409763 1.630982
δ2 0.048076 0.985192 -2.681856 -0.643910 0.011906 0.768565 3.164461
δ2(R) 0.056645 0.926743 -2.427022 -0.565696 0.064167 0.677654 2.711472
δ2(B) 0.040969 0.859962 -2.683778 -0.554776 0.038587 0.622802 2.721638
δ2(AR) 0.059673 0.885393 -2.690240 -0.507277 -0.011965 0.707025 2.404191
δ̂2(R) 0.063435 0.975956 -2.606941 -0.618015 0.037553 0.730691 2.934968
δ̂2(B) 0.056758 0.954386 -2.926662 -0.607344 -0.016580 0.726056 3.070254
δ̂2(AR) 0.074770 0.983949 -2.797798 -0.571558 0.028410 0.790707 2.681595
δ3 0.048707 0.938750 -3.587165 -0.539867 0.025245 0.647298 3.085332
δ3(R) 0.057277 0.869687 -2.772210 -0.533477 0.050764 0.623871 2.834893
δ3(B) 0.041600 0.803795 -2.230726 -0.532413 -0.017972 0.599703 2.935677
δ3(AR) 0.060304 0.824367 -2.543215 -0.490124 0.047787 0.601761 2.797398
δ̂3(R) 0.062617 0.880648 -2.878733 -0.539224 0.048333 0.689475 3.039184
δ̂3(B) 0.055699 0.851837 -2.465273 -0.555571 0.003105 0.616414 3.170829
δ̂3(AR) 0.074361 0.884892 -2.783377 -0.496012 0.043692 0.654130 2.954150
1 0.060511 1.000864 -2.826031 -0.572160 0.045029 0.761582 2.986553
1(R) 0.037646 0.823536 -2.405601 -0.497179 0.041433 0.577149 2.956344
1(B) 0.014763 0.708343 -2.312619 -0.433804 0.029395 0.459480 2.404620
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1(AR) 0.048309 0.805434 -2.562293 -0.452135 0.093885 0.564568 2.477865
̂1(R) 0.032344 0.773886 -2.231897 -0.464479 0.039496 0.531609 2.880507
̂1(B) 0.011444 0.651577 -2.085833 -0.398308 0.028404 0.420392 2.183699
̂1(AR) 0.048794 0.789892 -2.612419 -0.429429 0.101250 0.573089 2.518713
2 0.027116 1.041777 -2.878338 -0.639969 0.060027 0.701068 3.369586
2(R) 0.011111 0.957357 -2.585968 -0.648887 0.040669 0.642166 3.517867
2(B) -0.004907 0.902527 -2.199899 -0.633519 0.039588 0.593703 3.164289
2(AR) 0.018575 0.954792 -2.530229 -0.664463 0.052988 0.615565 3.509725
̂2(R) 0.006174 0.947621 -2.507372 -0.678918 0.033200 0.628174 3.461842
̂2(B) -0.008760 0.906066 -2.271413 -0.657674 0.050245 0.578636 3.112445
̂2(AR) 0.017929 0.964974 -2.609118 -0.662479 0.065883 0.606870 3.514327
3 0.015840 1.018906 -2.787185 -0.645582 0.095085 0.685401 3.627426
3(R) -0.000166 0.934509 -2.780254 -0.602527 0.015976 0.628563 3.400898
3(B) -0.016184 0.901438 -2.627639 -0.582372 -0.014686 0.620397 3.438413
3(AR) 0.007299 0.927147 -2.652318 -0.590313 0.010231 0.626236 3.328776
̂3(R) 0.002496 0.972983 -2.884705 -0.621562 0.021796 0.646694 3.470109
̂3(B) -0.010551 0.939296 -2.763937 -0.613820 -0.013963 0.614215 3.567409
̂3(AR) 0.012764 0.981038 -2.828684 -0.590553 0.041564 0.679077 3.398253
ζ 0.016321 1.006061 -2.935953 -0.655791 -0.027560 0.661910 3.141123
ζ(R) 0.045307 0.819467 -2.647413 -0.525154 0.018996 0.663704 2.694641
ζ(B) 0.056992 1.320328 -4.144501 -0.860877 0.042379 1.044789 4.620566
ζ(AR) 0.036806 1.157469 -3.462983 -0.754348 0.010971 0.893565 4.172813
ζ̂(R) 0.055914 0.875982 -2.779728 -0.553372 0.038460 0.705951 2.809072
ζ̂(B) 0.072121 1.332846 -4.206868 -0.859857 0.009171 1.041427 4.513639
ζ̂(AR) 0.047431 1.087502 -3.276421 -0.706442 0.036954 0.848770 3.834189
All estimated residuals, calculated both when θ is known and unknown, are not statistically
different than zero (the true mean of the residuals) for all residual estimators. This suggests
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that, on average, all residual estimators are appropriately estimating the true errors both when
θ is known and unknown. In contrast, there is a clear pattern that emerges in regards to
the standard deviation. Though the standard deviations for the estimated measurement error
residuals calculated when θ is known and unknown are similar, the standard deviations of these
estimated residuals when θ is known and unknown are smaller than the standard deviations
of the corresponding true measurement errors (for this example the variance and standard
deviation for all residuals is assumed to be 1). For the measurement errors, the estimated
residuals using the regression method-based estimator have standard deviations closest to the
standard deviations of the true residuals followed closely by the standard deviations of the
estimated residuals using the Anderson-Rubin method-based estimator. For the estimated
residuals of the latent errors in equations, a different pattern emerges. The standard deviations
of the estimated residuals under the Bartlett’s method-based and Anderson-Rubin method-
based estimators when θ is known and unknown are greater than the true standard deviations
while the standard deviation associated with the regression method-based estimator when θ is
known and unknown underestimates the true standard deviation.
The (potential) underestimation of the variability of residuals associated with the measure-
ment errors is also apparent in the five number summaries. For all six measurement errors,
the range and the interquartile range of the estimated residuals calculated when θ is known
and unknown are smaller than the range and interquartile for the true residuals, which holds
for all three estimators under consideration. For the latent errors in equations the range and
interquartile range of estimated residuals constructed using the regression method-based es-
timator are also smaller than the range and interquartile range of the true latent errors in
equation though the range and interquartile range associated with the estimated residuals con-
structed using the Bartlett’s method-based and the Anderson-Rubin method-based estimators
are similar to the range and interquartile range of the true latent errors in equations.
The previously mentioned features of the true and estimated residuals are easily visualized
through the use of boxplots. Figures (4.2) and (4.3) display the boxplots associated with the
true measurement errors, the estimated residuals when θ is known, and the estimated residuals
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when θ is unknown for both δ1 and ζ. The boxplots for the remaining measurement errors are
found in Appendix D.
Figure 4.2 Boxplots of δ1 and Its Estimates
The above summary statistics and boxplots are able to provide information regarding the
similarities and differences of the residuals constructed under the various methods when θ is
known and unknown. What the above summary statistics and boxplots do not provide, however,
are measures of the commonality between the true errors and the the estimated residuals when
θ is known and unknown for each error term. Table (4.5) presents, for each residual, the
correlations between: (1) the true residuals and the estimated residuals when θ is known; (2) the
true residuals and the estimated residuals when θ is unknown; and (3) the estimated residuals
when θ is known and the estimated residuals when θ is unknown. Table (4.5) indicates that the
correlations between the estimated residuals using the regression method-based estimator and
the true errors are larger than the correlations between the estimated residuals using either
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Figure 4.3 Boxplots of ζ and Its Estimates
Bartlett’s method-based estimator or the Anderson-Rubin method-based estimator and the
true errors. This suggests that the regression method-estimator estimated residuals share more
common information with the true errors than the other two methods. The magnitude of these
correlations also depends on the error term as the correlations between the estimated residuals
and the error term are smallest for the measurement error associated with the scaling variable
and for the latent error in equation. This suggests that special care is needed when choosing
the scaling variable as the residuals associated with these measurement errors have less in
common with the true measurement error they are estimating. Table (4.5) also indicates that
the correlations between estimated residuals under the three methods are quite high suggesting
that the three different methods are rather similar in regards to the information they capture.
Consequently determining which method is “best” must be based on certain criteria such as
conditional bias or mean squared error. Correlations between estimated residuals when both
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θ is known and unknown for the same residual are very strong and close to 1 indicating that
θ̂MLE is similar to θ and thus is estimating the parameters appropriately.
Table 4.5: Correlations between the True Residuals, the Esti-
mated Residuals when θ Is Known, and the Estimated Resid-
uals when θ Is Unknown
δ1 δ1(R) δ1(B) δ1(AR) δ̂1(R) δ̂1(B) δ̂1(AR)
δ1 1.000000
δ1(R) 0.826105 1.000000
δ1(B) 0.685732 0.808346 1.000000
δ1(AR) 0.729444 0.889748 0.907547 1.000000
δ̂1(R) 0.823842 0.988451 0.870406 0.905580 1.000000
δ̂1(B) 0.627827 0.733353 0.989590 0.856994 0.812124 1.000000
δ̂1(AR) 0.740155 0.911729 0.828789 0.983824 0.907357 0.764711 1.000000
δ2 δ2(R) δ2(B) δ2(AR) δ̂2(R) δ̂2(B) δ̂2(AR)
δ2 1.000000
δ2(R) 0.918164 1.000000
δ2(B) 0.859357 0.938976 1.000000
δ2(AR) 0.877376 0.963517 0.970867 1.000000
δ̂2(R) 0.912353 0.996257 0.955088 0.974292 1.000000
δ̂2(B) 0.878310 0.962290 0.992723 0.980940 0.978491 1.000000
δ̂2(AR) 0.892278 0.980297 0.943995 0.990345 0.987129 0.969490 1.000000
δ3 δ3(R) δ3(B) δ3(AR) δ̂3(R) δ̂3(B) δ̂3(AR)
δ3 1.000000
δ3(R) 0.909310 1.000000
δ3(B) 0.843761 0.930344 1.000000
δ3(AR) 0.863801 0.958485 0.966355 1.000000
δ̂3(R) 0.898928 0.992613 0.949264 0.967624 1.000000
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δ̂3(B) 0.852109 0.944843 0.988893 0.969085 0.971549 1.000000
δ̂3(AR) 0.874940 0.973483 0.935504 0.987672 0.982940 0.959296 1.000000
1 1(R) 1(B) 1(AR) ̂1(R) ̂1(B) ̂1(AR)
1 1.000000
1(R) 0.813833 1.000000
1(B) 0.705472 0.864556 1.000000
1(AR) 0.770743 0.936521 0.879432 1.000000
̂1(R) 0.811832 0.998535 0.868724 0.930670 1.000000
̂1(B) 0.687729 0.843119 0.997773 0.859315 0.849566 1.000000
̂1(AR) 0.762834 0.926091 0.840478 0.996166 0.920174 0.819663 1.000000
2 2(R) 2(B) 2(AR) ̂2(R) ̂2(B) ̂2(AR)
2 1.000000
2(R) 0.920459 1.000000
2(B) 0.879195 0.953170 1.000000
2(AR) 0.903355 0.977345 0.959791 1.000000
̂2(R) 0.918798 0.998313 0.962670 0.975851 1.000000
̂2(B) 0.865754 0.938410 0.997641 0.946346 0.951446 1.000000
̂2(AR) 0.900001 0.973428 0.954091 0.998926 0.972845 0.942194 1.000000
3 3(R) 3(B) 3(AR) ̂3(R) ̂3(B) ̂3(AR)
3 1.000000
3(R) 0.916683 1.000000
3(B) 0.873290 0.950832 1.000000
3(AR) 0.898690 0.976126 0.957303 1.000000
̂3(R) 0.915603 0.998656 0.937443 0.976073 1.000000
̂3(B) 0.894767 0.974129 0.995346 0.977775 0.965089 1.000000
̂3(AR) 0.898105 0.975652 0.928238 0.995235 0.980062 0.957652 1.000000




ζ(B) 0.796713 0.986387 1.000000
ζ(AR) 0.774501 0.953216 0.989948 1.000000
ζ̂(R) 0.795814 0.995230 0.981481 0.948299 1.000000
ζ̂(B) 0.797063 0.991559 0.994907 0.976137 0.993763 1.000000
ζ̂(AR) 0.777468 0.961908 0.990955 0.994376 0.965622 0.987523 1.000000
Figures (4.4) and (4.5) present scatterplot matrices for the true errors and estimated resid-
uals associated with δ1 and ζ (the remaining scatterplot matrices are found in Appendix D).
These scatterplots are able to visually represent what was shown in Table (4.5) and also visually
indicate that the relationships between the residuals and errors are all linear in nature.
Figure 4.4 Scatterplot Matrices for δ1 and Its Estimates
Also of interest is if the residual estimators preserve the original covariance structure of
the true errors. The error terms were generated as iid standard normal random variables such
116
Figure 4.5 Scatterplot Matrices for ζ and Its Estimates
that the covariance and correlation matrices are equal to the identity matrix. Table (4.6)
presents the covariance structures among the residuals of the true residuals (calculated using
the simulated residuals) and the estimated residuals calculated when both θ is known and
unknown. The results in Table (4.6) indicate that the covariance structure is not preserved
though for certain methods portions of the covariance structure are preserved. The results
also indicate that the covariance structures of the residuals estimated using the same estimator
are similar when θ is known and unknown indicating that θ̂MLE are adequately estimating
the elements of θ. Specifically, the Bartlett’s method-based estimated residuals preserve the
covariance structure between the measurement errors and the latent errors in equations as well
as the measurement errors associated with indicators that do not correspond to, or load on, the
same factor. For all methods, the estimated residuals associated with indicators that correspond
to the same factor are negatively related, though the strength of this relationship depends on
117
the method employed. These findings mirror the theoretical results of this chapter and also
provide information regarding the covariance structure of measurement errors associated with






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figures (4.6) – (4.12) display the scatterplot matrices associated with the correlation/covariance
structure of these data. These scatterplots provide essentially the same information as Table
(4.6) and also indicate that the relationships are linear in nature.
Figure 4.6 Scatterplot Matrix of the True (Simulated) Residuals
The results for the simulation study are presented below. Because the results are similar
for all three sample sizes considered (250, 500, and 1000), the results associated with a sample
size of N = 500 are presented. First, the correlations between the same residuals constructed
using the three methods are presented to examine the commonalities among the three meth-
ods. Secondly, the results associated with the four criteria for choosing which method used to
construct the residuals are examined.
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Figure 4.7 Scatterplot Matrix of the Estimated Residuals Using the Regression Method-Based
Estimator when θ Is Known
123
Figure 4.8 Scatterplot Matrix of the Estimated Residuals Using the Bartlett’s Method-Based
Estimator when θ Is Known
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Figure 4.9 Scatterplot Matrix of the Estimated Residuals Using the Anderson-Rubin Method-
-Based Estimator when θ Is Known
125
Figure 4.10 Scatterplot Matrix of the Estimated Residuals Using the Regression Method-
-Based Estimator when θ Is Unknown
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Figure 4.11 Scatterplot Matrix of the Estimated Residuals Using the Bartlett’s Method-Based
Estimator when θ Is Unknown
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Figure 4.12 Scatterplot Matrix of the Estimated Residuals Using the Anderson-Rubin
Method-Based Estimator when θ Is Unknown
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4.3.3.2 Simulation Study Results: Similarities among Methods
For each iteration of the simulation study, the following were calculated: (1) the correla-
tions between the true residuals and estimated residuals when θ is known; (2) the correlations
between the true residuals and the estimated residuals when θ is unknown; and (3) the cor-
relations between estimated residuals when θ is known and the estimated residuals when θ is
unknown. The average of these correlations for each residual was calculated as was the standard
error shown in Table (4.7). As expected from the results from one iteration of the simulation
study, the residuals, on average, are highly correlated with one another for a given error term.
From this table it can be gleaned that: (1) the three estimators provide similar information as
the correlations between estimated residuals using different estimators are high; (2) the esti-
mated residuals using the regression method-based estimator are most strongly correlated with
the true residuals; (3) correlations of residuals associated with scaling variables of a factor are
the lowest; (4) the correlations between the estimated residuals when θ is known and when θ is
unknown are all above 0.99; and (5) the correlations remain essentially unchanged when θ̂MLE
is used in place of θ.
Table 4.7: Correlations between the True Residuals, the Esti-
mated Residuals when θ Is Known, and the Estimated Resid-
uals when θ Is Not Known




δ1(B) 0.7052 0.8520 1.0000
(0.0231) (0.0125)
δ1(AR) 0.7540 0.9110 0.9247 1.0000
(0.0195) (0.0076) (0.0066)
δ̂1(R) 0.8243 0.9963 0.8491 0.9076 1.0000
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(0.0148) (0.0028) (0.0178) (0.0103)
δ̂1(B) 0.7023 0.8487 0.9928 0.9194 0.8513 1.0000
(0.0456) (0.0485) (0.0085) (0.0301) (0.0388)
δ̂1(AR) 0.7520 0.9086 0.9172 0.9957 0.9044 0.9139 1.0000
(0.0218) (0.0130) (0.0262) (0.0041) (0.0235) (0.0540)




δ2(B) 0.8671 0.9430 1.0000
(0.0113) (0.0050)
δ2(AR) 0.8871 0.9656 0.9738 1.0000
(0.0098) (0.0031) (0.0024)
δ̂2(R) 0.9165 0.9976 0.9417 0.9640 1.0000
(0.0076) (0.0020) (0.0123) (0.0059)
δ̂2(B) 0.8629 0.9394 0.9945 0.9685 0.9423 1.0000
(0.0274) (0.0277) (0.0063) (0.0174) (0.0195)
δ̂2(AR) 0.8799 0.9577 0.9678 0.9934 0.9587 0.9731 1.0000
(0.0235) (0.0237) (0.0152) (0.0104) (0.0233) (0.0093)




δ3(B) 0.8671 0.9438 1.0000
(0.0112) (0.0050)
δ3(AR) 0.8871 0.9655 0.9736 1.0000
(0.0095) (0.0031) (0.0023)
δ̂3(R) 0.9167 0.9975 0.9415 0.9629 1.0000
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(0.0074) (0.0020) (0.0122) (0.0060)
δ̂3(B) 0.8630 0.9391 0.9944 0.9683 0.9419 1.0000
(0.0284) (0.0289) (0.0070) (0.0187) (0.0204)
δ̂3(AR) 0.8796 0.9570 0.9672 0.9930 0.9581 0.9728 1.0000
(0.0284) (0.0294) (0.0173) (0.0162) (0.0284) (0.0094)




1(B) 0.7007 0.8675 1.0000
(0.0227) (0.0120)
1(AR) 0.7600 0.9400 0.8849 1.0000
(0.0185) (0.0051) (0.0101)
̂1(R) 0.8055 0.9961 0.8646 0.9364 1.0000
(0.0156) (0.0027) (0.0167) (0.0089)
̂1(B) 0.6980 0.8641 0.9939 0.8811 0.8661 1.0000
(0.0409) (0.0437) (0.0060) (0.0382) (0.0331)
̂1(AR) 0.7578 0.9375 0.8773 0.9968 0.9328 0.8742 1.0000
(0.0200) (0.0104) (0.0317) (0.0030) (0.0193) (0.0631)




2(B) 0.8662 0.9513 1.0000
(0.0117) (0.0043)
2(AR) 0.8902 0.9772 0.9583 1.0000
(0.0095) (0.0021) (0.0038)
̂2(R) 0.9087 0.9973 0.9491 0.9747 1.0000
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(0.0084) (0.0019) (0.0119) (0.0043)
̂2(B) 0.8638 0.9487 0.9954 0.9553 0.9515 1.0000
(0.0230) (0.0220) (0.0046) (0.0194) (0.0146)
̂2(AR) 0.8863 0.9729 0.9542 0.9958 0.9735 0.9588 1.0000
(0.0128) (0.0088) (00183) (0.0048) (0.0111) (0.0119)




3(B) 0.8674 0.9514 1.0000
(0.0110) (0.0042)
3(AR) 0.8911 0.9773 0.9585 1.0000
(0.0091) (0.0019) (0.0037)
̂3(R) 0.9095 0.9972 0.9506 0.9746 1.0000
(0.0079) (0.0022) (0.0120) (0.0047)
̂3(B) 0.8624 0.9459 0.9952 0.9529 0.9501 1.0000
(0.0251) (0.0246) (0.0050) (0.0219) (0.0161)
̂3(AR) 0.8864 0.9720 0.9555 0.9955 0.9726 0.9579 1.0000
(0.0138) (0.0107) (0.0185) (0.0055) (0.0128) (0.0116)




ζ(B) 0.7820 0.9869 1.0000
(0.0182) (0.0012)
ζ(AR) 0.7565 0.9549 0.9903 1.000000
(0.0201) (0.0040) (0.0009)
ζ̂(R) 0.7872 0.9934 0.9806 0.9490 1.0000
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(0.0176) (0.0042) (0.0085) (0.0135)
ζ̂(B) 0.7771 0.9806 0.9936 0.9841 0.9847 1.0000
(0.0214) (0.0127) (0.0050) (0.0101) (0.0051)
ζ̂(AR) 0.7506 0.9472 0.9824 0.9921 0.9522 0.9897 1.0000
(0.0288) (0.0266) (0.00143) (0.0069) (0.0151) (0.0051)
4.3.3.3 Simulation Study Results: Conditional Bias
Because the estimators provide similar information, the choice of estimator to use depends
on the criterion used to evaluate the estimator. The first criterion discussed is the property of
conditional unbiasedness. For each iteration of the simulation study, the average conditional
bias was calculated for each residual. Table (4.8) displays the average conditional bias for each
estimated residual assuming θ is known while Table (4.9) provides the average conditional bias
for each estimated residual assuming θ is unknown. As expected from the theoretical results,
the estimated residuals calculated using the Bartlett’s method-based estimator are condition-
ally unbiased (on average). Not shown in the theoretical results, however, is that for this
model the average conditional biases of the estimated residuals calculated using the regression
method-based and Anderson-Rubin method-based estimators are small and not significantly
different than zero. This suggests that though these estimators may be conditionally biased,
the magnitude of this conditional bias for some models may be negligible. As expected, replac-
ing θ with θ̂MLE has essentially no effect on these results which validates the heuristic results
provided in this chapter.
Visually, the results regarding conditional bias can also be displayed through the use of box-
plots. The boxplots in Figures (4.13) and (4.14) display the distribution of average conditional
bias for the estimated residuals associated with δ1 and ζ. Because the boxplots of the average
conditional biases are similar for all residuals associated with measurement error, these plots
are found in Appendix D. These boxplots indicate that there is more variability in the average
conditional bias of the residuals when using the regression method-based estimator as opposed
to the other two estimators. This is also evident in Tables (4.8) and (4.9) when comparing the
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Table 4.8 Average Conditional Bias when θ Is Known
Residual Regression Method Bartlett’s Method Anderson-Rubin Method
δ1 0.000588 0.000000 0.001083
(0.014411) (0.000000) (0.011634)
δ2 0.000411 0.000000 0.000758
(0.010804) (0.0010088) (0.008144)
δ3 0.000411 0.000000 0.000758
(0.010804) (0.000000) (0.008144)
1 0.000124 0.000000 0.001444
(0.014840) (0.000000) (0.014979)
2 0.000868 0.000000 0.001011
(0.010388) (0.000000) (0.010485)
3 0.000868 0.000000 0.001011
(0.010388) (0.000000) (0.010485)
ζ -0.000946 0.000000 -0.000903
(0.017086) (0.000000) (0.009338)
standard errors but is more apparent when using boxplots to display this information.
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Table 4.9 Average Conditional Bias when θ Is Not Known
Residual Regression Method Bartlett’s Method Anderson-Rubin Method
δ1 0.000568 0.000000 0.001010
(0.014332) (0.000000) (0.011612)
δ2 0.0003717 0.000000 0.000702
(0.010303) (0.000000) (0.008057)
δ3 0.000448 0.000000 0.000752
(0.010119) (0.000000) (0.007952)
1 0.001328 0.000000 0.001297
(0.014474) (0.000000) (0.015066)
2 0.000961 0.000000 0.000931
(0.010324) (0.000000) (0.010378)
3 0.001011 0.000000 0.000933
(0.010410) (0.000000) (0.010360)
ζ1 -0.000923 0.000084 -0.000808
(0.017146) (0.003045) (0.009835)
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Figure 4.13 Boxplots of the Average Conditional Bias of the Estimated Residuals for δ1
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Figure 4.14 Boxplots of the Average Conditional Bias of the Estimated Residuals for ζ
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4.3.3.4 Simulation Study Results: Mean Squared Error
For each iteration of the simulation study, the mean squared error for each residual was
calculated when θ is both known and unknown. Tables (4.10) and (4.11) present the average
mean squared error associated with each residual for when θ is known and unknown, respec-
tively. As was theoretically derived, the MSE associated with the estimated residuals using
the regression method-based estimator is the smallest. Not shown in the previous theoretical
derivations is that the MSE of the residual associated with the scaling variable for all three
estimators is more than twice as large as the MSE of the residuals associated with the remain-
ing variables. These results reinforce that the choice of the scaling variable may have major
implications in an analysis and thus care should be taken when choosing the scaling variable.
These results also indicate that, for this particular model, the MSE of the estimated residuals
using the Anderson-Rubin method-based estimator is smaller than the MSE of the estimated
residuals of the Bartlett’s method-based estimator.
Table 4.10 Average Mean Squared Error when θ Is Known
Residual Regression Method Bartlett’s Method Anderson-Rubin Method
δ1 0.316736 0.504797 0.433402
(0.020704) (0.031462) (0.027351)
δ2 0.155201 0.247351 0.212367
(0.010145) (0.015416) (0.013402)
δ3 0.155201 0.247351 0.212367
(0.0101045) (0.015416) (0.013402)
1 0.344611 0.507012 0.421828
(0.021740) (0.031359) (0.026299)
2 0.168860 0.248436 0.206696
(0.010653) (0.015366) (0.012886)
3 0.168860 0.248436 0.206696
(0.010653) (0.015366) (0.012886)
ζ1 0.370778 0.633668 0.557614
(0.024080) (0.040294) (0.036010)
The differences in MSE estimates are more pronounced when examined visually through the
use of boxplots. Figures (4.15) and (4.16) display the distributions of MSE for the estimated
residuals associated with δ1 and ζ. The boxplots of the estimated residuals associated with the
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Table 4.11 Average Mean Squared Error when θ Is Not Known
Residual Regression Method Bartlett’s Method Anderson-Rubin Method
δ1 0.339010 0.523808 0.452003
(0.025710) (0.066835) (0.031724)
δ2 0.165304 0.261429 0.231831
(0.012331) (0.046180) (0.038597)
δ3 0.165241 0.261301 0.232207
(0.012513) (0.047630) (0.044340)
1 0.365590 0.526564 0.439736
(0.023814) (0.056547) (0.030061)
2 0.179352 0.259778 0.221091
(0.011863) (0.038701) (0.019950)
3 0.179933 0.264507 0.222777
(0.012364) (0.042682) (0.021982)
ζ1 0.393638 0.659554 0.593187
(0.026131) (0.078381) (0.089646)
remaining error terms are found in Appendix D. These plots clearly show that the MSE of the
estimated residuals using the regression method-based estimator is considerably smaller than
the MSE associated with the estimated residuals using either of the other two estimators. Also
noticeable in these plots is that the MSE associated with the residuals calculated using θ̂MLE
is slightly larger than the MSE associated with the residuals calculated assuming θ is known
(when comparing estimates of a given estimator). This reflects the fact that there is greater
variability or uncertainty in the estimates when θ is unknown leading to higher MSE values.
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Figure 4.15 Boxplots of Mean Squared Error of the Estimated Residuals for δ1
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Figure 4.16 Boxplots of Mean Squared Error of the Estimated Residuals for ζ
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4.3.3.5 Simulation Study Results: Structure Preservation
For each iteration of the simulation study, the covariances between each pair of estimated
residuals (for each estimator and for when θ is known and unknown) was calculated. Table
(4.12) provides the average covariance for each pair of estimated residuals calculated using each
residual estimator and for both cases when θ is known and unknown. As shown theoretically,
none of the estimators preserve the original covariance structure of the errors (in this study
the covariance structure is the identity matrix), though the Bartlett’s method-based estimator
preserves the covariance structure between the measurement errors and the latent errors in
equations. These results also mirror what was shown when examining one iteration of the
simulation study. Specifically, these results indicate that: (1) the estimated residuals associated
with indicators loading on the same factor are negatively correlated with the largest covariances
occurring when using the Bartlett’s method-based estimator; (2) for all three estimators the
estimated residuals associated with indicators that load on different factors are very weakly
related; (3) for all three estimators, the estimated residuals associated with the indicators of
exogenous latent variables are weakly related with the latent errors in equations; and (4) the
covariances remain essentially unchanged when θ̂MLE is used in place of θ.
Table 4.12: Covariance Structure of the Estimated Residuals
when θ Is Known and Unknown for each Estimator





δ3(R) -0.2221 -0.1545 0.8429
(0.0353) (0.0378) (0.0542)
1(R) -0.0525 -0.0353 -0.0378 0.6510
(0.0292) (0.0318) (0.0337) (0.0415)
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2(R) -0.0389 -0.0265 -0.0250 -0.2407 0.8299
(0.0345) (0.0382) (0.0374) (0.0347) (0.0519)
3(R) -0.0382 -0.0247 -0.0283 -0.2388 -0.1675 0.8331
(0.0361) (0.0385) (0.0386) (0.0348) (0.0406) (0.0533)
ζ(R) -0.1065 -0.0711 -0.07516 0.3153 0.2230 0.2271 0.6304
(0.0314) (0.0339) (0.0337) (0.0305) (0.0347) (0.0344) (0.0389)





δ3(B) -0.3537 -0.2458 0.7511
(0.0318) (0.0357) (0.0486)
1(B) 0.0004 0.0000 -0.0005 0.4933
(0.02221) (0.0260) (0.0273) (0.0331)
2(B) -0.0007 -0.0009 0.0019 -0.3522 0.7510
(0.0281) (0.0345) (0.0344) (0.0321) (0.0458)
3(B) 0.0002 0.0010 -0.0012 -0.3524 -0.2478 0.7513
(0.0288) (0.0355) (0.0341) (0.0318) (0.0372) (0.0487)
ζ(B) -0.0018 0.0045 -0.0019 -0.005 0.0005 0.0067 1.6336
(0.0428) (0.0508) (0.0511) (0.0497) (0.0499) (0.0488) (0.1018)





δ3(AR) -0.2953 -0.2047 0.7916
(0.0333) (0.0368) (0.0503)
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1(AR) 0.1035 0.0730 0.0711 0.6274
(0.0272) (0.0312) (0.0322) (0.0408)
2(AR) 0.0715 0.0502 0.0520 -0.2581 0.8172
(0.0319) (0.0369) (0.0360) (0.0344) (0.0507)
3(AR) 0.0735 0.0529 0.0497 -0.2565 -0.1805 0.8199
(0.0333) (0.0381) (0.0364) (0.0344) (0.0400) (0.0520)
ζ(AR) 0.0916 0.0751 0.0638 0.2066 0.1483 0.1535 1.2516
(0.0394) (0.0483) (0.0458) (0.0389) (0.0460) (0.0457) (0.0787)





δ̂3(R) -0.2149 -0.1526 0.8339
(0.0241) (0.0311) (0.1056)
̂1(R) -0.0501 -0.0317 -0.0383 0.6503
(0.0512) (0.0544) (0.0548) (0.1482)
̂2(R) -0.0380 -0.0243 -0.0259 -0.2331 0.8324
(0.0557) (0.0515) (0.0524) (0.0220) (0.0938)
̂3(R) -0.0388 -0.0236 -0.0303 -0.2346 -0.1637 0.8297
(0.0554) (0.0533) (0.0551) (0.0206) (0.0271) (0.1045)
ζ̂(R) -0.1034 -0.0729 -0.0727 0.3071 0.2142 0.2157 0.6422
(0.0161) (0.0134) (0.0127) (0.0282) (0.0173) (0.0161) (0.1319)






δ̂3(B) -0.3434 -0.2431 0.7470
(0.0339) (0.0410) (0.1177)
̂1(B) 0.0005 -0.0003 -0.0004 0.4959
(0.0225) (0.0266) (0.0274) (0.1437)
̂2(B) -0.0007 -0.0009 0.0021 -0.3414 0.7555
(0.0291) (0.0345) (0.0346) (0.0327) (0.1022)
̂3(B) 0.0000 0.0009 -0.0010 -0.3440 -0.2410 0.7513
(0.0289) (0.0357) (0.0341) (0.0132) (0.0358) (0.1142)
ζ̂(B) -0.0013 0.0036 -0.0034 -0.0013 0.0000 0.0013 1.6186
(0.0359) (0.0463) (0.04653) (0.0200) (0.0249) (0.0253) (0.1759)





δ̂3(AR) -0.2835 -0.2017 0.7882
(0.0412) (0.0461) (0.1201)
̂1(AR) 0.1026 0.0714 0.0699 0.6349
(0.0382) (0.0339) (0.0353) (0.1180)
̂2(AR) 0.0700 0.0486 0.0509 -0.2465 0.8209
(0.0359) (0.0385) (0.0360) (0.0453) (0.1049)
̂3(AR) 0.0713 0.0508 0.0480 -0.2486 -0.1756 0.8175
(0.0366) (0.0373) (0.0373) (0.0457) (0.0433) (0.1169)
ζ̂(AR) 0.0991 0.0751 0.0689 0.2009 0.1390 0.1412 1.2614
(0.0382) (0.0483) (0.0470) (0.0708) (0.0449) (0.0465) (0.0865)
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4.3.3.6 Simulation Study Results: Univocality
The final criterion of interest in that of univocality. For each iteration of the simulation
study, the correlation structure between: (1) the true residuals and the estimated residuals
when θ is known is calculated (for each method there are 49 unique correlations) and (2) the
true residuals and the estimated residuals when θ is not known is calculated (also with 49 unique
elements). Tables (4.13) and (4.14) present the average correlations for each of the residual
estimators for the cases when θ is known and unknown, respectively. As was shown in Table
(4.7), Tables (4.13) and (4.14) the true residuals and the estimated residuals are moderately
to strongly correlated depending on the error term of interest. These results indicate that the
estimated residuals are correlated with what they are intended to measure and thus are valid.
Tables (4.13) and (4.14) also present the average correlations between the true residuals
and the non-corresponding estimated residuals on the off-diagonals. These results agree with
the theoretical findings that none of the estimators are univocal as for each estimator the true
residuals correlate to several non-corresponding estimated residuals. The estimated residuals
of the measurement errors using all three estimators correlate negatively with the estimated
residuals associated with measurement errors of items that load on the same factor. These
correlations are strongest when using the Bartlett’s method-based estimator with values around
-0.4 and weakest when using the regression method-based estimator with values around -0.25.
For this particular model, the true residuals and the estimated residuals for measurement errors
of items that load on non-corresponding factors are essentially uncorrelated as they are not
significantly different than zero. These findings indicate that the issues with invalidity (for this
model) are with residuals for items on corresponding factors as opposed to non-corresponding
factors.
As expected due to the theoretical derivations in this chapter, the true latent errors in equa-
tions and the estimated residuals associated with the measurement errors using the Bartlett’s
method-based residual estimator are uncorrelated. The estimated residuals of the measurement
errors using either the regression method-based or Anderson-Rubin method-based estimators
are correlated with the true latent errors in equations such that the estimated residuals as-
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sociated with measurement errors of items loading on exogenous latent variables are weakly
correlated with the latent errors in equations and the estimated residuals associated with the
measurement errors of items loading on the endogenous latent variables are weakly to moder-
ately correlated with the true latent errors of equations.
For all three estimators, the estimated residuals associated with the latent errors in equa-
tions are weakly and negatively correlated with the measurement errors associated with items
corresponding to exogenous latent variables and are weakly to moderately correlated with the
measurement errors of items corresponding to endogenous latent variables. These findings mir-
ror the theoretical results but also indicate that though the estimators do have issues with
invalidity, the degree of invalidity is relatively minor.
Table 4.13: Correlation Structure of the True Residuals and
the Estimated Residuals when θ Is Known
δ1(R) δ2(R) δ3(R) 1(R) 2(R) 3(R) ζ(R)
δ1 0.8274 -0.2460 -0.2405 -0.0664 -0.0410 -0.0411 -0.1334
(0.0143) (0.0421) (0.0421) (0.0418) (0.0475) (0.0469) (0.0440)
δ2 -0.2707 0.9188 -0.1679 -0.0447 -0.0281 -0.0266 -0.0895
(0.0419) (0.0073) (0.0424) (0.0437) (0.0450) (0.0451) (0.0474)
δ3 -0.2668 -0.1693 0.9189 -0.0480 -0.0263 -0.0305 -0.0945
(0.0400) (0.0421) (0.0071) (0.0458) (0.0437) (0.0452) (0.0459)
1 -0.0641 -0.0379 -0.0420 0.8087 -0.2656 -0.2591 0.3995
(0.0417) (0.0430) (0.0450) (0.0152) (0.0410) (0.0401) (0.0374)
2 -0.0474 -0.0284 -0.0277 -0.2977 0.9112 -0.1818 0.2785
(0.0453) (0.0455) (0.0467) (0.0406) (0.0081) (0.0463) (0.0637)
3 -0.0463 -0.0263 -0.0312 -0.2941 -0.1841 0.9120 0.2844
(0.0460) (0.0462) (0.0441) (0.0391) (0.0454) (0.0076) (0.0676)
ζ -0.1269 -0.0790 -0.0808 0.3892 0.2467 0.24660.7925
(0.0472) (0.0448) (0.0444) (0.0390) (0.0437) (0.0437) (0.0172)
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δ1(B) δ2(B) δ3(B) 1(B) 2(B) 3(B) ζ(B)
δ1 0.7052 -0.4118 -0.4065 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 -0.1982
(0.0231) (0.0373) (0.0375) (0.0438) (0.0471) (0.0462) (0.0430)
δ2 -0.5037 0.8671 -0.2834 -0.0002 -0.0006 0.0010 -0.1349
(0.0335) (0.0113) (0.0407) (0.0424) (0.0449) (0.0450) (0.0467)
δ3 -0.4999 -0.2851 0.8671 -0.0012 0.0030 -0.0016 -0.1398
(0.0329) (0.0392) (0.0112) (0.0452) (0.0443) (0.0448) (0.0457)
1 -0.0004 0.0025 -0.0019 0.7007 -0.4086 -0.4023 0.3942
(0.0437) (0.0431) (0.0440) (0.0227) (0.0368) (0.0353) (0.0374)
2 -0.0016 0.0006 0.0014 -0.5033 0.8662 -0.2829 0.2752
(0.0458) (0.0463) (0.0472) (0.0341) (0.0117) (0.0436) (0.0644)
3 -0.0004 0.0028 -0.0023 -0.5016 -0.2864 0.8674 0.2814
(0.0466) (0.0468) (0.0436) (0.0317) (0.0426) (0.0110) (0.0659)
ζ -0.0002 0.0010 -0.0008 -0.0052 0.0028 0.0032 0.7820
(0.0466) (0.0456) (0.0454) (0.0469) (0.0463) (0.0462) (0.0182)
δ1(AR) δ2(AR) δ3(AR) 1(AR) 2(AR) 3(AR) ζ(AR)
δ1 0.7540 -0.3400 -0.3350 0.0820 0.0504 0.0502 -0.2499
(0.0195) (0.0404) (0.0396) (0.0427) (0.0473) (0.0463) (0.0420)
δ2 -0.3938 0.8871 -0.2323 0.0585 0.0355 0.0368 -0.1711
(0.0394) (0.0098) (0.0410) (0.0442) (0.0448) (0.0446) (0.0459)
δ3 -0.3915 -0.2351 0.8871 0.0558 0.0377 0.0334 -0.1758
(0.0369) (0.0404) (0.0095) (0.0450) (0.0436) (0.0452) (0.0453)
1 0.0848 0.0533 0.0492 0.7599 -0.3067 -0.3003 0.3813
(0.0418) (0.0436) (0.0446) (0.0185) (0.0399) (0.0393) (0.0376)
2 0.0581 0.0362 0.0371 -0.3489 0.8902 -0.2112 0.2663
(0.0459) (0.0456) (0.0472) (0.0398) (0.0095) (0.0456) (0.0630)
3 0.0605 0.0391 0.0343 -0.3455 -0.2137 0.8911 0.2724
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(0.0463) (0.0473) (0.0434) (0.0385) (0.0449) (0.0091) (0.0637)
ζ 0.1683 0.1018 0.1003 0.2697 0.1707 0.1710 0.7565
(0.0455) (0.0449) (0.0445) (0.0421) (0.0449) (0.0445) (0.0201)
Table 4.14: Correlation Structure of the True Residuals and
the Estimated Residuals when θ Is Not Known
δ̂1(R) δ̂2(R) δ̂3(R) ̂1(R) ̂2(R) ̂3(R) ζ̂(R)
δ1 0.8243 -0.2442 -0.2388 -0.0664 -0.0408 -0.0414 -0.1319
(0.0148) (0.0301) (0.0307) (0.0547) (0.0524) (0.0506) (0.0255)
δ2 -0.2695 0.9165 -0.1692 -0.0421 -0.0262 -0.0249 -0.0927
(0.0264) (0.0076) (0.0297) (0.0662) (0.0538) (0.0551) (0.0182)
δ3 -0.2666 -0.1712 0.9167 -0.0504 0.0277 -0.0324 -0.0927
(0.0263) (0.0316) (0.0074) (0.0667) (0.0534) (0.0550) (0.0181)
1 -0.0630 -0.0375 -0.0415 0.8055 -0.2658 -0.2621 0.3995
(0.0543) (0.0463) (0.0490) (0.0156) (0.0291) (0.0302) (0.0636)
2 -0.0476 -0.0287 -0.0279 -0.2961 0.9087 -0.1825 0.2785
(0.0631) (0.0511) (0.0537) (0.0246) (0.0084) (0.0281) (0.0637)
3 -0.0474 -0.0243 -0.0325 -0.2945 -0.1842 0.9095 0.2844
(0.0625) (0.0528) (0.0525) (0.0249) (0.0290) (0.0079) (0.0676)
ζ -0.1268 -0.0797 -0.0815 0.3880 0.2458 0.2422 0.7872
(0.0395) (0.0409) (0.0410) (0.0324) (0.0312) (0.0310) (0.0176)
δ̂1(B) δ̂2(B) δ̂3(B) ̂1(B) ̂2(B) ̂3(B) ζ̂(B)
δ1 0.7023 -0.4058 -0.4008 -0.0005 -0.0005 -0.0004 -0.1956
(0.0456) (0.0339) (0.0342) (0.0438) (0.0473) (0.0457) (0.0379)
δ2 -0.4980 0.8629 -0.2856 -0.0007 -0.0010 0.0006 -0.1350
(0.0407) (0.0274) (0.0434) (0.0426) (0.0450) (0.0449) (0.0427)
δ3 -0.4961 -0.2879 0.8630 -0.0014 0.0028 -0.0019 -0.1404
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(0.0429) (0.0441) (0.0284) (0.0455) (0.0442) (0.0448) (0.0423)
1 -0.0010 0.0016 -0.0024 0.6980 -0.4042 -0.4021 0.3935
(0.0442) (0.0436) (0.0443) (0.0409) (0.0210) (0.0293) (0.0638)
2 -0.0020 0.0002 0.0010 -0.4980 0.8638 -0.2824 0.2752
(0.0463) (0.0461) (0.0471) (0.0354) (0.0230) (0.0347) (0.0644)
3 -0.0010 0.0025 -0.0026 -0.4994 -0.2847 0.8624 0.2814
(0.0464) (0.0469) (0.0434) (0.0345) (0.0369) (0.0251) (0.0659)
ζ -0.0014 -0.00010 -0.0016 -0.0022 0.0076 0.0007 0.7771
(0.0468) (0.0457) (0.0453) (0.0624) (0.0480) (0.0540) (0.0214)
δ̂1(AR) δ̂2(AR) δ̂3(AR) ̂1(AR) ̂2(AR) ̂3(AR) ζ̂(AR)
δ1 0.752018 -0.3362 -0.3314 0.0814 0.0501 0.0510 -0.2450
(0.0218) (0.0441) (0.0431) (0.0490) (0.0511) (0.0516) (0.0400)
δ2 -0.3877 0.8799 -0.2392 0.0590 0.0357 0.0378 -0.1723
(0.0460) (0.0235) (0.0454) (0.0503) (0.0476) (0.0473) (0.0485)
δ3 -0.3870 -0.2421 0.8796 0.0564 0.0384 0.0346 -0.1775
(0.0466) (0.0469) (0.0284) (0.0508) (0.0455) (0.0484) (0.0483)
1 0.0850 0.0546 0.0506 0.7578 -0.3040 -0.3012 0.3794
(0.0488) (0.0486) (0.0492) (0.0200) (0.0400) (0.0405) (0.0600)
2 0.0578 0.0368 0.0378 -0.3421 0.8863 -0.2140 0.2663
(0.0506) (0.0483) (0.0494) (0.0472) (0.0128) (0.0333) (0.0630)
3 0.0609 0.0404 0.0357 -0.3417 -0.2157 0.8864 0.2724
(0.0527) (0.0498) (0.0461) (0.0484) (0.0343) (0.0138) (0.0637)
ζ 0.1684 0.1042 0.1032 0.2752 0.1700 0.1649 0.7506
(0.0638) (0.0569) (0.0568) (0.0603) (0.0565) (0.0612) (0.0288)
The results of this simulation study reflect the theoretically derived finite sample proper-
ties in this chapter. Namely, the Bartlett’s method-based residual estimators are conditionally
unbiased estimators and achieve minimum mean squared error of all conditionally unbiased es-
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timators. However, there is a trade-off between conditional bias and mean squared error as the
regression method-based residual estimators achieve minimum mean squared error among all
residual estimators of the class considered in this dissertation. Consequently, careful considera-
tion must be given when choosing a residual estimator. Further, none of the residual estimators
are structure preserving or univocal which has implications for conducting a residual analysis
under the SEM framework.
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CHAPTER 5. THE USE OF RESIDUALS TO IDENTIFY OUTLIERS
AND INFLUENTIAL OBSERVATIONS IN STRUCTURAL EQUATION
MODELING
The analysis of residuals in statistical methods such as regression analysis or ANOVA is
considered standard but thus far it has not been implemented in SEM. To build the foundation
for the implementation of residual analysis in SEM, this chapter will focus on the develop-
ment and extension of two concepts, residual plots and Cook’s distance, in the framework of
SEM. SEM makes several assumptions regarding the error terms and the use of residual-based
diagnostics would provide information on the validity of these assumptions and allow for the
detection of potential outliers. The purpose of this chapter, which is exploratory and prelimi-
nary in nature, is to provide potential applications of the residuals and to assess the utility of
these applications.
Again recall the general SEM model: For the ith of N independent individuals, let zi
represent a (p+ q)× 1 vector of observed random variables of the (m+ n)× 1 vector of latent
variables Li and let νi represent a (p+ q)×1 vector of measurement errors associated with the













where xi represents a q×1 vector of observed random variables of the n×1 vector of exogenous
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latent variables ξi, yi represents a p×1 vector of observed random variables of the m×1 vector
of endogenous latent variables ηi, δi represents a q×1 vector of measurement errors associated
with the random variables xi, and i represent a p× 1 vector of measurement errors associated
with the random variables yi. Under this model also let ζi represent an m× 1 vector of latent
errors in equations associated with the endogenous latent variables ηi. Then, the general SEM
model for individual i is expressed through the equations:
ηi = Bηi + Γξi + ζi (5.1)
zi = ΛLi + νi (5.2)
where B ∈ <m×m is an m ×m matrix of coefficients relating the endogenous latent variables
ηi to one another, Γ ∈ <m×n is an m × n matrix of coefficients linking the exogenous latent
variables ξi to the endogenous latent variables ηi, Λ ∈ <(p+q)×(m×n) is a (p + q) × (m + n)





where Λy ∈ <p×m is a p ×m matrix of coefficients linking the endogenous latent variables ηi
to its indicators yi and Λx ∈ <q×n is a q×n matrix of coefficients linking the exogenous latent
variables ξi to its indicators xi.
Associated with the model in Equation (5.1) and (5.2) are the covariance matrices ΣLL ∈







 Σηη (I −B)−1ΓΦ
ΦΓ′(I −B)−T Φ

such that Θδ ∈ <q×q is the q × q covariance matrix of the measurement errors δi, Θ is the
p×p covariance matrix of the measurement errors , Ψ ∈ <m×m is the n×n covariance matrix
of the exogenous latent variables ξi , and Φ ∈ <n×n is the m × m covariance matrix of the
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latent errors in equations ζi. Under this model Σzz is the (p+ q)× (p+ q) covariance matrix
of the observed variables in zi such that
Σzz =
 Λy(I −B)−1(ΓΦΓ′ + Ψ)(I −B)−TΛ′y + θ Λy(I −B)−1ΓΦΛ′x
ΛxΦΓ
′(I −B)−TΛ′y ΛxΦΛ′x + θδ
 .
For this model it is assumed that Σνν , ΣLL, and Σzz are positive definite (nonsingular) and
symmetric and, with the exception of B, all matrices associated with the model in (5.1) and
(5.2) must have at least one non-zero element (none of these matrices can equal 0).
By rearranging Equations (5.1) and (5.2), the residuals for individual i are defined as:
νi(θ) = zi −ΛLi (5.3)
ζi(θ) = MLi (5.4)
where M ∈ <m×(m+n) = [(I −B)−1 − Γ].
In practice, the values in Li in Equations (5.3) and (5.4) are unknown and are replaced by
their factor scores defined as:
L̂i = Wzi. (5.5)
Thus the estimators of the residuals in Equations (5.3) and (5.4) are:
ν̂(θ) = (I −ΛW )z (5.6)
ζ̂(θ) = MWz (5.7)
where the notation ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ) is used to denote that the residual estimators are functions
of the population parameters in the vector θ which contains the unique elements in B, Γ, Λ,
ΣLL, Ψ, Σνν . In practice, the elements of θ are replaced by their sample counterpart θ̂ such
that the residual estimators used in practice are:
ν̂(θ̂) = (I − Λ̂Ŵ )z (5.8)
ζ̂(θ̂) = M̂Ŵz. (5.9)
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Chapter 3 presented three common choices for W that can be used in Equations (5.6) and
(5.7) including
W r = ΣLLΛ
′Σ−1zz (5.10)
W b = (Λ
′Σ−1νν Λ)
−1Λ′Σ−1νν (5.11)
W ar = A
−1Λ′Σ−1νν (5.12)
where A2 = (Λ′Σ−1νν ΣzzΣ
−1
νν Λ). In practice the sample counterparts Ŵ r, Ŵ b, and Ŵ ar
are used in Equations (5.8) and (5.9). Consequently, the three residual estimators of the
measurement errors under consideration in this dissertation are:
ν̂r(θ̂) = (I − Λ̂Σ̂LLΛ̂′Σ̂−1zz )z (5.13)





ν̂ar(θ̂) = (I − Λ̂Â−1Λ̂′Σ̂−1νν )z (5.15)































νν Λ̂). As was done in Chapter 4 the estimators in Equations (5.13)
and (5.16) are referred to as the regression method-based measurement error residual estimator
and the regression method-based latent errors in equations residual estimator, respectively.
Similarly, the estimators in Equations (5.14) and (5.17) are referred to as the Bartlett’s method-
based measurement error residual estimator and the Bartlett’s method-based latent errors in
equations residual estimator, respectively while the estimators in Equations (5.15) and (5.18)
are referred to as the Anderson-Rubin method-based measurement error residual estimator and
the Anderson-Rubin method-based latent errors in equations residual estimator, respectively.
The uses of the residuals obtained from the estimators in (5.8) and (5.9) are of interest in
this chapter. This would allow for the use of residual analysis in SEM similar to what is done
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in regression analysis. The utility of two uses of the residuals are discussed in the remainder
of this chapter.
5.1 Residual Plots
In regression analysis, there are several (scatter)plots that utilize the residuals to detect
assumption violations and potential outliers or influential observations. Kutner, Nachtsheim,
Neter, and Li (2004) identify seven plots in which the residuals are utilized for these purposes:
(1) plot of residuals against a predictor variable; (2) plot of absolute or squared residuals against
a predictor variable; (3) plot of residuals against fitted or predicted values; (4) plot of residuals
against time or another relevant sequence; (5) plot(s) of residuals against omitted predictor
variables; (6) boxplots of residuals; and (7) normal probability plots of residuals. The purpose
of this section is to propose a method for the construction of residual plots of the residuals
against the predicted values in the SEM framework and to assess the utility of these plots
through the use of two examples.
5.1.1 Construction




where yi is the response for observation i, xi is a p × 1 vector of explanatory variables for
observation i, β is a p× 1 vector of unknown parameters, and i is the random error term with





on the x-axis against the the residuals, ei, defined as
ei = yi − ŷi
= yi − x′iβ̂
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on the y-axis. The most straightforward extension of residual plots to SEM is to construct
plots of the residuals in ν̂i(θ̂) and ζ̂i(θ̂) against the corresponding predicted values in ẑi(θ̂)
and η̂i(θ̂), respectively.
Recall the residuals for the ith observation constructed using the residual estimators in
(5.8) and (5.9):
ν̂i(θ̂) = (I − Λ̂Ŵ )zi (5.19)
ζ̂i(θ̂) = M̂Ŵzi (5.20)
where it is assumed that θ̂ = θ̂MLE .
Next, it is necessary to obtain the predicted values ẑi(θ̂) and η̂i(θ̂) associated with
zi(θ) = ΛLi + νi
ηi(θ) = Bηi + Γξi + ζi.
As before the values in Li are replaced by their factor scores such that L̂i = Wzi such that
the estimators for the predicted values are
ẑ(θ) = ΛWzi
η̂(θ) = [B Γ]Wzi.
In practice the elements in the vector θ with their sample counterparts θ̂ such that the esti-
mators of the predicted values used in practice are
ẑ(θ̂) = Λ̂Ŵz
η̂(θ̂) = [B̂ Γ̂]Ŵz.
Then for the ith observation, the predicted values are
ẑi(θ̂) = Λ̂Ŵzi (5.21)
η̂i(θ̂) = [B̂ Γ̂]Ŵzi. (5.22)
Following the standard residual analysis in a typical linear model, the predicted values in
Equations (5.21) and (5.22) would be plotted against the corresponding residuals in Equations
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(5.8) and (5.9), respectively. Under the typical linear model in (5.1.1) the predicted values
ŷi, are uncorrelated with the residuals, ei, such that the residual plot of ŷi against ei displays
random scatter if the appropriate model assumptions are met (Draper and Smith, 1981). De-
partures from the pattern of random scatter allow for the detection of possible issues such as
model misspecification, assumption violations, or potential outliers. However, under the SEM
framework, in general the residuals and the predicted values are correlated.
To show this, first the covariance between ν̂i(θ̂) and ẑi(θ̂) will be examined. By definition
it is necessary to derive
Cov[ν̂i(θ̂), ẑi(θ̂)] = E[ν̂i(θ̂)ẑi(θ̂)
′]. (5.23)
However, as in Chapter 4, in general there are not closed form solutions for the elements of
θ̂ and thus it is not possible to explicitly derive the covariance in Equation (5.23). Instead,
derivations can be made assuming that the elements in θ are known. Because the elements
in θ are estimated using maximum likelihood estimation, it is known from Chapter 4 that
ν̂(θ̂)
d−→ ν̂(θ) and ζ̂(θ̂) d−→ ζ̂i(θ). Further, because the predicted values ẑi(θ̂) and η̂i(θ̂) are
functions of MLEs, by the same argument ẑ(θ̂)
d−→ ẑ(θ) and η̂(θ̂) d−→ η̂(θ). Consequently, the
derivations in Equations (5.25) and (5.27) should be similar to the true covariances in Equations
(5.23) and (5.26), respectively.
Then by using Equations (5.8) and (5.21),
Cov[ν̂i(θ), ẑi(θ)] = E[ν̂i(θ)ẑi(θ)
′] (5.24)
= E((I −ΛW )zi(ΛWzi)′)
= E((I −ΛW )ziz′iW ′Λ′)
= (I −ΛW )ΣzzW ′Λ′. (5.25)
Equation (5.25) = 0 when one of the following three conditions hold: ΛW = I, ΛW = 0, or
W = Λ−1. As discussed in the proof for Result 9 in Chapter 4, it is assumed that the elements
of θ are real-valued and, with the exception of B, are not equal to 0 such that ΛW = 0 is
not possible and is thus disregarded. Further, none of the weight matrices W as defined in
(5.10)–(5.12) satisfy W = Λ− such that this option is also disregarded. From Result 1 in
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Chapter 4 it is known that the condition ΛW = I is satisfied when W = W b implying that
ν̂i(θ) and ẑi(θ) are uncorrelated when using W = W b.
Next, consider the covariance between ζ̂i(θ̂) and η̂i(θ̂) which is defined as
Cov[ζ̂i(θ̂), η̂i(θ̂)] = E[ζ̂i(θ̂)η̂i(θ̂)
′]. (5.26)
As before, closed form solutions, in general, do not exist for the elements in θ̂ and instead the
covariance is derived using θ. Then, using Equations (5.9) and (5.22)
E(ζ̂i(θ)η̂i(θ)







Under the assumption that the elements of θ are real-valued and in general not equal to 0,
Equation (5.27) = 0 when W = 0 or Σzz = 0. Both W and Σzz are functions of the elements
in θ implying that neither W = 0 nor Σzz = 0 are possible. Consequently, regardless of the
estimator, the estimated residuals ζ̂i(θ) and predicted values η̂i(θ) are correlated.
The correlation between residuals and predicted values poses a problem in regards to in-
terpretation of the residual plots. Namely, even if all assumptions are satisfied the plots would
generally exhibit a linear trend. This implies that the plots cannot be interpreted analogously
to residual plots in regression analysis. Consequently, an alternative way to display this infor-
mation must be used.
One option is to transform the data in such a way to make the variables uncorrelated
with one another. This can be accomplished using the inverse Cholesky transformation or
decomposition (Greene, 2008). By the Cholesky decomposition, a positive definite matrix Σ
can be written as a product of a lower triangular matrix L and its transpose U , an upper
triangular matrix, such that Σ = LU where L is the Cholesky factor of Σ.
To illustrate how to use this transformation, consider two independent variables X and
Y . Using the matrix L it is possible to create two new random variables W and Z such
that Cov[W,Z] = Σ. That is, each data point (x,y) is mapped to a new data point (w,z) by
multiplying (x,y) by L. Conversely suppose, as is done in this application, that the random
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variables W and Z are correlated with the covariance matrix Σ. Then, it is possible to create
two uncorrelated random variables X and Y using the matrix L−1. Thus, each data point
(w,z) is mapped to a new data point (x,y) by multiplying (w,z) by L−1.
When applying this transformation to the estimated residuals and predicted values in the
SEM several differences arise between residual plots in the SEM framework and standard resid-
ual plots in regression analysis. First, the scale of the variables changes according to the matrix
L−1. Consequently, the residuals, in general, will not be centered around 0. Second, the scale
of the y-axis also changes such that the predicted values, in general, are not necessarily val-
ues in the data set. This necessitates a slight reorientation of reading a residual plot in the
SEM framework. However, as with residual plots in regression analysis, if the assumptions
are met random scatter should be present. Consequently, these plots should prove useful in
the detection of outliers and influential observations. Lastly, under this framework each SEM
has a set of residual plots associated with it. This implies that there are p + q residual plots
associated with the measurement errors and m residual plots associated with the latent errors
in equations.
The residual plot proposed in this chapter differs markedly from these diagnostics developed
in the SEM framework. In general, previously developed diagnostics are useful in detecting po-
tential outliers and influential observations at the overall model level (e.g. Poon and Poon,
2002; Tanaka, Watadani, and Moon, 1991). That is, they are capable of detecting if an ob-
servation has a large influence on some element(s) of the model but they are not specific as
to what portion of the model the observation has a large influence. For example, using their
proposed diagnostic, Tanaka et al (1991) identify an observation as extremely influential but
are not able to identify why that observation is influential. Instead, Tanaka et al (1991) com-
pare this data point to the data set as a whole to speculate why this observation is influential.
In contrast, the proposed residual plots are able to detect in what portion (equation) of the
model an observation could be considered a potential outlier or influential observation. Be-
cause each equation in the model has an associated residual plot, it is possible to detect what
observation(s) is (are) potentially influential and in what equation the observation(s) is (are)
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influential. Consequently, a researcher need not sift through the data set as done by Tanaka
et al (1991) to speculate why an observation is potentially influential and can instead use the
residual plots to make such speculations.
The general procedure of producing the previously described residual plots in SEM can
be generalized through the following steps assuming the use of SAS 9.2 as is used in this
dissertation. Because the derivations in this dissertation assume that the data are deviated
from their means, PROC STANDARD is first applied to the data to center the observed variables
[Note: the data need not be centered but the centering of the observed variables considerably
simplifies later calculations].
1. Use PROC CALIS to obtain parameter estimates θ̂MLE of the hypothesized model.
2. Use PROC IML to calculate the following:
(a) The estimated residuals of the measurement errors using Equation (5.8). These
estimates are then standardized by multiplying the estimates by the inverse square
root of the appropriate diagonal element of the estimated covariance matrix Σ̂νν =
(I − Λ̂Ŵ )Σ̂zz(I − Λ̂Ŵ )′.
(b) The estimated residuals of the latent errors in equations using Equation (5.9). These
estimates are then standardized by multiplying the estimates by the appropriate





M̂ = [ (I − B̂)−1 −Γ̂ ].
(c) The predicted values ẑi(θ̂) using Equation (5.21).
(d) The predicted values η̂i(θ̂) using Equation (5.22).
3. Use PROC IML to rotate ν̂i(θ̂) and ẑi(θ̂) through the following steps:





(b) Calculate the matrix of the covariances of the predicted values ẑi(θ̂) and and the
estimated residuals ν̂i(θ̂) Σ̂ẑν̂ = Λ̂Ŵ Σ̂zz(I − Λ̂Ŵ )′ such that the diagonal ele-
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ments correspond to the covariance between a predicted value and its corresponding
estimated residuals.
(c) Create a data set of the predicted values ẑji(θ̂) and its corresponding estimated
residual ν̂ji(θ̂) where j denotes the equation such that j = 1, . . . , (p+ q).
(d) For each pair of predicted values and corresponding estimated residuals in ẑji(θ̂)
and ν̂ji(θ̂), construct the 2×2 covariance matrix Sẑν̂ . The [1,1] diagonal element of
Sẑν̂ is the jth diagonal element of Σ̂ẑẑ, the [2,2] element of Sẑν̂ is set equal to 1 as
the estimated residuals were standardized with a variance of 1, and the off-diagonal
elements [1,2] and [2,1] of Sẑν̂ consist of the jth diagonal element from Σ̂ẑν̂ .
(e) Using Sẑν̂ , obtain the inverse lower triangular matrix, L
−1, such that LL′ = Sẑν̂ .
(f) Premultiply the data set ẑji(θ̂) and ν̂ji(θ̂) by L
−1. This step and the previous
step can easily be done in SAS using the function trisolv in PROC IML. The re-






4. Use PROC IML to rotate ζ̂i(θ̂) and η̂i(θ̂) through the following steps:




where D̂ = [ B̂ Γ̂ ].
(b) Calculate the matrix of the covariances of the predicted values η̂i(θ̂) and and the




such that the diagonal elements
correspond to the covariance between a predicted value and its corresponding esti-
mated residual.
(c) Create a data set of the predicted values η̂ki(θ̂) and its corresponding estimated
residual ζ̂ki(θ̂) where k denotes the equation such that k = 1, . . . ,m.
(d) For each pair predicted values and corresponding estimated residuals ζ̂ji(θ̂) and
η̂ji(θ̂), construct the 2 × 2 covariance matrix Sη̂ζ̂ . The [1,1] diagonal element of
S
η̂ζ̂
is the kth diagonal element of Σ̂η̂η̂, the [2,2] element of Sη̂ζ̂ is set equal to 1 as
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the estimated residuals were standardized with a variance of 1, and the off-diagonal
elements [1,2] and [2,1] of S
η̂ζ̂





, obtain the inverse lower triangular matrix, L−1, such that LL′ = S
η̂ζ̂
.
(f) Premultiply the data set consisting of η̂ki(θ̂) and ζ̂ki(θ̂) by L
−1. This step and the
previous step can easily be done in SAS using the function trisolv in PROC IML.






5. The residual plot for the jth equation of the measurement model is then obtained by
plotting ζ̂ji(θ̂)
R on the y-axis and η̂ji(θ̂)
R on the x-axis.
6. The residual plot for the jth equation of the latent variable model is then obtained by
plotting ν̂ki(θ̂)
R on the y-axis and ẑki(θ̂)
R on the x-axis.
The SAS code used in the following two examples that clarify the above steps are found in
Appendices E and F.
5.1.2 Example 1: Open/Closed Book Test Data from Mardia, Kent, and Bibby
(1979)
The data for the first example come from Mardia, Kent, and Bibby (1979). This data set
contains test scores from n = 88 students on five subjects including mechanics (mec), vectors
(vec), algebra (alg), analysis (ana), and statistics (sta). The mechanics and vectors tests were
closed book while the remaining three tests were open book. This data set has commonly been
analyzed using a two-factor model where the first factor represents (latent) scores on closed
book exams and the second factor represents (latent) scores on open book exams. These two
factors are correlated though the error terms of the indicators (the exam scores for the five
subjects) are not correlated. Because previous research (e.g. Mardia et al, 1979) indicates this
model adequately fits the data, this model was chosen for this analysis.
Several previous studies have also used this data set as an empirical example to illustrate
the ability of proposed diagnostics to detect outliers and influential observations in this data
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set. Many of these diagnostics use the influence function to assess the impact a perturbation
of the data or the model has on the overall fit of the model. Typically these diagnostics use
a jackknife approach where one observation at a time is deleted from the data set and the
effect on the influence function of the deletion of that observation is calculated. The effect
on the influence function is then used to detect potential outliers and influential observations;
what differs among these diagnostics is how they use the influence function to develop their
diagnostics. Using this type of approach, Tanaka et al (1991) concluded that observation 81 is
extremely influential to the estimates, observations 3, 28, and 81 are influential to the precision
of the estimates (standard errors), and observations 28 and 56 influence the goodness of fit.
Lee and Wang (1996) derive diagnostics similar to those of Tanaka et al (1991) but differ in
the mathematical derivations necessary to calculate the diagnostics. This work also identifies
observation 81 as being influential and observation 87 being moderately influential. Work
by Poon and Poon (2002) indicates that observation 81 is influential in estimating both the
mean vector and the covariance matrix as is observation 87. Several other observations were
also identified as influential including observations 28, 54, and 56 which are all influential in
estimating the mean vector and covariance matrix but to a lesser degree than observations 81
and 87; observation 88 was also identified as influential in estimating the mean vector but not
the covariance matrix. Poon, Lew, and Poon (2000) use a similar approach as the previous
studies but develop a diagnostic that is capable of detecting multivariate outliers. Their results
indicate that observations 28, 54, 56, 61, 81, 87, and 88 are considered influential and hence
are outliers. Work by Cadigan (1995) also aims to identify influential observations using the
influence function. This work identifies observations 1, 2, and 81 as being influential. Cadigan
(1995) then develops additional diagnostics to determine for which portion of the model an
observation is influential. From this, Cadigan concluded that observation 61 is influential in
terms of the mechanics exam, observation 2 is influential for the vectors, algebra, analysis,
and statistics exam, observation 28 is influential for the statistics exam, and observation 29 is
influential for the algebra exam. The Mardia et al (1979) data has also been used by Yuan and
Hayashi (2010) to develop two scatterplots to use as diagnostics. The first scatterplot plots the
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Mahalanobis distance of the residuals estimated using the Bartlett’s method-based estimator
against the Mahalanobis distance of the factor scores estimated using the Bartlett’s method-
based estimator. From this plot, Yuan and Hayashi (2010) identify observation 81 and 87 as
high leverage observations and hence are considered potential outliers. The second plot is a
qq plot of the Mahalanobis distances of the estimated residuals compared to a χ2 distribution.
From this plot observations 28, 54, 56, 82, 73, 75, and 61 are detected as potential outliers.
Based on this previous work a number of observations could be considered potential outliers.
Common to most of these studies is that observations 81 and 87 are typically detected as
outliers. Several other observations also are detected by previous studies but not as commonly
as observations 81 and 87. These observations include observations 28 and 88. Consequently,
special attention will be given to these observations when assessing the utility of the proposed
residual plots in this chapter constructed for this data set.
Using the Mardia et al (1979) data, a two factor model was fit to the data and ν̂i(θ̂) and
ẑi(θ̂) were calculated for each estimator under consideration and then rotated using the inverse
Cholesky decomposition to obtain ν̂i(θ̂)
R and ẑi(θ̂)
R. Residual plots of ν̂i(θ̂) and ẑi(θ̂) and
of ν̂i(θ̂)
R and ẑi(θ̂)
R were constructed for each residual for each method under consideration
(regression method, Bartlett’s method, and Anderson-Rubin method). The plots are found
in Figures (5.1) – (5.5) which are found at the end of this section. The plots in the left
column correspond to the residual plots of ν̂i(θ̂) and ẑi(θ̂) while the plots in the right column
are of ν̂i(θ̂)
R and ẑi(θ̂)
R to illustrate the effect of rotating the data. Observations that were
identified as influential observations or potential outliers in previous studies are plotted in color
(1 = orange, 2 = yellow, 3 = purple, 6 = magenta, 23 = dark orange, 28 = deep pink, 29 =
dark green, 54 = dark cyan, 56 = brown, 61 = dark red, 81 = red, 87 = blue, 88 = green) to
aid in comparison between these plots and previous diagnostics. The code used to construct
the data for these plots is found in Appendix E.
Looking first at the plots in the left column, what is first noticeable is that the residual
plots for the same residual look markedly different across the three estimators. In this example,
the residuals and predicted values constructed using the Anderson-Rubin method-based factor
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scores show a much stronger linear trend than found in the other two plots. As expected
the residual plots constructed using the Bartlett’s method-based estimator show no linear or
nonlinear trend as they essentially appear to have random scatter.
Second, the y-axis range for predicted values differs among the three methods. In gen-
eral there is the greatest variability in the predicted values calculated using the Bartlett’s
method-based estimator and the least variability in the predicted values calculated using the
Anderson-Rubin method-based residuals. Further inspection of these plots also indicates that
the predicted values associated with the Anderson-Rubin method-based estimator are lower
than the observed values in the original data set while the predicted values associated with
both the regression method-based and Bartlett’s method-based estimators are similar to those
observed in the original data. This is because the Anderson-Rubin method estimator is condi-
tionally biased as shown in Chapter 4. This may suggest that the Anderson-Rubin estimator
should not be used in practice. However, further attention is needed as the regression method-
based estimator is also conditionally biased but does not lead to such drastic underpredictions.
Lastly, these plots clearly identify observations flagged as outliers and influential observa-
tions in previous studies. In each plot there are observations that clearly do not lie within the
bulk of the remaining observations. Interestingly, observations detected as potential outliers in
the residual plots associated with closed book exams (mec and vec) depend on the estimator
used while the residual plots associated with the open book exams (alg, ana, and sta) tend to
detect the same observations as potential outliers. For example, in the residual plots for mec,
the plots constructed using the Bartlett’s method-based estimator and the Anderson-Rubin
method-based estimator both indicate that observation 81 (in red) is a potential outlier as this
observation lies far to the left of the bulk of the observations. However, in the plot constructed
using the regression method-based estimator observation 81 is closer to the bulk of the obser-
vations while observation 87 is further to the left. In contrast, for the residual plots for alg,
ana, and sta observations 87 and 88 (in blue and green, respectively) lay far to the left of the
bulk of the data and observation 2 lays far to the right of the bulk of data with observations 2,
3 and 6 (in yellow, purple, and magenta, respectively) lying somewhat to the right of the bulk
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of the data. Aside from what observations are detected as potential outliers, it is also notable
that potential outliers tend to be easier to detect using the Anderson-Rubin method-based
estimator plots as these potential outliers lie considerable further from the bulk of the data
in comparison to the plots constructed under the other two methods. Though the reason for
this is not immediate, one potential explanation is that under the Anderson-Rubin method
factor scores are obtained assuming an orthogonal factor model such that the Anderson-Rubin
method-estimator is a method canonical factor analysis (Jackson, 1991). Under this type of
analysis, canonical variables (linear combinations of observed variables) are formed when the
canonical correlation (correlation between two canonical variables) is maximized between the
latent and observed variables. According to Jackson (1991), a small number of outliers may
lead to canonical correlations and plots of canonical variables or any rotation of these variables,
such as the residuals and predicted values obtained using the Anderson-Rubin method-based
estimator, can then easily detect the outlying observations (Jackson, 1991). This suggests that
while the Anderson-Rubin method-based estimator may not be “optimal” in the sense of the
properties in Chapter 4, it is “optimal” at detecting a small number of outliers in a data set.
Looking next at the plots in the right column, most noticeable are the differences between
these plots and those in the left column. As expected there are no discernible differences in the
plots constructed using the Bartlett’s method-based estimator. Considerable differences arise
when comparing plots constructed using the Anderson-Rubin method-based estimator as the
“correlatedness” of the variables has been removed. These plots now display a pattern similar to
random scatter as we would expect if the “correlatedness” were removed and model assumptions
are satisfied. When comparing these plots to the plots in the left column, the same observations
would be identified as potential outliers indicating that the rotation of the data does not alter
the utility of the plots for identifying potential outliers. As explained previously, the values
on the axes of the rotated plots change considerably in magnitude as they are now measured
on the scale of the rotated data. In general, the predicted values change considerably when
using the regression method-based estimator or the Bartlett’s method-based estimator while
the estimated residuals change drastically under the Anderson-Rubin method-based estimator.
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Lastly, these plots are useful in detect potential outliers or influential observations as the
observations that are considered potential outliers or influential observations in these plots
agree with observations considered to be influential in previous studies. From these plots there
are several observations that would be considered potential outliers such as observations 1, 2,
3, 6, 81, 87, 88 (shown in orange, yellow, purple, magenta, red, blue and green, respectively)
depending on the residual under consideration and the estimator used. These seven observations
have frequently been identified in previous studies as outliers or influential observations. These
plots differ from these previous studies by providing information regarding where in the model
an observation could be considered an outlier. For example, observation 81 is frequently cited as
an influential observation. In this analysis, observation 81 would be considered an outlier as well
but through this analysis it is possible to determine in what regard observation 81 is considered
an outlier. The residual plots indicate that observation 81 is an outlier in the equations for
the mec and vec exams but none of the open book exams. Tanaka et al (1991) reach this
conclusion by comparing the data associated with observation 81 to the remaining data. For
this application with five indicators and 88 observations it is possible to use this approach to
determine how observation 81 differs from the remaining observations. However, for larger data
sets and more complex models this is not a viable option and consequently the proposed residual
plots have utility in detecting potential outliers and are able to detect why these observations
are outliers. The remaining observations that have been denoted as potentially influential
observations, 23, 28, 29, 54, 56, and 61, tend to fall closer to the remaining observations in the
residual plots and may not be detected as outliers, though for some of the plots several of these
observations do fall on the edge of the bulk of the data. In general, previous studies identify
these observations as less influential than observations 1, 2, 3, 6, 81, 87, and 88 indicating that
the proposed residual plots are providing similar information to previous diagnostics while also
providing information these diagnostics cannot.
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5.1.3 Example 2: Political Democracy Data from Bollen (1989)
The second data set, from Bollen (1989), contains panel data for n = 75 developing countries
on 11 indicators that load on three latent variables. The model presented by Bollen (1989) has
one exogenous latent variable for industrialization in 1960 that is measured by three indicators
(GNP per capita, energy consumption per capita, and percentage of the labor force in indus-
try) which is a predictor for two endogenous latent variables political democracy in 1960 and
political democracy in 1965. Both endogenous latent variables are measured by four indicators
(freedom of the press, freedom of political opposition, fairness of elections, and effectiveness of
elected legislature). The latent variable political democracy 1960 is also a predictor of political
democracy in 1965. The measurement error for the same indicator measured in 1960 and 1965
are allowed to correlate (e.g. 1, the measurement error associated with freedom of the press
in 1960, is correlated with 5, the measurement error associated with freedom of the press in
1965) as are indicators obtained from the same source (more information on this can be found
in Bollen (1989) and Bollen and Arminger (1991)). Previous work by Bollen (Bollen, 1989;
Bollen and Arminger, 1991) indicates that this model adequately fits the data, thus this model
is used in this analysis. One note is that in his 1989 book Bollen constrains the factor loadings
of the same indicator for political democracy measured in 1960 and 1965 to be equal while in
his 1991 paper it does not appear that this constrain was placed on the model. Consequently,
the analysis in this dissertation does not make this constraint of factor invariance.
These data were used extensively in his 1989 book to demonstrate the concepts of SEM
and were then used to illustrate the utility of residuals in Bollen and Arminger (1991). In this
example, there are a total of 13 residuals (11 residuals associated with measurement errors
and two residuals associated with latent errors in equations) that Bollen and Arminger (1991)
estimate using the regression method-based estimator. Through the use of stem and leaf plots
and boxplots Bollen and Arminger (1991) identify several countries as having large standardized
residual values. Sri Lanka and Ghana are identified as being potential outliers in regards to the
equation for freedom of the press rating in 1965 (y4) and Spain and the Philippines as being
potential outliers in the equation for the latent variable of political democracy in 1960 (η1).
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Bollen and Arminger (1991) also identify Ghana as a potential outlier in the equation for the
latent variable of political democracy in 1965 (η2). Unfortunately, in the data set each country
is given an identification number and the country names are not provided. Through personal
correspondence, Bollen noted that for many of the observations there is currently no information
on what identification number belongs to which country. However, through this correspondence
Bollen notes that in his analysis he identified 13 countries that had relatively large residuals.
These countries (identification number) include El Salvador (8), Ecuador (14), Peru (15), Ghana
(34), Cameroon (35), Congo-Kinshasa (now known as the Democratic Republic of the Congo,
41), Burundi (44), Rwanda (45), Somalia (46), Jordan (59), Pakistan (66), Sri Lanka (67), and
Thailand (69).
Figures (5.6)–(5.13), found at the end of this section, contain the residual plots associated
with the items of the endogenous latent variables, Figures (5.14)–(5.16) contain the residual
plots associated with the items of the exogenous latent variables, and Figures (5.17) and (5.18)
display the residual plots associated with the equations for the endogenous latent variables. The
plots on the left are constructed using the original data (calculations were made by deviating
the data from its means and the residuals were standardized) and the plots on the right are
constructed using the rotated data. Countries identified by Bollen as having relatively large
residuals are plotted in color (El Salvador = orange, Ecuador = yellow, Peru = purple, Ghana
= magenta, Cameroon = dark orange, Congo-Kinshasa = deep pink, Burundi = dark green,
Rwanda = dark cyan, Somalia = brown, Jordan = dark red, Pakistan = red, Sri Lanka = blue,
Thailand = green). The code used to construct these plots is found in Appendix F.
In general, the plots on the right display random scatter though for several plots there may
be a slight linear pattern such as for the residual plots constructed using the Anderson-Rubin
estimator. However, the residual plot for ̂2 shows a potential non-linear (inverse U) shape. If
this plot is interpreted analogously to a residual plot in regression analysis this suggests that
there is not a linear relationship between the latent variable industrialization in 1960 and its
indicator x2 (energy consumption per capita). Further research is needed to determine under
what situations this type of relationship may be observed in residual plots in SEM.
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None of the observations in these plots are “obvious” outliers as opposed to the residual
plots constructed using the Mardia et al (1979) data. This agrees with the analysis by Bollen
and Arminger (1991) where none of the standardized residuals are considered outliers when
testing if the residuals are significantly different than zero, though they are “large” in terms
of magnitude. For example, from Bollen and Arminger (1991) it is known that Spain has
the most negative residual value and the Philippines has the most positive residual value for
ζ̂1. From the residual plots for ζ̂1 there are no observations that have “obviously” different
residual values. This agrees with the analysis by Bollen and Arminger (1991) where these
residuals were comparatively large though not significantly large. Similarly for the residual
plots associated with ζ̂2 Ghana is not clearly identified as a potential outlier regardless of the
estimator used. However, this may be due to the unexpected shape seen in these plots which
could mask potential outliers or diminish the ability of these plots to aid in the identification
of potential outliers which will be discussed shortly.
As with the Mardia et al (1979) example, the observations considered potential outliers dif-
fers by the estimator used. For example, in regards to the measurement error of y8, Ecuador (in
yellow) would be considered a potential outlier when evaluating the plots constructed using the
regression method-based or Bartlett’s method-based estimator while for the plot constructed
using the Anderson-Rubin method-based estimator Ghana (in magenta) would be considered an
outlier. This underscores the importance of necessity of future work of these plots to determine
under what circumstances what estimator is considered the “best.”
One major concern in these plots is the clear negative linear trend in the rotated data
(found in the right column) in Figure (5.18). In regression analysis a common way to examine
the cause for a shape similar to the one displayed in Figure (5.18) is by plotting the estimated
residuals against the predictor variables. Within the regression framework, if all assumptions
are met, the plot of the residuals against a predictor is expected to display random scatter as
the residuals are uncorrelated with the predictor variables. In the context of SEM the analog
would be to plot the residuals, ζ̂i(θ̂) against the values of the latent variables Li. As before,
this is problematic as the values of Li are not observed. Instead the factor scores L̂i(θ̂) = Ŵzi
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can be used. Unfortunately, the plots of the residuals ζ̂i(θ̂) against the factor scores L̂i(θ̂) in
general will not display random scatter as Cov[ζ̂i(θ̂), L̂i(θ̂)] 6= 0 in general. To show this, it
is necessary to derive Cov[ζ̂i(θ̂), L̂i(θ̂)]; however, as before, because there are no closed form
solutions for θ̂ in general, θ̂ is replaced by θ such that
Cov[ζ̂i(θ), L̂i(θ)] = Cov[MWzi,Wzi]
= MWΣzzW
′. (5.28)
Equation (5.28) = 0 if M , W , or Σzz equal 0. As previously explained, because the elements
of θ are assumed to be real-valued and, with the exception of B are not equal to 0, it is not
possible for M , W , or Σzz to equal 0. Consequently, no estimator of the class considered in
this dissertation will meet this criterion and thus the residuals and factor scores are correlated
in general. Under the assumption that maximum likelihood estimation is used to obtain θ̂
it is expected that Cov[ζ̂i(θ), L̂i(θ)] will behave similarly to Cov[ζ̂i(θ̂), L̂i(θ̂)]. As was done
previously, the inverse Cholesky decomposition can be used to remove the “correlatedness”
from the data.
In this example, η2 is predicted by both η1 and ξ indicating it is necessary to plot ζ̂2 against
both η̂1 and ξ̂. Figures (5.20) and (5.19), found at the end of this section, display these plots
where the plots on the left are the unrotated (original) data and the plots on the right are
the rotated data (where the “correlatedness” has been removed). Most noticeable in these
plots is that the plots constructed using the original data (on the left) tend to display random
scatter while the plots on the right of the rotated data still display a negative linear relationship.
The strength of this relationship depends on the estimator used as the regression-method based
estimator leads to a much stronger relationship than the other two estimators while the strength
when using the Anderson-Rubin estimator is weak to moderate. Consequently these plots do
not provide information as to why there is a negative linear relationship between ζ̂2(θ̂)
R and
η̂2(θ̂)
R which warrants further attention.
A second option in the SEM framework is to construct plots of the residuals ζ̂i(θ̂) against the
each of the observed variables zi as this may provide information regarding if one specific vari-
able is problematic. Unfortunately such plots will not display random scatter as Cov[ζ̂i(θ̂), zi]
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in general. This is shown by deriving Cov[ζ̂i(θ̂), zi]; however, because θ̂ does not, in general,
have closed for solutions, θ is used in place of θ̂. Then,
Cov[ζ̂i(θ), ẑi(θ)] = Cov[MWzi, zi] (5.29)
= MWΣzz (5.30)
such that Equation (5.30) = 0 if M , W , or Σzz equal 0. As previously explained, because the
elements of θ are assumed to be real-valued and, with the exception of B are not equal to 0, it
is not possible for M , W , or Σzz to equal 0. Consequently, no estimator of the class considered
in this dissertation will meet this criterion and thus the residuals and observed variables are
correlated in general. Under the assumption of maximum likelihood estimation to obtain θ̂ it
is expected that Cov[ζ̂i(θ), zi] will behave similarly to Cov[ζ̂i(θ̂), zi].
The “correlatedness” of the data is then removed using the inverse Cholesky decomposition.
This process is essentially identical to the process used to remove the “correlatedness” between
the residuals and predicted values with the exception being the use of the observed variables
instead of predicted variables. Figures (5.21)–(5.31) display the residual plots of the residuals
versus the observed variables. As before, the plots on the left are of the original data (where
the residuals have been standardized) and the plots on the right are of the rotated data.
The same type of relationship between the residuals and observed variables is observed in
Figures (5.21)–(5.31) as was observed in Figures (5.19) and (5.20) such that there is a negative
relationship between the two variables with the strength of the relationship differing markedly
across estimators. Unfortunately, these plots do not help explain why there is a negative
relationship between ζ̂2(θ̂)
R and η̂2(θ̂)
R. Despite extensive attention given to both the code
used to create these plots and the potential causes for this type of pattern to be exhibited in a
residual plot, the cause could not be determined. Future work includes an even more extensive
evaluation of this to determine if this anomaly is isolated to this data set or if this type of
relationship exists in other data sets.
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Figure 5.1 Residual Plots of δ̂1(θ̂) against m̂ec(θ̂)
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.2 Residual Plots of δ̂2(θ̂) against v̂ec(θ̂)
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.3 Residual Plots of δ̂3(θ̂) against âlg(θ̂)
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.4 Residual Plots of δ̂4(θ̂) against âna(θ̂)
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.5 Residual Plots of δ̂5(θ̂) against ŝta(θ̂)
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.6 Residual Plots of ̂1(θ̂) against ŷ1(θ̂)
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.7 Residual Plots of ̂2(θ̂) against ŷ2(θ̂)
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.8 Residual Plots of ̂3(θ̂) against ŷ3(θ̂)
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.9 Residual Plots of ̂4(θ̂) against ŷ4(θ̂)
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.10 Residual Plots of ̂5(θ̂) against ŷ5(θ̂)
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.11 Residual Plots of ̂6(θ̂) against ŷ6(θ̂)
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.12 Residual Plots of ̂7(θ̂) against ŷ7(θ̂)
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.13 Residual Plots of ̂8(θ̂) against ŷ8(θ̂)
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.14 Residual Plots of δ̂1(θ̂) against x̂1(θ̂)
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.15 Residual Plots of δ̂2(θ̂) against x̂2(θ̂)
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.16 Residual Plots of δ̂3(θ̂) against x̂3(θ̂)
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.17 Residual Plots of ζ̂1(θ̂) against η̂1(θ̂)
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.18 Residual Plots of ζ̂2(θ̂) against η̂2(θ̂)
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.19 Residual Plots of ζ̂2 against the factor scores of ξ
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.20 Residual Plots of ζ̂2 against the factor scores of η1
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.21 Residual Plots of ζ̂2(θ̂) against y1
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.22 Residual Plots of ζ̂2(θ̂) against y2
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.23 Residual Plots of ζ̂2(θ̂) against y3
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.24 Residual Plots of ζ̂2(θ̂) against y4
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.25 Residual Plots of ζ̂2(θ̂) against y5
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.26 Residual Plots of ζ̂2(θ̂) against y6
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.27 Residual Plots of ζ̂2(θ̂) against y7
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.28 Residual Plots of ζ̂2(θ̂) against y8
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.29 Residual Plots of ζ̂2(θ̂) against x1
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.30 Residual Plots of ζ̂2(θ̂) against x2
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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Figure 5.31 Residual Plots of ζ̂2(θ̂) against x3
Note: plots in the left column are of the (standardized) residuals against the predicted values
(original data). Plots on the right are of the Cholesky inverse transformed (standardized)
residuals and predicted values (rotated data).
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5.2 Extension of Cook’s Distance to Structural Equation Modeling
Cook’s distance (Cook, 1979) was proposed for use in linear regression analysis to identify
influential observations. This diagnostic uses jackknifing to examine the impact an observation
has on the fitted values in an analysis. This section briefly introduces the construction of
Cook’s distance in linear regression and then proposes a method for its extension under the
SEM framework. Two examples are examined to evaluate the potential of this extension.
5.2.1 Construction
Consider the typical linear regression model as presented in Cook (1979)
Y = Xβ +  (5.31)
where Y is an n× 1 vector of observations, X is an n× p full-rank matrix of known constants,
β is a p × 1 vector of unknown parameters, and  is an n × 1 vector of independent random
variables with mean 0 and variance σ2.
Cook’s distance is a diagnostic that examines the effect of deleting an observation from a




j=1 (Ŷj − Ŷj(i))2
pMSE
(5.32)
where Ŷj denotes the predicted value of Yj for observation j calculated with all N observations,
Ŷj(i) is the predicted value of Yj for the jth observation with the ith observation deleted, p
is the number of fitted parameters in the model, and MSE is the mean squared error of the









where hii is the ith diagonal element of of the hat matrix X(X
′X)−1X ′ and ei is the residual
associated with observation i.
Under the SEM framework, one simple extension of Cook’s distance is to use the analogs of
the terms in Equation (5.33) under the SEM framework. This simple extension is straightfor-
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ward and provides the basis for the examining whether an extension of Cook’s distance under
the SEM framework has potential to provide insights.
Recall the latent variable model for observation i found in Equation (5.1)
ηi = Bηi + Γξi + ζi.
The proposed extension of Cook’s distance for the kth equation of the latent variable model,











ζ̂ki is the estimated residual for observation i for the kth latent error in equation estimated
using Equation (5.20)
pk is the number of latent variables from η and ξ used as predictors for ηk
ψ̂k,k is the error variance associated with ζ̂k (the kth diagonal element of Ψ̂)
hk,ii is the leverage value for observation i in the kth equation of the latent variable
model such that hk,ii is the ith diagonal element of hk = L̂k(θ̂)[L̂k(θ̂)
′L̂k(θ̂)]−1L̂k(θ̂)′
where L̂k(θ̂) are the estimated factor scores associated with the latent variables used as
predictors for ηk estimated using the equation L̂(θ̂) = Ŵz.
Next, recall the measurement model for observation i from Equation (5.2)
zi = ΛLi + νi.
The proposed extension of Cook’s distance for the lth equation of the measurement model,












ν̂li is the estimated residual for observation i for the lth measurement error estimated
using Equation (5.19)
pl is the number of latent variables from η and ξ used as predictors for zl
θ̂ll is the error variance associated with ν̂l (the lth diagonal element in Σ̂νν)
hl,ii is the leverage value for observation i in the lth equation of the measurement model
such that hl,ii is the ith diagonal element of hl = L̂l(θ̂)[L̂l(θ̂)
′L̂l(θ̂)]−1L̂l(θ̂)′ where L̂l(θ̂)
are the estimated factor scores associated with the latent variables used as predictors for
zl estimated using the equation L̂(θ̂) = Ŵz.
The proposed extensions of Cook’s distance to SEM in (5.34) and (5.35) are next applied
to the two data sets used to examine the utility of the residual plots. The purpose of these
examples is to examine if these proposed extensions have the ability to identify influential
observations and to examine differences across the estimators.
5.2.2 Example 1: Open/Closed Book Test Data from Mardia, Kent, and Bibby
(1979)
The first application of the proposed extensions to Cook’s distance use the Mardiet et al
(1979) open/closed book test data as described previously. For each residual and residual
estimator under consideration, Equation (5.35) was used to calculate the modified Cook’s
distance. These values were then plotted against case number as shown in Figures (5.32)–
(5.36), which are found at the end of this section. The code used to calculate the extension of
Cook’s distance used to construct these plots is found in Appendix E. Most evident in these
plots is that: (1) they identify observations that have been flagged as potential outliers in
previous analyses; (2) the observations considered potential outliers differ depending on the
residual and residual estimator under consideration; and (3) the Cook’s distance values for
the same observation and residual differ based on the residual estimator used. These three
differences will be discussed in greater detail below.
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First, these plots detect observations that previous studies have denoted as outliers. In
particular, observations 81, 87, and 88 have been detect as potential outliers in most previ-
ous studies. Based on the plots in (5.32)–(5.36), these observations also are potential outliers.
For example, observation 81 has a large Cook’s distance value associated with the items for
the closed book exams (Mec and Vec) while observation 87 has large Cook’s distance values
associated with the items for the open book exams (Alg, Ana, and Sta). Interestingly, though
observation 88 has been considered potentially influential in previous studies, its Cook’s dis-
tance values are not relatively large for any portion of the model. This may suggest that
this observation is a potential multivariate outlier but is not a univariate outlier in any of the
equations of the model. Because the proposed extension of Cook’s distance is implemented
for each equation this indicates the proposed extension is best suited to detecting univariate
outliers but not multivariate outliers. Consequently, this indicates the need to use more than
one diagnostic tool when evaluating model adequacy as is typically done in most statistical
methods. To a lesser extent, observations 1, 2, and 6 have also been flagged as potential out-
liers in a few previous studies. The plots (5.32)–(5.36) also detect several of these observations
to have comparatively large Cook’s distance values but the values typically are not as large as
those associated with observations 81 and 87. These results indicate that the proposed Cook’s
distance measure does provide similar insights as previous studies but this diagnostic has the
advantage of being able to identify where in a model an observation is influential.
Second, as with the residual plots in the previous section, the observations considered
potentially influential depends on both the residual being examined and the residual estimator
used. In general a particular observation is considered an influential in regards to the closed
book exams or the open book exams. As explained above, observation 81 is an outlier in regards
to Mec and Vec (closed book exams) while observation 87 is an outlier in regards to Alg, Ana,
and Sta. Practically these results would suggest that a student may perform exceptionally
well or poorly at closed (open) book exams but perform around average on open (closed) book
exams leading to such a pattern. These results also illustrate the effect the estimator has
on the Cook’s distance values. In particular, for Sta, observation 87 has the largest Cook’s
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distance when using either the regression method-based estimator or the Bartlett’s method-
based estimator while observation 2 has the largest Cook’s distance value when using the
Anderson-Rubin method-based estimator. Also of note is that when using the Anderson-Rubin
method-based estimator typically just one observation has a large Cook’s distance value while
several observations have “large” Cook’s distance values under the use of the regression method-
based and Bartlett’s method-based estimators. This type of pattern was also denoted in the
residual plots where there was typically one observation lying a considerable distance away
from the bulk of the data when using the Anderson-Rubin estimator while several observations
were potential outliers under the other two estimators. This may also be attributed the fact
that the Anderson-Rubin uses canonical factor analysis and plots of the resulting canonical
variables are well-suited to detect a small number (one or two) outliers.
Lastly, also prominent in these plots is that the Cook’s distance value differs markedly
among the values calculated using the three estimators under consideration. In general, for
this example the Cook’s distance values are largest when using the Anderson-Rubin method-
based estimator and smallest when using the Bartlett’s method-based estimator. This is due to
the fact that both the regression method-based and Anderson-Rubin method-based estimators
are conditionally biased estimators of the factor scores and residuals thus leading to Cook’s
distance values that are also conditionally biased. When looking at the formulas for Cook’s
distance in (5.34) and (5.35) it is clear that the factor scores (via the leverage) and the residuals
enter the formula as squared values. Consequently, the Cook’s distance values associated
with conditionally biased estimators will be inflated leading to the large values seen in this
example. These results also suggest that, for this example, the conditional bias of the Anderson-
Rubin estimator is greater than that of the regression method-based estimator leading to the
discrepancy in values. Further research into this is needed to determine the impacts the use of
a conditionally biased estimator has on the validity of the proposed Cook’s distance in SEM.
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5.2.3 Example 2: Political Democracy Data from Bollen (1989)
The second application of the proposed extension of Cook’s distance uses the political
democracy data presented by Bollen (1989). Equations (5.35) and (5.34) were used to obtain
Cook’s distance values for each residual and residual estimator under consideration. These
values were then plotted against the corresponding case numbers as shown in Figures (5.37)–
(5.49), found at the end of this section. The SAS code used to construct these plots is found
in Appendix F.
These plots are similar to the plots associated with the Mardia et al (1979) example, in
that they identify influential observations that previous studies have detected as potentially
influential, observations considered potential outliers differ by residual and residual estimator,
and the Cook’s distance values differ among the estimators.
When comparing the Bollen (1989) example and the Mardia et al (1979) example several
differences arise. The first major difference is that the number of observations that have
comparatively large Cook’s distance values is considerably larger than compared to the Mardia
et al (1979) example. For example, for the residuals associated with the measurement errors
for variables y6, y7, and y8 there are typically at least 5 observations with comparatively
large Cook’s distance values regardless of the estimator used. This suggests that, for this
data set, there are more observations that may be considered influential and thus warrant
further attention. This may help explain why the residual plot associated with ζ̂2(θ̂) displays
such an unusual pattern though none of the observations are “obvious” outliers as a masking
effect may be present when analyzing the residual plots. These results suggest that, as with
regression analysis, multiple diagnostic tools may be necessary to adequately evaluate a model.
This provides a strong argument for the development of more diagnostic tools in the SEM
framework.
These results indicate that the proposed extension of Cook’s distance to the SEM framework
is able to identify potential outliers and influential observations and thus further attention of






































































































































































































































































































































































CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusions
The purpose of this dissertation was to provide the foundation for the use of residual analysis
under the SEM framework. First, a class of residual estimators was presented in Chapter 3 that
are weighted linear functions of the observed data. The results in Chapter 4 lay the foundation
for future work in residual analysis under the SEM framework. These properties are crucial in
the development of residual-based diagnostics or tests. Through the derivations of finite and
asymptotic properties of the residual estimators in Chapter 4, it was shown that the “best”
or “optimal” residual estimator depends on the intended use of the residuals. These results
indicate that the Bartlett’s method-based residual estimators are conditionally unbiased and
have the minimum variance of all conditionally unbiased estimators; thus if accuracy is the most
important concern in an analysis the optimal choice is the Bartlett’s method-based residual
estimator. In contrast, if precision is considered most important, the optimal estimator is the
regression method-based residual estimators as these estimators have minimum mean squared
error among all estimators that are weighted linear functions of the observed data. These
results indicate that there is a trade-off between accuracy and precision such that an estimator
cannot simultaneously be the most accurate and the most precise.
Using the criteria of structure preservation and univocality none of the estimators are
optimal as none of the estimators fulfill all the conditions of either structure preservation or
univocality. Though no estimator would (mathematically) be able to satisfy all the conditions
of either structure preservation or univocality, the Bartlett’s method-based estimator is able to
fulfill one of the conditions for structure preservation and one of the conditions for univocality.
These results indicate that attention must be given when developing residual-based diagnostics
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and tests to account for the lack of structure preservation and univocality to ensure the validity
of the proposed diagnostics and tests.
Chapter 4 also derives the asymptotic properties of the residual estimators. Further, re-
sults indicate that the Bartlett’s method-based residual estimator of the measurement errors
is a consistent estimator of the true measurement errors while none of the estimators under
consideration for the latent errors in equations are consistent estimators of the true latent er-
rors in equations. This inconsistency leads to complications when comparing the estimators in
terms of asymptotic variance necessitating comparisons using the limiting variance. Additional
results also show that none of the residual are either asymptotically structure preserving or
asymptotically univocal though the Bartlett’s method-based residual estimator does satisfy one
condition of asymptotic structure preservation and asymptotic univocality.
A simulation study was then conducted in Chapter 4 to evaluate these theoretical find-
ings. Results from the simulation study mirror the theoretical results derived and provide
additional information on the behavior of the residual estimators. Though both the regression
method-based and Anderson-Rubin method-based residual estimators are conditionally biased,
for the model in the simulation study the average conditional bias is not significantly different
than zero. The simulation study also reveals that residuals calculated using the three estima-
tors under consideration are strongly correlated with one another and with the true residuals
where the residuals calculated using the regression-method based estimator are most strongly
correlated with the true residuals. The simulation study also provides information regarding
the covariance structure of the residuals for each of the three residual estimators. Though,
as shown theoretically, none of the estimators are structure preserving, the covariance struc-
ture and strength of the covariances differs considerably among estimators. In particular, the
Bartlett’s method-based residuals associated with the measurement errors are strongly corre-
lated for items on the same factor but are essentially uncorrelated for items corresponding to
different factors.
Lastly, two potential applications of the residuals are presented in Chapter 5 to aid in the
identification of potential outliers and influential observations. The use of residual plots and
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Cook’s distance is extended to SEM and their utility is examined through two examples. These
examples indicate that the residual plots are able to detect observations that have been flagged
as potential outliers and influential observations in previous studies. Though there are several
areas where future work is needed in regards to the uses of residuals in SEM, this dissertation
indicates the utility of residual-based analyses.
The results from this dissertation provide the theoretical foundation for the use of residual
analysis in SEM. Additionally, this dissertation illustrates the utility of extending residual
analysis to the SEM framework as shown through the use of residual plots and Cook’s distance
under the SEM framework. Ultimately this dissertation shows that the use of residual analysis
in SEM is viable and future research in this area is warranted.
6.2 Future Work
There are a number of directions that future work related to this dissertation could take in
both the short-term and the long-term. Based on the work in this dissertation, short term work
involves further development of the residual plots and extension of Cook’s distance as presented
in Chapter 5 as well as several additional theoretical derivations to examine the behavior of
the residual estimators under assumption violations. Future work in these areas are described
in greater detail below.
The first area of future work involves developing several more theoretical properties of the
residual estimators. These theoretical derivations and areas of greater development include the
following:
1. Extend Results 2, 5, and 7 to the situation where m < n. The derived results for ζ̂(θ)
in terms of conditional bias and mean squared error are only applicable to the situation
where m ≥ n (models where the number of endogenous latent variables is greater than
or equal to the number of exogenous latent variables). However, it is plausible for a
hypothesized to have more exogenous latent variables than endogenous latent variables.
2. Examine the utility and practicality of the Anderson-Rubin method-based estimator. The
weight matrix under the Anderson-Rubin method assumes an orthogonal factor model
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which is not realistic in SEM. This weight matrix was considered in this dissertation
essentially for comparison purposes to the other two proposed estimators. Further work
would include determining if this estimator is a practical choice in SEM and if it is
only a practical choice under certain conditions. From the results in Chapter 5, this
estimator may empirically be appealing because it is able to very clearly detect outliers
and influential observations compared to the other two estimators.
3. Further development of the ordering of the conditional biases of the residual estimators.
Through a counterexample this dissertation showed that, in general, the direction and
magnitude of the conditional bias of a conditionally biased estimator depends on the
model and values of the parameters and thus it is not possible to state that one estimator
always has a larger or smaller conditional bias than the other. Future work would deter-
mine if the conditional biases can be ordered under certain conditions. For example, if
the model under consideration is fully recursive this work would determine if the condi-
tional biases can be ordered. Associated with this work is establishing an upper bound
of the conditional bias of a conditionally biased estimator. Though there is theoretically
no upper bound on the conditional bias, empirically there may be as potential values for
parameters, factor scores, and observed variables typically fall within a rather narrow
range of values. This work may prove useful in future work in which the impact of con-
ditional bias is of interest. For example, in Chapter 5 it was noted that the calculated
Cook’s distance values may be impacted by the conditional bias of an estimator. This
theoretical work may provide insights under what conditions the conditional biasedness
of an estimator is negligible and when it is of concern.
4. Theoretical derivations of the properties of the residual estimators under assumption
violations. The theoretical properties of the residual estimators considered in this dis-
sertation were derived under the assumption that all model assumptions are satisfied.
Future work would involve deriving the theoretical properties of the residual estimators
if one or more model assumptions were violated. This work would prove useful in the
development of residual-based diagnostics to assess assumption violations.
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The second area of future work involves greater development of applications of the residual
estimators. One such area is greater development of residual plots under the SEM framework.
This work includes the following:
1. Further investigation into the cause of the shape observed in the residual plot of ζ̂2(θ̂)
against η̂2(θ̂). This includes examining more examples to determine if the shape observed
in the Bollen (1989) example is an anomaly and then to determine why this shape is seen.
If this shape is an anomaly, then this would include determining the specific cause of this
unexpected shape and if this shape is not an anomaly, then this would include determining
why this shape is seen and to determine how to proceed.
2. Development of a SAS macro to create residual plots in SEM. This work involves writing
SAS code that would allow a researcher to input a data set and hypothesized model in
PROC CALIS and the corresponding residual plots would then be constructed through
the use of PROC IML in a macro.
3. A more systematic approach to evaluating the utility of the residual plots. Chapter 5 of
this dissertation is concerned with examining the utility of the proposed residual plots.
As this chapter shows, the residual plots to hold promise as a useful tool for residual
analysis in SEM. A more systematic approach to these plots would include simulation
studies combined with graphical inference to determine how the plots can best be used
and interpreted in practice.
4. Evaluating the utility of these plots to assess potential assumption violations. This re-
search would initially include simulating data sets with known assumption violations and
then constructing the plots to examine what is displayed in the plot in terms of shapes,
patterns, and other features. This work would involve examining how severe an assump-
tion violation must be before it can be detected in a residual plot. Also included in this
work would be to examine if the correlation between residuals impacts the interpretation
of these plots. For example, if a nonlinear relationship exists between a latent variable
and one of its indicators, it is necessary to determine if this nonlinearity would impact
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the residual plots of residuals associated with indicators of the same latent variable and
if so what the impact is.
5. Determine what estimator(s) is (are) preferable to use in the construction of the residual
plots. It is known that both the regression method-based estimator and the Anderson-
Rubin method-based estimator are conditionally bias which may affect the residual plots.
These impacts would be examined while conducting a more systematic evaluation of the
utility of these plots.
6. Evaluation of the use of the Anderson-Rubin estimator in residual plots. As shown in the
examples in this dissertation, the use of the Anderson-Rubin estimator leads to markedly
different looking residual plots. One reason for this may owe to the fact that this estimator
was developed under the constraint of an orthogonal factor model which an SEM (clearly)
does not satisfy. It is necessary to determine if this estimator should be considered for
this diagnostic or any potential diagnostics.
The second area of future work also involves greater development of the extension of Cook’s
distance to the SEM framework. This work includes the following:
1. Examination of the effect(s) the conditional bias of the regression method-based and
Anderson-Rubin method-based estimators has (have) on the estimates of Cook’s distance.
The conditional bias will affect the estimates of the residuals and the factor scores which
are used in the calculation of leverage. It is necessary to examine the magnitude of this
conditional bias and determine if this impacts the use of Cook’s distance and how it would
impact the use of this diagnostic.
2. Determine cutoff values to use to identify influential observations. In regression analysis
several cutoff criteria have been suggested. The most formal criterion is to compare
the Cook’s distance values to percentile values the F(p,n−p) distribution where values
greater than F value corresponding the 10th or 20th percentile are considered influential.
In the SEM framework it is necessary to determine what distribution should be used to
determine cutoff values. This will require a theoretical derivation of the actual distribution
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of the Cook’s distance values and additional studies to determine what would correspond
to practical cutoff values. If theoretical derivations are not possible, this will require the
use of simulation studies to establish cutoff criteria.
3. Examine the effects of assumption violations on the Cook’s distance values. This work
would follow from the work done on the impacts of assumption violations on the residuals
and also the factor scores. The impacts of assumption violations would, in turn, affect
the Cook’s distance values which may alter how this diagnostic should be used when
assumption violations are suspected.
Long term work involves further development of the uses of residuals in SEM to detect
assumption violations and other problems. This work includes the following:
1. Development of added variable plots (partial regression plots) in SEM. In regression
analysis, added variable plots are used to examine the importance of a predictor variable
given the other predictor variables in the model and thus are able to identify omitted
variables. Under the SEM framework the concepts of added variable plots could be
implemented in the latent variable model as an exploratory tool to aid in the identification
of covariates and latent variables that have been omitted from the model. Future work
would include proposing a method of constructing and interpreting these plots.
2. Development of residual-based hypothesis tests of model assumptions. Under the re-
gression framework several residual-based hypothesis tests exist to detect assumption
violations such as the Breusch-Pagan test and White test to detect heteroskedasticity,
the Durbin-Watson test to detect autocorrelation, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and Lil-
liefors test for normality as well as many other tests. Future work would include deriving
appropriate test statistics associated with the tests of interest and conducting power
analyses to determine the utility of these proposed tests.
3. Residual analysis methods under the presence of missing data. This dissertation has
considered residual analysis under the scenario of complete data. However, missing data
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is frequently encountered in SEM applications. This is problematic as the residual esti-
mators under consideration are a weighted function of the observed data implying that
residuals cannot be calculated for observations under the presence of missing data. Future
work includes developing a method to compute residuals under the presence of missing
data. One possibility to consider would the use of the EM algorithm or multiple im-
putation to obtain estimates for the missing data and then use these estimates in the
construction of the residuals. Once a method or set of methods is developed, the prop-
erties of the estimators can be derived and any modifications that must be made to
previously developed residual-based diagnostics can be established.
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APPENDIX A. PROPERTIES OF THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD
FITTING FUNCTION UNDER MULTIVARIATE NORMALITY
To be considered a valid, the fitting function in Equation 2.7 must fulfill the four properties
of a fitting function given by Bollen (1989) and Browne (1984). This appendix shows that
the maximum likelihood fitting function under multivariate normality does fulfill these four
properties and hence is a valid fitting function.
Property 1 : FML is a scalar. Under the assumption that Σ(Θ) and S are positive definite
matrices, this implies both matrices are nonsingular. Consequently, each individual term in
the log-likelihood function is a scalar as the determinant and trace of nonsingular matrices are
real-valued, non-zero scalar values. The linear combination of these values is then also a scalar.
Property 2 : FML ≥ 0. To show that FML is always nonnegative, the simplest method is to
show that FML can be written as a quadratic discrepancy function. Unfortunately, according
to Browne (1984), FML cannot be written in quadratic form. However, work by Browne
(1977, Proposition 7) shows that FML is approximately quadratic and is approximately equal
to 12 tr[(S − Σ(Θ))Σ−1(Θ)]2 with a limiting distribution that is χ2 with degrees of freedom
equal to p(p+ 1)/2. Consequently, FML is greater than or equal to zero.
Property 3 : FML = 0 if and only if S = Σ(θ). First assume that the log-likelihood is
equal to zero which implies that log |Σ(Θ)|+ tr[SΣ−1(Θ)] = log |S|+ p. Equivalently, it must
hold that log |Σ(Θ)| = log |S| and tr[SΣ−1(Θ)] = p. These two equalities will only hold if
S = Σ(θ) as it would then follow that log |Σ(Θ)| = log |S| and tr[SΣ−1(Θ)] = Tr[I] = p.
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Next assume that Σ(Θ) = S and consequently the log-likelihood is equal to:
FML = log |Σ(Θ)|+ tr(Σ(Θ)Σ−1(Θ))− log |Σ(Θ)| − p
= log |Σ(Θ)|+ tr(I)− log |Σ(Θ)| − p
= log |Σ(Θ)|+ p− log |Σ(Θ)| − p
= 0.
Property 4 : FML is a twice continuously differentiable function in S and Σ(θ). For FML to
be twice continuously differentiable in S and Σ(Θ), the second derivatives of FML with respect
to S and Σ(Θ) must be continuous. First, examine the first and second derivatives of FML







which is continuous as S is positive definite. Next examine the first and second derivatives of




= Σ−1(Θ)[I − SΣ−1(Θ)]
∂2FML
Σ(Θ)2
= −Σ−1(Θ)Σ−1(Θ)[I − SΣ−1(Θ)] + [−S(−Σ−1(Θ)Σ−1(Θ))Σ−1(Θ)
= −Σ−1(Θ)Σ−1(Θ)−Σ−1(Θ)Σ−1(Θ)S −Σ−1(Θ) + SΣ−1(Θ)Σ−1(Θ)−Σ−1(Θ)
= −Σ−2(Θ),
which is continuous as Σ(Θ) is also assumed to be positive definite.
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APPENDIX B. EQUIVALENCE OF BOLLEN AND ARMINGER (1991)
AND SA´NCHEZ ET AL (2009) RESIDUALS
To show the equivalence of the residual estimators developed by Bollen and Arminger (1991)
under the regression method and Sa´nchez et al (2009), the notation developed by Sa´nchez et
al (2009) is first presented. Under the Sa´nchez et al notation, for the ith observation, let U i
be an l × 1 vector of latent variables and let Zi denote a q × 1 vector of fixed covariates. The
latent variable model for the ith individual is:
U i = α+BU i + ΓZi + ζi, (B.1)
where α is an l × 1 vector of model constants (intercepts), B is an l × l matrix of coefficients
linking the latent variables to one another, and Γ is an l × q matrix of coefficients linking the
fixed covariates to the latent variables. The l×1 vector ζi denotes the latent errors in equations
which are assumed to be normally distributed such that E(ζi|Zi) = 0 and COV(ζi|Zi) = Ψ.
Next, let Xi be a p×1 vector of measurements or indicators associated with the l×1 vector
of latent variables U i. The measurement model for the ith individual is:
Xi = ν + ΛU i +KZi + i, (B.2)
where ν is a p × 1 vector of model constants (intercepts), Λ is an p × l matrix of coefficients
linking the latent variables to the indicators, and K is a p× q matrix of coefficients linking the
fixed covariates to the indicators. The p× 1 vector of measurement errors, i, are assumed to
be multivariate normal such that E(i|U i,Zi) = 0 and Cov(i|U i,Zi) = Σ.
Before defining the residual estimators, Sa´nchez et al (2009) define two additional terms
that are used in construction of the residual estimators. The first terms is the called the
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marginal means of the the indicators given the fixed covariates, µi, defined as:
µi ≡ E(Xi|Zi) = ν + Λ(I −B)−1α+ [Λ(I −B)−1Γ +K]Zi. (B.3)
The second term is the covariance matrix of the indicators given the fixed covariates, Σ,defined
as:
Σ ≡ Var(Xi|Zi) = Λ(I −B)−1Ψ(I −B)−TΛT + Σ. (B.4)
Sa´nchez et al (2009) then define what is referred to as the standardized marginal residuals
for the ith subject as:
ri = Σ
−1/2(Xi − µi), (B.5)
which are used to define the residual estimators for the measurement errors and the latent
errors in equations. The residuals associated with the measurement error (referred to as the




where P ck = (CkC
T
k )
−1/2Ck. Ck is defined as pickΣΣ
−1/2, where pick is a 1 × p vector that
selects the kth element of the vector of residuals associated with the measurement errors.

























−1(Xi − µi) (B.7)
The residuals associated with the latent errors in equations (referred to as the latent variable





where P lg = (DgD
T
g )
−1/2Dg. Dg is defined as pilgΨ(I − B)−1ΛΣ−1/2, where pilg is a 1 × l
vector that selects the gth element of the vector of residuals associated with the latent errors








= (pilgΨ(I −B)−1ΛTΣ−1/2(pilgΨ(I −B)−1ΛTΣ−1/2)T )−1/2
×(pilgΨ(I −B)−1ΛTΣ−1/2(Xi − µi)
= (pilgΨ(I −B)−1ΛTΣ−1/2Σ−1/2ΛT (I −B)−TΨT (pilg)T )−1/2
×pilgΨ(I −B)−1ΛTΣ−1/2Σ−1/2(Xi − µi)
= (pilgΨ(I −B)−1ΛTΣ−1Λ(I −B)−TΨ(pilg)T )−1/2
×pilgΨ(I −B)−1ΛTΣ−1(Xi − µi) (B.9)
At first glance the notation and residual estimators developed by Sa´nchez et al (2009)
appear to deviate considerably from the estimators presented by Bollen and Arminger (1991).
However, as will be shown, the estimators are actually equivalent. First, consider the model
constants (intercepts), ν and α. Sa´nchez et al (2009) do not assume that the indicators are
deviated from their means as was assumed in this dissertation. This necessitates the use of
model constants in Equations (B.1) and (B.2). Without loss of generality these constants can
be dropped under the assumption that all indicators are deviated from their means.
Second, the fixed covariates, Zi used by Sa´nchez et al (2009) can be conceptualized as latent
variables where the latent variable Ui has one indicator, Zi, with the structural parameter
linking the indicator to the latent variable set identically equal to one and the associated
measurement error is identically equal to zero [Note: this is a common “trick” employed in
LISREL]. Under these simplifying assumptions Equations (B.1) and (B.2) are expressed as:
U∗i = B∗U∗i + ζ
∗
i (B.10)
X∗i = Λ∗U∗i + ∗i . (B.11)
where U∗i = [ U i Zi ], B
∗ = [ B Γ ], ζ∗i = [ ζi 0 ], X
∗
i = Xi − µi, Λ∗ = [ Λ K ], and
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∗i = [ i 0 ].
Under these simplifying assumptions, several model parameters are then equivalent between
the Bollen and Arminger (1991) framework and the Sa´nchez et al (2009) framework. First,
under the Bollen and Arminger (1991) framework Σzz denotes Cov(zi, zi) which is equivalent
to the Σ used in Sa´nchez et al (2009). Under the Bollen and Arminger (1991) framework,
Σzz = Cov(zi, zi)
= Cov(ΛLi + νi,ΛLi + νi)
= Var(ΛLi) + Var(νi) + 2Cov(ΛLi,νi)
= ΛΣLLΛ
′ + Σνν (B.12)
and
ΣLL = Cov(Li,Li)
= Cov((I −B)−1ζi, (I −B)−1ζi)
= (I −B)−1Var(ζi)(I −B)−T
= (I −B)−1Ψ(I −B)−T . (B.13)
By substituting Equation (B.13) into (B.12),
Σzz = Λ(I −B)−1Ψ(I −B)−1Λ′ + Σνν (B.14)
Next it remains to be shown that Σνν under the Bollen and Arminger (1991) framework is
equivalent to Σ under the Sa´nchez et al (2009) framework. Mathematically,
Σνν = Cov(νi,νi)
= Cov(zi −ΛLi, zi −ΛLi)
= Var(zi) + Var(ΛLi)− 2Cov(zi,ΛLi)
= Σzz + ΛΣLLΛ
′ − 2Cov(ΛLi + νi,Li)Λ′
= Σzz + ΛΣLLΛ
′ − 2[Cov(L,L) + Cov(νi,L)]Λ′
= Σzz + ΛΣLLΛ
′ − 2ΛΣLLΛ′
= Σzz −ΛΣLLΛ′ (B.15)
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and
Σ = Cov(i, i)
= Cov(∗i , 
∗
i )
= Cov(X∗i −Λ∗U∗i ,X∗i −Λ∗U∗i )
= Var(X∗i ) + Λ
∗Var(U∗i )Λ
∗′ − 2Cov(X∗i ,Λ∗U∗i )
= Var(X∗i ) + Λ
∗Var(U∗i )Λ
∗′ − 2Cov(Λ∗U∗i + ∗i ,Λ∗U∗i )
= Σ−Λ∗Ψ∗Λ∗′. (B.16)
Thus Σνν under the Bollen and Arminger (1991) framework is equivalent to Σ in the Sa´nchez
et al (2009) framework implying that Σzz in the Bollen and Arminger (1991) notation is the
same as Σ in the Sa´nchez et al (2009) framework.
Using the above derivations, the equivalence of the residual estimators is established. Recall
the residuals associated with the measurement error of the indicators defined by Bollen and
Arminger (1991) in Equation (3.8) and by Sa´nchez et al (2009) in Equation (B.7). For simplicity,
assume that pick = 1 so that the residual for the kth observation of the ith residual is being
examined. Equation (B.7) then simplifies to:
rc,ki = (ΣΣ
−1Σ)−1/2ΣΣ−1(Xi − µi). (B.17)
Next, using the appropriate substitutions, simplify the equation for the standardized measure-




νji is the residual of the ith observation for the jth variable and
√
Var(νi)jj is the square
root of the error variance of the measurement error for the jth variable. In general under the
regression method,
νi = (I −ΛΣLLΛ′Σ−1zz )zi


















is the standardized residual for the ith observation of the measurement
error of jth variable of
(ΣννΣzzΣνν)
−1/2ΣννΣ−1zz zi. (B.19)
Using the facts that Σνν = Σ, Σzz = Σ, and zi = (Xi − µi), the equivalence of the residuals
associated with measurement errors is established.
Next, recall the residuals associated with the latent errors in equations defined by Bollen
and Arminger (1991) in Equation (3.12) and by Sa´nchez et al (2009) in Equation (B.9). For
simplicity assume that pilg = 1 so that Equation (B.9) simplifies to:
rl,gi = (Ψ(I −B)−1Λ′Σ−1Λ(I −B)−TΨ)−1/2
×Ψ(I −B)−1Λ′Σ−1(Xi − µi). (B.20)
Next, using the appropriate equalities and simplifications, simplify the for the standardized
latent errors in equations from Bollen and Arminger (1991)
ζji√
Var(zi)jj
where ζji is the residual
for the ith observation for the equation for the jth endogenous latent variable and
√
Var(zi)jj
















where W ζ = ΣζzΣ
−1




ized residual for the ith observation for the jth endogenous latent variable of (Σζz)
−1/2ΣζzΣ−1zz zi.
Using the facts that Σzz = Σ, Xi − µi = zi, Λy in the Bollen and Arminger (1991)
framework is equivalent to Λ in the Sa´nchez et al (2009) framework (as Sa´nchez et al (2009)
implicitly assume all latent variables are endogenous), and the use of 0 in the Bollen and
Arminger framework (1991) allows only for the estimation of latent errors in equations for
endogenous latent variables (and hence is accomplishing the same as using the indicator pilg in
the Sa´nchez et al (2009) framework) the equivalence of the residuals associated with the errors
in the latent variable equations is established.
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APPENDIX C. SAS CODE FOR CHAPTER 4 SIMULATION STUDY
%MACRO residuals(n,nsims,seed);
/*n = sample size*/
/*nsims = number of simulations*/
options nonotes nosource nosource2 errors=0;
%let n_iter = 0;
%DO %UNTIL (&n_iter=&nsims);
/*Step 1: Simulate a data set of size n*/
PROC IML;
call randseed(&seed);













Theta_delta = {1.0 0.0 0.0,
0.0 1.0 0.0,
0.0 0.0 1.0};





/*Step 1b: Simulate data*/
/*Simulate values for the residuals*/
/*set the mean values*/
Mu_delta = {0, 0, 0};
Mu_epsilon = {0, 0, 0};
Mu_zeta = {0};
/*simulate values for delta*/
delta = randnormal(&n,Mu_delta,Theta_delta);
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/*simulate values for epsilon*/
epsilon = randnormal(&n,Mu_epsilon,Theta_epsilon);
/*simulate values for zeta*/
zeta = randnormal(&n,Mu_zeta,Psi);
/*Simulate values for xi*/
/*set the mean value*/
Mu_xi = {0};
/*simulate values for xi*/
xi = randnormal(&n,Mu_xi,Phi);
/*Construct values for eta*/
eta = (Gamma*xi‘)‘ + zeta;
/*Construct values for the indicators*/
nu = epsilon || delta;
L = eta || xi;
z = (Lambda*L‘)‘+ nu;
data = z || xi || eta || delta || epsilon || zeta;
cname = {"y1" "y2" "y3" "x1" "x2" "x3" "xitrue" "etatrue" "delta1" "delta2" "delta3" "eps1" "eps2" "eps3" "zeta"};




/*Step 2: Use PROC CALIS to obtain parameter estimates*/
PROC CALIS data = data outest = ests outfit = fit outmodel = model outstat = stat noprint;
path
x1 <- xi = 1.0,
x2 <- xi = lambda2,
x3 <- xi = lambda3,
y1 <- eta = 1.0,
y2 <- eta = lambda5,
y3 <- eta = lambda6,











%if &syserr = 0 %then %do;
















Theta_delta = {1.0 0.0 0.0,
0.0 1.0 0.0,
0.0 0.0 1.0};





Sigma_nu = (Theta_epsilon || J(3,3,0))//
(J(3,3,0) || Theta_delta);
Sigma_L = (inv(I(1) - Beta)*(Gamma*Phi*Gamma‘+Psi)*inv(I(1) - Beta)‘ ||inv(I(1) - Beta)*Gamma*Phi)//
(Phi*Gamma‘*inv(I(1) - Beta)‘ || Phi);
Sigma_z = (Lambda_y*inv(I(1) - Beta)*(Gamma*Phi*Gamma‘+Psi)*inv(I(1) - Beta)‘*Lambda_y‘+Theta_epsilon ||
Lambda_y*inv(I(1) - Beta)*Gamma*Phi*Lambda_x‘)//
(Lambda_x*Phi*Gamma‘*inv(I(1) - Beta)‘*Lambda_y‘ || Lambda_x*Phi*Lambda_x‘+Theta_delta);
M = (inv(I(1) - Beta) || -Gamma);
use data;
read all var{y1 y2 y3 x1 x2 x3} into z;
/*Values for the residuals*/
use data;
read all var{eps1 eps2 eps3 delta1 delta2 delta3 zeta} into residuals;
use data;
read all var{etatrue xitrue} into L;
/*regression-method based residuals*/
Wr = Sigma_L*Lambda‘*inv(Sigma_z);







Sigma_zetaz = (Psi*inv(I(1) - Beta)*Lambda_y‘ || J(1,3,0));
Wzeta = Sigma_zetaz*inv(Sigma_z);
zetahatR = (Wzeta*z‘)‘;
/*Bartlett’s method based residuals*/
Wb = (inv(Lambda‘*inv(Sigma_nu)*Lambda))*Lambda‘*inv(Sigma_nu);









/*Anderson-Rubin method based residuals*/
Asq = (Lambda‘*inv(Sigma_nu)*Sigma_z*inv(Sigma_nu)*Lambda);












/*Step 4: Obtain nu-hat(theta-hat) and zeta-hat(theta-hat) using the estimates of the parameters obtain in PROC CALIS*/
use ests;
/*Factor Loadings*/
read all var{lambda2} into lambda2hat where(_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var{lambda3} into lambda3hat where(_TYPE_="PARMS");
Lambda_xhat = 1.0 // lambda2hat // lambda3hat;
read all var{lambda5} into lambda5hat where(_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var{lambda6} into lambda6hat where(_TYPE_="PARMS");
Lambda_yhat = 1.0 // lambda5hat // lambda6hat;
/*Path Coefficient*/




read all var{y1 y2 y3} into Sigma_yyhat where(_TYPE_="COV"& (_NAME_ = "y1" | _NAME_ = "y2" | _NAME_ = "y3"));
read all var{x1 x2 x3} into Sigma_xxhat where(_TYPE_="COV"& (_NAME_ = "x1" | _NAME_ = "x2" | _NAME_ = "x3"));
read all var{x1 x2 x3} into Sigma_yxhat where(_TYPE_="COV"& (_NAME_ = "y1" | _NAME_ = "y2" | _NAME_ = "y3"));
read all var{eta xi} into Sigma_Lhat where (_TYPE_="MAXPRED"& (_NAME_ = "eta" | _NAME_ = "xi"));
use model;
read all var{_ESTIM_} into theta_delta11hat where (_TYPE_="PVAR" & _NAME_ ="theta_delta11");
read all var{_ESTIM_} into theta_delta22hat where (_TYPE_="PVAR" & _NAME_ ="theta_delta22");
read all var{_ESTIM_} into theta_delta33hat where (_TYPE_="PVAR" & _NAME_ ="theta_delta33");
read all var{_ESTIM_} into theta_epsilon11hat where (_TYPE_="PVAR" & _NAME_ ="theta_epsilon11");
read all var{_ESTIM_} into theta_epsilon22hat where (_TYPE_="PVAR" & _NAME_ ="theta_epsilon22");
read all var{_ESTIM_} into theta_epsilon33hat where (_TYPE_="PVAR" & _NAME_ ="theta_epsilon33");
read all var{_ESTIM_} into Psihat where (_TYPE_="PVAR" & _NAME_="psi11");
/*Construct the matrices needed*/
Lambdahat = (Lambda_yhat || J(3,1,0)) //
(J(3,1,0) || Lambda_xhat);
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Sigma_zhat = (Sigma_yyhat || Sigma_yxhat) //
(Sigma_yxhat‘ || Sigma_xxhat);
Sigma_nuhat = (theta_epsilon11hat || J(1,5,0)) //
(J(1,1,0) || theta_epsilon22hat || J(1,4,0)) //
(J(1,2,0) || theta_epsilon33hat || J(1,3,0)) //
(J(1,3,0) || theta_delta11hat || J(1,2,0)) //
(J(1,4,0) || theta_delta22hat || J(1,1,0)) //
(J(1,5,0) || theta_delta33hat);
Wrhat = Sigma_Lhat*Lambdahat‘*inv(Sigma_zhat);
Sigma_zetazhat = (Psihat*inv(I(1) - Beta)*Lambda_yhat‘ || J(1,3,0));
Wzetahat = Sigma_zetazhat*inv(Sigma_zhat);
Wbhat = (inv(Lambdahat‘*inv(Sigma_nuhat)*Lambdahat))*Lambdahat‘*inv(Sigma_nuhat);
Mhat = ( (I(1) - Beta) || -gammahat);
Asq = (Lambdahat‘*inv(Sigma_nuhat)*Sigma_zhat*inv(Sigma_nuhat)*Lambdahat);













/*Bartlett’s method based residuals*/

















/*Step 5: Create variables needed to calculate statistics and matrices*/
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/*conditional bias*/
CBrnu = ((I(6) - Lambda*Wr)*Lambda*L‘)‘;
CBrzeta = (M*(Wr*Lambda - I(2))*L‘)‘;
CBbnu = ((I(6) - Lambda*Wb)*Lambda*L‘)‘;
CBbzeta = (M*(Wb*Lambda - I(2))*L‘)‘;
CBarnu = ((I(6) - Lambda*War)*Lambda*L‘)‘;
CBarzeta = (M*(War*Lambda - I(2))*L‘)‘;
CBrnuhat = ((I(6) - Lambdahat*Wrhat)*Lambdahat*L‘)‘;
CBrzetahat = (Mhat*(Wr*Lambdahat - I(2))*L‘)‘;
CBbnuhat = ((I(6) - Lambdahat*Wbhat)*Lambdahat*L‘)‘;
CBbzetahat = (Mhat*(Wb*Lambdahat - I(2))*L‘)‘;
CBarnuhat = ((I(6) - Lambdahat*Warhat)*Lambdahat*L‘)‘;
CBarzetahat = (Mhat*(Warhat*Lambdahat - I(2))*L‘)‘;
/*output data set*/
errors = residuals || unstnuhatR || unstnuhatB || unstnuhatAR ||
zetahatR || zetahatB || zetahatAR || unstnuhathatR || unstnuhathatB || unstnuhathatAR ||
zetahathatR || zetahathatB || zetahathatAR
|| CBrnu || CBrzeta || CBbnu || CBbzeta ||
CBarnu || CBarzeta || CBrnuhat || CBrzetahat || CBbnuhat || CBbzetahat ||
CBarnuhat || CBarzetahat;
cname = {"eps1" "eps2" "eps3" "delta1" "delta2" "delta3" "zeta"
"eps1R" "eps2R" "eps3R" "delta1R" "delta2R" "delta3R"
"eps1B" "eps2B" "eps3B" "delta1B" "delta2B" "delta3B"
"eps1AR" "eps2AR" "eps3AR" "delta1AR" "delta2AR" "delta3AR"
"zetaR" "zetaB" "zetaAR"
"eps1hatR" "eps2hatR" "eps3hatR" "delta1hatR" "delta2hatR" "delta3hatR"
"eps1hatB" "eps2hatB" "eps3hatB" "delta1hatB" "delta2hatB" "delta3hatB"
"eps1hatAR" "eps2hatAR" "eps3hatAR" "delta1hatAR" "delta2hatAR" "delta3hatAR"
"zetahatR" "zetahatB" "zetahatAR"
"CBeps1r" "CBeps2r" "CBeps3r" "CBdelta1r" "CBdelta2r" "CBdelta3r" "CBzetar"
"CBeps1b" "CBeps2b" "CBeps3b" "CBdelta1b" "CBdelta2b" "CBdelta3b" "CBzetab"
"CBeps1ar" "CBeps2ar" "CBeps3ar" "CBdelta1ar" "CBdelta2ar" "CBdelta3ar" "CBzetaar"
"CBeps1hatr" "CBeps2hatr" "CBeps3hatr" "CBdelta1hatr" "CBdelta2hatr" "CBdelta3hatr" "CBzetahatr"
"CBeps1hatb" "CBeps2hatb" "CBeps3hatb" "CBdelta1hatb" "CBdelta2hatb" "CBdelta3hatb" "CBzetahatb"
"CBeps1hatar" "CBeps2hatar" "CBeps3hatar" "CBdelta1hatar" "CBdelta2hatar" "CBdelta3hatar" "CBzetahatar"};





bias2eps1r = (eps1r - eps1)**2/(&n);
bias2eps2r = (eps2r - eps2)**2/(&n);
bias2eps3r = (eps3r - eps3)**2/(&n);
bias2delta1r = (delta1r - delta1)**2/(&n);
bias2delta2r = (delta2r - delta2)**2/(&n);
bias2delta3r = (delta3r - delta3)**2/(&n);
bias2zetar = (zetar - zeta)**2/(&n);
bias2eps1b = (eps1b - eps1)**2/(&n);
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bias2eps2b = (eps2b - eps2)**2/(&n);
bias2eps3b = (eps3b - eps3)**2/(&n);
bias2delta1b = (delta1b - delta1)**2/(&n);
bias2delta2b = (delta2b - delta2)**2/(&n);
bias2delta3b = (delta3b - delta3)**2/(&n);
bias2zetab = (zetab - zeta)**2/(&n);
bias2eps1ar = (eps1ar - eps1)**2/(&n);
bias2eps2ar = (eps2ar - eps2)**2/(&n);
bias2eps3ar = (eps3ar - eps3)**2/(&n);
bias2delta1ar = (delta1ar - delta1)**2/(&n);
bias2delta2ar = (delta2ar - delta2)**2/(&n);
bias2delta3ar = (delta3ar - delta3)**2/(&n);
bias2zetaar = (zetaar - zeta)**2/(&n);
bias2eps1hatr = (eps1hatr - eps1)**2/(&n-13);
bias2eps2hatr = (eps2hatr - eps2)**2/(&n-13);
bias2eps3hatr = (eps3hatr - eps3)**2/(&n-13);
bias2delta1hatr = (delta1hatr - delta1)**2/(&n-13);
bias2delta2hatr = (delta2hatr - delta2)**2/(&n-13);
bias2delta3hatr = (delta3hatr - delta3)**2/(&n-13);
bias2zetahatr = (zetahatr - zeta)**2/(&n-13);
bias2eps1hatb = (eps1hatb - eps1)**2/(&n-13);
bias2eps2hatb = (eps2hatb - eps2)**2/(&n-13);
bias2eps3hatb = (eps3hatb - eps3)**2/(&n-13);
bias2delta1hatb = (delta1hatb - delta1)**2/(&n-13);
bias2delta2hatb = (delta2hatb - delta2)**2/(&n-13);
bias2delta3hatb = (delta3hatb - delta3)**2/(&n-13);
bias2zetahatb = (zetahatb - zeta)**2/(&n-13);
bias2eps1hatar = (eps1hatar - eps1)**2/(&n-13);
bias2eps2hatar = (eps2hatar - eps2)**2/(&n-13);
bias2eps3hatar = (eps3hatar - eps3)**2/(&n-13);
bias2delta1hatar = (delta1hatar - delta1)**2/(&n-13);
bias2delta2hatar = (delta2hatar - delta2)**2/(&n-13);
bias2delta3hatar = (delta3hatar - delta3)**2/(&n-13);
bias2zetahatar = (zetahatar - zeta)**2/(&n-13);
run;
/*Step 6: Calculate statistics and matrices*/
/*conditional bias*/
proc means MEAN data = errors noprint;
var CBeps1r CBeps2r CBeps3r CBdelta1r CBdelta2r CBdelta3r CBzetar
CBeps1b CBeps2b CBeps3b CBdelta1b CBdelta2b CBdelta3b CBzetab
CBeps1ar CBeps2ar CBeps3ar CBdelta1ar CBdelta2ar CBdelta3ar CBzetaar
CBeps1hatr CBeps2hatr CBeps3hatr CBdelta1hatr CBdelta2hatr CBdelta3hatr CBzetahatr
CBeps1hatb CBeps2hatb CBeps3hatb CBdelta1hatb CBdelta2hatb CBdelta3hatb CBzetahatb
CBeps1hatar CBeps2hatar CBeps3hatar CBdelta1hatar CBdelta2hatar CBdelta3hatar CBzetahatar;
output out = condbias mean = CBeps1r CBeps2r CBeps3r CBdelta1r CBdelta2r CBdelta3r CBzetar
CBeps1b CBeps2b CBeps3b CBdelta1b CBdelta2b CBdelta3b CBzetab
CBeps1ar CBeps2ar CBeps3ar CBdelta1ar CBdelta2ar CBdelta3ar CBzetaar
CBeps1hatr CBeps2hatr CBeps3hatr CBdelta1hatr CBdelta2hatr CBdelta3hatr CBzetahatr
CBeps1hatb CBeps2hatb CBeps3hatb CBdelta1hatb CBdelta2hatb CBdelta3hatb CBzetahatb




proc means SUM data = errors noprint;
var bias2eps1r bias2eps2r bias2eps3r bias2delta1r bias2delta2r bias2delta3r bias2zetar
bias2eps1b bias2eps2b bias2eps3b bias2delta1b bias2delta2b bias2delta3b bias2zetab
bias2eps1ar bias2eps2ar bias2eps3ar bias2delta1ar bias2delta2ar bias2delta3ar bias2zetaar
bias2eps1hatr bias2eps2hatr bias2eps3hatr bias2delta1hatr bias2delta2hatr bias2delta3hatr bias2zetahatr
bias2eps1hatb bias2eps2hatb bias2eps3hatb bias2delta1hatb bias2delta2hatb bias2delta3hatb bias2zetahatb
bias2eps1hatar bias2eps2hatar bias2eps3hatar bias2delta1hatar bias2delta2hatar bias2delta3hatar bias2zetahatar;
output out = mse sum = MSEeps1r MSEeps2r MSEeps3r MSEdelta1r MSEdelta2r MSEdelta3r MSEzetar
MSEeps1b MSEeps2b MSEeps3b MSEdelta1b MSEdelta2b MSEdelta3b MSEzetab
MSEeps1ar MSEeps2ar MSEeps3ar MSEdelta1ar MSEdelta2ar MSEdelta3ar MSEzetaar
MSEeps1hatr MSEeps2hatr MSEeps3hatr MSEdelta1hatr MSEdelta2hatr MSEdelta3hatr MSEzetahatr
MSEeps1hatb MSEeps2hatb MSEeps3hatb MSEdelta1hatb MSEdelta2hatb MSEdelta3hatb MSEzetahatb
MSEeps1hatar MSEeps2hatar MSEeps3hatar MSEdelta1hatar MSEdelta2hatar MSEdelta3hatar MSEzetahatar;
run;
/*structure preservation*/
proc corr data = errors COV outp = spr noprint;
var eps1R eps2R eps3R delta1R delta2R delta3R zetaR;
run;
proc corr data = errors COV outp = spb noprint;
var eps1B eps2B eps3B delta1B delta2B delta3B zetaB;
run;
proc corr data = errors COV outp = spar noprint;
var eps1AR eps2AR eps3AR delta1AR delta2AR delta3AR zetaAR;
run;
proc corr data = errors COV outp = sprhat noprint;
var eps1hatR eps2hatR eps3hatR delta1hatR delta2hatR delta3hatR zetahatR;
run;
proc corr data = errors COV outp = spbhat noprint;
var eps1hatB eps2hatB eps3hatB delta1hatB delta2hatB delta3hatB zetahatB;
run;
proc corr data = errors COV outp = sparhat noprint;
var eps1hatAR eps2hatAR eps3hatAR delta1hatAR delta2hatAR delta3hatAR zetahatAR;
run;
/*univocality*/
proc corr data = errors COV outp = unir noprint;
var eps1R eps2R eps3R delta1R delta2R delta3R zetaR;
with eps1 eps2 eps3 delta1 delta2 delta3 zeta;
run;
proc corr data = errors COV outp = unib noprint;
var eps1B eps2B eps3B delta1B delta2B delta3B zetaB;
with eps1 eps2 eps3 delta1 delta2 delta3 zeta;
run;
proc corr data = errors COV outp = uniar noprint;
var eps1AR eps2AR eps3AR delta1AR delta2AR delta3AR zetaAR;
with eps1 eps2 eps3 delta1 delta2 delta3 zeta;
run;
proc corr data = errors COV outp = unirhat noprint;
var eps1hatR eps2hatR eps3hatR delta1hatR delta2hatR delta3hatR zetahatR;
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with eps1 eps2 eps3 delta1 delta2 delta3 zeta;
run;
proc corr data = errors COV outp = unibhat noprint;
var eps1hatB eps2hatB eps3hatB delta1hatB delta2hatB delta3hatB zetahatB;
with eps1 eps2 eps3 delta1 delta2 delta3 zeta;
run;
proc corr data = errors COV outp = uniarhat noprint;
var eps1hatAR eps2hatAR eps3hatAR delta1hatAR delta2hatAR delta3hatAR zetahatAR;
with eps1 eps2 eps3 delta1 delta2 delta3 zeta;
run;
/*Correlations among methods*/
proc corr data = errors outp = corrd1 noprint;
var delta1 delta1R delta1B delta1AR;
run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corrd2 noprint;
var delta2 delta2R delta2B delta2AR;
run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corrd3 noprint;
var delta3 delta3R delta3B delta3AR;
run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corre1 noprint;
var eps1 eps1R eps1B eps1AR;
run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corre2 noprint;
var eps2 eps2R eps2B eps2AR;
run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corre3 noprint;
var eps3 eps3R eps3B eps3AR;
run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corrz noprint ;
var zeta zetaR zetaB zetaAR;
run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corrd1hat noprint;
var delta1 delta1hatR delta1hatB delta1hatAR;
run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corrd2hat noprint;
var delta2 delta2hatR delta2hatB delta2hatAR;
run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corrd3hat noprint;
var delta3 delta3hatR delta3hatB delta3hatAR;
run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corre1hat noprint;
var eps1 eps1hatR eps1hatB eps1hatAR;
run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corre2hat noprint;
var eps2 eps2hatR eps2hatB eps2hatAR;
run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corre3hat noprint;
var eps3 eps3hatR eps3hatB eps3hatAR;
run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corrzhat noprint;
var zeta zetahatR zetahatB zetahatAR;
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run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corrd1hathat noprint;
var delta1R delta1B delta1AR delta1hatR delta1hatB delta1hatAR;
run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corrd2hathat noprint;
var delta2R delta2B delta2AR delta2hatR delta2hatB delta2hatAR;
run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corrd3hathat noprint;
var delta3R delta3B delta3AR delta3hatR delta3hatB delta3hatAR;
run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corre1hathat noprint;
var eps1R eps1B eps1AR eps1hatR eps1hatB eps1hatAR;
run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corre2hathat noprint;
var eps2R eps2B eps2AR eps2hatR eps2hatB eps2hatAR;
run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corre3hathat noprint;
var eps3R eps3B eps3AR eps3hatR eps3hatB eps3hatAR;
run;
proc corr data = errors outp = corrzhathat noprint;
var zetaR zetaB zetaAR zetahatR zetahatB zetahatAR;
run;
/*Step 7: Save statistics*/
PROC IML;
use spr;
read all var{eps1R} into spe1e1r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps1R");
read all var{eps1R} into spe1e2r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps2R");
read all var{eps1R} into spe1e3r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps3R");
read all var{eps1R} into spe1d1r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1R");
read all var{eps1R} into spe1d2r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2R");
read all var{eps1R} into spe1d3r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3R");
read all var{eps1R} into spe1zr where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaR");
read all var{eps2R} into spe2e2r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps2R");
read all var{eps2R} into spe2e3r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps3R");
read all var{eps2R} into spe2d1r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1R");
read all var{eps2R} into spe2d2r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2R");
read all var{eps2R} into spe2d3r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3R");
read all var{eps2R} into spe2zr where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaR");
read all var{eps3R} into spe3e3r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps3R");
read all var{eps3R} into spe3d1r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1R");
read all var{eps3R} into spe3d2r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2R");
read all var{eps3R} into spe3d3r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3R");
read all var{eps3R} into spe3zr where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaR");
read all var{delta1R} into spd1d1r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1R");
read all var{delta1R} into spd1d2r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2R");
read all var{delta1R} into spd1d3r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3R");
read all var{delta1R} into spd1zr where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaR");
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read all var{delta2R} into spd2d2r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2R");
read all var{delta2R} into spd2d3r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3R");
read all var{delta2R} into spd2zr where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaR");
read all var{delta3R} into spd3d3r where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3R");
read all var{delta3R} into spd3zr where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaR");
read all var{zetaR} into spzzr where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaR");
read all var{eps1R} into spe1e1rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1R");
read all var{eps1R} into spe1e2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2R");
read all var{eps1R} into spe1e3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3R");
read all var{eps1R} into spe1d1rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1R");
read all var{eps1R} into spe1d2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2R");
read all var{eps1R} into spe1d3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3R");
read all var{eps1R} into spe1zrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaR");
read all var{eps2R} into spe2e2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2R");
read all var{eps2R} into spe2e3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3R");
read all var{eps2R} into spe2d1rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1R");
read all var{eps2R} into spe2d2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2R");
read all var{eps2R} into spe2d3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3R");
read all var{eps2R} into spe2zrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaR");
read all var{eps3R} into spe3e3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3R");
read all var{eps3R} into spe3d1rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1R");
read all var{eps3R} into spe3d2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2R");
read all var{eps3R} into spe3d3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3R");
read all var{eps3R} into spe3zrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaR");
read all var{delta1R} into spd1d1rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1R");
read all var{delta1R} into spd1d2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2R");
read all var{delta1R} into spd1d3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3R");
read all var{delta1R} into spd1zrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaR");
read all var{delta2R} into spd2d2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2R");
read all var{delta2R} into spd2d3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3R");
read all var{delta2R} into spd2zrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaR");
read all var{delta3R} into spd3d3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3R");
read all var{delta3R} into spd3zrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaR");
read all var{zetaR} into spzzrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaR");
use sprhat;
read all var{eps1hatR} into spe1e1hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps1hatR");
read all var{eps1hatR} into spe1e2hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps2hatR");
read all var{eps1hatR} into spe1e3hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps3hatR");
read all var{eps1hatR} into spe1d1hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1hatR");
read all var{eps1hatR} into spe1d2hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2hatR");
read all var{eps1hatR} into spe1d3hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3hatR");
read all var{eps1hatR} into spe1zhatr where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatR");
read all var{eps2hatR} into spe2e2hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps2hatR");
read all var{eps2hatR} into spe2e3hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps3hatR");
read all var{eps2hatR} into spe2d1hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1hatR");
read all var{eps2hatR} into spe2d2hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2hatR");
read all var{eps2hatR} into spe2d3hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3hatR");
read all var{eps2hatR} into spe2zhatr where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatR");
read all var{eps3hatR} into spe3e3hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps3hatR");
read all var{eps3hatR} into spe3d1hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1hatR");
read all var{eps3hatR} into spe3d2hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2hatR");
read all var{eps3hatR} into spe3d3hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3hatR");
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read all var{eps3hatR} into spe3zhatr where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatR");
read all var{delta1hatR} into spd1d1hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1hatR");
read all var{delta1hatR} into spd1d2hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2hatR");
read all var{delta1hatR} into spd1d3hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3hatR");
read all var{delta1hatR} into spd1zhatr where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatR");
read all var{delta2hatR} into spd2d2hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2hatR");
read all var{delta2hatR} into spd2d3hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3hatR");
read all var{delta2hatR} into spd2zhatr where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatR");
read all var{delta3hatR} into spd3d3hatR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3hatR");
read all var{delta3hatR} into spd3zhatr where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatR");
read all var{zetahatR} into spzzhatr where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatR");
read all var{eps1hatR} into spe1e1hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1hatR");
read all var{eps1hatR} into spe1e2hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatR");
read all var{eps1hatR} into spe1e3hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatR");
read all var{eps1hatR} into spe1d1hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatR");
read all var{eps1hatR} into spe1d2hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatR");
read all var{eps1hatR} into spe1d3hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatR");
read all var{eps1hatR} into spe1zhatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatR");
read all var{eps2hatR} into spe2e2hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatR");
read all var{eps2hatR} into spe2e3hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatR");
read all var{eps2hatR} into spe2d1hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatR");
read all var{eps2hatR} into spe2d2hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatR");
read all var{eps2hatR} into spe2d3hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatR");
read all var{eps2hatR} into spe2zhatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatR");
read all var{eps3hatR} into spe3e3hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatR");
read all var{eps3hatR} into spe3d1hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatR");
read all var{eps3hatR} into spe3d2hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatR");
read all var{eps3hatR} into spe3d3hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatR");
read all var{eps3hatR} into spe3zhatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatR");
read all var{delta1hatR} into spd1d1hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatR");
read all var{delta1hatR} into spd1d2hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatR");
read all var{delta1hatR} into spd1d3hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatR");
read all var{delta1hatR} into spd1zhatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatR");
read all var{delta2hatR} into spd2d2hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatR");
read all var{delta2hatR} into spd2d3hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatR");
read all var{delta2hatR} into spd2zhatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatR");
read all var{delta3hatR} into spd3d3hatRcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatR");
read all var{delta3hatR} into spd3zhatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatR");
read all var{zetahatR} into spzzhatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatR");
use spb;
read all var{eps1B} into spe1e1B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps1B");
read all var{eps1B} into spe1e2B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps2B");
read all var{eps1B} into spe1e3B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps3B");
read all var{eps1B} into spe1d1B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1B");
read all var{eps1B} into spe1d2B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2B");
read all var{eps1B} into spe1d3B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3B");
read all var{eps1B} into spe1zb where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaB");
read all var{eps2B} into spe2e2B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps2B");
read all var{eps2B} into spe2e3B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps3B");
read all var{eps2B} into spe2d1B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1B");
read all var{eps2B} into spe2d2B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2B");
read all var{eps2B} into spe2d3B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3B");
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read all var{eps2B} into spe2zb where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaB");
read all var{eps3B} into spe3e3B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps3B");
read all var{eps3B} into spe3d1B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1B");
read all var{eps3B} into spe3d2B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2B");
read all var{eps3B} into spe3d3B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3B");
read all var{eps3B} into spe3zb where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaB");
read all var{delta1B} into spd1d1B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1B");
read all var{delta1B} into spd1d2B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2B");
read all var{delta1B} into spd1d3B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3B");
read all var{delta1B} into spd1zb where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaB");
read all var{delta2B} into spd2d2B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2B");
read all var{delta2B} into spd2d3B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3B");
read all var{delta2B} into spd2zb where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaB");
read all var{delta3B} into spd3d3B where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3B");
read all var{delta3B} into spd3zb where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaB");
read all var{zetaB} into spzzb where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaB");
read all var{eps1B} into spe1e1Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1B");
read all var{eps1B} into spe1e2Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2B");
read all var{eps1B} into spe1e3Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3B");
read all var{eps1B} into spe1d1Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1B");
read all var{eps1B} into spe1d2Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2B");
read all var{eps1B} into spe1d3Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3B");
read all var{eps1B} into spe1zbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaB");
read all var{eps2B} into spe2e2Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2B");
read all var{eps2B} into spe2e3Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3B");
read all var{eps2B} into spe2d1Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1B");
read all var{eps2B} into spe2d2Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2B");
read all var{eps2B} into spe2d3Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3B");
read all var{eps2B} into spe2zbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaB");
read all var{eps3B} into spe3e3Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3B");
read all var{eps3B} into spe3d1Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1B");
read all var{eps3B} into spe3d2Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2B");
read all var{eps3B} into spe3d3Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3B");
read all var{eps3B} into spe3zbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaB");
read all var{delta1B} into spd1d1Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1B");
read all var{delta1B} into spd1d2Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2B");
read all var{delta1B} into spd1d3Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3B");
read all var{delta1B} into spd1zbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaB");
read all var{delta2B} into spd2d2Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2B");
read all var{delta2B} into spd2d3Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3B");
read all var{delta2B} into spd2zbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaB");
read all var{delta3B} into spd3d3Bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3B");
read all var{delta3B} into spd3zbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaB");
read all var{zetaB} into spzzbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaB");
use spbhat;
read all var{eps1hatB} into spe1e1hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps1hatB");
read all var{eps1hatB} into spe1e2hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps2hatB");
read all var{eps1hatB} into spe1e3hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps3hatB");
read all var{eps1hatB} into spe1d1hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1hatB");
read all var{eps1hatB} into spe1d2hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2hatB");
read all var{eps1hatB} into spe1d3hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3hatB");
read all var{eps1hatB} into spe1zhatb where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatB");
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read all var{eps2hatB} into spe2e2hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps2hatB");
read all var{eps2hatB} into spe2e3hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps3hatB");
read all var{eps2hatB} into spe2d1hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1hatB");
read all var{eps2hatB} into spe2d2hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2hatB");
read all var{eps2hatB} into spe2d3hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3hatB");
read all var{eps2hatB} into spe2zhatb where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatB");
read all var{eps3hatB} into spe3e3hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps3hatB");
read all var{eps3hatB} into spe3d1hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1hatB");
read all var{eps3hatB} into spe3d2hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2hatB");
read all var{eps3hatB} into spe3d3hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3hatB");
read all var{eps3hatB} into spe3zhatb where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatB");
read all var{delta1hatB} into spd1d1hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1hatB");
read all var{delta1hatB} into spd1d2hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2hatB");
read all var{delta1hatB} into spd1d3hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3hatB");
read all var{delta1hatB} into spd1zhatb where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatB");
read all var{delta2hatB} into spd2d2hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2hatB");
read all var{delta2hatB} into spd2d3hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3hatB");
read all var{delta2hatB} into spd2zhatb where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatB");
read all var{delta3hatB} into spd3d3hatB where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3hatB");
read all var{delta3hatB} into spd3zhatb where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatB");
read all var{zetahatB} into spzzhatb where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatB");
read all var{eps1hatB} into spe1e1hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1hatB");
read all var{eps1hatB} into spe1e2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatB");
read all var{eps1hatB} into spe1e3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatB");
read all var{eps1hatB} into spe1d1hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatB");
read all var{eps1hatB} into spe1d2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatB");
read all var{eps1hatB} into spe1d3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatB");
read all var{eps1hatB} into spe1zhatbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatB");
read all var{eps2hatB} into spe2e2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatB");
read all var{eps2hatB} into spe2e3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatB");
read all var{eps2hatB} into spe2d1hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatB");
read all var{eps2hatB} into spe2d2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatB");
read all var{eps2hatB} into spe2d3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatB");
read all var{eps2hatB} into spe2zhatbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatB");
read all var{eps3hatB} into spe3e3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatB");
read all var{eps3hatB} into spe3d1hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatB");
read all var{eps3hatB} into spe3d2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatB");
read all var{eps3hatB} into spe3d3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatB");
read all var{eps3hatB} into spe3zhatbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatB");
read all var{delta1hatB} into spd1d1hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatB");
read all var{delta1hatB} into spd1d2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatB");
read all var{delta1hatB} into spd1d3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatB");
read all var{delta1hatB} into spd1zhatbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatB");
read all var{delta2hatB} into spd2d2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatB");
read all var{delta2hatB} into spd2d3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatB");
read all var{delta2hatB} into spd2zhatbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatB");
read all var{delta3hatB} into spd3d3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatB");
read all var{delta3hatB} into spd3zhatbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatB");
read all var{zetahatB} into spzzhatbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatB");
use spar;
read all vAR{eps1AR} into spe1e1AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps1AR");
read all vAR{eps1AR} into spe1e2AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps2AR");
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read all vAR{eps1AR} into spe1e3AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps3AR");
read all vAR{eps1AR} into spe1d1AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1AR");
read all vAR{eps1AR} into spe1d2AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2AR");
read all vAR{eps1AR} into spe1d3AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3AR");
read all vAR{eps1AR} into spe1zAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaAR");
read all vAR{eps2AR} into spe2e2AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps2AR");
read all vAR{eps2AR} into spe2e3AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps3AR");
read all vAR{eps2AR} into spe2d1AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1AR");
read all vAR{eps2AR} into spe2d2AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2AR");
read all vAR{eps2AR} into spe2d3AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3AR");
read all vAR{eps2AR} into spe2zAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaAR");
read all vAR{eps3AR} into spe3e3AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps3AR");
read all vAR{eps3AR} into spe3d1AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1AR");
read all vAR{eps3AR} into spe3d2AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2AR");
read all vAR{eps3AR} into spe3d3AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3AR");
read all vAR{eps3AR} into spe3zAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaAR");
read all vAR{delta1AR} into spd1d1AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1AR");
read all vAR{delta1AR} into spd1d2AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2AR");
read all vAR{delta1AR} into spd1d3AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3AR");
read all vAR{delta1AR} into spd1zAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaAR");
read all vAR{delta2AR} into spd2d2AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2AR");
read all vAR{delta2AR} into spd2d3AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3AR");
read all vAR{delta2AR} into spd2zAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaAR");
read all vAR{delta3AR} into spd3d3AR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3AR");
read all vAR{delta3AR} into spd3zAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaAR");
read all vAR{zetaAR} into spzzAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetaAR");
read all vAR{eps1AR} into spe1e1ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1AR");
read all vAR{eps1AR} into spe1e2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2AR");
read all vAR{eps1AR} into spe1e3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3AR");
read all vAR{eps1AR} into spe1d1ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1AR");
read all vAR{eps1AR} into spe1d2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2AR");
read all vAR{eps1AR} into spe1d3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3AR");
read all vAR{eps1AR} into spe1zARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaAR");
read all vAR{eps2AR} into spe2e2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2AR");
read all vAR{eps2AR} into spe2e3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3AR");
read all vAR{eps2AR} into spe2d1ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1AR");
read all vAR{eps2AR} into spe2d2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2AR");
read all vAR{eps2AR} into spe2d3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3AR");
read all vAR{eps2AR} into spe2zARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaAR");
read all vAR{eps3AR} into spe3e3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3AR");
read all vAR{eps3AR} into spe3d1ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1AR");
read all vAR{eps3AR} into spe3d2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2AR");
read all vAR{eps3AR} into spe3d3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3AR");
read all vAR{eps3AR} into spe3zARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaAR");
read all vAR{delta1AR} into spd1d1ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1AR");
read all vAR{delta1AR} into spd1d2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2AR");
read all vAR{delta1AR} into spd1d3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3AR");
read all vAR{delta1AR} into spd1zARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaAR");
read all vAR{delta2AR} into spd2d2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2AR");
read all vAR{delta2AR} into spd2d3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3AR");
read all vAR{delta2AR} into spd2zARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaAR");
read all vAR{delta3AR} into spd3d3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3AR");
read all vAR{delta3AR} into spd3zARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaAR");
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read all vAR{zetaAR} into spzzARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaAR");
use sparhat;
read all vAR{eps1hatAR} into spe1e1hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps1hatAR");
read all vAR{eps1hatAR} into spe1e2hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps2hatAR");
read all vAR{eps1hatAR} into spe1e3hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps3hatAR");
read all vAR{eps1hatAR} into spe1d1hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1hatAR");
read all vAR{eps1hatAR} into spe1d2hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2hatAR");
read all vAR{eps1hatAR} into spe1d3hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3hatAR");
read all vAR{eps1hatAR} into spe1zhatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
read all vAR{eps2hatAR} into spe2e2hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps2hatAR");
read all vAR{eps2hatAR} into spe2e3hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps3hatAR");
read all vAR{eps2hatAR} into spe2d1hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1hatAR");
read all vAR{eps2hatAR} into spe2d2hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2hatAR");
read all vAR{eps2hatAR} into spe2d3hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3hatAR");
read all vAR{eps2hatAR} into spe2zhatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
read all vAR{eps3hatAR} into spe3e3hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="eps3hatAR");
read all vAR{eps3hatAR} into spe3d1hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1hatAR");
read all vAR{eps3hatAR} into spe3d2hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2hatAR");
read all vAR{eps3hatAR} into spe3d3hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3hatAR");
read all vAR{eps3hatAR} into spe3zhatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
read all vAR{delta1hatAR} into spd1d1hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta1hatAR");
read all vAR{delta1hatAR} into spd1d2hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2hatAR");
read all vAR{delta1hatAR} into spd1d3hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3hatAR");
read all vAR{delta1hatAR} into spd1zhatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
read all vAR{delta2hatAR} into spd2d2hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta2hatAR");
read all vAR{delta2hatAR} into spd2d3hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3hatAR");
read all vAR{delta2hatAR} into spd2zAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
read all vAR{delta3hatAR} into spd3d3hatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="delta3hatAR");
read all vAR{delta3hatAR} into spd3zhatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
read all vAR{zetahatAR} into spzzhatAR where (_TYPE_="COV" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
read all vAR{eps1hatAR} into spe1e1hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1hatAR");
read all vAR{eps1hatAR} into spe1e2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatAR");
read all vAR{eps1hatAR} into spe1e3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatAR");
read all vAR{eps1hatAR} into spe1d1hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatAR");
read all vAR{eps1hatAR} into spe1d2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatAR");
read all vAR{eps1hatAR} into spe1d3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatAR");
read all vAR{eps1hatAR} into spe1zhatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
read all vAR{eps2hatAR} into spe2e2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatAR");
read all vAR{eps2hatAR} into spe2e3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatAR");
read all vAR{eps2hatAR} into spe2d1hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatAR");
read all vAR{eps2hatAR} into spe2d2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatAR");
read all vAR{eps2hatAR} into spe2d3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatAR");
read all vAR{eps2hatAR} into spe2zhatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
read all vAR{eps3hatAR} into spe3e3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatAR");
read all vAR{eps3hatAR} into spe3d1hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatAR");
read all vAR{eps3hatAR} into spe3d2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatAR");
read all vAR{eps3hatAR} into spe3d3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatAR");
read all vAR{eps3hatAR} into spe3zhatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
read all vAR{delta1hatAR} into spd1d1hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatAR");
read all vAR{delta1hatAR} into spd1d2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatAR");
read all vAR{delta1hatAR} into spd1d3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatAR");
read all vAR{delta1hatAR} into spd1zhatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
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read all vAR{delta2hatAR} into spd2d2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatAR");
read all vAR{delta2hatAR} into spd2d3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatAR");
read all vAR{delta2hatAR} into spd2zhatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
read all vAR{delta3hatAR} into spd3d3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatAR");
read all vAR{delta3hatAR} into spd3zhatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
read all vAR{zetahatAR} into spzzhatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
use unir;
read all var{delta1R} into univd1d1rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{delta1R} into univd1d2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{delta1R} into univd1d3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{delta1R} into univd1e1rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{delta1R} into univd1e2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{delta1R} into univd1e3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{delta1R} into univd1zrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{delta2R} into univd2d1rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{delta2R} into univd2d2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{delta2R} into univd2d3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{delta2R} into univd2e1rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{delta2R} into univd2e2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{delta2R} into univd2e3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{delta2R} into univd2zrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{delta3R} into univd3d1rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{delta3R} into univd3d2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{delta3R} into univd3d3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{delta3R} into univd3e1rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{delta3R} into univd3e2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{delta3R} into univd3e3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{delta3R} into univd3zrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{eps1R} into unive1d1rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{eps1R} into unive1d2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{eps1R} into unive1d3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{eps1R} into unive1e1rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{eps1R} into unive1e2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{eps1R} into unive1e3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{eps1R} into unive1zrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{eps2R} into unive2d1rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{eps2R} into unive2d2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{eps2R} into unive2d3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{eps2R} into unive2e1rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{eps2R} into unive2e2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{eps2R} into unive2e3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{eps2R} into unive2zrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{eps3R} into unive3d1rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{eps3R} into unive3d2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{eps3R} into unive3d3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{eps3R} into unive3e1rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{eps3R} into unive3e2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{eps3R} into unive3e3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{eps3R} into unive3zrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{zetaR} into univzd1rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{zetaR} into univzd2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{zetaR} into univzd3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
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read all var{zetaR} into univze1rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{zetaR} into univze2rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{zetaR} into univze3rcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{zetaR} into univzzrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
use unirhat;
read all var{delta1hatR} into univd1d1hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{delta1hatR} into univd1d2hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{delta1hatR} into univd1d3hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{delta1hatR} into univd1e1hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{delta1hatR} into univd1e2hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{delta1hatR} into univd1e3hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{delta1hatR} into univd1zhatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{delta2hatR} into univd2d1hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{delta2hatR} into univd2d2hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{delta2hatR} into univd2d3hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{delta2hatR} into univd2e1hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{delta2hatR} into univd2e2hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{delta2hatR} into univd2e3hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{delta2hatR} into univd2zhatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{delta3hatR} into univd3d1hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{delta3hatR} into univd3d2hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{delta3hatR} into univd3d3hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{delta3hatR} into univd3e1hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{delta3hatR} into univd3e2hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{delta3hatR} into univd3e3hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{delta3hatR} into univd3zhatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{eps1hatR} into unive1d1hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{eps1hatR} into unive1d2hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{eps1hatR} into unive1d3hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{eps1hatR} into unive1e1hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{eps1hatR} into unive1e2hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{eps1hatR} into unive1e3hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{eps1hatR} into unive1zhatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{eps2hatR} into unive2d1hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{eps2hatR} into unive2d2hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{eps2hatR} into unive2d3hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{eps2hatR} into unive2e1hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{eps2hatR} into unive2e2hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{eps2hatR} into unive2e3hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{eps2hatR} into unive2zhatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{eps3hatR} into unive3d1hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{eps3hatR} into unive3d2hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{eps3hatR} into unive3d3hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{eps3hatR} into unive3e1hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{eps3hatR} into unive3e2hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{eps3hatR} into unive3e3hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{eps3hatR} into unive3zhatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{zetahatR} into univzd1hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{zetahatR} into univzd2hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{zetahatR} into univzd3hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{zetahatR} into univze1hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{zetahatR} into univze2hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{zetahatR} into univze3hatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
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read all var{zetahatR} into univzzhatrcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
use unib;
read all var{delta1B} into univd1d1bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{delta1B} into univd1d2bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{delta1B} into univd1d3bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{delta1B} into univd1e1bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{delta1B} into univd1e2bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{delta1B} into univd1e3bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{delta1B} into univd1zbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{delta2B} into univd2d1bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{delta2B} into univd2d2bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{delta2B} into univd2d3bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{delta2B} into univd2e1bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{delta2B} into univd2e2bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{delta2B} into univd2e3bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{delta2B} into univd2zbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{delta3B} into univd3d1bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{delta3B} into univd3d2bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{delta3B} into univd3d3bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{delta3B} into univd3e1bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{delta3B} into univd3e2bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{delta3B} into univd3e3bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{delta3B} into univd3zbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{eps1B} into unive1d1bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{eps1B} into unive1d2bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{eps1B} into unive1d3bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{eps1B} into unive1e1bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{eps1B} into unive1e2bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{eps1B} into unive1e3bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{eps1B} into unive1zbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{eps2B} into unive2d1bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{eps2B} into unive2d2bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{eps2B} into unive2d3bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{eps2B} into unive2e1bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{eps2B} into unive2e2bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{eps2B} into unive2e3bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{eps2B} into unive2zbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{eps3B} into unive3d1bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{eps3B} into unive3d2bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{eps3B} into unive3d3bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{eps3B} into unive3e1bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{eps3B} into unive3e2bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{eps3B} into unive3e3bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{eps3B} into unive3zbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{zetaB} into univzd1bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{zetaB} into univzd2bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{zetaB} into univzd3bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{zetaB} into univze1bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{zetaB} into univze2bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{zetaB} into univze3bcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{zetaB} into univzzbcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
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use unibhat;
read all var{delta1hatB} into univd1d1hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{delta1hatB} into univd1d2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{delta1hatB} into univd1d3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{delta1hatB} into univd1e1hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{delta1hatB} into univd1e2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{delta1hatB} into univd1e3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{delta1hatB} into univd1zhatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{delta2hatB} into univd2d1hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{delta2hatB} into univd2d2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{delta2hatB} into univd2d3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{delta2hatB} into univd2e1hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{delta2hatB} into univd2e2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{delta2hatB} into univd2e3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{delta2hatB} into univd2zhatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{delta3hatB} into univd3d1hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{delta3hatB} into univd3d2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{delta3hatB} into univd3d3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{delta3hatB} into univd3e1hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{delta3hatB} into univd3e2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{delta3hatB} into univd3e3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{delta3hatB} into univd3zhatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{eps1hatB} into unive1d1hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{eps1hatB} into unive1d2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{eps1hatB} into unive1d3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{eps1hatB} into unive1e1hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{eps1hatB} into unive1e2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{eps1hatB} into unive1e3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{eps1hatB} into unive1zhatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{eps2hatB} into unive2d1hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{eps2hatB} into unive2d2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{eps2hatB} into unive2d3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{eps2hatB} into unive2e1hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{eps2hatB} into unive2e2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{eps2hatB} into unive2e3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{eps2hatB} into unive2zhatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{eps3hatB} into unive3d1hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{eps3hatB} into unive3d2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{eps3hatB} into unive3d3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{eps3hatB} into unive3e1hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{eps3hatB} into unive3e2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{eps3hatB} into unive3e3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{eps3hatB} into unive3zhatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{zetahatB} into univzd1hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{zetahatB} into univzd2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{zetahatB} into univzd3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{zetahatB} into univze1hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{zetahatB} into univze2hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{zetahatB} into univze3hatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{zetahatB} into univzzhatBcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
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use uniar;
read all var{delta1AR} into univd1d1ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{delta1AR} into univd1d2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{delta1AR} into univd1d3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{delta1AR} into univd1e1ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{delta1AR} into univd1e2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{delta1AR} into univd1e3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{delta1AR} into univd1zARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{delta2AR} into univd2d1ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{delta2AR} into univd2d2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{delta2AR} into univd2d3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{delta2AR} into univd2e1ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{delta2AR} into univd2e2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{delta2AR} into univd2e3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{delta2AR} into univd2zARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{delta3AR} into univd3d1ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{delta3AR} into univd3d2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{delta3AR} into univd3d3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{delta3AR} into univd3e1ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{delta3AR} into univd3e2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{delta3AR} into univd3e3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{delta3AR} into univd3zARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{eps1AR} into unive1d1ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{eps1AR} into unive1d2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{eps1AR} into unive1d3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{eps1AR} into unive1e1ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{eps1AR} into unive1e2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{eps1AR} into unive1e3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{eps1AR} into unive1zARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{eps2AR} into unive2d1ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{eps2AR} into unive2d2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{eps2AR} into unive2d3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{eps2AR} into unive2e1ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{eps2AR} into unive2e2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{eps2AR} into unive2e3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{eps2AR} into unive2zARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{eps3AR} into unive3d1ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{eps3AR} into unive3d2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{eps3AR} into unive3d3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{eps3AR} into unive3e1ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{eps3AR} into unive3e2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{eps3AR} into unive3e3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{eps3AR} into unive3zARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{zetaAR} into univzd1ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{zetaAR} into univzd2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{zetaAR} into univzd3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{zetaAR} into univze1ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{zetaAR} into univze2ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{zetaAR} into univze3ARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{zetaAR} into univzzARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
use uniarhat;
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read all var{delta1hatAR} into univd1d1hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{delta1hatAR} into univd1d2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{delta1hatAR} into univd1d3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{delta1hatAR} into univd1e1hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{delta1hatAR} into univd1e2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{delta1hatAR} into univd1e3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{delta1hatAR} into univd1zhatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{delta2hatAR} into univd2d1hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{delta2hatAR} into univd2d2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{delta2hatAR} into univd2d3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{delta2hatAR} into univd2e1hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{delta2hatAR} into univd2e2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{delta2hatAR} into univd2e3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{delta2hatAR} into univd2zhatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{delta3hatAR} into univd3d1hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{delta3hatAR} into univd3d2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{delta3hatAR} into univd3d3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{delta3hatAR} into univd3e1hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{delta3hatAR} into univd3e2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{delta3hatAR} into univd3e3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{delta3hatAR} into univd3zhatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{eps1hatAR} into unive1d1hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{eps1hatAR} into unive1d2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{eps1hatAR} into unive1d3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{eps1hatAR} into unive1e1hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{eps1hatAR} into unive1e2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{eps1hatAR} into unive1e3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{eps1hatAR} into unive1zhatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{eps2hatAR} into unive2d1hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{eps2hatAR} into unive2d2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{eps2hatAR} into unive2d3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{eps2hatAR} into unive2e1hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{eps2hatAR} into unive2e2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{eps2hatAR} into unive2e3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{eps2hatAR} into unive2zhatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{eps3hatAR} into unive3d1hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{eps3hatAR} into unive3d2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{eps3hatAR} into unive3d3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{eps3hatAR} into unive3e1hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{eps3hatAR} into unive3e2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{eps3hatAR} into unive3e3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{eps3hatAR} into unive3zhatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
read all var{zetahatAR} into univzd1hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1");
read all var{zetahatAR} into univzd2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2");
read all var{zetahatAR} into univzd3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3");
read all var{zetahatAR} into univze1hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1");
read all var{zetahatAR} into univze2hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2");
read all var{zetahatAR} into univze3hatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3");
read all var{zetahatAR} into univzzhatARcorr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zeta");
use corrd1;
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read all var{delta1} into corrd1d1r where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1R");
read all var{delta1} into corrd1d1b where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1B");
read all var{delta1} into corrd1d1ar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1AR");
read all var{delta1R} into corrd1rd1b where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1B");
read all var{delta1R} into corrd1rd1ar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1AR");
read all var{delta1B} into corrd1bd1ar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1AR");
use corrd2;
read all var{delta2} into corrd2d2r where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2R");
read all var{delta2} into corrd2d2b where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2B");
read all var{delta2} into corrd2d2ar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2AR");
read all var{delta2R} into corrd2rd2b where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2B");
read all var{delta2R} into corrd2rd2ar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2AR");
read all var{delta2B} into corrd2bd2ar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2AR");
use corrd3;
read all var{delta3} into corrd3d3r where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3R");
read all var{delta3} into corrd3d3b where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3B");
read all var{delta3} into corrd3d3ar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3AR");
read all var{delta3R} into corrd3rd3b where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3B");
read all var{delta3R} into corrd3rd3ar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3AR");
read all var{delta3B} into corrd3bd3ar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3AR");
use corre1;
read all var{eps1} into corre1e1r where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1R");
read all var{eps1} into corre1e1b where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1B");
read all var{eps1} into corre1e1ar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1AR");
read all var{eps1R} into corre1re1b where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1B");
read all var{eps1R} into corre1re1ar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1AR");
read all var{eps1B} into corre1be1ar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1AR");
use corre2;
read all var{eps2} into corre2e2r where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2R");
read all var{eps2} into corre2e2b where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2B");
read all var{eps2} into corre2e2ar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2AR");
read all var{eps2R} into corre2re2b where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2B");
read all var{eps2R} into corre2re2ar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2AR");
read all var{eps2B} into corre2be2ar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2AR");
use corre3;
read all var{eps3} into corre3e3r where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3R");
read all var{eps3} into corre3e3b where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3B");
read all var{eps3} into corre3e3ar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3AR");
read all var{eps3R} into corre3re3b where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3B");
read all var{eps3R} into corre3re3ar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3AR");
read all var{eps3B} into corre3be3ar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3AR");
use corrz;
read all var{zeta} into corrzzr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaR");
read all var{zeta} into corrzzb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaB");
read all var{zeta} into corrzzar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaAR");
read all var{zetaR} into corrzrzb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaB");
read all var{zetaR} into corrzrzar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaAR");
read all var{zetaB} into corrzbzar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetaAR");
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use corrd1hat;
read all var{delta1} into corrd1d1hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatR");
read all var{delta1} into corrd1d1hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatB");
read all var{delta1} into corrd1d1hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatAR");
read all var{delta1hatR} into corrd1hatrd1hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatB");
read all var{delta1hatR} into corrd1hatrd1hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatAR");
read all var{delta1hatB} into corrd1hatbd1hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatAR");
use corrd2hat;
read all var{delta2} into corrd2d2hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatR");
read all var{delta2} into corrd2d2hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatB");
read all var{delta2} into corrd2d2hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatAR");
read all var{delta2hatR} into corrd2hatrd2hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatB");
read all var{delta2hatR} into corrd2hatrd2hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatAR");
read all var{delta2hatB} into corrd2hatbd2hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatAR");
use corrd3hat;
read all var{delta3} into corrd3d3hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatR");
read all var{delta3} into corrd3d3hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatB");
read all var{delta3} into corrd3d3hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatAR");
read all var{delta3hatR} into corrd3hatrd3hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatB");
read all var{delta3hatR} into corrd3hatrd3hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatAR");
read all var{delta3hatB} into corrd3hatbd3hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatAR");
use corre1hat;
read all var{eps1} into corre1e1hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1hatR");
read all var{eps1} into corre1e1hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1hatB");
read all var{eps1} into corre1e1hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1hatAR");
read all var{eps1hatR} into corre1hatre1hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1hatB");
read all var{eps1hatR} into corre1hatre1hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1hatAR");
read all var{eps1hatB} into corre1hatbe1hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1hatAR");
use corre2hat;
read all var{eps2} into corre2e2hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatR");
read all var{eps2} into corre2e2hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatB");
read all var{eps2} into corre2e2hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatAR");
read all var{eps2hatR} into corre2hatre2hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatB");
read all var{eps2hatR} into corre2hatre2hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatAR");
read all var{eps2hatB} into corre2hatbe2hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatAR");
use corre3hat;
read all var{eps3} into corre3e3hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatR");
read all var{eps3} into corre3e3hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatB");
read all var{eps3} into corre3e3hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatAR");
read all var{eps3hatR} into corre3hatre3hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatB");
read all var{eps3hatR} into corre3hatre3hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatAR");
read all var{eps3hatB} into corre3hatbe3hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatAR");
use corrzhat;
read all var{zeta} into corrzzhatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatR");
read all var{zeta} into corrzzhatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatB");
read all var{zeta} into corrzzhatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
read all var{zetahatR} into corrzhatrzhatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatB");
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read all var{zetahatR} into corrzhatrzhatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
read all var{zetahatB} into corrzhatbzhatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
use corrd1hathat;
read all var{delta1R} into corrd1rd1hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatR");
read all var{delta1R} into corrd1rd1hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatB");
read all var{delta1R} into corrd1rd1hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatAR");
read all var{delta1B} into corrd1bd1hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatR");
read all var{delta1B} into corrd1bd1hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatB");
read all var{delta1B} into corrd1bd1hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatAR");
read all var{delta1AR} into corrd1ard1hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatR");
read all var{delta1AR} into corrd1ard1hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatB");
read all var{delta1AR} into corrd1ard1hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta1hatAR");
use corrd2hathat;
read all var{delta2R} into corrd2rd2hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatR");
read all var{delta2R} into corrd2rd2hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatB");
read all var{delta2R} into corrd2rd2hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatAR");
read all var{delta2B} into corrd2bd2hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatR");
read all var{delta2B} into corrd2bd2hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatB");
read all var{delta2B} into corrd2bd2hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatAR");
read all var{delta2AR} into corrd2ard2hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatR");
read all var{delta2AR} into corrd2ard2hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatB");
read all var{delta2AR} into corrd2ard2hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta2hatAR");
use corrd3hathat;
read all var{delta3R} into corrd3rd3hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatR");
read all var{delta3R} into corrd3rd3hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatB");
read all var{delta3R} into corrd3rd3hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatAR");
read all var{delta3B} into corrd3bd3hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatR");
read all var{delta3B} into corrd3bd3hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatB");
read all var{delta3B} into corrd3bd3hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatAR");
read all var{delta3AR} into corrd3ard3hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatR");
read all var{delta3AR} into corrd3ard3hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatB");
read all var{delta3AR} into corrd3ard3hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="delta3hatAR");
use corre1hathat;
read all var{eps1R} into corre1re1hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1hatR");
read all var{eps1R} into corre1re1hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1hatB");
read all var{eps1R} into corre1re1hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1hatAR");
read all var{eps1B} into corre1be1hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1hatR");
read all var{eps1B} into corre1be1hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1hatB");
read all var{eps1B} into corre1be1hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1hatAR");
read all var{eps1AR} into corre1are1hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1hatR");
read all var{eps1AR} into corre1are1hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1hatB");
read all var{eps1AR} into corre1are1hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps1hatAR");
use corre2hathat;
read all var{eps2R} into corre2re2hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatR");
read all var{eps2R} into corre2re2hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatB");
read all var{eps2R} into corre2re2hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatAR");
read all var{eps2B} into corre2be2hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatR");
read all var{eps2B} into corre2be2hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatB");
read all var{eps2B} into corre2be2hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatAR");
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read all var{eps2AR} into corre2are2hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatR");
read all var{eps2AR} into corre2are2hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatB");
read all var{eps2AR} into corre2are2hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps2hatAR");
use corre3hathat;
read all var{eps3R} into corre3re3hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatR");
read all var{eps3R} into corre3re3hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatB");
read all var{eps3R} into corre3re3hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatAR");
read all var{eps3B} into corre3be3hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatR");
read all var{eps3B} into corre3be3hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatB");
read all var{eps3B} into corre3be3hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatAR");
read all var{eps3AR} into corre3are3hatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatR");
read all var{eps3AR} into corre3are3hatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatB");
read all var{eps3AR} into corre3are3hatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="eps3hatAR");
use corrzhathat;
read all var{zetaR} into corrzrzhatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatR");
read all var{zetaR} into corrzrzhatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatB");
read all var{zetaR} into corrzrzhatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
read all var{zetaB} into corrzbzhatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatR");
read all var{zetaB} into corrzbzhatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatB");
read all var{zetaB} into corrzbzhatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
read all var{zetaAR} into corrzarzhatr where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatR");
read all var{zetaAR} into corrzarzhatb where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatB");
read all var{zetaAR} into corrzarzhatar where (_TYPE_="CORR" & _NAME_="zetahatAR");
StPresR = spe1e1r || spe1e2r || spe1e3r || spe1d1r || spe1d2r || spe1d3r || spe1zr || spe2e2r || spe2e3r ||
spe2d1r || spe2d2r || spe2d3r || spe2zr ||
spe3e3r || spe3d1r || spe3d2r || spe3d3r || spe3zr || spd1d1r || spd1d2r || spd1d3r || spd1zr ||
spd2d2r || spd2d3r || spd2zr || spd3d3r || spd3zr || spzzr ||
spe1e1rcorr || spe1e2rcorr || spe1e3rcorr || spe1d1rcorr || spe1d2rcorr || spe1d3rcorr || spe1zrcorr ||
spe2e2rcorr || spe2e3rcorr || spe2d1rcorr || spe2d2rcorr || spe2d3rcorr || spe2zrcorr ||
spe3e3rcorr || spe3d1rcorr || spe3d2rcorr || spe3d3rcorr || spe3zrcorr || spd1d1rcorr || spd1d2rcorr ||
spd1d3rcorr || spd1zrcorr || spd2d2rcorr || spd2d3rcorr || spd2zrcorr || spd3d3rcorr || spd3zrcorr || spzzrcorr ||
spe1e1hatr || spe1e2hatr || spe1e3hatr || spe1d1hatr || spe1d2hatr || spe1d3hatr || spe1zhatr ||
spe2e2hatr || spe2e3hatr || spe2d1hatr || spe2d2hatr || spe2d3hatr || spe2zhatr ||
spe3e3hatr || spe3d1hatr || spe3d2hatr || spe3d3hatr || spe3zhatr || spd1d1hatr || spd1d2hatr || spd1d3hatr ||
spd1zhatr || spd2d2hatr || spd2d3hatr || spd2zhatr || spd3d3hatr || spd3zhatr || spzzhatr ||
spe1e1hatrcorr || spe1e2hatrcorr || spe1e3hatrcorr || spe1d1hatrcorr || spe1d2hatrcorr || spe1d3hatrcorr ||
spe1zhatrcorr || spe2e2hatrcorr || spe2e3hatrcorr || spe2d1hatrcorr || spe2d2hatrcorr || spe2d3hatrcorr ||
spe2zhatrcorr || spe3e3hatrcorr || spe3d1hatrcorr || spe3d2hatrcorr || spe3d3hatrcorr || spe3zhatrcorr ||
spd1d1hatrcorr || spd1d2hatrcorr || spd1d3hatrcorr || spd1zhatrcorr || spd2d2hatrcorr || spd2d3hatrcorr ||
spd2zhatrcorr || spd3d3hatrcorr || spd3zhatrcorr || spzzhatrcorr;
cnameStPresR = {"spe1e1r" "spe1e2r" "spe1e3r" "spe1d1r" "spe1d2r" "spe1d3r" "spe1zr" "spe2e2r" "spe2e3r" "spe2d1r" "spe2d2r" "spe2d3r" "spe2zr"
"spe3e3r" "spe3d1r" "spe3d2r" "spe3d3r" "spe3zr" "spd1d1r" "spd1d2r" "spd1d3r" "spd1zr" "spd2d2r" "spd2d3r" "spd2zr" "spd3d3r" "spd3zr" "spzzr"
"spe1e1rcorr" "spe1e2rcorr" "spe1e3rcorr" "spe1d1rcorr" "spe1d2rcorr" "spe1d3rcorr" "spe1zrcorr" "spe2e2rcorr"
"spe2e3rcorr" "spe2d1rcorr" "spe2d2rcorr" "spe2d3rcorr" "spe2zrcorr"
"spe3e3rcorr" "spe3d1rcorr" "spe3d2rcorr" "spe3d3rcorr" "spe3zrcorr" "spd1d1rcorr" "spd1d2rcorr" "spd1d3rcorr" "spd1zrcorr"
"spd2d2rcorr" "spd2d3rcorr" "spd2zrcorr" "spd3d3rcorr" "spd3zrcorr" "spzzrcorr"
"spe1e1hatr" "spe1e2hatr" "spe1e3hatr" "spe1d1hatr" "spe1d2hatr" "spe1d3hatr" "spe1zhatr" "spe2e2hatr" "spe2e3hatr"
"spe2d1hatr" "spe2d2hatr" "spe2d3hatr" "spe2zhatr"
"spe3e3hatr" "spe3d1hatr" "spe3d2hatr" "spe3d3hatr" "spe3zhatr" "spd1d1hatr" "spd1d2hatr" "spd1d3hatr" "spd1zhatr"
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"spd2d2hatr" "spd2d3hatr" "spd2zhatr" "spd3d3hatr" "spd3zhatr" "spzzhatr"
"spe1e1hatrcorr" "spe1e2hatrcorr" "spe1e3hatrcorr" "spe1d1hatrcorr" "spe1d2hatrcorr" "spe1d3hatrcorr" "spe1zhatrcorr"
"spe2e2hatrcorr" "spe2e3hatrcorr" "spe2d1hatrcorr" "spe2d2hatrcorr" "spe2d3hatrcorr" "spe2zhatrcorr"
"spe3e3hatrcorr" "spe3d1hatrcorr" "spe3d2hatrcorr" "spe3d3hatrcorr" "spe3zhatrcorr" "spd1d1hatrcorr" "spd1d2hatrcorr"
"spd1d3hatrcorr" "spd1zhatrcorr" "spd2d2hatrcorr" "spd2d3hatrcorr" "spd2zhatrcorr" "spd3d3hatrcorr" "spd3zhatrcorr" "spzzhatrcorr"};
create StPresR from StPresR[colname=cnameStPresR];
append from StPresR;
StPresB = spe1e1b || spe1e2b || spe1e3b || spe1d1b || spe1d2b || spe1d3b || spe1zb || spe2e2b || spe2e3b || spe2d1b || spe2d2b || spe2d3b || spe2zb ||
spe3e3b || spe3d1b || spe3d2b || spe3d3b || spe3zb || spd1d1b || spd1d2b || spd1d3b || spd1zb || spd2d2b ||
spd2d3b || spd2zb || spd3d3b || spd3zb || spzzb ||
spe1e1bcorr || spe1e2bcorr || spe1e3bcorr || spe1d1bcorr || spe1d2bcorr || spe1d3bcorr || spe1zbcorr ||
spe2e2bcorr || spe2e3bcorr || spe2d1bcorr || spe2d2bcorr || spe2d3bcorr || spe2zbcorr ||
spe3e3bcorr || spe3d1bcorr || spe3d2bcorr || spe3d3bcorr || spe3zbcorr || spd1d1bcorr || spd1d2bcorr ||
spd1d3bcorr || spd1zbcorr || spd2d2bcorr || spd2d3bcorr || spd2zbcorr || spd3d3bcorr || spd3zbcorr || spzzbcorr ||
spe1e1hatb || spe1e2hatb || spe1e3hatb || spe1d1hatb || spe1d2hatb || spe1d3hatb || spe1zhatb || spe2e2hatb ||
spe2e3hatb || spe2d1hatb || spe2d2hatb || spe2d3hatb || spe2zhatb ||
spe3e3hatb || spe3d1hatb || spe3d2hatb || spe3d3hatb || spe3zhatb || spd1d1hatb || spd1d2hatb || spd1d3hatb ||
spd1zhatb || spd2d2hatb || spd2d3hatb || spd2zhatb || spd3d3hatb || spd3zhatb || spzzhatb ||
spe1e1hatbcorr || spe1e2hatbcorr || spe1e3hatbcorr || spe1d1hatbcorr || spe1d2hatbcorr || spe1d3hatbcorr ||
spe1zhatbcorr || spe2e2hatbcorr || spe2e3hatbcorr || spe2d1hatbcorr || spe2d2hatbcorr || spe2d3hatbcorr ||
spe2zhatbcorr || spe3e3hatbcorr || spe3d1hatbcorr || spe3d2hatbcorr || spe3d3hatbcorr || spe3zhatbcorr ||
spd1d1hatbcorr || spd1d2hatbcorr || spd1d3hatbcorr || spd1zhatbcorr || spd2d2hatbcorr || spd2d3hatbcorr ||
spd2zhatbcorr || spd3d3hatbcorr || spd3zhatbcorr || spzzhatbcorr;
cnameStPresB = {"spe1e1b" "spe1e2b" "spe1e3b" "spe1d1b" "spe1d2b" "spe1d3b" "spe1zb" "spe2e2b" "spe2e3b" "spe2d1b"
"spe2d2b" "spe2d3b" "spe2zb"
"spe3e3b" "spe3d1b" "spe3d2b" "spe3d3b" "spe3zb" "spd1d1b" "spd1d2b" "spd1d3b" "spd1zb" "spd2d2b" "spd2d3b"
"spd2zb" "spd3d3b" "spd3zb" "spzzb"
"spe1e1bcorr" "spe1e2bcorr" "spe1e3bcorr" "spe1d1bcorr" "spe1d2bcorr" "spe1d3bcorr" "spe1zbcorr" "spe2e2bcorr" "spe2e3bcorr"
"spe2d1bcorr" "spe2d2bcorr" "spe2d3bcorr" "spe2zbcorr"
"spe3e3bcorr" "spe3d1bcorr" "spe3d2bcorr" "spe3d3bcorr" "spe3zbcorr" "spd1d1bcorr" "spd1d2bcorr" "spd1d3bcorr" "spd1zbcorr"
"spd2d2bcorr" "spd2d3bcorr" "spd2zbcorr" "spd3d3bcorr" "spd3zbcorr" "spzzbcorr"
"spe1e1hatb" "spe1e2hatb" "spe1e3hatb" "spe1d1hatb" "spe1d2hatb" "spe1d3hatb" "spe1zhatb" "spe2e2hatb" "spe2e3hatb" "spe2d1hatb"
"spe2d2hatb" "spe2d3hatb" "spe2zhatb"
"spe3e3hatb" "spe3d1hatb" "spe3d2hatb" "spe3d3hatb" "spe3zhatb" "spd1d1hatb" "spd1d2hatb" "spd1d3hatb" "spd1zhatb" "spd2d2hatb"
"spd2d3hatb" "spd2zhatb" "spd3d3hatb" "spd3zhatb" "spzzhatb"
"spe1e1hatbcorr" "spe1e2hatbcorr" "spe1e3hatbcorr" "spe1d1hatbcorr" "spe1d2hatbcorr" "spe1d3hatbcorr" "spe1zhatbcorr"
"spe2e2hatbcorr" "spe2e3hatbcorr" "spe2d1hatbcorr" "spe2d2hatbcorr" "spe2d3hatbcorr" "spe2zhatbcorr"
"spe3e3hatbcorr" "spe3d1hatbcorr" "spe3d2hatbcorr" "spe3d3hatbcorr" "spe3zhatbcorr" "spd1d1hatbcorr" "spd1d2hatbcorr"
"spd1d3hatbcorr" "spd1zhatbcorr" "spd2d2hatbcorr" "spd2d3hatbcorr" "spd2zhatbcorr"
"spd3d3hatbcorr" "spd3zhatbcorr" "spzzhatbcorr"};
create StPresB from StPresB[colname=cnameStPresB];
append from StPresB;
StPresAR = spe1e1ar || spe1e2ar || spe1e3ar || spe1d1ar || spe1d2ar || spe1d3ar || spe1zar || spe2e2ar || spe2e3ar ||
spe2d1ar || spe2d2ar || spe2d3ar || spe2zar ||
spe3e3ar || spe3d1ar || spe3d2ar || spe3d3ar || spe3zar || spd1d1ar || spd1d2ar || spd1d3ar || spd1zar ||
spd2d2ar || spd2d3ar || spd2zar || spd3d3ar || spd3zar || spzzar ||
spe1e1arcorr || spe1e2arcorr || spe1e3arcorr || spe1d1arcorr || spe1d2arcorr || spe1d3arcorr || spe1zarcorr ||
spe2e2arcorr || spe2e3arcorr || spe2d1arcorr || spe2d2arcorr || spe2d3arcorr || spe2zarcorr ||
spe3e3arcorr || spe3d1arcorr || spe3d2arcorr || spe3d3arcorr || spe3zarcorr || spd1d1arcorr || spd1d2arcorr ||
spd1d3arcorr || spd1zarcorr || spd2d2arcorr || spd2d3arcorr || spd2zarcorr || spd3d3arcorr || spd3zarcorr || spzzarcorr ||
spe1e1hatar || spe1e2hatar || spe1e3hatar || spe1d1hatar || spe1d2hatar || spe1d3hatar || spe1zhatar || spe2e2hatar ||
spe2e3hatar || spe2d1hatar || spe2d2hatar || spe2d3hatar || spe2zhatar ||
spe3e3hatar || spe3d1hatar || spe3d2hatar || spe3d3hatar || spe3zhatar || spd1d1hatar || spd1d2hatar || spd1d3hatar ||
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spd1zhatar || spd2d2hatar || spd2d3hatar || spd2zhatar || spd3d3hatar || spd3zhatar || spzzhatar ||
spe1e1hatarcorr || spe1e2hatarcorr || spe1e3hatarcorr || spe1d1hatarcorr || spe1d2hatarcorr || spe1d3hatarcorr ||
spe1zhatarcorr || spe2e2hatarcorr || spe2e3hatarcorr || spe2d1hatarcorr || spe2d2hatarcorr || spe2d3hatarcorr ||
spe2zhatarcorr || spe3e3hatarcorr || spe3d1hatarcorr || spe3d2hatarcorr || spe3d3hatarcorr || spe3zhatarcorr ||
spd1d1hatarcorr || spd1d2hatarcorr || spd1d3hatarcorr || spd1zhatarcorr || spd2d2hatarcorr || spd2d3hatarcorr ||
spd2zhatarcorr || spd3d3hatarcorr || spd3zhatarcorr || spzzhatarcorr;
cnameStPresAR = {"spe1e1ar" "spe1e2ar" "spe1e3ar" "spe1d1ar" "spe1d2ar" "spe1d3ar" "spe1zar" "spe2e2ar" "spe2e3ar" "spe2d1ar"
"spe2d2ar" "spe2d3ar" "spe2zar"
"spe3e3ar" "spe3d1ar" "spe3d2ar" "spe3d3ar" "spe3zar" "spd1d1ar" "spd1d2ar" "spd1d3ar" "spd1zar"
"spd2d2ar" "spd2d3ar" "spd2zar" "spd3d3ar" "spd3zar" "spzzar"
"spe1e1arcorr" "spe1e2arcorr" "spe1e3arcorr" "spe1d1arcorr" "spe1d2arcorr" "spe1d3arcorr" "spe1zarcorr" "spe2e2arcorr"
"spe2e3arcorr" "spe2d1arcorr" "spe2d2arcorr" "spe2d3arcorr" "spe2zarcorr"
"spe3e3arcorr" "spe3d1arcorr" "spe3d2arcorr" "spe3d3arcorr" "spe3zarcorr" "spd1d1arcorr" "spd1d2arcorr" "spd1d3arcorr"
"spd1zarcorr" "spd2d2arcorr" "spd2d3arcorr" "spd2zarcorr" "spd3d3arcorr" "spd3zarcorr" "spzzarcorr"
"spe1e1hatar" "spe1e2hatar" "spe1e3hatar" "spe1d1hatar" "spe1d2hatar" "spe1d3hatar" "spe1zhatar" "spe2e2hatar" "spe2e3hatar"
"spe2d1hatar" "spe2d2hatar" "spe2d3hatar" "spe2zhatar"
"spe3e3hatar" "spe3d1hatar" "spe3d2hatar" "spe3d3hatar" "spe3zhatar" "spd1d1hatar" "spd1d2hatar" "spd1d3hatar" "spd1zhatar"
"spd2d2hatar" "spd2d3hatar" "spd2zhatar" "spd3d3hatar" "spd3zhatar" "spzzhatar"
"spe1e1hatarcorr" "spe1e2hatarcorr" "spe1e3hatarcorr" "spe1d1hatarcorr" "spe1d2hatarcorr" "spe1d3hatarcorr" "spe1zhatarcorr"
"spe2e2hatarcorr" "spe2e3hatarcorr" "spe2d1hatarcorr" "spe2d2hatarcorr" "spe2d3hatarcorr" "spe2zhatarcorr"
"spe3e3hatarcorr" "spe3d1hatarcorr" "spe3d2hatarcorr" "spe3d3hatarcorr" "spe3zhatarcorr" "spd1d1hatarcorr" "spd1d2hatarcorr"
"spd1d3hatarcorr" "spd1zhatarcorr" "spd2d2hatarcorr" "spd2d3hatarcorr"
"spd2zhatarcorr" "spd3d3hatarcorr" "spd3zhatarcorr" "spzzhatarcorr"};
create StPresAR from StPresAR[colname=cnameStPresAR];
append from StPresAR;
UnivR = univd1d1rcorr || univd1d2rcorr || univd1d3rcorr || univd1e1rcorr || univd1e2rcorr || univd1e3rcorr || univd1zrcorr ||
univd2d1rcorr || univd2d2rcorr || univd2d3rcorr || univd2e1rcorr || univd2e2rcorr || univd2e3rcorr || univd2zrcorr ||
univd3d1rcorr || univd3d2rcorr || univd3d3rcorr || univd3e1rcorr || univd3e2rcorr || univd3e3rcorr || univd3zrcorr ||
unive1d1rcorr || unive1d2rcorr || unive1d3rcorr || unive1e1rcorr || unive1e2rcorr || unive1e3rcorr || unive1zrcorr ||
unive2d1rcorr || unive2d2rcorr || unive2d3rcorr || unive2e1rcorr || unive2e2rcorr || unive2e3rcorr || unive2zrcorr ||
unive3d1rcorr || unive3d2rcorr || unive3d3rcorr || unive3e1rcorr || unive3e2rcorr || unive3e3rcorr || unive3zrcorr ||
univzd1rcorr || univzd2rcorr || univzd3rcorr || univze1rcorr || univze2hatrcorr || univze3hatrcorr || univzzrcorr ||
univd1d1hatrcorr || univd1d2hatrcorr || univd1d3hatrcorr || univd1e1hatrcorr || univd1e2hatrcorr || univd1e3hatrcorr || univd1zhatrcorr ||
univd2d1hatrcorr || univd2d2hatrcorr || univd2d3hatrcorr || univd2e1hatrcorr || univd2e2hatrcorr || univd2e3hatrcorr || univd2zhatrcorr ||
univd3d1hatrcorr || univd3d2hatrcorr || univd3d3hatrcorr || univd3e1hatrcorr || univd3e2hatrcorr || univd3e3hatrcorr || univd3zhatrcorr ||
unive1d1hatrcorr || unive1d2hatrcorr || unive1d3hatrcorr || unive1e1hatrcorr || unive1e2hatrcorr || unive1e3hatrcorr || unive1zhatrcorr ||
unive2d1hatrcorr || unive2d2hatrcorr || unive2d3hatrcorr || unive2e1hatrcorr || unive2e2hatrcorr || unive2e3hatrcorr || unive2zhatrcorr ||
unive3d1hatrcorr || unive3d2hatrcorr || unive3d3hatrcorr || unive3e1hatrcorr || unive3e2hatrcorr || unive3e3hatrcorr || unive3zhatrcorr ||
univzd1hatrcorr || univzd2hatrcorr || univzd3hatrcorr || univze1hatrcorr || univze2hatrcorr || univze3hatrcorr || univzzhatrcorr;
cnameUnivR = {"univd1d1rcorr" "univd1d2rcorr" "univd1d3rcorr" "univd1e1rcorr" "univd1e2rcorr"
"univd1e3rcorr" "univd1zrcorr"
"univd2d1rcorr" "univd2d2rcorr" "univd2d3rcorr" "univd2e1rcorr"
"univd2e2rcorr" "univd2e3rcorr" "univd2zrcorr"
"univd3d1rcorr" "univd3d2rcorr" "univd3d3rcorr" "univd3e1rcorr"
"univd3e2rcorr" "univd3e3rcorr" "univd3zrcorr"
"unive1d1rcorr" "unive1d2rcorr" "unive1d3rcorr" "unive1e1rcorr"
"unive1e2rcorr" "unive1e3rcorr" "unive1zrcorr"
"unive2d1rcorr" "unive2d2rcorr" "unive2d3rcorr" "unive2e1rcorr"
"unive2e2rcorr" "unive2e3rcorr" "unive2zrcorr"
"unive3d1rcorr" "unive3d2rcorr" "unive3d3rcorr" "unive3e1rcorr"
"unive3e2rcorr" "unive3e3rcorr" "unive3zrcorr"
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"univzd1rcorr" "univzd2rcorr" "univzd3rcorr" "univze1rcorr"
"univze2rcorr" "univze3rcorr" "univzzrcorr"
"univd1d1hatrcorr" "univd1d2hatrcorr" "univd1d3hatrcorr" "univd1e1hatrcorr"
"univd1e2hatrcorr" "univd1e3hatrcorr" "univd1zhatrcorr"
"univd2d1hatrcorr" "univd2d2hatrcorr" "univd2d3hatrcorr" "univd2e1hatrcorr"
"univd2e2hatrcorr" "univd2e3hatrcorr" "univd2zhatrcorr"
"univd3d1hatrcorr" "univd3d2hatrcorr" "univd3d3hatrcorr" "univd3e1hatrcorr"
"univd3e2hatrcorr" "univd3e3hatrcorr" "univd3zhatrcorr"
"unive1d1hatrcorr" "unive1d2hatrcorr" "unive1d3hatrcorr" "unive1e1hatrcorr"
"unive1e2hatrcorr" "unive1e3hatrcorr" "unive1zhatrcorr"
"unive2d1hatrcorr" "unive2d2hatrcorr" "unive2d3hatrcorr" "unive2e1hatrcorr"
"unive2e2hatrcorr" "unive2e3hatrcorr" "unive2zhatrcorr"
"unive3d1hatrcorr" "unive3d2hatrcorr" "unive3d3hatrcorr" "unive3e1hatrcorr"
"unive3e2hatrcorr" "unive3e3hatrcorr" "unive3zhatrcorr"
"univzd1hatrcorr" "univzd2hatrcorr" "univzd3hatrcorr" "univze1hatrcorr"
"univze2hatrcorr" "univze3hatrcorr" "univzzhatrcorr"};
create UnivR from UnivR[colname=cnameUnivR];
append from UnivR;
UnivB = univd1d1bcorr || univd1d2bcorr || univd1d3bcorr || univd1e1bcorr ||
univd1e2bcorr || univd1e3bcorr || univd1zbcorr ||
univd2d1bcorr || univd2d2bcorr || univd2d3bcorr || univd2e1bcorr ||
univd2e2bcorr || univd2e3bcorr || univd2zbcorr ||
univd3d1bcorr || univd3d2bcorr || univd3d3bcorr || univd3e1bcorr ||
univd3e2bcorr || univd3e3bcorr || univd3zbcorr ||
unive1d1bcorr || unive1d2bcorr || unive1d3bcorr || unive1e1bcorr ||
unive1e2bcorr || unive1e3bcorr || unive1zbcorr ||
unive2d1bcorr || unive2d2bcorr || unive2d3bcorr || unive2e1bcorr ||
unive2e2bcorr || unive2e3bcorr || unive2zbcorr ||
unive3d1bcorr || unive3d2bcorr || unive3d3bcorr || unive3e1bcorr ||
unive3e2bcorr || unive3e3bcorr || unive3zbcorr ||
univzd1bcorr || univzd2bcorr || univzd3bcorr || univze1bcorr ||
univze2hatbcorr || univze3hatbcorr || univzzbcorr ||
univd1d1hatbcorr || univd1d2hatbcorr || univd1d3hatbcorr || univd1e1hatbcorr ||
univd1e2hatbcorr || univd1e3hatbcorr || univd1zhatbcorr ||
univd2d1hatbcorr || univd2d2hatbcorr || univd2d3hatbcorr || univd2e1hatbcorr ||
univd2e2hatbcorr || univd2e3hatbcorr || univd2zhatbcorr ||
univd3d1hatbcorr || univd3d2hatbcorr || univd3d3hatbcorr || univd3e1hatbcorr ||
univd3e2hatbcorr || univd3e3hatbcorr || univd3zhatbcorr ||
unive1d1hatbcorr || unive1d2hatbcorr || unive1d3hatbcorr || unive1e1hatbcorr ||
unive1e2hatbcorr || unive1e3hatbcorr || unive1zhatbcorr ||
unive2d1hatbcorr || unive2d2hatbcorr || unive2d3hatbcorr || unive2e1hatbcorr ||
unive2e2hatbcorr || unive2e3hatbcorr || unive2zhatbcorr ||
unive3d1hatbcorr || unive3d2hatbcorr || unive3d3hatbcorr || unive3e1hatbcorr ||
unive3e2hatbcorr || unive3e3hatbcorr || unive3zhatbcorr ||
univzd1hatbcorr || univzd2hatbcorr || univzd3hatbcorr || univze1hatbcorr ||
univze2hatbcorr || univze3hatbcorr || univzzhatbcorr;
cnameUnivB = {"univd1d1bcorr" "univd1d2bcorr" "univd1d3bcorr" "univd1e1bcorr"
"univd1e2bcorr" "univd1e3bcorr" "univd1zbcorr"
"univd2d1bcorr" "univd2d2bcorr" "univd2d3bcorr" "univd2e1bcorr"
"univd2e2bcorr" "univd2e3bcorr" "univd2zbcorr"
"univd3d1bcorr" "univd3d2bcorr" "univd3d3bcorr" "univd3e1bcorr"
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"univd3e2bcorr" "univd3e3bcorr" "univd3zbcorr"
"unive1d1bcorr" "unive1d2bcorr" "unive1d3bcorr" "unive1e1bcorr"
"unive1e2bcorr" "unive1e3bcorr" "unive1zbcorr"
"unive2d1bcorr" "unive2d2bcorr" "unive2d3bcorr" "unive2e1bcorr"
"unive2e2bcorr" "unive2e3bcorr" "unive2zbcorr"
"unive3d1bcorr" "unive3d2bcorr" "unive3d3bcorr" "unive3e1bcorr"
"unive3e2bcorr" "unive3e3bcorr" "unive3zbcorr"
"univzd1bcorr" "univzd2bcorr" "univzd3bcorr" "univze1bcorr"
"univze2bcorr" "univze3bcorr" "univzzbcorr"
"univd1d1hatbcorr" "univd1d2hatbcorr" "univd1d3hatbcorr"
"univd1e1hatbcorr" "univd1e2hatbcorr" "univd1e3hatbcorr" "univd1zhatbcorr"
"univd2d1hatbcorr" "univd2d2hatbcorr" "univd2d3hatbcorr"
"univd2e1hatbcorr" "univd2e2hatbcorr" "univd2e3hatbcorr" "univd2zhatbcorr"
"univd3d1hatbcorr" "univd3d2hatbcorr" "univd3d3hatbcorr"
"univd3e1hatbcorr" "univd3e2hatbcorr" "univd3e3hatbcorr" "univd3zhatbcorr"
"unive1d1hatbcorr" "unive1d2hatbcorr" "unive1d3hatbcorr"
"unive1e1hatbcorr" "unive1e2hatbcorr" "unive1e3hatbcorr" "unive1zhatbcorr"
"unive2d1hatbcorr" "unive2d2hatbcorr" "unive2d3hatbcorr"
"unive2e1hatbcorr" "unive2e2hatbcorr" "unive2e3hatbcorr" "unive2zhatbcorr"
"unive3d1hatbcorr" "unive3d2hatbcorr" "unive3d3hatbcorr"
"unive3e1hatbcorr" "unive3e2hatbcorr" "unive3e3hatbcorr" "unive3zhatbcorr"
"univzd1hatbcorr" "univzd2hatbcorr" "univzd3hatbcorr"
"univze1hatbcorr" "univze2hatbcorr" "univze3hatbcorr" "univzzhatbcorr"};
create UnivB from UnivB[colname=cnameUnivB];
append from UnivB;
UnivAR = univd1d1arcorr || univd1d2arcorr || univd1d3arcorr || univd1e1arcorr ||
univd1e2arcorr || univd1e3arcorr || univd1zarcorr ||
univd2d1arcorr || univd2d2arcorr || univd2d3arcorr || univd2e1arcorr ||
univd2e2arcorr || univd2e3arcorr || univd2zarcorr ||
univd3d1arcorr || univd3d2arcorr || univd3d3arcorr || univd3e1arcorr ||
univd3e2arcorr || univd3e3arcorr || univd3zarcorr ||
unive1d1arcorr || unive1d2arcorr || unive1d3arcorr || unive1e1arcorr ||
unive1e2arcorr || unive1e3arcorr || unive1zarcorr ||
unive2d1arcorr || unive2d2arcorr || unive2d3arcorr || unive2e1arcorr ||
unive2e2arcorr || unive2e3arcorr || unive2zarcorr ||
unive3d1arcorr || unive3d2arcorr || unive3d3arcorr || unive3e1arcorr ||
unive3e2arcorr || unive3e3arcorr || unive3zarcorr ||
univzd1arcorr || univzd2arcorr || univzd3arcorr || univze1arcorr ||
univze2hatarcorr || univze3hatarcorr || univzzarcorr ||
univd1d1hatarcorr || univd1d2hatarcorr || univd1d3hatarcorr ||
univd1e1hatarcorr || univd1e2hatarcorr || univd1e3hatarcorr || univd1zhatarcorr ||
univd2d1hatarcorr || univd2d2hatarcorr || univd2d3hatarcorr ||
univd2e1hatarcorr || univd2e2hatarcorr || univd2e3hatarcorr || univd2zhatarcorr ||
univd3d1hatarcorr || univd3d2hatarcorr || univd3d3hatarcorr ||
univd3e1hatarcorr || univd3e2hatarcorr || univd3e3hatarcorr || univd3zhatarcorr ||
unive1d1hatarcorr || unive1d2hatarcorr || unive1d3hatarcorr ||
unive1e1hatarcorr || unive1e2hatarcorr || unive1e3hatarcorr || unive1zhatarcorr ||
unive2d1hatarcorr || unive2d2hatarcorr || unive2d3hatarcorr ||
unive2e1hatarcorr || unive2e2hatarcorr || unive2e3hatarcorr || unive2zhatarcorr ||
unive3d1hatarcorr || unive3d2hatarcorr || unive3d3hatarcorr ||
unive3e1hatarcorr || unive3e2hatarcorr || unive3e3hatarcorr || unive3zhatarcorr ||
univzd1hatarcorr || univzd2hatarcorr || univzd3hatarcorr ||
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univze1hatarcorr || univze2hatarcorr || univze3hatarcorr || univzzhatarcorr;
cnameUnivAR = {"univd1d1arcorr" "univd1d2arcorr" "univd1d3arcorr" "univd1e1arcorr"
"univd1e2arcorr" "univd1e3arcorr" "univd1zarcorr"
"univd2d1arcorr" "univd2d2arcorr" "univd2d3arcorr" "univd2e1arcorr"
"univd2e2arcorr" "univd2e3arcorr" "univd2zarcorr"
"univd3d1arcorr" "univd3d2arcorr" "univd3d3arcorr" "univd3e1arcorr" "univd3e2arcorr" "univd3e3arcorr" "univd3zarcorr"
"unive1d1arcorr" "unive1d2arcorr" "unive1d3arcorr" "unive1e1arcorr"
"unive1e2arcorr" "unive1e3arcorr" "unive1zarcorr"
"unive2d1arcorr" "unive2d2arcorr" "unive2d3arcorr" "unive2e1arcorr"
"unive2e2arcorr" "unive2e3arcorr" "unive2zarcorr"
"unive3d1arcorr" "unive3d2arcorr" "unive3d3arcorr" "unive3e1arcorr"
"unive3e2arcorr" "unive3e3arcorr" "unive3zarcorr"
"univzd1arcorr" "univzd2arcorr" "univzd3arcorr" "univze1arcorr"
"univze2arcorr" "univze3arcorr" "univzzarcorr"
"univd1d1hatarcorr" "univd1d2hatarcorr" "univd1d3hatarcorr"
"univd1e1hatarcorr" "univd1e2hatarcorr" "univd1e3hatarcorr" "univd1zhatarcorr"
"univd2d1hatarcorr" "univd2d2hatarcorr" "univd2d3hatarcorr"
"univd2e1hatarcorr" "univd2e2hatarcorr" "univd2e3hatarcorr" "univd2zhatarcorr"
"univd3d1hatarcorr" "univd3d2hatarcorr" "univd3d3hatarcorr"
"univd3e1hatarcorr" "univd3e2hatarcorr" "univd3e3hatarcorr" "univd3zhatarcorr"
"unive1d1hatarcorr" "unive1d2hatarcorr" "unive1d3hatarcorr"
"unive1e1hatarcorr" "unive1e2hatarcorr" "unive1e3hatarcorr" "unive1zhatarcorr"
"unive2d1hatarcorr" "unive2d2hatarcorr" "unive2d3hatarcorr"
"unive2e1hatarcorr" "unive2e2hatarcorr" "unive2e3hatarcorr" "unive2zhatarcorr"
"unive3d1hatarcorr" "unive3d2hatarcorr" "unive3d3hatarcorr"
"unive3e1hatarcorr" "unive3e2hatarcorr" "unive3e3hatarcorr" "unive3zhatarcorr"
"univzd1hatarcorr" "univzd2hatarcorr" "univzd3hatarcorr"
"univze1hatarcorr" "univze2hatarcorr" "univze3hatarcorr" "univzzhatarcorr"};
create UnivAR from UnivAR[colname=cnameUnivAR];
append from UnivAR;
Corrsd1 = corrd1d1r || corrd1d1b || corrd1d1ar || corrd1d1hatr || corrd1d1hatb || corrd1d1hatar ||
corrd1rd1b || corrd1rd1ar || corrd1rd1hatr || corrd1rd1hatb || corrd1rd1hatar ||
corrd1bd1ar || corrd1bd1hatr || corrd1bd1hatb || corrd1bd1hatar ||
corrd1ard1hatr || corrd1ard1hatb || corrd1ard1hatar ||
corrd1hatrd1hatb || corrd1hatrd1hatar ||
corrd1hatbd1hatar;
cnameCorrsd1 = { "corrd1d1r" "corrd1d1b" "corrd1d1ar" "corrd1d1hatr" "corrd1d1hatb" "corrd1d1hatar"
"corrd1rd1b" "corrd1rd1ar" "corrd1rd1hatr" "corrd1rd1hatb" "corrd1rd1hatar"




create Corrsd1 from Corrsd1[colname=cnameCorrsd1];
append from Corrsd1;
Corrsd2 = corrd2d2r || corrd2d2b || corrd2d2ar || corrd2d2hatr || corrd2d2hatb || corrd2d2hatar ||
corrd2rd2b || corrd2rd2ar || corrd2rd2hatr || corrd2rd2hatb || corrd2rd2hatar ||
corrd2bd2ar || corrd2bd2hatr || corrd2bd2hatb || corrd2bd2hatar ||
corrd2ard2hatr || corrd2ard2hatb || corrd2ard2hatar ||
corrd2hatrd2hatb || corrd2hatrd2hatar ||
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corrd2hatbd2hatar;
cnameCorrsd2 = { "corrd2d2r" "corrd2d2b" "corrd2d2ar" "corrd2d2hatr" "corrd2d2hatb" "corrd2d2hatar"
"corrd2rd2b" "corrd2rd2ar" "corrd2rd2hatr" "corrd2rd2hatb" "corrd2rd2hatar"




create Corrsd2 from Corrsd2[colname=cnameCorrsd2];
append from Corrsd2;
Corrsd3 = corrd3d3r || corrd3d3b || corrd3d3ar || corrd3d3hatr || corrd3d3hatb || corrd3d3hatar ||
corrd3rd3b || corrd3rd3ar || corrd3rd3hatr || corrd3rd3hatb || corrd3rd3hatar ||
corrd3bd3ar || corrd3bd3hatr || corrd3bd3hatb || corrd3bd3hatar ||
corrd3ard3hatr || corrd3ard3hatb || corrd3ard3hatar ||
corrd3hatrd3hatb || corrd3hatrd3hatar ||
corrd3hatbd3hatar;
cnameCorrsd3 = { "corrd3d3r" "corrd3d3b" "corrd3d3ar" "corrd3d3hatr" "corrd3d3hatb" "corrd3d3hatar"
"corrd3rd3b" "corrd3rd3ar" "corrd3rd3hatr" "corrd3rd3hatb" "corrd3rd3hatar"




create Corrsd3 from Corrsd3[colname=cnameCorrsd3];
append from Corrsd3;
Corrse1 = corre1e1r || corre1e1b || corre1e1ar || corre1e1hatr || corre1e1hatb || corre1e1hatar ||
corre1re1b || corre1re1ar || corre1re1hatr || corre1re1hatb || corre1re1hatar ||
corre1be1ar || corre1be1hatr || corre1be1hatb || corre1be1hatar ||
corre1are1hatr || corre1are1hatb || corre1are1hatar ||
corre1hatre1hatb || corre1hatre1hatar ||
corre1hatbe1hatar;
cnameCorrse1 = { "corre1e1r" "corre1e1b" "corre1e1ar" "corre1e1hatr" "corre1e1hatb" "corre1e1hatar"
"corre1re1b" "corre1re1ar" "corre1re1hatr" "corre1re1hatb" "corre1re1hatar"




create Corrse1 from Corrse1[colname=cnameCorrse1];
append from Corrse1;
Corrse2 = corre2e2r || corre2e2b || corre2e2ar || corre2e2hatr || corre2e2hatb || corre2e2hatar ||
corre2re2b || corre2re2ar || corre2re2hatr || corre2re2hatb || corre2re2hatar ||
corre2be2ar || corre2be2hatr || corre2be2hatb || corre2be2hatar ||
corre2are2hatr || corre2are2hatb || corre2are2hatar ||
corre2hatre2hatb || corre2hatre2hatar ||
corre2hatbe2hatar;
cnameCorrse2 = { "corre2e2r" "corre2e2b" "corre2e2ar" "corre2e2hatr" "corre2e2hatb" "corre2e2hatar"
"corre2re2b" "corre2re2ar" "corre2re2hatr" "corre2re2hatb" "corre2re2hatar"




create Corrse2 from Corrse2[colname=cnameCorrse2];
append from Corrse2;
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Corrse3 = corre3e3r || corre3e3b || corre3e3ar || corre3e3hatr || corre3e3hatb || corre3e3hatar ||
corre3re3b || corre3re3ar || corre3re3hatr || corre3re3hatb || corre3re3hatar ||
corre3be3ar || corre3be3hatr || corre3be3hatb || corre3be3hatar ||
corre3are3hatr || corre3are3hatb || corre3are3hatar ||
corre3hatre3hatb || corre3hatre3hatar ||
corre3hatbe3hatar;
cnameCorrse3 = { "corre3e3r" "corre3e3b" "corre3e3ar" "corre3e3hatr" "corre3e3hatb" "corre3e3hatar"
"corre3re3b" "corre3re3ar" "corre3re3hatr" "corre3re3hatb" "corre3re3hatar"




create Corrse3 from Corrse3[colname=cnameCorrse3];
append from Corrse3;
Corrsz = corrzzr || corrzzb || corrzzar || corrzzhatr || corrzzhatb || corrzzhatar ||
corrzrzb || corrzrzar || corrzrzhatr || corrzrzhatb || corrzrzhatar ||
corrzbzar || corrzbzhatr || corrzbzhatb || corrzbzhatar ||
corrzarzhatr || corrzarzhatb || corrzarzhatar ||
corrzhatrzhatb || corrzhatrzhatar ||
corrzhatbzhatar;
cnameCorrsz = { "corrzzr" "corrzzb" "corrzzar" "corrzzhatr" "corrzzhatb" "corrzzhatar"
"corrzrzb" "corrzrzar" "corrzrzhatr" "corrzrzhatb" "corrzrzhatar"








proc append base = condbiasresults data = condbias FORCE;
run;
proc append base = MSEresults data = mse FORCE;
run;
proc append base = SPresultsR data = StPresR FORCE;
run;
proc append base = SPresultsB data = StPresB FORCE;
run;
proc append base = SPresultsAR data = StPresAR FORCE;
run;
proc append base = UnivresultsR data = UnivR FORCE;
run;
proc append base = UnivresultsB data = UnivB FORCE;
run;
proc append base = UnivresultsAR data = UnivAR FORCE;
run;
proc append base = Corrsd1results data = Corrsd1 FORCE;
run;
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proc append base = Corrsd2results data = Corrsd2 FORCE;
run;
proc append base = Corrsd3results data = Corrsd3 FORCE;
run;
proc append base = Corrse1results data = Corrse1 FORCE;
run;
proc append base = Corrse2results data = Corrse2 FORCE;
run;
proc append base = Corrse3results data = Corrse3 FORCE;
run;
proc append base = Corrszresults data = Corrsz FORCE;
run;
%let n_iter = %eval(&n_iter+1);
%let seed = %eval(&seed+1);
%end;
%else %if &syserr ne 0 %then %do;
%let n_iter = %eval(&n_iter);





proc means data = condbiasresults;
run;
proc means data = mseresults;
run;
proc means data = spresultsr;
run;
proc means data = spresultsb;
run;
proc means data = spresultsar;
run;
proc means data = univresultsr;
run;
proc means data = univresultsb;
run;
proc means data = univresultsar;
run;
proc means data = Corrsd1results;
run;
proc means data = Corrsd2results;
run;
proc means data = Corrsd3results;
run;
proc means data = Corrse1results;
run;
proc means data = Corrse2results;
run;
proc means data = Corrse3results;
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run;
proc means data = Corrszresults;
run;
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APPENDIX D. ADDITIONAL PLOTS FOR CHAPTER 4
SIMULATION STUDY
Figure D.1 Boxplots for δ2 and Its Estimates
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Figure D.2 Boxplots for δ3 and Its Estimates
Figure D.3 Boxplots for 1 and Its Estimates
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Figure D.4 Boxplots for 2 and Its Estimates
Figure D.5 Boxplots for 3 and Its Estimates
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Figure D.6 Scatterplot Matrices for δ2 and Its Estimates
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Figure D.7 Scatterplot Matrices for δ3 and Its Estimates
Figure D.8 Scatterplot Matrices for 1 and Its Estimates
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Figure D.9 Scatterplot Matrices for 2 and Its Estimates
Figure D.10 Scatterplot Matrices for 3 and Its Estimates
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Figure D.11 Boxplots of the Average Conditional Bias of the Estimated Residuals for δ2
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Figure D.12 Boxplots of the Average Conditional Bias of the Estimated Residuals for δ3
Figure D.13 Boxplots of the Average Conditional Bias of the Estimated Residuals for 1
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Figure D.14 Boxplots of the Average Conditional Bias of the Estimated Residuals for 2
Figure D.15 Boxplots of the Average Conditional Bias of the Estimated Residuals for 3
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Figure D.16 Boxplots of Mean Squared Error of the Estimated Residuals for δ2
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Figure D.17 Boxplots of Mean Squared Error of the Estimated Residuals for δ3
Figure D.18 Boxplots of Mean Squared Error of the Estimated Residuals for 1
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Figure D.19 Boxplots of Mean Squared Error of the Estimated Residuals for 2
Figure D.20 Boxplots of Mean Squared Error of the Estimated Residuals for 3
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APPENDIX E. SAS CODE FOR MARDIA ET AL (1979)
OPEN/CLOSED BOOK EXAMS EXAMPLE
data mardia;
input id mec vec alg ana sta;
/*mec = mechanics, closed book
vec = vectors, closed book
alg = algebra,open book
ana = analysis, open book
sta = statistics, open book*/
cards;
1 77 82 67 67 81
2 63 78 80 70 81
3 75 73 71 66 81
4 55 72 63 70 68
5 63 63 65 70 63
6 53 61 72 64 73
7 51 67 65 65 68
8 59 70 68 62 56
9 62 60 58 62 70
10 64 72 60 62 45
11 52 64 60 63 54
12 55 67 59 62 44
13 50 50 64 55 63
14 65 63 58 56 37
15 31 55 60 57 73
16 60 64 56 54 40
17 44 69 53 53 53
18 42 69 61 55 45
19 62 46 61 57 45
20 31 49 62 63 62
21 44 61 52 62 46
22 49 41 61 49 64
23 12 58 61 63 67
24 49 53 49 62 47
25 54 49 56 47 53
26 54 53 46 59 44
27 44 56 55 61 36
28 18 44 50 57 81
29 46 52 65 50 35
30 32 45 49 57 64
31 30 69 50 52 45
32 46 49 53 59 37
33 40 27 54 61 61
293
34 31 42 48 54 68
35 36 59 51 45 51
36 56 40 56 54 35
37 46 56 57 49 32
38 45 42 55 56 40
39 42 60 54 49 33
40 40 63 53 54 25
41 23 55 59 53 44
42 48 48 49 51 37
43 41 63 49 46 34
44 46 52 53 41 40
45 46 61 46 38 41
46 40 57 51 52 31
47 49 49 45 48 39
48 22 58 53 56 41
49 35 60 47 54 33
50 48 56 49 42 32
51 31 57 50 54 34
52 17 53 57 43 51
53 49 57 47 39 26
54 59 50 47 15 46
55 37 56 49 28 45
56 40 43 48 21 61
57 35 35 41 51 50
58 38 44 54 47 24
59 43 43 38 34 49
60 39 46 46 32 43
61 62 44 36 22 42
62 48 38 41 44 33
63 34 42 50 47 29
64 18 51 40 56 30
65 35 36 46 48 29
66 59 53 37 22 19
67 41 41 43 30 33
68 31 52 37 27 40
69 17 51 52 35 31
70 34 30 50 47 36
71 46 40 47 29 17
72 10 46 36 47 39
73 46 37 45 15 30
74 30 34 43 46 18
75 13 51 50 25 31
76 49 50 38 23 9
77 18 32 31 45 40
78 8 42 48 26 40
79 23 38 36 48 15
80 30 24 43 33 25
81 3 9 51 47 40
82 7 51 43 17 22
83 15 40 43 23 18
84 15 38 39 28 17
85 5 30 44 36 18
86 12 30 32 35 21
87 5 26 15 20 20
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88 0 40 21 9 14
;
run;
proc means data = mardia;
run;
/*create dummies for high leverages points and potential outliers as taken from
Yuan and Hayashi (2010)*/
data mardia;
set mardia;
if id = 81 or id = 87 then highlev = 1;
else highlev = 0;
if id = 1 then poutlier = 1;
else if id = 2 then poutlier = 2;
else if id = 3 then poutlier = 3;
else if id = 6 then poutlier = 4;
else if id = 23 then poutlier = 5;
else if id = 28 then poutlier = 6;
else if id = 29 then poutlier = 7;
else if id = 54 then poutlier = 8;
else if id = 56 then poutlier = 9;
else if id = 61 then poutlier = 10;
else if id = 81 then poutlier = 11;
else if id = 87 then poutlier = 12;
else if id = 88 then poutlier = 13;
else poutlier = 0;
run;
proc standard data = mardia out=mardiastan mean = 0;
run;
/*use PROC CALIS to fit the model*/
PROC CALIS data = mardiastan outest = ests outstat = stat;
factor
closed -> mec = 1.0,
closed -> vec = lambda2,
open -> alg = 1.0,
open -> ana = lambda4,
open -> sta = lambda5;
cov


















read all var {mec vec alg ana sta} into data;
/*center the data*/




read all var {lambda2} into lambda2hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {lambda4} into lambda4hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {lambda5} into lambda5hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
lambdahat = (1.0 || 0) //
(lambda2hat || 0) //




/*covariance matrix of the factors*/
use ests;
read all var {phi11} into phi11hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {phi22} into phi22hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {phi21} into phi21hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
Sigma_LLhat = (phi11hat || phi21hat)//
(phi21hat || phi22hat);
/*covariance matrix of the measurement errors*/
use ests;
read all var {delta1} into delta1hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {delta2} into delta2hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {delta3} into delta3hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {delta4} into delta4hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {delta5} into delta5hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
Sigma_nunuhat = (delta1hat || J(1,4,0))//
(0 || delta2hat || J(1,3,0))//
(J(1,2,0) || delta3hat || J(1,2,0))//
(J(1,3,0) || delta4hat || 0)//
(J(1,4,0) || delta5hat);














/*regression method based residuals*/
nuhatR = ((I(5) - Lambdahat*Wrhat)*cdata‘)‘;
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/*Bartlett’s method based residuals*/
nuhatB = ((I(5) - Lambdahat*Wbhat)*cdata‘)‘;
/*Anderson-Rubin method based residuals*/
nuhatAR = ((I(5) - Lambdahat*Warhat)*cdata‘)‘;
/*predicted values*/
/*regression method based predicted values*/
zhatR = (means‘+Lambdahat*Wrhat*cdata‘)‘;
/*Bartlett’s method based predicted values*/
zhatB = (means‘+Lambdahat*Wbhat*cdata‘)‘;


































/*rotate the standardized data*/
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d1mecRst = (zhatR[,1] || delta1hatRst[,1]);
if CovzhatnuhatRst[1,1]/VarzhatR[1,1] >=0 then thetaRd1Rst = -ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatRst[1,1]/VarzhatR[1,1]));
else thetaRd1Rst = 2*constant(’PI’)-ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatRst[1,1]/VarzhatR[1,1]));
Rd1Rst = (cos(thetaRd1Rst) || -sin(thetaRd1Rst)) //
(sin(thetaRd1Rst) || cos(thetaRd1Rst));
d1mecRrst = d1mecRst*Rd1Rst;





d2vecRst = (zhatR[,2] || delta2hatRst[,1]);
if CovzhatnuhatRst[2,2]/VarzhatR[2,2] >=0 then thetaRd2Rst = -ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatRst[2,2]/VarzhatR[2,2]));
else thetaRd2Rst = 2*constant(’PI’) - ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatRst[2,2]/VarzhatR[2,2]));
Rd2Rst = (cos(thetaRd2Rst) || -sin(thetaRd2Rst)) //
(sin(thetaRd2Rst) || cos(thetaRd2Rst));
d2vecRrst = d2vecRst*Rd2Rst;





d3algRst = (zhatR[,3] || delta2hatRst[,1]);
if CovzhatnuhatRst[3,3]/VarzhatR[3,3] >=0 then thetaRd3Rst = -ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatRst[3,3]/VarzhatR[3,3]));
else thetaRd3Rst = 2*constant(’PI’) - ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatRst[3,3]/VarzhatR[3,3]));
Rd3Rst = (cos(thetaRd3Rst) || -sin(thetaRd3Rst)) //
(sin(thetaRd3Rst) || cos(thetaRd3Rst));
d3algRrst = d3algRst*Rd3Rst;





d4anaRst = (zhatR[,4] || delta4hatRst[,1]);
if CovzhatnuhatRst[4,4]/VarzhatR[4,4] >=0 then thetaRd4Rst = -ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatRst[4,4]/VarzhatR[4,4]));
else thetaRd4Rst = 2*constant(’PI’) - ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatRst[4,4]/VarzhatR[4,4]));
Rd4Rst = (cos(thetaRd4Rst) || -sin(thetaRd4Rst)) //
(sin(thetaRd4Rst) || cos(thetaRd4Rst));
d4anaRrst = d4anaRst*Rd4Rst;





d5staRst = (zhatR[,5] || delta5hatRst[,1]);
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if CovzhatnuhatRst[5,5]/VarzhatR[5,5] >=0 then thetaRd5Rst = -ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatRst[5,5]/VarzhatR[5,5]));
else thetaRd5Rst = 2*constant(’PI’) - ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatRst[5,5]/VarzhatR[5,5]));
Rd5Rst = (cos(thetaRd5Rst) || -sin(thetaRd5Rst)) //
(sin(thetaRd5Rst) || cos(thetaRd5Rst));
d5staRrst = d5staRst*Rd5Rst;





d1mecBst = (zhatB[,1] || delta1hatBst[,1]);
if CovzhatnuhatBst[1,1]/VarzhatB[1,1] >=0 then thetaRd1Bst = -ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatBst[1,1]/VarzhatB[1,1]));
else thetaRd1Bst = 2*constant(’PI’) - ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatBst[1,1]/VarzhatB[1,1]));
Rd1Bst = (cos(thetaRd1Bst) || -sin(thetaRd1Bst)) //
(sin(thetaRd1Bst) || cos(thetaRd1Bst));
d1mecBrst = d1mecBst*Rd1Bst;





d2vecBst = (zhatB[,2] || delta2hatBst[,1]);
if CovzhatnuhatBst[2,2]/VarzhatB[2,2] >=0 then thetaRd2Bst = -ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatBst[2,2]/VarzhatB[2,2]));
else thetaRd2Bst = 2*constant(’PI’) - ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatBst[2,2]/VarzhatB[2,2]));
Rd2Bst = (cos(thetaRd2Bst) || -sin(thetaRd2Bst)) //
(sin(thetaRd2Bst) || cos(thetaRd2Bst));
d2vecBrst = d2vecBst*Rd2Bst;





d3algBst = (zhatB[,3] || delta3hatBst[,1]);
if CovzhatnuhatBst[3,3]/VarzhatB[3,3] >=0 then thetaRd3Bst = -ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatBst[3,3]/VarzhatB[3,3]));
else thetaRd3Bst = 2*constant(’PI’) - ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatBst[3,3]/VarzhatB[3,3]));
Rd3Bst = (cos(thetaRd3Bst) || -sin(thetaRd3Bst)) //
(sin(thetaRd3Bst) || cos(thetaRd3Bst));
d3algBrst = d3algBst*Rd3Bst;





d4anaBst = (zhatB[,4] || delta4hatBst[,1]);
if CovzhatnuhatBst[4,4]/VarzhatB[4,4] >=0 then thetaRd4Bst = -ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatBst[4,4]/VarzhatB[4,4]));
else thetaRd4Bst = 2*constant(’PI’) - ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatBst[4,4]/VarzhatB[4,4]));
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Rd4Bst = (cos(thetaRd4Bst) || -sin(thetaRd4Bst)) //
(sin(thetaRd4Bst) || cos(thetaRd4Bst));
d4anaBrst = d4anaBst*Rd4Bst;





d5staBst = (zhatB[,5] || delta5hatBst[,1]);
if CovzhatnuhatBst[5,5]/VarzhatB[5,5] >=0 then thetaRd5Bst = -ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatBst[5,5]/VarzhatB[5,5]));
else thetaRd5Bst = 2*constant(’PI’) - ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatBst[5,5]/VarzhatB[5,5]));
Rd5Bst = (cos(thetaRd5Bst) || -sin(thetaRd5Bst)) //
(sin(thetaRd5Bst) || cos(thetaRd5Bst));
d5staBrst = d5staBst*Rd5Bst;





d1mecARst = (zhatAR[,1] || delta1hatARst[,1]);
if CovzhatnuhatARst[1,1]/VarzhatAR[1,1] >=0 then thetaRd1ARst = -ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatARst[1,1]/VarzhatAR[1,1]));
else thetaRd1ARst = 2*constant(’PI’) - ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatARst[1,1]/VarzhatAR[1,1]));
Rd1ARst = (cos(thetaRd1ARst) || -sin(thetaRd1ARst)) //
(sin(thetaRd1ARst) || cos(thetaRd1ARst));
d1mecARrst = d1mecARst*Rd1ARst;





d2vecARst = (zhatAR[,2] || delta2hatARst[,1]);
if CovzhatnuhatARst[2,2]/VarzhatAR[2,2] >=0 then thetaRd2ARst = -ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatARst[2,2]/VarzhatAR[2,2]));
else thetaRd2ARst = 2*constant(’PI’) - ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatARst[2,2]/VarzhatAR[2,2]));
Rd2ARst = (cos(thetaRd2ARst) || -sin(thetaRd2ARst)) //
(sin(thetaRd2ARst) || cos(thetaRd2ARst));
d2vecARrst = d2vecARst*Rd2ARst;





d3algARst = (zhatAR[,3] || delta3hatARst[,1]);
if CovzhatnuhatARst[3,3]/VarzhatAR[3,3] >=0 then thetaRd3ARst = -ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatARst[3,3]/VarzhatAR[3,3]));
else thetaRd3ARst = 2*constant(’PI’) - ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatARst[3,3]/VarzhatAR[3,3]));









d4anaARst = (zhatAR[,4] || delta4hatARst[,1]);
if CovzhatnuhatARst[4,4]/VarzhatAR[4,4] >=0 then thetaRd4ARst = -ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatARst[4,4]/VarzhatAR[4,4]));
else thetaRd4ARst = 2*constant(’PI’) - ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatARst[4,4]/VarzhatAR[4,4]));
Rd4ARst = (cos(thetaRd4ARst) || -sin(thetaRd4ARst)) //
(sin(thetaRd4ARst) || cos(thetaRd4ARst));
d4anaARrst = d4anaARst*Rd4ARst;





d5staARst = (zhatAR[,5] || delta5hatARst[,1]);
if CovzhatnuhatARst[5,5]/VarzhatAR[5,5] >=0 then thetaRd5ARst = -ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatARst[5,5]/VarzhatAR[5,5]));
else thetaRd5ARst = 2*constant(’PI’) - ATAN(abs(CovzhatnuhatARst[5,5]/VarzhatAR[5,5]));
Rd5ARst = (cos(thetaRd5ARst) || -sin(thetaRd5ARst)) //
(sin(thetaRd5ARst) || cos(thetaRd5ARst));
d5staARrst = d5staARst*Rd5ARst;


































do i = 1 to 88;
CDR1[i,] = nuhatR[i,1]**2/Sigma_nunuhat[1,1]*h1R[i,i]/((1-h1R[i,i])**2) ;
CDB1[i,] = nuhatB[i,1]**2/Sigma_nunuhat[1,1]*h1B[i,i]/((1-h1B[i,i])**2) ;
CDAR1[i,] = nuhatAR[i,1]**2/Sigma_nunuhat[1,1]*h1AR[i,i]/((1-h1AR[i,i])**2);
CDR2[i,] = nuhatR[i,2]**2/Sigma_nunuhat[2,2]*h1R[i,i]/((1-h1R[i,i])**2) ;
CDB2[i,] = nuhatB[i,2]**2/Sigma_nunuhat[2,2]*h1B[i,i]/((1-h1B[i,i])**2) ;
CDAR2[i,] = nuhatAR[i,2]**2/Sigma_nunuhat[2,2]*h1AR[i,i]/((1-h1AR[i,i])**2);
CDR3[i,] = nuhatR[i,3]**2/Sigma_nunuhat[3,3]*h2R[i,i]/((1-h2R[i,i])**2) ;
CDB3[i,] = nuhatB[i,3]**2/Sigma_nunuhat[3,3]*h2B[i,i]/((1-h2B[i,i])**2) ;
CDAR3[i,] = nuhatAR[i,3]**2/Sigma_nunuhat[3,3]*h2AR[i,i]/((1-h2AR[i,i])**2);
CDR4[i,] = nuhatR[i,4]**2/Sigma_nunuhat[4,4]*h2R[i,i]/((1-h2R[i,i])**2) ;
CDB4[i,] = nuhatB[i,4]**2/Sigma_nunuhat[4,4]*h2B[i,i]/((1-h2B[i,i])**2) ;
CDAR4[i,] = nuhatAR[i,4]**2/Sigma_nunuhat[4,4]*h2AR[i,i]/((1-h2AR[i,i])**2);
CDR5[i,] = nuhatR[i,5]**2/Sigma_nunuhat[5,5]*h2R[i,i]/((1-h2R[i,i])**2) ;




mardiaunrst = data || delta1hatRst || delta2hatRst || delta3hatRst || delta4hatRst || delta5hatRst ||
delta1hatBst || delta2hatBst || delta3hatBst || delta4hatBst || delta5hatBst ||
delta1hatARst || delta2hatARst || delta3hatARst || delta4hatARst || delta5hatARst ||
zhatR || zhatB || zhatAR || idstuff;
cname4 = {"mec" "vec" "alg" "ana" "sta"
"delta1hatRst" "delta2hatRst" "delta3hatRst" "delta4hatRst" "delta5hatRst"
"delta1hatBst" "delta2hatBst" "delta3hatBst" "delta4hatBst" "delta5hatBst"
"delta1hatARst" "delta2hatARst" "delta3hatARst" "delta4hatARst" "delta5hatARst"
"mechatR" "vechatR" "alghatR" "anahatR" "stahatR"
"mechatB" "vechatB" "alghatB" "anahatB" "stahatB"
"mechatAR" "vechatAR" "alghatAR" "anahatAR" "stahatAR"
"id" "highlev" "poutlier"};
create mardiaunrst from mardiaunrst[colname=cname4];
append from mardiaunrst;
mardiarst = data || d1mecRrst || d2vecRrst || d3algRrst || d4anaRrst || d5staRrst ||
d1mecBrst || d2vecBrst || d3algBrst || d4anaBrst || d5staBrst ||
d1mecARrst || d2vecARrst || d3algARrst || d4anaARrst || d5staARrst || idstuff;
cname2 = {"mec" "vec" "alg" "ana" "sta"
"mechatRr" "delta1hatRr" "vechatRr" "delta2hatRr" "alghatRr" "delta3hatRr" "anahatRr" "delta4hatRr" "stahatRr" "delta5hatRr"
"mechatBr" "delta1hatBr" "vechatBr" "delta2hatBr" "alghatBr" "delta3hatBr" "anahatBr" "delta4hatBr" "stahatBr" "delta5hatBr"
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"mechatARr" "delta1hatARr" "vechatARr" "delta2hatARr" "alghatARr" "delta3hatARr" "anahatARr" "delta4hatARr" "stahatARr" "delta5hatARr"
"id" "highlev" "poutlier"};
create mardiarst from mardiarst[colname=cname2];
append from mardiarst;
mardiarCst = data || d1mecrCst || d2vecrCst || d3algrCst || d4anarCst || d5starCst ||
d1mecBCst || d2vecBCst || d3algBCst || d4anaBCst || d5staBCst ||
d1mecARCst || d2vecARCst || d3algARCst || d4anaARCst || d5staARCst || idstuff;
cname3 = {"mec" "vec" "alg" "ana" "sta"
"mechatRr" "delta1hatRr" "vechatRr" "delta2hatRr" "alghatRr" "delta3hatRr" "anahatRr" "delta4hatRr" "stahatRr" "delta5hatRr"
"mechatBr" "delta1hatBr" "vechatBr" "delta2hatBr" "alghatBr" "delta3hatBr" "anahatBr" "delta4hatBr" "stahatBr" "delta5hatBr"
"mechatARr" "delta1hatARr" "vechatARr" "delta2hatARr" "alghatARr" "delta3hatARr" "anahatARr" "delta4hatARr" "stahatARr" "delta5hatARr"
"id" "highlev" "poutlier"};
create mardiarCst from mardiarCst[colname=cname3];
append from mardiarCst;
mardiaCD = data || idstuff || CDR1 || CDB1 || CDAR1 || CDR2 || CDB2 || CDAR2 || CDR3 || CDB3 || CDAR3 ||
CDR4 || CDB4 || CDAR4 || CDR5 || CDB5 || CDAR5;
cnameCD = {"mec" "vec" "alg" "ana" "sta" "id" "highlev" "poutlier" "CDR1" "CDB1" "CDAR1"
"CDR2" "CDB2" "CDAR2" "CDR3" "CDB3" "CDAR3" "CDR4" "CDB4" "CDAR4" "CDR5" "CDB5" "CDAR5"};




APPENDIX F. SAS CODE FOR BOLLEN (1989) POLITICAL
DEMOCRACY EXAMPLE
data poldem;
input id y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 y8 x1 x2 x3;
/*y1 = freedom of the press 1960
y2 = freedom of political opposition 1960
y3 = fairness of elections 1960
y4 = effectiveness of elected legislature 1960
y5 = freedom of press 1965
y6 = freedom of political opposition
y7 = fairness of election 1965
y8 = effectiveness of elected legislature 1965
x1 = GNP per capita 1960
x2 = energy consumption per capita 1960
x3 = percentage of labor force in industry 1960
*/
datalines;
1 2.50 0.000000 3.333333 0.000000 1.250000 0.000000 3.726360 3.333333 4.442651 3.637586 2.557615
2 1.25 0.000000 3.333333 0.000000 6.250000 1.100000 6.666666 0.736999 5.384495 5.062595 3.568079
3 7.50 8.800000 9.999998 9.199991 8.750000 8.094061 9.999998 8.211809 5.961005 6.255750 5.224433
4 8.90 8.800000 9.999998 9.199991 8.907948 8.127979 9.999998 4.615086 6.285998 7.567863 6.267495
5 10.00 3.333333 9.999998 6.666666 7.500000 3.333333 9.999998 6.666666 5.863631 6.818924 4.573679
6 7.50 3.333333 6.666666 6.666666 6.250000 1.100000 6.666666 0.368500 5.533389 5.135798 3.892270
7 7.50 3.333333 6.666666 6.666666 5.000000 2.233333 8.271257 1.485166 5.308268 5.075174 3.316213
8 7.50 2.233333 9.999998 1.496333 6.250000 3.333333 9.999998 6.666666 5.347108 4.852030 4.263183
9 2.50 3.333333 3.333333 3.333333 6.250000 3.333333 3.333333 3.333333 5.521461 5.241747 4.115168
10 10.00 6.666666 9.999998 8.899991 8.750000 6.666666 9.999998 10.000000 5.828946 5.370638 4.446216
11 7.50 3.333333 9.999998 6.666666 8.750000 3.333333 9.999998 6.666666 5.916202 6.423247 3.791545
12 7.50 3.333333 6.666666 6.666666 8.750000 3.333333 6.666666 6.666666 5.398163 6.246107 4.535708
13 7.50 3.333333 9.999998 6.666666 7.500000 3.333333 6.666666 10.000000 6.622736 7.872074 4.906154
14 7.50 7.766664 9.999998 6.666666 7.500000 0.000000 9.999998 0.000000 5.204007 5.225747 4.561047
15 7.50 9.999998 3.333333 10.000000 7.500000 6.666666 9.999998 10.000000 5.509388 6.202536 4.586286
16 7.50 9.999998 9.999998 7.766666 7.500000 1.100000 6.666666 6.666666 5.262690 5.820083 3.948911
17 2.50 3.333333 6.666666 6.666666 5.000000 1.100000 6.666666 0.368500 4.700480 5.023881 4.394491
18 1.25 0.000000 3.333333 3.333333 1.250000 3.333333 3.333333 3.333333 5.209486 4.465908 4.510268
19 10.00 9.999998 9.999998 10.000000 8.750000 9.999998 9.999998 10.000000 5.916202 6.732211 5.829084
20 7.50 3.333299 3.333333 6.666666 7.500000 2.233299 6.666666 2.948164 6.523562 6.992096 6.424591
21 10.00 9.999998 9.999998 10.000000 10.000000 9.999998 9.999998 10.000000 6.238325 6.746412 5.741711
22 1.25 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 2.500000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 5.976351 6.712956 5.948168
23 2.50 0.000000 3.333333 3.333333 2.500000 0.000000 3.333333 3.333333 5.631212 5.937536 5.686755
24 7.50 6.666666 9.999998 10.000000 7.500000 6.666666 9.999998 7.766666 6.033086 6.093570 4.611429
25 8.50 9.999998 6.666666 6.666666 8.750000 9.999998 7.351018 6.666666 6.196444 6.704414 5.475261
26 6.10 0.000000 5.400000 3.333333 0.000000 0.000000 4.696028 3.333333 4.248495 2.708050 1.740830
27 3.30 0.000000 6.666666 3.333333 6.250000 0.000000 6.666666 3.333333 5.141664 4.564348 2.255134
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28 2.90 3.333333 6.666666 3.333333 2.385559 0.000000 3.177568 1.116666 4.174387 3.688879 3.046927
29 9.20 0.000000 9.900000 3.333333 7.609660 0.000000 8.118828 3.333333 4.382027 2.890372 1.711279
30 6.90 0.000000 6.666666 3.333333 4.226033 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 4.290459 1.609438 1.001674
31 2.90 0.000000 3.333333 3.333333 5.000000 0.000000 3.333333 3.333333 4.934474 4.234107 1.418971
32 2.00 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 3.850148 1.945910 2.345229
33 5.00 0.000000 3.333333 3.333333 5.000000 0.000000 3.333333 3.333333 5.181784 4.394449 3.167167
34 5.00 0.000000 9.999998 3.333333 0.000000 0.000000 3.333333 0.744370 5.062595 4.595120 3.834970
35 4.10 9.999998 4.700000 6.666666 3.750000 0.000000 7.827667 6.666666 4.691348 4.143135 2.255134
36 6.30 9.999998 9.999998 6.666666 6.250000 2.233333 6.666666 2.955702 4.248495 3.367296 3.217506
37 5.20 4.999998 6.600000 3.333333 3.633403 1.100000 3.314128 3.333333 5.564520 5.236442 2.677633
38 5.00 3.333333 6.400000 6.666666 2.844997 0.000000 4.429657 1.485166 4.727388 3.610918 1.418971
39 3.10 4.999998 4.200000 5.000000 3.750000 0.000000 6.164304 3.333333 4.143135 2.302585 1.418971
40 4.10 9.999998 6.666666 3.333333 5.000000 0.000000 4.938089 2.233333 4.317488 4.955827 4.249888
41 5.00 9.999998 6.666666 1.666666 5.000000 0.000000 6.666666 0.368500 5.141664 4.430817 3.046927
42 5.00 7.700000 6.666666 8.399997 6.250000 4.358243 9.999998 4.141377 4.488636 3.465736 2.013579
43 5.00 6.200000 9.999998 6.060997 5.000000 2.782771 6.666666 4.974739 4.615121 4.941642 2.255134
44 5.60 4.900000 0.000000 0.000000 6.555647 4.055463 6.666666 3.821796 3.850148 2.397895 1.740830
45 5.70 4.800000 0.000000 0.000000 6.555647 4.055463 0.000000 0.000000 3.970292 2.397895 1.050741
46 7.50 9.999998 7.900000 6.666666 3.750000 9.999998 7.631891 6.666666 3.784190 3.091042 2.113313
47 2.50 0.000000 6.666666 3.333333 2.500000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 3.806662 2.079442 2.137561
48 8.90 9.999998 9.700000 6.666666 5.000000 9.999998 9.556024 6.666666 4.532599 3.610918 1.587802
49 7.60 0.000000 10.000000 0.000000 5.000000 1.100000 6.666666 1.099999 5.117994 4.934474 3.834970
50 7.80 9.999998 6.666666 6.666666 5.000000 3.333333 6.666666 6.666666 5.049856 5.111988 4.381490
51 2.50 0.000000 6.666666 3.333333 5.000000 0.000000 6.666666 3.333333 5.393628 5.638355 4.169451
52 3.80 0.000000 5.100000 0.000000 3.750000 0.000000 6.666666 1.485166 4.477337 3.931826 2.474671
53 5.00 3.333333 3.333333 2.233333 5.000000 3.333333 6.666666 5.566663 5.257495 5.840642 5.001796
54 6.25 3.333333 9.999998 2.955702 6.250000 5.566663 9.999998 6.666666 5.379897 5.505332 3.299937
55 1.25 0.000000 3.333333 0.000000 2.500000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 5.298317 6.274762 4.381490
56 1.25 0.000000 4.700000 0.736999 2.500000 0.000000 3.333333 3.333333 4.859812 5.669881 3.537416
57 1.25 0.000000 6.666666 0.000000 2.500000 0.000000 5.228375 0.000000 4.969813 5.564520 4.510268
58 7.50 7.766664 9.999998 6.666666 7.500000 3.333333 9.999998 6.666666 6.011267 6.253829 5.001796
59 2.50 0.000000 6.666666 4.433333 5.000000 0.000000 6.666666 1.485166 5.075174 5.252273 5.350708
60 7.50 9.999998 9.999998 10.000000 8.750000 9.999998 9.999998 10.000000 6.736967 7.125283 6.330518
61 1.25 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.250000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 5.225747 5.451038 3.167167
62 1.25 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 4.025352 1.791759 2.657972
63 2.50 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 6.666666 2.948164 4.234107 2.708050 2.474671
64 6.25 2.233299 6.666666 2.970332 3.750000 3.333299 6.666666 3.333333 4.644391 5.564520 3.046927
65 7.50 9.999998 9.999998 10.000000 7.500000 9.999998 9.999998 10.000000 4.418841 4.941642 3.380653
66 5.00 0.000000 6.100000 0.000000 5.000000 3.333333 9.999998 3.333333 4.262680 4.219508 4.368462
67 7.50 9.999998 9.999998 10.000000 3.750000 9.999998 9.999998 10.000000 4.875197 4.700480 3.834970
68 4.90 2.233333 9.999998 0.000000 5.000000 0.000000 3.621989 3.333333 4.189655 1.386294 1.418971
69 5.00 0.000000 8.200000 0.000000 5.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 4.521789 4.127134 2.113313
70 2.90 3.333333 6.666666 3.333333 2.500000 3.333333 6.666666 3.333333 4.653960 3.555348 1.881917
71 5.40 9.999998 6.666666 3.333333 3.750000 6.666666 6.666666 1.485166 4.477337 3.091042 1.987909
72 7.50 8.800000 9.999998 6.066666 7.500000 6.666666 9.999998 6.666666 5.337538 5.631212 3.491004
73 7.50 7.000000 9.999998 6.852998 7.500000 6.348340 6.666666 7.508044 6.129050 6.403574 5.001796
74 10.00 6.666666 9.999998 10.000000 10.000000 6.666666 9.999998 10.000000 5.003946 4.962845 3.976994
75 3.75 3.333333 0.000000 0.000000 1.250000 3.333333 0.000000 0.000000 4.488636 4.897840 2.867566
;
run;
/*create variables for potential outliers*/
data poldem;
set poldem;
if id = 8 then poutlier = 1;
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else if id = 14 then poutlier = 2;
else if id = 15 then poutlier = 3;
else if id = 34 then poutlier = 4;
else if id = 35 then poutlier = 5;
else if id = 41 then poutlier = 6;
else if id = 44 then poutlier = 7;
else if id = 45 then poutlier = 8;
else if id = 46 then poutlier = 9;
else if id = 59 then poutlier = 10;
else if id = 66 then poutlier = 11;
else if id = 67 then poutlier = 12;
else if id = 69 then poutlier = 13;
else poutlier = 0;
run;
proc means data = poldem;
run;
proc standard data = poldem out = stanpoldem mean = 0;;
run;
proc means data = stanpoldem;
run;
PROC CALIS data = stanpoldem outest = ests outstat = stat;
path
ind60 -> x1 = 1.0,
ind60 -> x2 = lambda2,
ind60 -> x3 = lambda3,
poldem60 -> y1 = 1.0,
poldem60 -> y2 = lambda5,
poldem60 -> y3 = lambda6,
poldem60 -> y4 = lambda7,
poldem65 -> y5 = 1.0,
poldem65 -> y6 = lambda9,
poldem65 -> y7 = lambda10,
poldem65 -> y8 = lambda11,
ind60 -> poldem60 = gamma11,
ind60 -> poldem65 = gamma21,
poldem60 -> poldem65 = beta21;
pcov
y1 y5 = thetaeps15,
y2 y6 = thetaeps26,
y3 y7 = thetaeps37,
y4 y8 = thetaeps48,
y2 y4 = thetaeps24,



















/*read in the data*/
use poldem;
read all var {id} into id;
read all var {y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 y8 x1 x2 x3} into data;
read all var {poutlier} into poutlier;
/*center the data*/




read all var {lambda2} into lambda2hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {lambda3} into lambda3hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {lambda5} into lambda5hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {lambda6} into lambda6hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {lambda7} into lambda7hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {lambda9} into lambda9hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {lambda10} into lambda10hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {lambda11} into lambda11hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
lambda_yhat = (1.0 || 0) //
(lambda5hat || 0) //
(lambda6hat || 0) //
(lambda7hat || 0) //
(0 || 1.0) //
(0 || lambda9hat) //
(0 || lambda10hat) //
(0 || lambda11hat);
lambda_xhat = 1.0 // lambda2hat // lambda3hat;




read all var {gamma11} into gamma11hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {gamma21} into gamma21hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {beta21} into beta21hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
Betahat = (0 || 0) //
(beta21hat || 0);
Gammahat = (gamma11hat) //
(gamma21hat);
M = ( inv(I(2) - Betahat) || -Gammahat);
P = ( (I(2) - Betahat) || -Gammahat);
D = (Betahat || Gammahat);
/*factor variances*/
use ests;
read all var {phi11} into Phihat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {psi11} into psi11hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {psi22} into psi22hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
Psihat = (psi11hat || 0)//
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(0 || psi22hat);
Sigma_LLhat = (inv(I(2) - Betahat)*(Gammahat*Phihat*Gammahat‘+Psihat)*inv(I(2) - Betahat)‘ || inv(I(2) - Betahat)*Gammahat*Phihat)//
(Phihat*Gammahat‘*inv(I(2) - Betahat)‘ || Phihat);
/*error variances*/
use ests;
read all var {thetaeps11} into thetaeps11hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {thetaeps22} into thetaeps22hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {thetaeps33} into thetaeps33hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {thetaeps44} into thetaeps44hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {thetaeps55} into thetaeps55hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {thetaeps66} into thetaeps66hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {thetaeps77} into thetaeps77hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {thetaeps88} into thetaeps88hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {thetaeps15} into thetaeps15hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {thetaeps26} into thetaeps26hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {thetaeps37} into thetaeps37hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {thetaeps48} into thetaeps48hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {thetaeps24} into thetaeps24hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {thetaeps68} into thetaeps68hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {thetadelta11} into thetadelta11hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {thetadelta22} into thetadelta22hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
read all var {thetadelta33} into thetadelta33hat where (_TYPE_="PARMS");
theta_epsilonhat = (thetaeps11hat || 0 || 0 || 0 || thetaeps15hat || 0 || 0 || 0)//
(0 || thetaeps22hat || 0 || thetaeps24hat || 0 || thetaeps26hat || 0 || 0)//
(0 || 0 || thetaeps33hat || 0 || 0 || 0 || thetaeps37hat || 0)//
(0 || thetaeps24hat || 0 || thetaeps44hat || 0 || 0 || 0 || thetaeps48hat)//
(thetaeps15hat || 0 || 0 || 0 || thetaeps55hat || 0 || 0 || 0)//
(0 || thetaeps26hat || 0 || 0 || 0 || thetaeps66hat || 0 || thetaeps68hat)//
(0 || 0 || thetaeps37hat || 0 || 0 || 0 || thetaeps77hat || 0)//
(0 || 0 || 0 || thetaeps48hat || 0 || thetaeps68hat || 0 || thetaeps88hat);
theta_deltahat = (thetadelta11hat || 0 || 0)//
(0 || thetadelta22hat || 0)//
(0 || 0 || thetadelta33hat);
Sigma_nunuhat = (theta_epsilonhat || J(8,3,0))//
(J(3,8,0) || theta_deltahat);














/*regression method based residuals*/
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nuhatR = ((I(11) - Lambdahat*Wrhat)*cdata‘)‘;
zetahatR = (P*Wrhat*cdata‘)‘;
/*Bartlett’s method based residuals*/
nuhatB = ((I(11) - Lambdahat*Wbhat)*cdata‘)‘;
zetahatB = (P*Wbhat*cdata‘)‘;
/*Anderson-Rubin method based residuals*/


















































































/*rotate the data using the inverse Cholesky transformation*/
e1y1R = (zhatR[,1] || eps1hatRst[,1]);





e2y2R = (zhatR[,2] || eps2hatRst[,1]);






e3y3R = (zhatR[,3] || eps3hatRst[,1]);





e4y4R = (zhatR[,4] || eps4hatRst[,1]);





e5y5R = (zhatR[,5] || eps5hatRst[,1]);





e6y6R = (zhatR[,6] || eps6hatRst[,1]);





e7y7R = (zhatR[,7] || eps7hatRst[,1]);





e8y8R = (zhatR[,8] || eps8hatRst[,1]);





d1x1R = (zhatR[,9] || delta1hatRst[,1]);






d2x2R = (zhatR[,10] || delta2hatRst[,1]);





d3x3R = (zhatR[,11] || delta3hatRst[,1]);





e1y1B = (zhatB[,1] || eps1hatBst[,1]);





e2y2B = (zhatB[,2] || eps2hatBst[,1]);





e3y3B = (zhatB[,3] || eps3hatBst[,1]);





e4y4B = (zhatB[,4] || eps4hatBst[,1]);





e5y5B = (zhatB[,5] || eps5hatBst[,1]);





e6y6B = (zhatB[,6] || eps6hatBst[,1]);






e7y7B = (zhatB[,7] || eps7hatBst[,1]);





e8y8B = (zhatB[,8] || eps8hatBst[,1]);





d1x1B = (zhatB[,9] || delta1hatBst[,1]);





d2x2B = (zhatB[,10] || delta2hatBst[,1]);





d3x3B = (zhatB[,11] || delta3hatBst[,1]);





e1y1AR = (zhatAR[,1] || eps1hatARst[,1]);





e2y2AR = (zhatAR[,2] || eps2hatARst[,1]);





e3y3AR = (zhatAR[,3] || eps3hatARst[,1]);






e4y4AR = (zhatAR[,4] || eps4hatARst[,1]);





e5y5AR = (zhatAR[,5] || eps5hatARst[,1]);





e6y6AR = (zhatAR[,6] || eps6hatARst[,1]);





e7y7AR = (zhatAR[,7] || eps7hatARst[,1]);





e8y8AR = (zhatAR[,8] || eps8hatARst[,1]);





d1x1AR = (zhatAR[,9] || delta1hatARst[,1]);





d2x2AR = (zhatAR[,10] || delta2hatARst[,1]);





d3x3AR = (zhatAR[,11] || delta3hatARst[,1]);
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zeta1eta1R = (etahatR[,1] || zeta1hatRst[,1]);





zeta2eta2R = (etahatR[,2] || zeta2hatRst[,1]);





zeta1eta1B = (etahatB[,1] || zeta1hatBst[,1]);





zeta2eta2B = (etahatB[,2] || zeta2hatBst[,1]);





zeta1eta1AR = (etahatAR[,1] || zeta1hatARst[,1]);





zeta2eta2AR = (etahatAR[,2] || zeta2hatARst[,1]);





zeta2eta1fR = (fscoresr[,1] || zeta2hatRst[,1]);






zeta2eta2fR = (fscoresr[,2] || zeta2hatRst[,1]);





zeta2xifR = (fscoresr[,3] || zeta2hatRst[,1]);





zeta2eta1fB = (fscoresb[,1] || zeta2hatBst[,1]);





zeta2eta2fB = (fscoresb[,2] || zeta2hatBst[,1]);





zeta2xifB = (fscoresb[,3] || zeta2hatBst[,1]);





zeta2eta1fAR = (fscoresar[,1] || zeta2hatARst[,1]);





zeta2eta2fAR = (fscoresar[,2] || zeta2hatARst[,1]);





zeta2xifAR = (fscoresar[,3] || zeta2hatARst[,1]);






zeta2y1R = data[,1] || zeta2hatRst[,1];




zeta2y1RstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y1Rst, zeta2y1R‘))‘;
zeta2y2R = data[,2] || zeta2hatRst[,1];




zeta2y2RstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y2Rst, zeta2y2R‘))‘;
zeta2y3R = data[,3] || zeta2hatRst[,1];




zeta2y3RstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y3Rst, zeta2y3R‘))‘;
zeta2y4R = data[,4] || zeta2hatRst[,1];




zeta2y4RstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y4Rst, zeta2y4R‘))‘;
zeta2y5R = data[,5] || zeta2hatRst[,1];




zeta2y5RstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y5Rst, zeta2y5R‘))‘;
zeta2y6R = data[,6] || zeta2hatRst[,1];




zeta2y6RstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y6Rst, zeta2y6R‘))‘;
zeta2y7R = data[,7] || zeta2hatRst[,1];




zeta2y7RstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y7Rst, zeta2y7R‘))‘;
zeta2y8R = data[,8] || zeta2hatRst[,1];
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zeta2y8RstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y8Rst, zeta2y8R‘))‘;
zeta2x1R = data[,9] || zeta2hatRst[,1];




zeta2x1RstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2x1Rst, zeta2x1R‘))‘;
zeta2x2R = data[,10] || zeta2hatRst[,1];




zeta2x2RstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2x2Rst, zeta2x2R‘))‘;
zeta2x3R = data[,11] || zeta2hatRst[,1];




zeta2x3RstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2x3Rst, zeta2x3R‘))‘;
zeta2y1B = data[,1] || zeta2hatBst[,1];




zeta2y1BstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y1Bst, zeta2y1B‘))‘;
zeta2y2B = data[,2] || zeta2hatBst[,1];




zeta2y2BstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y2Bst, zeta2y2B‘))‘;
zeta2y3B = data[,3] || zeta2hatBst[,1];




zeta2y3BstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y3Bst, zeta2y3B‘))‘;
zeta2y4B = data[,4] || zeta2hatBst[,1];




zeta2y4BstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y4Bst, zeta2y4B‘))‘;
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zeta2y5B = data[,5] || zeta2hatBst[,1];




zeta2y5BstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y5Bst, zeta2y5B‘))‘;
zeta2y6B = data[,6] || zeta2hatBst[,1];




zeta2y6BstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y6Bst, zeta2y6B‘))‘;
zeta2y7B = data[,7] || zeta2hatBst[,1];




zeta2y7BstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y7Bst, zeta2y7B‘))‘;
zeta2y8B = data[,8] || zeta2hatBst[,1];




zeta2y8BstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y8Bst, zeta2y8B‘))‘;
zeta2x1B = data[,9] || zeta2hatBst[,1];




zeta2x1BstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2x1Bst, zeta2x1B‘))‘;
zeta2x2B = data[,10] || zeta2hatBst[,1];




zeta2x2BstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2x2Bst, zeta2x2B‘))‘;
zeta2x3B = data[,11] || zeta2hatBst[,1];




zeta2x3BstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2x3Bst, zeta2x3B‘))‘;
zeta2y1AR = data[,1] || zeta2hatARst[,1];





zeta2y1ARstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y1ARst, zeta2y1AR‘))‘;
zeta2y2AR = data[,2] || zeta2hatARst[,1];




zeta2y2ARstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y2ARst, zeta2y2AR‘))‘;
zeta2y3AR = data[,3] || zeta2hatARst[,1];




zeta2y3ARstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y3ARst, zeta2y3AR‘))‘;
zeta2y4AR = data[,4] || zeta2hatARst[,1];




zeta2y4ARstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y4ARst, zeta2y4AR‘))‘;
zeta2y5AR = data[,5] || zeta2hatARst[,1];




zeta2y5ARstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y5ARst, zeta2y5AR‘))‘;
zeta2y6AR = data[,6] || zeta2hatARst[,1];




zeta2y6ARstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y6ARst, zeta2y6AR‘))‘;
zeta2y7AR = data[,7] || zeta2hatARst[,1];




zeta2y7ARstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y7ARst, zeta2y7AR‘))‘;
zeta2y8AR = data[,8] || zeta2hatARst[,1];




zeta2y8ARstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2y8ARst, zeta2y8AR‘))‘;
zeta2x1AR = data[,9] || zeta2hatARst[,1];





zeta2x1ARstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2x1ARst, zeta2x1AR‘))‘;
zeta2x2AR = data[,10] || zeta2hatARst[,1];




zeta2x2ARstC = (trisolv(4,Lzeta2x2ARst, zeta2x2AR‘))‘;
zeta2x3AR = data[,11] || zeta2hatARst[,1];
















fscoresetasR = (fscoresR[,1] || fscoresR[,2]);
fscoresetasB = (fscoresB[,1] || fscoresB[,2]);























































































bollenraw = data || eps1hatRst || eps2hatRst || eps3hatRst || eps4hatRst || eps5hatRst || eps6hatRst ||
eps7hatRst || eps8hatRst || delta1hatRst || delta2hatRst || delta3hatRst ||
eps1hatBst || eps2hatBst || eps3hatBst || eps4hatBst || eps5hatBst || eps6hatBst ||
eps7hatBst || eps8hatBst || delta1hatBst || delta2hatBst || delta3hatBst ||
eps1hatARst || eps2hatARst || eps3hatARst || eps4hatARst || eps5hatARst || eps6hatARst ||
eps7hatARst || eps8hatARst || delta1hatARst || delta2hatARst || delta3hatARst ||
zeta1hatRst || zeta2hatRst || zeta1hatBst || zeta2hatBst || zeta1hatARst || zeta2hatARst ||
zhatR || zhatB || zhatAR || etahatR || etahatB || etahatAR || fscoresr || fscoresb || fscoresar || poutlier;;
cname = {"y1" "y2" "y3" "y4" "y5" "y6" "y7" "y8" "x1" "x2" "x3"
"eps1hatR" "eps2hatR" "eps3hatR" "eps4hatR" "eps5hatR" "eps6hatR"
"eps7hatR" "eps8hatR" "delta1hatR" "delta2hatR" "delta3hatR"
"eps1hatB" "eps2hatB" "eps3hatB" "eps4hatB" "eps5hatB" "eps6hatB"
"eps7hatB" "eps8hatB" "delta1hatB" "delta2hatB" "delta3hatB"
"eps1hatAR" "eps2hatAR" "eps3hatAR" "eps4hatAR" "eps5hatAR" "eps6hatAR"
"eps7hatAR" "eps8hatAR" "delta1hatAR" "delta2hatAR" "delta3hatAR"
"zeta1hatR" "zeta2hatR" "zeta1hatB" "zeta2hatB" "zeta1hatAR" "zeta2hatAR"
"y1hatR" "y2hatR" "y3hatR" "y4hatR" "y5hatR" "y6hatR" "y7hatR" "y8hatR" "x1hatR" "x2hatR" "x3hatR"
"y1hatB" "y2hatB" "y3hatB" "y4hatB" "y5hatB" "y6hatB" "y7hatB" "y8hatB" "x1hatB" "x2hatB" "x3hatB"
"y1hatAR" "y2hatAR" "y3hatAR" "y4hatAR" "y5hatAR" "y6hatAR" "y7hatAR" "y8hatAR" "x1hatAR" "x2hatAR" "x3hatAR"
"eta1hatR" "eta2hatR" "eta1hatB" "eta2hatB" "eta1hatAR" "eta2hatAR"
"eta1hatRf" "eta2hatRf" "xihatRf" "eta1hatBf" "eta2hatBf" "xihatBf" "eta1hatARf" "eta2hatARf" "xihatARf" "poutlier"};
create bollenraw from bollenraw[colname=cname];
append from bollenraw;
bollenC = data || e1y1RstC || e2y2RstC || e3y3RstC || e4y4RstC || e5y5RstC || e6y6RstC || e7y7RstC || e8y8RstC ||
d1x1RstC || d2x2RstC || d3x3RstC ||
e1y1BstC || e2y2BstC || e3y3BstC || e4y4BstC || e5y5BstC || e6y6BstC || e7y7BstC || e8y8BstC ||
d1x1BstC || d2x2BstC || d3x3BstC ||
e1y1ARstC || e2y2ARstC || e3y3ARstC || e4y4ARstC || e5y5ARstC || e6y6ARstC || e7y7ARstC || e8y8ARstC ||
d1x1ARstC || d2x2ARstC || d3x3ARstC ||
zeta1eta1RstC || zeta2eta2RstC || zeta1eta1BstC || zeta2eta2BstC || zeta1eta1ARstC || zeta2eta2ARstC ||
zeta2eta1fRstC || zeta2eta2fRstC || zeta2xifRstC || zeta2eta1fBstC || zeta2eta2fBstC || zeta2xifBstC ||
zeta2eta1fARstC || zeta2eta2fARstC || zeta2xifARstC ||
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zeta2y1RstC || zeta2y2RstC || zeta2y3RstC || zeta2y4RstC || zeta2y5RstC || zeta2y6RstC || zeta2y7RstC ||
zeta2y8RstC || zeta2x1RstC || zeta2x2RstC || zeta2x3RstC ||
zeta2y1BstC || zeta2y2BstC || zeta2y3BstC || zeta2y4BstC || zeta2y5BstC || zeta2y6BstC || zeta2y7BstC ||
zeta2y8BstC || zeta2x1BstC || zeta2x2RstC || zeta2x3RstC ||
zeta2y1ARstC || zeta2y2ARstC || zeta2y3ARstC || zeta2y4ARstC || zeta2y5ARstC || zeta2y6ARstC || zeta2y7ARstC ||
zeta2y8ARstC || zeta2x1ARstC || zeta2x2ARstC || zeta2x3ARstC ||
poutlier
;
cnameC = {"y1" "y2" "y3" "y4" "y5" "y6" "y7" "y8" "x1" "x2" "x3"
"y1hatR" "eps1hatR" "y2hatR" "eps2hatR" "y3hatR" "eps3hatR" "y4hatR" "eps4hatR"
"y5hatR" "eps5hatR" "y6hatR" "eps6hatR" "y7hatR" "eps7hatR" "y8hatR" "eps8hatR"
"x1hatR" "delta1hatR" "x2hatR" "delta2hatR" "x3hatR" "delta3hatR"
"y1hatB" "eps1hatB" "y2hatB" "eps2hatB" "y3hatB" "eps3hatB" "y4hatB" "eps4hatB"
"y5hatB" "eps5hatB" "y6hatB" "eps6hatB" "y7hatB" "eps7hatB" "y8hatB" "eps8hatB"
"x1hatB" "delta1hatB" "x2hatB" "delta2hatB" "x3hatB" "delta3hatB"
"y1hatAR" "eps1hatAR" "y2hatAR" "eps2hatAR" "y3hatAR" "eps3hatAR" "y4hatAR" "eps4hatAR"
"y5hatAR" "eps5hatAR" "y6hatAR" "eps6hatAR" "y7hatAR" "eps7hatAR" "y8hatAR" "eps8hatAR"
"x1hatAR" "delta1hatAR" "x2hatAR" "delta2hatAR" "x3hatAR" "delta3hatAR"
"eta1hatR" "zeta1hatR" "eta2hatR" "zeta2hatR" "eta1hatB" "zeta1hatB" "eta2hatB" "zeta2hatB"
"eta1hatAR" "zeta1hatAR" "eta2hatAR" "zeta2hatAR"
"zeta2Reta1" "eta1Rzeta2" "zeta2Reta2" "eta2Rzeta2" "zeta2Rxi" "xiRzeta2"
"zeta2Beta1" "eta1Bzeta2" "zeta2Beta2" "eta2Bzeta2" "zeta2Bxi" "xiBzeta2"
"zeta2AReta1" "eta1ARzeta2" "zeta2AReta2" "eta2ARzeta2" "zeta2ARxi" "xiARzeta2"
"zeta2Ry1" "y1Rzeta2" "zeta2Ry2" "y2Rzeta2" "zeta2Ry3" "y3Rzeta2" "zeta2Ry4" "y4Rzeta2" "zeta2Ry5"
"y5Rzeta2" "zeta2Ry6" "y6Rzeta2" "y7Rzeta2" "zeta2Ry7" "y8Rzeta2" "zeta2Ry8"
"zeta2Rx1" "x1Rzeta2" "zeta2Rx2" "x2Rzeta2" "zeta2Rx3" "x3Rzeta2"
"zeta2By1" "y1Bzeta2" "zeta2By2" "y2Bzeta2" "zeta2By3" "y3Bzeta2" "zeta2By4" "y4Bzeta2" "zeta2By5"
"y5Bzeta2" "zeta2By6" "y6Bzeta2" "y7Bzeta2" "zeta2By7" "y8Bzeta2" "zeta2By8"
"zeta2Bx1" "x1Bzeta2" "zeta2Bx2" "x2Bzeta2" "zeta2Bx3" "x3Bzeta2"
"zeta2ARy1" "y1ARzeta2" "zeta2ARy2" "y2ARzeta2" "zeta2ARy3" "y3ARzeta2" "zeta2ARy4" "y4ARzeta2" "zeta2ARy5"
"y5ARzeta2" "zeta2ARy6" "y6ARzeta2" "y7ARzeta2" "zeta2ARy7" "y8ARzeta2" "zeta2ARy8"
"zeta2ARx1" "x1ARzeta2" "zeta2ARx2" "x2ARzeta2" "zeta2ARx3" "x3ARzeta2" "poutlier"
};
create bollenC from bollenC[colname=cnameC];
append from bollenC;
bollenCD = id || data || CDx1R || CDx1B || CDx1AR || CDx2R || CDx2B || CDx2AR || CDx3R || CDx3B || CDx3AR ||
CDy1R || CDy1B || CDy1AR || CDy2R || CDy2B || CDy2AR || CDy3R || CDy3B || CDy3AR || CDy4R || CDy4B || CDy4AR ||
CDy5R || CDy5B || CDy5AR || CDy6R || CDy6B || CDy6AR || CDy7R || CDy7B || CDy7AR || CDy8R || CDy8B || CDy8AR ||
CDeta1R || CDeta1B || CDeta1AR || CDeta2R || CDeta2B || CDeta2AR || poutlier;
cnameCD = {"id" "y1" "y2" "y3" "y4" "y5" "y6" "y7" "y8" "x1" "x2" "x3"
"CDx1R" "CDx1B" "CDx1AR" "CDx2R" "CDx2B" "CDx2AR" "CDx3R" "CDx3B" "CDx3AR"
"CDy1R" "CDy1B" "CDy1AR" "CDy2R" "CDy2B" "CDy2AR" "CDy3R" "CDy3B" "CDy3AR" "CDy4R" "CDy4B" "CDy4AR"
"CDy5R" "CDy5B" "CDy5AR" "CDy6R" "CDy6B" "CDy6AR" "CDy7R" "CDy7B" "CDy7AR" "CDy8R" "CDy8B" "CDy8AR"
"CDeta1R" "CDeta1B" "CDeta1AR" "CDeta2R" "CDeta2B" "CDeta2AR" "poutlier"};
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